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Abstract.  

 
Across cultures, doors and threshold spaces are symbolically linked to ideas of transition, 

transgression, and liminality. In the ancient Egyptian Old Kingdom, references to these 

types of spaces come predominantly from administrative and mortuary literature and, in 

particular, from the Pyramid Texts of the 5th and 6th Dynasties. The present study 

originated from the ongoing debate in the field of Pyramid Text studies that focuses on 

how the corpus should be “read” and how such readings influence our understanding of 

the ontological transformation of the deceased king or queen in the afterlife.  A significant 

aspect of this “reading” concerns the purpose of threshold spaces within Pyramid Text 

spells, how we interpret them, and how we assess their relationship with the surrounding 

tomb architecture. Through the theoretical lens of liminality, this study analyses key 

threshold terms extant in the Pyramid Text corpus, and explores their relationship to 

ancient Egyptian royal and elite ideologies of purity, the endurance of cult, and broader 

notions of spatial and social control. This study fundamentally questions the adaptive 

scholarly interpretation of certain texts within the corpus, and how the threshold spaces 

within have been used to justify textual-spatial correlations, demonstrating that such 

“readings” are untenable.  

This thesis consists of two thematic parts. The first, “Movement”, explores the 

terminology used within the corpus to express a doorway or threshold space. Utilising 

archaeological records and extant administrative and mortuary data, the chapters in this 

section re-examine each of these terms individually, situating them within the wider 

context of Old Kingdom social and religious use. The second part of this study, 

“Exclusion,” examines terminology associated with spatial restriction. Through a close 

analysis of contemporary threat-formulae and elite ideologies of social and religious 

purity and control, the chapters in this section explore how we interpret liminal 

exclusion, and what the “Othering” of certain socio-cultural groups reveals about elite 

Egyptian conceptions of this world and the next.   
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Source and Location Codes.  

 
Navigation of the current Pyramid Text literature is complicated by the differing source 

and location sigla provided by individuals and organisations. The most comprehensive 

sources for analysing the spatial placement of the texts, Allen’s A New Concordance of the 

Pyramid Texts (2013) and the comprehensive Les Textes de La Pyramides de Pepy Ier 

(2018) produced by Mathieu and the Mission Archéologique Française de Saqqara 

(MafS), use differing citation systems not only for the numbering of texts, but for the 

designation of spell placement. In order to simplify this, the system of identification used 

within this work will be based primarily on the source and location codes adhered to by 

Allen. Accordingly, each location will be identified first by pyramid owner, then by room, 

wall, section and register, and column number. For example, in the tomb of Neith, PT 23 

is located at Nt/S/Ne B i 1-4: Neith (Nt), Sarcophagus Chamber (S), North wall east end 

(/Ne), section B register i (B i), columns 1 – 4. For the purposes of this study, the original 

line numbers which appear in the older publications of Jéquier have been omitted, but 

can easily be found within Allen’s New Concordance under the appropriate spell. 

All spells will be referred to with the conventional prefix PT (Pyramid Text). However, 

the discovery of new texts in recent years has prompted the implementation of further 

identifying spell numbers beyond the “Spruch” set out by Sethe in Die altägyptischen 

Pyramidentexte (1908 – 1910), and the “Utterances” (following Sethe) numbered by 

Faulkner in The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts (1969). Both Allen and MafS employ 

differing numbering systems to account for these new texts. Thus, to differentiate, the 

following prefixes will be used: 

 

fPT   Indicates a Pyramid Text (Utterance) as numbered by Faulkner, AEPT. 

PT *   Indicates a Pyramid Text as numbered by Allen in New Concordance.  

sPT   Indicates a Pyramid Text as numbered by MafS in Mathieu, Pepy Ier.1 

 

 
1 Following Hays, Organization, xxvii – xxix.  
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Spell location codes are as follows:  

SOURCES  

Kings  

W  Unis  

T  Teti  

P  Pepy I  

M  Merenre I  

N  Pepy II (Neferkare) 

 

Queens 

AII  Ankhenespepy II  

Nt   Neith  

Wd  Wedjebten  

Ip  Iput II  

B  Behenu  

 

ROOMS  

S   Sarcophagus Chamber2  

P   The passageway leading from the Sarcophagus Chamber to  
  Antechamber 

A   Antechamber  

Ser   Serdab  

C   Corridor leading north from the Antechamber 

Cs  Corridor, South End (=/C post) 

Cm   Corridor, Middle (=/C med) 

Cn  Corridor, North End (=/C ant) 

V   Vestibule  

APs   Ascending passage, south end (=/D post)  

APn  Ascending Passage, north end (=/D ant) 

 

 

 

 

 
2 Denoted B (Burial Chamber) by Allen, and F (Chambre Funéraire) by MafS. 
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WALLS, SECTIONS AND REGISTERS  

 

/E   East Wall  

/Eg   East Wall, Gable  

/N   North Wall  

/Ne   North Wall, East End  

/Nw   North Wall, West End  

/S   South Wall  

/Se   South Wall, East End  

/Sw   South Wall, West End 

/W   West Wall  

/Wg  West Wall, Gable  

h   Indicates a horizontal register (e.g. M/A/Wh)  

A – C   Sections  

i – v   Registers 
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Abbreviations.  

 
AEO  Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian Onomastica I – II.  

ASAE  Annales du service des antiquités de l’Égypte 

BACE  Bulletin of the Australian Centre for Egyptology 

BD. Book of the Dead 

BdE Bibliotheque d’etude, Institude francais d’archeologie orientale.  

BIFAO Bulletin de l'Institut Français d'Archéologie Orientale 

CT.  Coffin Text. 

EES Egyptian Exploration Society, London.  

EG Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar.  

FWb Kahl, Frühägyptischen Wörterbuch I – III.  

UEE UCLA Encyclopaedia of Egyptology  

GM Göttinger Miszellen  

GT Emery, Great Tombs of the First Dynasty I – II.  

HPBM Hieratic Papyrus from the British Museum.  

IÄF Kaplony, Die Inschriften der ägyptischen Frühzeit I – III.  

IFAO Institut français d'archéologie orientale 

JARCE  Journal of the American Research Centre in Egypt 

JEA  Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 

JNES  Journal of Near Eastern Studies 

JSSEA  Journal of the Society of the Study of Egyptian Antiquities (SSEA) 

LÄ  Lexikon der Ägyptologie.  

LD  Lepsius. Denkmäler aus Ägypten und Äthiopien.  

LGG  Leitz, Lexikon der ägyptischen Götter und Götterbezeichnungen, I – VIII.  

LingAeg Lingua Aegyptica 

MafS  Mission Archéologique Française de Saqqarah 

MDAIK Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Abteilung Kairo 

MMA  Metropolian Museum of Art 

MMJ  Metropolitan Museum Journal 

OMRO  Oudheidkundige Mededelingen uit het Rijksmuseum van Oudheden  

Or.  Orientalia. Commentarii periodici Pontificii instituti biblici, Nova Series  
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PT. Pyramid Text.  

RdE  Revue d'Égyptologie  

Rec. Trav. Recueil de traveaux relatifs à la philologie et à l'archéologie égyptiennes 

et assyriennes 

RT Petrie. The Royal Tombs of the First Dynasty I – II.  

SAK  Studien zur Altägyptischen Kultur  

SSEA  Journal of the Society of the Study of Egyptian Antiquities 

Urk  Sethe, Urkunden des Alten Reichs. Abteilung I. 

Wb  Erman and Grapow, Wörterbuch der aegyptischen Sprache, Band 1 – VII.  

ZÄS   Zeitschrift für ägyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde.  
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Introduction.  

 

The door is this nowhere, this cleft that separates a world from another world. 3 

 

Despite being mundane, everyday objects, doors have a deeply resonating significance.4 

Across cultures, doors are symbolically linked to ideas of transition, transgression, and 

liminality.5 Lefebvre describes the door as a framed object,6 a transitional, symbolic, and 

functional object that “serves to bring a space….to an end; and it heralds the reception to 

be expected in the …interior that awaits.”7  He considers the threshold of the door to be 

an additional object, “which has traditionally enjoyed an almost ritual significance.”8  One 

of the most significant aspects of a door, or threshold space, is its ability to function not 

only as a way to allow entrance but, simultaneously, as a way to prevent it.  At its core, 

this thesis is an exploration of how doors and related threshold spaces in the Pyramid 

Texts function as a loci of liminal movement, inclusion, and exclusion. As one of the oldest 

“cohesive” bodies of religious literature, the Pyramid Texts come, as most ancient texts 

do, with over a century of analytic baggage. The present study stems from the ongoing 

debate in the field of Pyramid Text studies that focuses on how the texts should be “read”, 

and how those readings influence how we understand the ontological transformation of 

the deceased king in the afterlife. A significant aspect of this “reading” centres around the 

function of threshold spaces, how we interpret references to such doors within the texts, 

and how we assess the relationship between text and tomb architecture. 

 
3 Catedra, “’Through the Door’,” 55.  
4 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 209; Eriksen, Architecture, Society, and Ritual, 16. 
5 Eriksen, “The powerful ring. Door rings, oath rings and sacral place,” 73. 
6 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 209. 
7 Ibid., 210. 
8 Ibid. 
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Through an analysis of threshold terminology and textual placement, this study seeks to 

question how we understand and codify the significance of these spaces in the pyramid-

tombs of the kings and queens of the late Old Kingdom. In doing so, it will be shown that 

the existing, pervasive cosmographic interpretation of the pyramid chambers is 

untenable, particularly when doors and threshold spaces are relied upon to give it 

meaning.  

 

The cosmographic theory and the “reading” of doors in the Pyramid Texts.  

In recent years, a central part of Pyramid Text discussion has been the diametric views 

surrounding the selection, placement, and function of the corpus. Central to these 

arguments are the continued associations made between the bicameral burial chambers 

of the kings and above-ground architectural spaces or topographical locations in the 

afterlife. 9  Adjacent to this identification has been the interpretation of the symbolic 

meaning of the tomb chambers themselves. 10  There is no doubt that the Egyptians 

“conceptualised architectural space in symbolic terms.” 11  However, the debate 

concerning how this conceptualisation worked in conjunction with the Pyramid Texts is 

complex, and frequently hinged on attempts to provide a linear narrative format to texts 

that fundamentally reject a cohesive, linear narrative structure.12  

Schott theorises that the sarcophagus chamber, antechamber, and serdab corresponded 

to the geographic locations of Buto, Memphis, and Hierakonpolis (Figure 0.2). 13 

 
9 Hays, “Unreading,” 199.  
10 Ibid., 199 – 202.  
11 Ibid., 195 and 198.   
12 Hellum, „Toward an Understanding,” 123; Hays, “Unreading,” 199.  
13 Schott, “Bemerkungen, 208 – 210, Fig. 56. Some five years later, Spiegel, “Das Auferstehungritual der 

Unaspyramide,” 408 similarly appointed geographic locations to each chamber. In his conception, the 

sarcophagus chamber was equated with Kus and Buto, the antechamber with Hermopolis and 

Heracleopolis, and the serdab with Heliopolis. 
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Furthermore, by virtue of the spatial layout of the texts and their content, he proposes 

that the interior of the pyramid complex reflected the progress of the funerary procession 

carried out in the superstructure, from the valley temple to the mortuary temple. 14 

Similarly, Spiegel argues not only that each chamber could be equated to specific cities of 

historic and mythological importance, 15  but also that “der Grundgedanke der 

Raumsymbolik des Pyramiden-Inneren ist bereits durch die Tradition gegeben: Die 

Pyramide ist ein architektonisches Sinnbild des Kosmos“, 16  cementing his earlier 

suggestion that “die Sargkammer repräsentiert die Unterwelt, die Mittelkammer die 

Oberwelt („Horizont“), ihre Decke den Nachthimmel, der Serdab den Tageshimmel 

(qbHw).17 Despite Schott, Spiegel, and Altenmüller all contributing to the discussion of 

how the texts functioned within a wider funerary context – i.e. as performative rites 

carried out during the funeral – Barta later questioned these hypotheses,18 noting that 

despite all scholars having assembled elaborate reconstructions of the physical rites that 

accompanied the texts, these detailed accounts were all vastly different,19 and therefore 

“simultaneously incompatible and unverifiable.”20 In a 1973 review of Spiegel’s work, 

 
14 Schott, Pyramidenkult, 149 – 154, 198 – 200, and 205. In his opinion, the vestibule equated to the valley 

temple, the corridor to the causeway, the antechamber to the offering court, and the sarcophagus chamber 

to the mortuary temple. Further associations between the subterranean chambers and the above-ground 

locations of the door of Nut, Field of Reeds and Field of Offerings are also made.  
15 Ibid. 
16 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 21.  
17  Spiegel, “Das Auferstehungsritual der Unaspyramides,” 408. This theory is expanded with textual 

examples in Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 22.   
18 Barta, Die Bedeutung der Pyramidentexte, 4 – 39.  
19 Ibid., 39 – 49, provides an account of the three theories and their differences. 
20 Hays, Organisation, 7. As Hays summarises, “while all three had assumed that the texts were performed 

in some manner within the context of a burial ritual, they otherwise shared little common ground in 

reconstructing that ritual’s myriad details—neither in respect to the sequence of the rites of the funeral, 

the physical acts appropriate to the rites, the manner in which individual texts were recited during them, 

their places of performance, nor identifying which texts went with what rite.”  
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Mueller similarly criticised his theory for the “inherent improbabilities of [his] thesis and 

the constant distortion of the hieroglyphic text”.21  Indeed, as Hays summarises:  

 

While [Spiegel, Schott, and Altenmüller] had assumed that the texts were 

performed in some manner within the context of a burial ritual, they otherwise 

shared little common ground in reconstructing that ritual’s myriad details —

neither in respect to the sequence of the rites of the funeral, the physical acts 

appropriate to the rites, the manner in which individual texts were recited during 

them, their places of performance, nor identifying which texts went with what rite. 

 

Thus, rather than relying on “unsicher und in hohem Maße zweifelhaft”22 ritual texts to 

provide the function of each chamber, Barta argued that it was the room itself which 

informed the function of the texts. 23  Furthermore, he argued that the texts were 

equivalent to “Grabinventar”:24 with the burial complex sealed after entombment,25 the 

Pyramid Texts were only relevant to the deceased in the afterlife,26 but only as tools for 

navigation and providing sustenance,27 rather than as copies of ritual performance.28  

Consequently, contra Schott, they had a function “gänzlich von der oberirdischer 

Kultanlagen verschieden.”29   

 
21 Mueller, “Review,“ 117.  
22 Barta, Pyramidentexte, 8.  
23 Ibid., 8 – 9; Hays, Organisation, 8, fn. 54.  
24 Barta, Pyramidentexte, 69. 
25 Ibid., 8 – 9. 
26 Ibid., 8, 70. 
27 Ibid., 71 – 72, 82 and 99.  
28 Hays, Organisation, 8. 
29 Barta, Pyramidentexte, 8 – 9.  
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Despite limited traction of these concepts in subsequent decades,30 the fundamental core 

of Spiegel’s cosmographic theory was eventually revived by Allen, whose synthesis of 

both Schott and Spiegel’s theories resulted in a  processual reading of Unis’ corpus.31 

Maintaining that the texts are to be “read in the order he would find them in moving from 

the sarcophagus out of the tomb,”32 Allen’s “reading” of the pyramid equates the funerary 

architecture of the king’s subterranean burial apartments with the journey from death to 

(re)birth, in parallel with the rising and setting of the sun, and in a sequence reflected in 

the texts lining the pyramid walls. 33  Allen divides the texts into a tripartite schema: 

Emerging from the Duat,34 Ascending to the Akhet,35 and Rising from the Akhet at dawn.36 

In this cosmographic ideation, the sarcophagus chamber corresponds to the Duat,37 the 

antechamber to the Akhet, and the corridor and entranceways the passage to the sky (Fig. 

0.1).   

 

 

 

 

 

 
30 In fact, as noted by Hays, the brief commentary by Osing is perhaps the only significant mention of the 

theory prior to its revival. It is worth noting, however, Osing’s scepticism of assigning these cosmographical 

identifications to the tomb chambers: Osing, “Disposition der Pyramidentexte des Unas,” 143, fn. 41.  
31 Hays, Organisation, 5. Indeed, one of the major objections to Allen’s theory is that it uses only one corpus, 

that of Unis, as its exemplar, not taking into account the varied corpora belonging to other kings or queens.   
32 Allen, “Reading a Pyramid,” 24; Allen, AEPT, 12.  
33 Allen, “Reading a Pyramid,” 19 – 20. 
34 Ibid., 19 – 20; 26.  
35 Ibid., 27. 
36 Ibid., 27 – 28.  
37  The sarcophagus, located at the westernmost end, is equated with Nut as an enclosing oval that 

surrounds and protects her son, the deceased king: Allen, “Cosmology of the Pyramid Texts,” 16 – 17; Allen, 

“Reading a Pyramid,” 25.  
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Figure 0.2. Schott’s Topographic Theory.  

Figure 0.1. The Cosmographic Theory. 
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Unlike Spiegel before him, who associated the serdab with the qbhw, Allen excludes this 

architectural feature from his schema entirely. Recognising this absence, Mathieu later 

supplemented Allen’s analysis of Unis’ corpus by proposing a correlation between the 

serdab and a location identified in the Coffin Texts as the Hwt Wsir, “Mansion of Osiris” or 

TpHt nww, “Cavern of Nu”.38  This presents the serdab as a portal to a formidable location 

at the far east of the horizon through which the deceased must pass in order to reach the 

Duat.39 Accordingly, the corpora of Unis and Teti place the so-called Cannibal Hymn (PT 

273 – 274) in the gable above the doorway to this area of the tomb, 40  preceded or 

followed in each corpus by a series of apotropaic spells above and surrounding the 

serdab, evidently as a form of protection against the malevolent forces beyond.41 Allen 

has since stated that the serdab “probably had cosmic significance.”42 

Despite the extensive adoption and application of Allen’s theory by various scholars,43 

Billing argues that, when applied to the epigraphic pyramids successive to Unis, the 

cosmographic theory “loses its contours”.44 Hays’ rebuttal of Allen’s theory, Unreading 

the Pyramids,45 offers a comprehensive dissection of the shortcomings of any theory that 

claims “articulated symbology for individual subterranean rooms in the pyramids.”46 

Furthermore, despite Allen’s systematic organisation of the tomb, Hays notes that the 

 
38 Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 289 – 304; Billing, Nut, 44 – 45.   
39 Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 297. 
40 W/A/Eg 1-30; T/A/E 28-40. In Teti, the Cannibal Hymn begins in the middle of this wall, at the centre of 

the serdab itself, and continues to the right side of the wall, followed by a series of spells concerned with 

provisioning and purification of the deceased.   
41 Hellum, “Toward an Understanding,” 129.  
42 Allen, AEPT, 12.  
43 Snape, Ancient Egyptian Tombs, 54; Hays, “Unreading,” 218.  
44 Billing, “The pyramid as a journey,” 37. 
45  Hays, “Unreading,” 195 – 220. The statement by Hays, Organisation, 5, fn. 42 that Allen had 

“acknowledged that his conclusions thereto are now obsolete” were consequently rebuffed by Allen, 

“Review,” 525 - 526 in a review of the same work.  
46 Hays, “Unreading,” 217.  
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“anti-systematic character of Egyptian symbolism found in the Pyramid Texts as a whole 

is already an argument against this theory.”47 Indeed, as Hays points out, later mortuary 

evidence identifies the entire tomb not only with the Duat but also equally with the sky, 

the Akhet, and sxt iArw, “Field of Reeds.”48 In the Egyptian conception, the multivalence of 

frequently contradictory mythic symbols and allusions presents the antithesis to a theory 

that organises the texts into a cohesive narrative schema with a defined beginning, 

middle, and end.49  In summary, Hays states that: 

Because texts bearing the same cosmographic content are distributed throughout 

each pyramid and change locations from pyramid to pyramid, it is impossible for 

them, in conjunction with their placement, to denote differentiated space. 

Moreover, it cannot be held that the texts of each pyramid are arranged according 

to a quasi-narrative process involving passage from one cosmographic area to the 

next, since many texts violate the theory’s itinerary. Finally, while eclipsing the 

primary meaning of the texts in favour of a supposed secondary meaning, the 

theory’s assertion that the deceased was to read the texts in conjunction with 

following the physical route out of the pyramid is invalidated by the presence of 

false doors around the sarcophagus…there is no fixed relationship between the 

text’s statements and the immediate space in which it occurs.50 

 

For Hays, textual placement is nominally determined by tradition, pragmatics, and 

significance.51  That the bicameral layout of the burial complex can be seen from the 

beginning of 5th Dynasty, predating the introduction of the Pyramid Texts, would seem to 

indicate that the “organisation of non-verbal space necessarily influenced the 

 
47 Ibid., 202, see 205 – 217 for a full breakdown of all evidence against the theory. 
48 See Nuzzolo, “Royal Architecture and Pyramid Texts,” 117 – 197 and O’Connor, “Interpretation of the Old 

Kingdom Pyramid Complex,” 135 – 144, for a further discussion of this theory and its application.    
49 Hays, “Unreading,” 204 – 205. See also Klimkeit, “Spatial orientation,” 273. 
50 Hays, “Unreading,” 217.  
51 Ibid., 220.  
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organisation of verbal inscription.” 52  Thus, this makes the hypothesised association 

between chamber and afterlife geography largely irrelevant.53 Consequently, contra Allen 

(and by extension his antecedents), Hays contends that:  

The reading order for any given pyramid was necessarily multicursal… there was 

no single rule for the order in which the inscribed Pyramid Texts were transcribed 

and that there can be no single rule for the order in which they are to be read.54 

 

Hellum has argued that mythologically, it seems unlikely that reading order is entirely 

relevant to how the texts functioned overall;55 instead, the physical and metaphysical 

elements which comprise the texts create a “non-verbal, multipart narrative.” 56 

Moreover, Hays observes, “the king need not depart the tomb along the physical route 

mortals must follow.”57   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
52 Ibid., 218. 
53 Ibid.; Hellum, “Toward an Understanding,” 130.  
54 Hays, Organisation, 258 
55 Hellum, Presence of Myth in the Pyramid Texts, 78 – 79; Hellum, “Toward an Understanding,” 127. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Hays, “Unreading,” 216.  
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Theoretical Framework.  

Whoever passes from one [zone] to the other finds himself physically 

and magico-religiously in a special situation for a certain length of 

time: he wavers between two worlds.58 

 

Liminality.  

In an analysis of doorways and threshold spaces, a discussion of liminality is inevitable. 

Introduced to modern scholarship through the publication of Les rites de passage by 

ethnographer van Gennep in 1909,59 the theoretical discussion of liminality and liminal 

space has become increasingly popular in academic research in recent years. The premise 

of van Gennep’s theory is to provide a universal model to explain the ritual activities 

observed across various traditional societies during life events “which accompany a 

passage from one situation to another or from one cosmic or social world to another.”60 

According to van Gennep, both individuals and societal groups undergo a series of life 

passages (or statuses), punctuated throughout with pivotal junctures at which one’s life 

trajectory alters, causing them to experience a turning point potentially accompanied by 

danger. 61  Accordingly, van Gennep devised a tripartite model to describe the rituals 

associated with these events:  

1. Rites of separation or pre-liminal rites (rites de séparation) 

2. Rites of transition or liminal rites (rites de marge)62 

3. Rites of aggregation or post-liminal rites (rites d’agrégation).63  

 

 
58 van Gennep, Rites of Passage, 18. 
59 Ibid.   
60 Ibid., 10.  
61 Ibid., 3.  
62 However, see Zhang, “Recovering Meanings Lost in Interpretations of “Les Rites de Passage,” 119 – 139, 

who questions this translation and its implications. 
63 van Gennep, Rites of Passage, 11.  
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During the first stage, an individual or group is symbolically disconnected from their 

previous social position or from “a set of cultural conditions,”64 often through acts of 

purification,65 loss of official titles, or by the removal of clothing and the donning of plain, 

nondescript garments that have an “equalising value.” 66  This separation frequently 

involves physically removing an individual or group from one spatial reality and shifting 

them to an alternate location for the following steps to take place.67 The stage that follows 

is liminal, and may contain any number of ritual processes, including the crossing of 

symbolic limits manifest as physical boundaries or thresholds, which often appear as 

doorways or border walls.68  

The word liminal derives from the Latin, limen - ‘a threshold’ - and refers to the 

passageway between two separate places. 69  Liminality is commonly employed to 

describe narrative journeys into marginal spaces, such as the geographic passage from a 

known, civilised place - such as a city - into the unknown landscape of a desert or 

wilderness space. 70  However, it can also be used to describe places, individuals, or 

groups, that do not fit into any ascribed social structure: the edges between what is 

considered proper and what is deemed illicit, spaces at the social periphery, and people 

who are considered the “other” are all considered to have a liminal dimension.71 Although 

 
64 Turner, The Ritual Process, 80.  
65 van Gennep, Rites of Passage, 35 – 36.  
66 Martins, “Liminality and the social functions of Akkadian Wisdom Literature, “26. However, Turner, 

“Myth and Symbol,” 576 also notes that during the liminal stage, a group’s “social homogeneity may be 

emphasized by the wearing of some uniform ritual decoration or dress”. 
67 Thomassen, Liminality and the Modern, 4. 
68 van Gennep, Rites of Passage, 19 - 20. 
69 Carson, Liminal Reality, 2.  
70 Ibid., xiii, provides a number of literary and religious examples in his introduction. 
71  Naturally, the liminal personae (“threshold people”) are a central feature of liminality. According to 

Turner, The Forest of Symbols, 88 – 89, and 94, these transitional beings are defined by ambiguity, and can 

be characterised in terms of various attributes including submissiveness, silence, sexlessness, anonymity, 

impurity or uncleanliness. These transitional beings and transitional spaces are riddled with danger, and 
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van Gennep’s work on ritual was largely overlooked during his lifetime, 72  Turner 73 

eventually took van Gennep’s work and elaborated significantly on the idea of 

liminality,74 coining the much cited phrase “betwixt and between” to describe the in-

between situation of those found in ritual limbo.75 In Stephenson’s summary of the rites 

of passage, he notes that for Turner, “all authentic ritual is transformative,”76 and thus the 

state of liminality is a requirement. He similarly notes that for historian Eliade, it is in the 

liminal where the sacred is found, making this space more important than those 

associated with separation or re-incorporation.77   

 

Following van Gennep and Turner, Thomassen separates liminality into three types that 

can function in combination: subject experience, temporal dimension, and spatial 

dimension.78  The liminal subject may be an individual, a societal group, or an entire 

civilisation,79 while the temporal dimension may refer to a single moment, a short period 

of weeks or months, or it may consist of epochs spanning decades, or even centuries. The 

spatial can relate to specific places or thresholds, areas and zones (e.g. airports, seaside 

resorts), or larger regions, including whole countries or continents. 80   Thomassen 

 
the inherent risk of contamination through ritual impurity and pollution during the liminal state is 

commonly countered through preventative rituals. cf Douglas, Purity and Danger, 8 – 35. 
72 Thomassen, “Uses and Meanings,” 7 – 8.  
73 For a brief discussion on the re-discovery of van Gennep’s work and subsequent translation into English, 

see Thomassen, “Uses and Meanings,” 13. It is beyond the scope of this work to delve into the full history of 

scholarship on ritual processes and liminality, however, Szakolczai, “Liminality and Experience,” 11 – 24 

provides an up to date discussion of the history of these concepts.  
74 Notably, see Turner, The Forest of Symbols and The Ritual Process.  
75 Turner, “Betwixt and Between,” 4 – 20.  
76 Stephenson, “Rites of Passage: An Overview,” 7801. 
77 Ibid.  
78 Thomassen, “Uses and Meanings,” 16 – 18.  
79 According to Thomassen, “Uses and Meanings,” 19. 
80 Thomassen, “Uses and Meanings,” 16 – 17. However, it is worth noting that Thomassen further admits 

that these divisions are arbitrary, and notes that distinguishing between, for example, temporal moments 

and periods may be difficult (and perhaps irrelevant).  
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contends that “the point of departure for any analysis of liminality must be spatial” 81 and, 

in fact, van Gennep dedicated the entire second chapter of his Rites of Passage to the 

concept of ‘the territorial passage’.82 For van Gennep, territorial boundaries and border 

zones, thresholds and doorways, are equated with the liminal stage of the ritual process, 

so much so that rites associated with spatial passage become “a rite of spiritual 

passage.”83  Van Gennep’s work emphasises the differentiation between social groups 

and,84 according to Grimes, the core of van Gennep’s theory rests on the analogy of social 

movement, wherein “a change in status is akin to a bodily movement through space.”85 

Grimes likens this to “journeying across an international border or walking through a 

doorway.”86 In his concluding remarks, van Gennep stresses that the passage from one 

social position to another must be identified with territorial passage, “such as the 

entrance into a village or a house, the movement from one room to another, or the 

crossing of streets or squares.” 87  These social movements are frequently performed 

ritually through the entering of a portal, or via the “opening of doors.”88 However, as 

Grimes points out, rites of passage do not always require a literal transition across 

territorial lines, and he argues that “it does not seem that van Gennep believed that 

separation is necessarily geographical; it may be purely symbolic.”89  Transitions from 

one state (or space) to another may not require any physical movement but, instead, they 

may signify a symbolic social or ontological change.90   

 
81 Thomassen, Liminality and the Modern, 11. 
82 Van Gennep, The Rites of Passage, 15 – 25,  
83 Ibid., 22 
84 Ibid., 1.  
85 Grimes, Deeply into the Bone, 103. 
86 Ibid.  
87 Van Gennep, Rites of Passage, 192.  
88 Ibid. 
89 Grimes, Deeply into the Bone, 104 – 105.  
90 Ibid., 105.  
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Liminality and the Egyptian material.   

The exploration of liminality has found limited currency in the Egyptological literature 

and can be separated into two general categories: 1) liminal spaces, 91 and 2) liminal 

beings.92 Both categories are relevant to this study, so will be briefly discussed here. 

In 1968, Turner argued that myths are in themselves are liminal phenomena,93 and that 

even when not bound to rites they still possess a liminal character.94 Turner also argued 

that mythic prototypes, such a murderous deeds, cannibalism,95 adultery, or incest, are 

neither paradigmatic nor cautionary tales.96 On the contrary, they provide the liminal 

being97 with temporary access to “primary or primordial powers of the cosmos, the acts 

of which transcend rather than transgress the norms of human secular society.”98  In 

ancient Egypt, these transgressions are not solely restricted to the realm of the gods or 

the dead,99 but frequently arise mapped onto the royal family.100 From the outset, the 

Egyptian king is described in liminal terms, regardless of ontological status. Like 

 
91 E.g., Lankester, “Predynastic Egyptian rock,” 81 – 92 criticises the traditional “retrospective approach” to 

understanding the motifs found in Egyptian predynastic rock art and suggests using van Gennep’s model 

as a framework for a different interpretation of its meaning and purpose in the context of liminal desert 

spaces. Eliade, Cosmos and History, 17 argues that any quest to the centre, the “zone of the sacred, the zone 

of absolute reality,” is a rite of passage.  
92 E.g., Turriziani, “Delimiting, fighting and embracing the other,” 91 – 108 that situates deities at the in-
between margins of Egypt, at the liminal point between Egypt and the “Other.” 
93 Turner, “Myth and Symbol,” 576.  
94 Ibid., 577. 
95 For a more recent discussion of cannibalism in ancient Egypt, see Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 153 – 174 and 

Goebs, Crowns, 349 – 358.  
96 Ibid. 
97 The liminal personae (“threshold people”) are a central feature of liminality. According to Turner, The Forest 

of Symbols, 88 – 89 and 94 these transitional beings are defined by ambiguity and can be characterised in terms 

various attributes including submissiveness, silence, sexlessness, and anonymity. These transitional beings and 

transitional spaces are riddled with danger, and the inherent risk of contamination through ritual impurity and 

pollution during the liminal state is commonly countered through preventative rituals. See Douglas, Purity and 

Danger, 95.  
98 Ibid., 577. 
99 Von Lieven, “Antisocial Gods?” 181 – 182.  
100 Černy, “Consanguineous Marriages,” 23 – 29.   
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Gilgamesh,101 he is a wild bull, he is frequently animalistic, and straddles the line “betwixt 

and between” the mortal world and that of the gods, being semi-divine: his very existence 

is liminal.102  In the Pyramid Texts, the king’s journey from death to rebirth runs parallel 

to that of Osiris, whose own liminal episode, well known from later texts,103 is referenced 

through allusions to his mythic dismemberment 104  and suffering at the hands of his 

brother, Seth. 105  As Hellum suggests, the king is “in a sense, inhabiting a myth, and 

through inhabiting it, he becomes part of it.”106   

For van Gennep, 107  the Egyptian funerary ritual, examined using later New Kingdom 

evidence via Maspero’s Etudes de mythologie et d’archéologie égyptienne,108 and Jequier’s 

Le livre de ce qu’il y a dans l’Hadès, was an ordered structure modelled after an Egyptian 

temple,109 having a beginning, transitional middle, and a conclusive end, all of which fit 

conveniently into his tripartite model. In his critique of van Gennep, Hays points out that,    

 
101 Ackerman, “The Liminal Hero,” 105.  
102  Also noted by Baines, Fecundity Figures, 128. However, in direct contradiction to Gilgamesh, these 

animal attributes are considered an attractive set of traits for a king to have (as noted above), and are 

constantly compared to the lesser, chaotic qualities of foreign leaders. Bremont, “Into the Wild?” 3, notes 

“generally speaking, the king’s relationship to animals is far less antagonistic and pejorative, as 

demonstrated by the numerous instances where he identifies himself with a wild bull or a fierce lion…while 

the king can identify himself with fierce animals, human enemies have no qualities that king wishes to 

appropriate.” 
103 The most complete being Plutarch, “De Iside et Osiride”. A secondary etiological tradition claims the 

dismembered parts of Osiris’ body, dumped into the Nile by Seth, consequently washed up in fourteen 

locations across the country and formed the core of Osirian cult worship throughout Egypt, see Assmann, 

“Death and Initiation,” 138.  
104 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 23 - 38. It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss the intricate details 

of the debate on myth in the Pyramid Texts, see instead Baines, “Egyptian Myth and Discourse,” 81 – 105, 

Goebs, “A Functional Approach o Egyptian Myth and Mythemes,” 27 – 59, and Hellum, “Toward an 

Understanding of Myth in the Pyramid Texts,” 123 – 142.  
105  Indeed, the ritual spells that comprise the Pyramid Texts are primarily assembled using mythical 

allusions to the conflict between Seth and Osiris: a social drama into which the royal eternity was 

inextricably interwoven. 
106 Hellum, “Toward an Understanding,” 126.  
107 Van Gennep, The Rites of Passage, 157 – 160.  
108 Maspero, Etudes de mythologie et d’archéologie égyptienne II, 1 – 187.  
109 Jequier, Le livre de ce qu’il y a dans l’Hadès, 19. 
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van Gennep did not consult published representations of the Egyptian 

funeral for his purpose. Rather, he explained the Egyptian funeral via 

consultation of Egyptian texts quite unrelated to that event. It is as if to 

explain the Christian burial ritual strictly through the theology of 

Thomas Aquinas.110 

 

Indeed, van Gennep’s model and application is not without other critics. As Grimes notes, 

van Gennep’s tripartite scheme and theory are rooted in Christian European beliefs, and 

thus his model “persists because it is convenient, not because it is African centered or 

even correct.”111 Furthermore, Grimes warns against the use of threefold systems, which 

may also “reflect the Western intellectual habit of preferring threes – the doctrine of the 

Trinity (Father, Son, Holy Ghost)… and the generic narrative (beginning, middle, end).”112 

Using the New Kingdom tomb of Rekhmire as a case study,113 Hays echoes the assessment 

of Grimes, lamenting the narrative aspect of the tripartite model with its requirement for 

a “satisfying…full closure at the end,”114 and concluding that the Egyptian ritual material 

does not conform to van Gennep’s universal rules at all.115 To summarise his findings, 

Hays states:  

By the Egyptian exegesis, there is neither separation nor margin: there is only 

aggregation…from the Egyptian point of view, there is neither beginning nor 

middle, but only end. Thus one may conclude that, for the Egyptians, the first two 

 
110 Hays, “The End of the Rites of Passage,” 167.  
111 Grimes, Deeply into the Bone, 148; Stephenson further summarises these issues, also noting that not all 

rites conform to a tripartite structure, and even those that do are still significantly more complex than van 

Gennep’s universal model can convey.  
112 Ibid., 107. Similarly, Ackerman, When Heroes Love, 96 notes that in Turner’s attempts to apply liminality 

to religious narratives results in his predilection for making sweeping generalisations about patterns of 

narrative across cultures, meaning he often failed to “treat seriously the distinctive features of individual 

texts and/or particular narrative genres.” 
113 Davies, Rekh-mi-Re I – II.   
114 Hays, “The End of the Rites of Passage,” 170.  
115 Ibid.  
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phases of the rite of passage model simply do not pertain. And that is as much as 

to conclude that the model itself does not apply here at all. That is another thing 

that I mean by ‘the end’: the rite of passage model reaches the limit of its 

applicability with the Egyptian material. It reaches its end here.116  

 

In contrast, Rzeuska has attempted to marry the entirety of the rite of passage model to 

the available evidence for Old Kingdom funerary ritual (Fig. 0.3).117 With an emphasis on 

funerary and offering scenes depicted in private tombs, and the order of transformative 

rituals related to the akh, Rzeuska concludes that:  

The burial ceremony during the Old Kingdom in Egypt was subjected to the same 

divisions and the same universal symbolism as interpreted by van Gennep.118 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
116 Ibid., 178.  
117 Rzeuska, “Reflection,” 575 – 586.  
118 Ibid., 581.  

Figure 0.3.  Rzeuska’s phases of the ‘Rites of Passage’ in the Old Kingdom 
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Rzeuska’s arrival at this conclusion is unfortunately marred by a lack of critical analysis 

regarding the theoretical framework, making this statement problematic, especially 

considering the model’s shortcomings. Inversely, the sweeping dismissal of the entire 

theory by Hays is extreme. Leaving aside the questionable one-to-one applicability of the 

entire rites of passage theory to the Egyptian sources, however, these issues do not negate 

the presence and significance of liminal elements found in other examples of Egyptian 

written and material culture; these are worth pursuing in and of themselves.   

 

In Egyptian literature, the discussion of liminal space through travel and exile is explored 

frequently in narrative tales from the Middle Kingdom onward,119 which generally adhere 

more readily to van Gennep’s tripartite structure than the mortuary literature.120 The 

Middle Kingdom tales explore the opposition between centre (Egypt, or more specifically, 

the royal Residence) and periphery, where “the protagonists experience a form of 

physiological or intellectual transition.”121 Tomb inscriptions of the Old Kingdom rarely 

exhibit this kind of overt philosophical depth, restricted rather to emphasising good 

deeds done in life and ensuring “a perfect journey on the perfect roads on which the imAxw 

travel.” 122  Indeed, Loprieno argues that the liminal experience is absent from Old 

Kingdom travel accounts.123 In contrast, their focus is more on the formulaic relaying of 

information about securing exotic goods, rather than an exploration of the geographic 

journey “from periphery to centre as a paradigm of an intellectual journey to a fuller 

 
119 E.g., Loprieno, “Travel and Fiction,” 31 – 51; Abbas, “Shipwrecked Sailor and the Rite of Passage,” 9 – 18.  
120 The liminal stage of these narratives is framed by a commencing separation - a journey outward, toward 

the periphery and beyond – and are concluded by confirming the reintegration of the protagonist into 

society through the required return to the centre, to Egypt, and the royal residence (literally m-Xnw, “the 

centre”).  
121 Ibid., 40.  
122 Hassan, Princess 1emet-Ra, 75 – 78, figs. 39 – 41.  
123 Loprieno, “Travel and Fiction,” 37.  
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understanding of humans in society.”124   However, that is not to say that the liminal 

framework cannot be utilised for Old Kingdom evidence. In her study of the placement 

and use of entrance-porticoes of the Old Kingdom, 125  Chauvet examines the liminal 

function of artistic motifs lining the visitor-facing walls at tomb entrances. As well as 

being a physical boundary enforced by a locking door, Chauvet suggests that the liminal 

nature of the entranceway is highlighted through the use of specific outward facing 

fishing and fowling motifs which play “a role in securing safe transition into the tomb.”126 

Furthermore, the liminal connection between tomb-owner and public is strengthened 

through texts inscribed on the door thickness, which invite visitors to perform rituals, but 

also warn ill-doers against entering the tomb in order to “breach the purity of the 

chapel.”127 According to Chauvet, these inscriptions “embody the tension inherent in the 

entrance doorway being the only access point to the chapel and at the same time a 

structural fence against intrusion.”128  

Liminality is not restricted to conceptions of space and time, and liminal, or “monstrous”, 

beings proliferate in the ancient Egyptian material record.129 In the realm of the gods, 

Seth,130 Sobek, Bes,131 and Ammut, are just a few of the beings that could be considered 

liminal due to their chaotic appearance and/or character and function.132 This liminal 

 
124 Ibid.  
125 Chauvet, “Entrance-porticoes,” 261 – 311.  
126 Ibid., 272.  
127 Ibid., 273; cf Smith, Following Osiris, 177 – 178.  
128 Chauvet, “Entrance-porticoes,” 273.  
129 cf Fischer, “The Ancient Egyptian Attitude Towards the Monstrous,” 13 – 26.  
130 cf. te Velde, Seth.  
131 An excellent example of this type of liminal being is the dwarf god, Bes. Dasen, Dwarfs, 46 states that the 
liminal, “malformed” nature of dwarfs was not amalgamated with the monstrous beings associated with 
chaos but, instead, they were “made symbolically acceptable by association with positive religious 
concepts.” A similar attitude is seen in the Egyptian treatment of twins. Baines, “Egyptian Twins,” 480 has 
examined the liminal status of twins in ancient Egyptian society, suggesting that their existence “as an 
anomaly in the order of the world” might have resulted in them being treated not only as close to divine, 
but also as a single social being, rather than being burdened with negative stigma. 
132 cf Baines, Fecundity Figures, 14, 23.  
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characterisation could also be applied to peoples situated at the Egyptian periphery.133 

Recently, Cooper has explored the term tA-nTr as a catch-all phrase to describe the liminal 

eastern horizon, which encompasses the wide geographic terrain of the Eastern Desert, 

Sinai, Red Sea, Punt, and Lebanon.134 Similarly, Judas has questioned whether the xftiw 

who, for the Egyptians, were situated at the periphery of the known world,135 might be 

identified as people who “represented the liminal space where ma’at and chaos must 

meet at the northern edge.”136 Indeed, the foreign neighbours of Egypt are frequently 

discussed by scholars as being marginal,137 being commonly associated with the desert 

landscape. Likewise mythical animals such as griffins,138 and hybrid creatures like the 

serpopards of the Narmer Palette, are arguably also liminal in that they resemble nothing 

found in reality but embody the chaotic marginal threat of the unknown and 

unrestrained.139   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
133 Thomassen, “Uses and Meanings,” 18.  
134 Cooper, “The Geographic and Cosmographic Expression tA-nTr,” 56 – 57; Cooper, “Toponymy on the 

Periphery,”103.   
135 Judas, “Keftiu and Griffins,” 123.  
136 Judas, “At the edge of the world,” 7.  
137 For a discussion of this view and a counterargument, see Bremont, “Into the Wild?” 1 – 17.  
138 Fischer, “Ancient Egyptian Attitude Towards the Monstrous,” 16 - 17; Judas, “Keftiu and Griffins,” 123 – 

134.  
139 Davis, Masking the Blow, 23, 175 – 179, 189 – 191 argues for a narrative, as well as metaphorical, 

function for these creatures. Bremont, “Into the Wild?”10 has recently argued, however, that while, “desert 

animals embody chaos  in the Ptolemaic or Late Period and maybe as early as the New Kingdom, this does 

not necessarily represent an eternal characteristic of Egyptian attitude towards wild animals.”  
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(Meta-)physical doorways in Egyptian mortuary culture.  

 

The false door does nothing but declare symbolically 
the potential of communication.140 

 

When considering threshold spaces in ancient Egypt, the schientür, or “false-door” is 

immediately conspicuous. A ubiquitous feature of mortuary architecture during the Old 

Kingdom, the false-door epitomises a culture that was preoccupied with maintaining 

contact with their ancestors after death.141 From at least the 3rd Dynasty, there is clear 

evidence suggesting a conceptual understanding of the door as a metaphysical space 

enabling movement between ontological realms. In one of the north-south oriented 

galleries beneath Djoser’s pyramid, three niches inset with panels depict the process of 

the king’s sed-festival.142 On each panel, the king is depicted in state of action, moving in 

a southerly direction, which Friedman proposes is to be understood as the king moving 

toward the viewer, who enters the room from the north.143 The inset position of these 

panels gives the impression of the king emerging from a doorway. Three similarly 

recessed doorways inset with decorated panels depicting the king, and surrounded by 

blue faience tiles, appear in a small chamber beneath the so-called south tomb. 144 

According to Friedman: 

 
140 Palyvou, “Boundaries and Connectors,” 60.  
141 Richards, Society and Death, 61. It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss the development of the 

false-door, but see Wiebach, Schientür. 26 – 62. For possible connections to the “slits” found in early Naqada 

tombs, see Bestock, Funerary Cult, 21 – 24 and Dreyer, “Umm el-Qaab,” 34. For similar “slits” found at 

Tarkhan, see Petrie, Tarkhan II, 2 – 3 and pl. XIII, XIV. See also Dreyer, “Zur Rekonstruktion der Oberbauten 

der Konigsgraber der 1. Dynastie in Abydos,“ 97 – 99.  Moeller has noted that the origins of many elements 

of funerary architecture have their roots in a domestic settlement context, consequently adapted and 

developed into a separate funerary tradition. For a recent discussion on the focus on mortuary architecture 

in Egyptology to the detriment of domestic finds, see Moeller, The Archaeology of Urbanism, 63.  
142 Ibid., 11 – 12; fig. 7a.  
143 Ibid., 12 – 13.  
144 On the purpose of this building, see Friedman, “Relief Panels of King Djoser,” 16 – 17, with references.  
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In the corridors under the pyramid and under the south tomb, we are looking at 

the doorways of the king’s palace inside of which are images of the king. As one 

faces each panel, the palace doorway is open to view, the matting, simulated in 

blue faience tiles, is rolled up to reveal a figure of the king…145 

 

Friedman suggests that Djoser “emerges from a doorway and moves east toward a new 

life.”146 In a corridor east of this chamber, Lauer found “simulacres de portes fermées,”147  

representations of three closed door panels that corresponded to the theoretical “back” 

of each of Djoser’s south tomb panels,148 thus reinforcing their function as doorways. 

From the same period, at the necropolis of Ar Raqāqinah, Garstang uncovered the tomb 

of Shepses, a royal scribe whose complex included an inscribed wooden “shrine” located 

within a small chamber or chapel at the north side of the tomb.149  Garstang describes the 

so-called shrine as “a panel recessed between two pre-posed jambs on either side, with a 

rounded lintel, all of wood.”150 He suggests this constitutes “a prototype of the false doors 

common in a later period.” 151  Unfortunately, the door had rotted, and was lost. 152 

However, Garstang’s diagram, drawn prior to the door’s removal, reveals the deceased 

standing in the middle of the central doorframe, beneath the rolled “matting”, wearing 

official clothing and surrounded by his titles.153   

 
145 Friedman, “Relief Panels of King Djoser,” 17.  
146 Ibid., 13.  
147 Lauer, “Travaux Divers A Saqqarah,” 106.  
148 Ibid.,106 and pl. IV.  
149 Garstang, Raqaqnah and Bet Khallaf, 49, pl. 25.   
150 Ibid., 49. 
151 Ibid. 
152 Ibid., 58. 
153 Ibid., pl. 28. A similar wooden example, with the deceased standing within the recessed niche of the 

doorway, survives from the 5th Dynasty tomb of Ika, now in Cairo, JE 72201; El-Shahway, Egyptian Museum 

in Cairo, 93 [57]. 
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While the central niche of the false door is found blank in most cases, the phenomenon of 

the deceased appearing within the false-door is a rare,154 but significant depiction that 

appears in varied forms throughout the Old Kingdom. Depictions of the deceased tomb 

owner in the round, emerging from niches and doorways provides a fundamental 

understanding of how the false-door was intended to function. These false-doors were 

intended to symbolise the deceased and their active participation in the provision of 

offerings or family gatherings after death.155 The rather crude and unprovenanced late 

4th Dynasty false door of Redines, now held by the Oriental Institute,156 reflects the earlier 

example of Shepses, but rendered in the more permanent material of stone (Fig. 0.4). Like 

Shepses, the deceased is positioned in the central niche of the false-door, as if present in 

his own burial. Der Manuelien argues that these figures were intended to represent a 

standing statue of the tomb owner, posed as if coming forth from a statue niche,157 a 

connection made clear by the 6th Dynasty full-frontal figure of Redines from Giza (Fig. 

0.5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
154 der Manuelian, “The Giza Mastaba Niche,” 55.  
155 Müller, M, “Feasts for the dead,” 87.  
156 Chicago, E10825.  
157 der Manuelian, “The Giza Mastaba Niche,” 71.  
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This phenomenon of the deceased inhabiting the space of the living is even clearer in the 

tombs of Mereruka and Idu. On the north wall of the pillared hall (Room A 13) in the tomb 

of Mereruka, the deceased is shown in the round, striding forward out of a raised niche 

that connects to the surrounding space via a narrow staircase. Using the decoration found 

in Mereruka’s burial complex, Pieke has emphasised that the ‘eye of the beholder’ was 

Figure 0.5 (right). The 6th Dynasty 

False-Door of Redines from Giza.  

Figure 0.4 (left). The 4th Dynasty 

False-Door of Redines.  
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intrinsically linked to the decoration of the tomb, 158  and the role of the living in the 

afterlife of the deceased and their performance in the post-burial ritual was crucial. In 

this way, Pieke illustrates that the pillar decoration in this chamber was designed in such 

a way that it guided the viewer toward this large figure of Mereruka, 159  diligently 

awaiting his offerings.  That the figure of the deceased has physicality within the tomb 

chamber speaks to the Egyptian understanding of how the doorways and niches 

functioned as liminal spaces and allowed loved ones to continue interacting with the 

living after death. This same physicality is seen on the west wall of the 6th Dynasty chapel 

of Idu,160 where the deceased is depicted as a three-dimensional engaged statue from the 

waist up, arms outstretched beyond the frame of the false-door, with his palms up in 

expectation of offerings (Fig. 0.6).  How this was intended to operate can be seen in the 

later depiction from the Papyrus of Nebqed (Fig. 0.7), in which the bA of the deceased, a 

significant element of Egyptian personhood, carries offerings from the false-door in the 

chapel down to the mummy within the burial chamber.161  

 

False-doors provide perhaps the best evidence for the symbolic and ritual significance of 

the door in ancient Egyptian religion. Fundamental to the afterlife of the deceased, the 

provision of offerings is a pervasive theme throughout Egyptian texts, both narrative and 

religious. It was the role of the living, the tpyw-tA, “ones upon the earth,” to provide the 

sustenance required by the deceased to survive in the afterlife,162 whether these be real, 

 
158 Pieke, “Principles of Decoration,” 1792 – 1797.  
159 Ibid., 1800 – 1801, Fig. 6.   
160 G7102. Dated variously between the reigns of Teti and Pepy II, but most recently dated by Brovarski, 

“False doors & history,” 89 – 91 to no earlier than the reign of Pepy II based on typology. 
161 Žabkar, The Ba, pl. 5.  
162 Altenmüller, “Aspekte des Grabgedankens,” 19.  
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physical food or liquid offerings, or simply prt–xrw, “invocation offerings” 163  spoken 

aloud at the tomb.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
163 Gardiner, EG, 172. Worth noting, though beyond the scope of this thesis, is the later rendering of this 

phrase as prt-r-xrw, “coming forth at the voice offerings.” As Gardiner notes here, it is unclear if this was 

supposed to indicate the appearance of the offerings via the voice of the offering bearer, or the coming forth 

of the deceased at the sound of the voice itself.  

Figure 0.6. The False-Door of Idu.  
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False-doors were not the only threshold spaces in the tomb. Limited evidence survives of 

wooden door-leaves which sealed the tombs and tomb-chapels of the elite during the Old 

Kingdom. The earliest surviving example164 belongs to the Saqqara tomb of Kaemhesit,165 

dated to the 5th Dynasty (Fig. 0.7).166  Despite not being found in situ, the door, made from 

a single, wide piece of wood,167 has dimensions that align it with the tomb entrance or the 

entrance to the pillared hall.168 The door-leaf is adorned, and features a standing figure 

 
164 The decorated wooden panels from the 3rd Dynasty tomb of Hesire exhibit similar decoration and may 
have originally been door-leaves. See Cooke, Mastaba tombs, 115. 
165 Now in Cairo, JE 47749. 
166 Quibell and Hayter, Excavations at Saqqara, 16; Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 241 – 242 [158].  
167 Koenigsberger, Tür, 16. 
168 Cooke, Mastaba tombs, 113; Quibell and Hayter, Excavations at Saqqara, pl. 1.  

Figure 0.7. The Ba descending into the tomb via the False-door.  
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of the tomb owner and a smaller figure, labelled Hetepka, in addition to an inscription 

detailing the titles of the deceased, offering formulae, and the names of family 

members.169 The lower half of a similarly decorated door-leaf belonging to a 5th Dynasty 

official named Itisen 170  was discovered by Moussa beneath the causeway of Unis at 

Saqqara.171  It is noteworthy that the figures on these door-leaves are depicted in such a 

way that when the door was open, they would have faced inward, as if entering the 

tomb.172 Like Idu, this gives the illusion of physicality and movement, as if Kaemhesit and 

Itisen were present and partaking in their own burial and offering rituals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
169 Urk I, 206 – 207; Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 241 – 242 [158]. 
170 Moussa, “Lintels and Lower Parts,” 289 – 290.  
171 Ibid., 289 – 291, pl. 29. Cooke, Mastaba Tombs, 115 notes that stone lintels in Old Kingdom tombs are 

frequently found damaged, suggesting that the door-leaves beneath were forcibly removed after 

installation. Whether this was due to reuse as door-leaves in later tombs, or as raw material for the 

manufacture of goods, is uncertain. However, the discovery of Itisen’s door fragment within the fill beneath 

the causeway of Unis, reveals that the lifespan of this type of tomb feature could be very short indeed. 

Whether this reuse was for the sake of efficiency, or because the material was already considered sacred, 

is undetermined. 

 
172  
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Figure 0.8. The door-leaf of Kaemhesit. 
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Aims and Methodology.  

This study aims to systematically analyse and contextualise eight core threshold denoting 

terms found in the Pyramid Text corpus: aA, arrwt, rwt, xns, s, sbA, sbxt, and qAn.wt. In 

addition, the phrases aA.wy xsfw, “door-leaves the exclude,” and the enigmatic s m sr.wy, 

“bolt in the ram-gates(?)” will be analysed in relation to their role as indicating 

exclusionary threshold spaces. These terms are used throughout the corpora, interwoven 

with various thematic motifs, and are found in spells inscribed in every chamber, and on 

almost every wall surface of the tomb interior. Indeed, Hays notes the importance of “the 

connotative meaning the text had for its ancient audience.”173 The Pyramid Texts – and 

the terminology that comprised them - did not exist in a vacuum, and the evidence of their 

use predating their inscription inside the pyramids is well established.174 Understanding 

the multidimensionality of meaning for terms and phrases found in the Pyramid Texts, 

like the commonly used formula aA.wy pt, “doors of the sky,” outside of the pyramids is, as 

Hays suggests, of utmost importance.175 While the specifics of the ritual performance 

accompanying the texts may be lost to us, evidence for the pictorial and linguistic 

occurrences of certain words and phrases remains.  Accordingly, “the detailed analysis of 

individual spells, for both mythological and practical context, has as its first result a focus 

on the complexity and diversity of the material rather than its unity.”176 

Thus, each term will be identified and analysed within the broader milieu of Old Kingdom 

administrative and mortuary literature to gather a sense of how it may have functioned 

outside the Pyramid Texts. This aims to (re-)contextualise their use within the corpus. 

 
173 Hays, “Unreading,” 214.  
174 Allen, “Funerary Texts and their Meaning,” 38 – 39; Mathieu, “formules conjuratoires,” 188 – 189; Hays, 

Organisation, 7 - 10; Baines, “Modelling Sources,” 15 – 41; Willems, “Who am I?” 204 – 247.  
175 Hays, “Unreading,” 214.  
176 Ibid. 
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This thesis is not intended to provide revolutionary new translations for each of the terms 

under study, nor provide an extensive philological study of each text, but instead aims to 

highlight the thematic nuance inherent in each term. In doing so, it will be shown that 

generic, interchangeable words, such as “door” and “gate”, primarily used in major 

English translations of the past century, do not adequately convey the essence of each 

term.  Additionally, it will be shown that these words retain some degree of internal 

thematic coherence, conceivably signifying that they originated from a similar Sitze im 

Leben.  

With this in mind, this study makes use of the textual categories set out by Hays177 as a 

starting point for thematic analysis.178 In Hays’ organisational model, texts are separated 

into two core categories, sacerdotal179 or personal,180 which further branch into more 

specific performative categories: Offering, Priestly, Transition, Provisioning, and 

Apotropaic (Fig. 0.9) It has long been recognised that the spells within the sarcophagus 

chamber differ grammatically from those found in the antechamber and other parts of 

the pyramid, and are thus considered to be drawn from different performative settings 

prior to their inscription.181  This type of categorisation enables an understanding of 

textual originals of performance and manner of use prior to inscription.182  The Opening 

of the Mouth ritual and later daily temple rituals, performed by priests on behalf of a 

beneficiary, are rendered in the grammatical second person and are inherently 

 
177 Hays, Organization, 17 – 22.  
178 However, it must be fully acknowledged that this organisation is based on the earlier work of multiple 

scholars, a process which is fully outlined in Hays, “Sacerdotal Texts,” 47 fn. 5 – 6, and Hays, Organization, 

4 – 6.  
179 Assmann, “Egyptian Mortuary Liturgies,” 13 – 14 defines these as “Mortuary Liturgies”. 
180 Ibid., 14, defined as “Mortuary Literature.” 
181 See Hays, “Sacerdotal Texts,” 48 – 50; Hays, Organization, 10 – 13.  
182 Hays, “Sacerdotal Texts,” 49. Aside from the rare cause of the (auto-)biography of Sabu, Old Kingdom 

texts do not provide evidence regarding how ritual texts were performed, see Baines, “An Abydos King 

List,” 124 – 133.  
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sacerdotal.183 In the Pyramid Texts these sacerdotal texts are found predominantly in the 

sarcophagus chamber. Texts categorised as personal are predominantly inscribed in the 

antechamber and corridor sections of the burial complex,184 and represent texts that 

were originally in the grammatical first person.185 However, Willems and Nyord have 

recently acknowledged the shortcomings of Hays’ organisation in terms of its 

categorisation of personal texts and their beneficiaries. 186  Willem’s in particular 

questions the placement of certain spells within the category of personal, when in reality 

they may be, at least partly, considered sacerdotal in nature,187  noting that dialogue 

structure does not necessarily equate to performance structure. 188  This therefore 

undermines the way in which Hays arrived “at the conclusion that the motifs in sacerdotal 

texts differ markedly from those encountered in personal texts.”189 However, despite 

these reservations, Hays’ organisation currently offers the most up-to-date systematic 

categorisation of the texts. Moreover, Hays’ understanding of how the text may have 

functioned in life190 does not fundamentally affect the understanding of the textual motifs 

explored in this thesis. Ultimately, this method is employed simply as a means of easily 

separating the overall thematic content for each spell to derive general spatial and 

thematic patterns, while also acknowledging that it is not a perfect system and requires 

future reassessment.  

 
183 Hays, “Sacerdotal Texts,” 49.  
184 Although Allen notes these are often mixed with sacerdotal texts, there is largely no clean distinction 

between one section and another: Allen, AEPT, 102.  
185 Hays, Organisation, 11, who notes that this is predominantly the grammatical person found in the New 

Kingdom Book of the Dead, see also Hays, Organisation, 38 - 44. See also Willems, “Who am I?” 221 – 224. 
186 Willems, “Who am I?” 204 – 247, especially 214 – 217 which outlines the issues with Hays’ categorisation 

of personal texts; Nyord, “On interpreting,” 8 - 9.  
187 Willems, “Who am I?” 217.  
188 Ibid. 
189 Ibid. 
190 E.g., Hays, Organization, 11.  
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Scope.  

Many of the terms featured in this thesis continue to be used well into the later periods 

of Egyptian history. However, this study is necessarily restricted to Early Dynastic and 

Old Kingdom examples. Where appropriate, Middle and New Kingdom evidence is used, 

but only to highlight suggestions of ideological continuation. It is beyond the scope of this 

study to include more detailed examples due to the dynamic nature of language and shift 

of meaning experienced by many of these terms over time. Undoubtedly, a full contextual 

study of the terminology used in religious literature to express liminal movement and 

exclusion across all periods would be beneficial, but it beyond the scope of the current 

study. 

 

Thesis Layout.  

This thesis is separated into two broad thematic sections:  Part I: Movement, and Part II: 

Exclusion.  Part I is comprised of Chapters One through Seven. Each chapter is focused on 

Figure 0.9. Hays’ Categories and Types of Pyramid Texts.  
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one or two of the following threshold terms that appear in the Pyramid Text corpus: aA, 

arrwt, rwt, xns, s, sbA, sbxt, and qAnwt. Part II is comprised of Chapter Eight and Nine, 

which deal with the phrases aA.wy xsfw, and s m sr.wy, respectively.  

Each chapter will contain a brief introduction to delineate any significant background to 

the use of the terminology or phrase, principally through Old Kingdom evidence from 

administrative and non-royal sources, where applicable. This will be followed by an 

analysis of each Pyramid Text containing the specific terminology or phrase to tease out 

the core thematic motifs of each spell. Where relevant, each spell will include a brief 

commentary related to scholarly interpretations regarding translation, interpretation, 

context, and possible ritual and architectural relationships. Finally, each chapter will 

contain a concluding discussion, which will summarise the core findings related to each 

term or phrase, including relevant spatial placement, thematic similarities, and general 

interpretations. A synthesis and conclusion of these findings will be provided in Chapter 

10.  
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Part I.  

Movement.  
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Chapter One.  

  

aA, “door-leaf; lid (of sarcophagus)”   

 

1.0. Introduction. 

The hieroglyph  [031], employed as both a determinative and a logogram for the 

word aA, “door-leaf,” 191 is the most frequently used term utilised to express the concept of 

a doorway in the Egyptian language. It appears in the singular   aA, the dual    

aAwy, and on few occasions the plural     aAw.  It is, also, by far, the most commonly used 

term to describe a threshold space in the Pyramid Texts, with 129 instances of these terms 

across the entire extant corpus. Each occurrence has its own unique and significant 

depth; however, it is beyond the scope of the current study to include a discussion of each 

one.192 Therefore, this chapter will focus on one key motif, the ubiquitous aA.wy pt, “door-

leaves of the sky.” This phrase will be situated within the wider administrative and 

mortuary use of aA during the Old Kingdom, with the aim of providing a deeper 

understanding of its use in the Pyramid Texts. In doing so, this chapter will explore the 

statement made by Hays that phrases like aA.wy pt “already possessed established, 

connotative meanings prior to their introduction to the tomb.”193 

 

 

 

 
191 Wb I, 164: 12 – 16.   
192 Many of these, while interesting, are somewhat vague in their associations and did not provide data 

immediately relevant for this study. A full spatial analysis of these text can be found in Appendix II, Fig. 

II.1d – f.   
193 Hays, “Unreading,” 214.  
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1.1. Early evidence for the use of aA.  

1.1.1. Royal administrative evidence for aA in the Old Kingdom. 

 

The term aA is found as early as the reign of Narmer, where it appears on the obverse of 

the Narmer Palette, hovering above the decapitated enemies of the king, and 

accompanied by a small bird, identified as a swallow  [G36].  This  aA wr “great 

door,” is interpreted by Newberry as a geographic term indicating some type of frontier 

post or “port”194 located at the western edge of the Delta.195 Within the context of the 

palette as a whole, he suggests that this phrase recorded “the final stage in the conquest 

of the Delta” by the legendary “Menes”.196  Schott believes this was the “Großen Tor 

Horus” associated with the Predynastic temple at Buto.197  Serrano’s re-examination of 

the Narmer Palette seems mostly to agree with Newberry’s interpretation, considering 

the aA wr as a city, settlement, or fortress, but locating it alternatively at a northern entry-

point to Egypt from “Asia.”198 Davis, however, suggests that, if reading this group as you 

would later hieroglyphs, aA wr may designate “the door or temple where the palette may 

have been dedicated or the door of the palace before which the enemies are displayed.”199 

The Palermo Stone also appears to make mention of an aA wr during the reign of Den. The 

annals record a pD-Ss aA-wr, “stretching the rope (at the?) great door)”200 by the priest of 

Seshat (Hm[-nTr] sSAt) for a building (?) called the swt-nTrw, “throne/place of the gods” (Fig. 

1.2).201   

 
194 Newberry, “The petty-kingdom of the harpoon,” 21 – 22.  
195 Ibid., 18.  
196 Ibid., 22.  
197 Schott, Hieroglyphen: Untersuchungen zum Ursprung der Schrift, 23.  
198 Jiménez-Serrano, Royal Festivals, 85.  
199 Davis, Masking the Blow, 169. cf Kaiser, “Einige Bemerkungen zur agyptischen Fruhzeit,“ 118 – 137.  
200 Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 111, 113.  
201 PS r.III.7.  
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Other Early Dynastic instances of aA are found on royal administrative documents, 

including a cylinder seal branded with the name of Djet,202 a wooden label from the reign 

of Den,203 and a sherd of pottery found in the tomb of Semerkhet.204 The wooden label of 

Den, which may depict the kings’ Hb-sd,205 has attracted particular scholarly speculation 

(Fig. 1.1a & b). A series of hieroglyphs inscribed at the right-hand side of the second 

register seem to be concerned with the opening of an aA. Griffith interprets the signs as 

reading: wp aA n smwt n mrw, “opening the gate of the foreign lands to those that desire.”206 

Sethe, alternatively, reads:  “Öffnen der Festung „Schöne Thür.”” 207  Fischer 

interprets the section as the “’opening’ (    ) of a settlement and ‘smiting’ (  ) of its 

inhabitants.” Godron, like Sethe, sees the dismantling of a fortress called “the beautiful 

door.”208 Given the Hb-sd symbolism on the top-most register, Ogdon, reading  as a ‘half 

 
202 Petrie, RT I, pl. XVIII[4].  
203 Ibid., pl. XI [14] and pl. XV [16]; Jiménez-Serrano, Royal Festivals, 66.  
204 Petrie, RT I, pl. VII [9]. 
205 Wilkinson, Early Dynastic Egypt, 212 argues that despite the similarities in robing and running between 

the territorial markers, this may depict a different royal festival.   
206 Petrie, RT I, 41. 
207 Sethe, Beiträge zur ältesten Geschichte Aegyptens, 66.  
208  Godron, Études sur l’Horus Den, 61. Godron also provides a good summary of the different 

interpretations : 43 – 61. 

Figure 1.1a. Label of Den.  

Figure 1.1b. Label of Den (detail).  
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opened town’, considers the reference to a doorway as being purely religious, rather than 

one associated with punitive or military action.209  

A final significant royal mention of an aA is included in the core building events that 

defined the fifteenth year(?) of Sneferu.210 The Palermo Stone (Fig. 1.3) describes the 

making of aAw, “door-leaves” made of pine for the royal palace, 211  which Wilkinson 

suggests would have been “large and impressive,” 212  although no measurements are 

provided.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
209 Odgon, “A note on the meaning of  in archaic texts,” 62 – 63.  
210 Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 144.  
211 PS r. VI.4.   
212 Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 145. 

Figure 1.2. The “Great Door-leaf.” 

Figure 1.3. The Door-leaves of Sneferu. 
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1.1.2. aA in non-royal inscriptions of the Old Kingdom.  

It is perhaps the inscriptions produced by and for Old Kingdom officials that provide the 

most evidence for the social and religious significance placed on the aA. In these contexts, 

aA could, in dual form, refer to the two leaves of a door or, in the singular, a door-leaf 

belonging to a sarcophagus, i.e. the lid.213 The (auto-)biographical inscription of Weni at 

Abydos describes him being honoured by the king with an extensive list of tomb 

equipment.214 Included in these provisions is a  qrs…Hna 

aA=f “sarcophagus…together with its lid,”215 acquired from Tura and delivered by barge 

from the royal residence.216 Later, in another episode from his career, Weni describes 

being sent to ibhAt in order to obtain a  hn n(y) anxw “chest of life,”217 for 

king Merenre. This object was to be brought back  Hna aA=f, “together with 

its lid.”218 In addition, Weni outlines an expedition to Elephantine on behalf of the king to 

obtain a number of items for his pyramid complex, including  mAT 

aAw, “granite door-leaves.”219 

Lastly, aA is also attested in titles related to expeditions into lands south of Egypt.220  From 

the late Old Kingdom, a number of (auto-)biographies describe a r-aA gAw, “narrow 

doorway” within their titles, which Fischer believed may have referred geographically to 

 
213  Wb I, 164: 22. Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 181 rightly calls this “a logical extension of its original 

meaning”. The sarcophagi of Ankhmahor (Urk I, 205: 5) includes an inscription on the lid, requesting that 

those involved in the burial place aA pn, “this lid” upon the sarcophagus.  
214 Urk I, 99: 10 - 17.  
215 Urk I, 99: 14 – 16.  
216 Urk I, 99: 13 – 15.  
217 Urk I, 106: 14.  
218 Urk I, 106: 15.  
219 Urk I, 107: 3. 
220 Espinel, Etnicidad, 287 – 289.  
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the beginning of a road leading into the Kharga oasis, and thus offering a western route 

into the lands south of Egypt.221  

1.1.3. aA, aA.wy, and aA.w in the Pyramid Texts.  

As noted above, the term aA, and its dual and plural forms, aA.wy and aA.w, appear over 100 

times across the entire Pyramid Text corpus. While it is beyond the scope of this study to 

present a detailed analysis of each of these unique occurrences, two key factors are 

worthy of discussion. Firstly, the instances of aA.wy are usually found in a bipartite 

formula. For example, the aA.wy bA-kA, “door-leaves of the bA-kA” are paired with the aA.wy 

biA, “door-leaves of metal” in PT 469,222 mirroring the standard formulaic motif wn n=k 

aA.wy pt  i.sn n=k aA.wy qbHw, “the door-leaves of the sky are opened for you, the door-

leaves of the QbHw are thrown open for you.”223 However, in some cases, they can appear 

alone or,224 even more infrequently, in a tripartite formula.225 Many of these varied door-

 
221 Fischer, Dendera, 12 fn. 56. These titles appear to focus predominantly on the acquisition or knowledge 

of sStA, “secrets”. In the Old Kingdom, the idea of being privy to secret knowledge can be seen in an extensive 

list of administrative and religious titles that place specific emphasises the social proximity of the title-

holder to the office of the king and the knowledge associated with that position (see, Jones, Index, 609 – 

646). This association between secret knowledge and geographical doorways only seems to appear in the 

mid-to-late 5th Dynasty, but occurs far more frequently during the 6th Dynasty. On the architrave above the 

false door belonging to mid -6th Dynasty official Qar at Edfu (El-Khadragy, “The Edfu Offering Niche of Qar,” 

203 – 228) the deceased claims that he was: Hry-sStA n mdt nb(t) innt m r-aA gAw xAswt m xAswt rsy(w)t, “privy 

to the secrets of every word brought from the narrow door of the desert-passes in southern lands” (Urk I, 

254: 13; Jones, Index, 622 – 623 [2282]). An additional slab stelae flanking the false door also adds a further 

title: Hry-sStA n mdt nb(t) StAt iwt m r-aA n Abw, “One who is privy to every secret word that comes from the 

doorway of Elephantine.” Urk I, 253: 7; Jones, Index, 623 [2283]; El-Khadragy, “Edfu Offering Niche,” 228.  

Similar titles occur elsewhere in Egypt. The 6th Dynasty nomarch Tjwti of Qasr es-Sayyad holds the titles: 

imy-r aA gAw xAst Smaw, “Overseer of the narrow door of Upper Egypt” (Urk I, 257: 10), mH-ib n nswt m r-aA 
xAst Smaw,221 “one who fills the heart of the king in the doorway of the lands of Upper Egypt” (Urk I, 257: 

13), and Hry sStA (mdt) n r-aA gAw xAst rsyt, “privy to the secret of the narrow door of southern lands” (Urk I, 

257: 17; Jones, Index, 634 [2322]).  A similar title Hry sStA n r-aA rsy mHt, “privy to the secret of the doorway 

of the south and north” (Jones, Index, 634 [2321]) is held by late 6th Dynasty officials Meru and Sebeky, both 

buried at Heliopolis.  
222 §907a – b.  
223 For all instances of this pairing, see Appendix II, II.Fig. 1c.  
224 PT 511 [§1151a]. 
225 PT 307 [§485b – c].  
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leaves are paired with the aA.wy pt.226 Secondly, and perhaps most importantly for this 

study, these other door-leaves appear in all areas of the tomb.227  

 

1.2. The aA.wy pt, “door-leaves of the sky.” 

1.2.1. The aA.wy pt in the Old Kingdom.  

In an echo of Frankfort’s “multiplicity of approaches,” 228  when speaking of the 

multifaceted nature of Egyptian thought, Hornung notes that “the sky is a number of 

things – cow, baldachin, water, woman – it is the goddess Nut and the goddess 

Hathor…”229 So, too, were the doors that led there. For this reason, varied interpretations 

exist.230 Unfortunately, no direct textual evidence for the aA.wy pt outside of the Pyramid 

Texts during the Old Kingdom has been found.  The reasons for this lack of evidence may 

stem from issues of accessibility231 and decorum.232  Religious material during the Old 

Kingdom, especially associated with kingship, was rarely articulated in the texts that 

adorned the walls of private tombs – instead, ideal (auto-)biographical texts with a moral 

and religiously adjacent flavour, associated with hierarchy,233 social accolades, and good 

deeds,234 were displayed instead.235  The primary context for these ritual texts – oral 

 
226 E.g. PT 412 [§727a].  
227 Appendix II, Fig. II.1c – f. 
228 Frankfort, Ancient Egyptian Religion, 4.   
229 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 241. 
230 Many of these are proposed with little to no evidence. Ćwiek, “Royal Decoration,” 335 for example, 

believes that the “doors of the sky” are a reference to the royal false-door.  
231 Baines, “Restricted Knowledge,” 1 – 23.  
232 Ibid., 20; 21; Quack, “How Unapproachable Is a Pharaoh?” 5.  
233 Baines, “Restricted Knowledge,” 19.  
234 Baines, “Society, Morality and Religious Practice,” 137 – 146.  
235 Baines, “Restricted knowledge,” 18. For example, the formulaic “catalogue of virtues” inscribed on many 

Old Kingdom tombs provided evidence of the moral and religious purity of the deceased, without providing 

any of the core details of rituals associated with the burial or afterlife. 
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performance, and papyrus archives – are lost.236 It has been suggested that both royalty 

and the elite drew from a similar pool of religious material,237 but restrictions prevented 

the display of certain elements of this material.  

 

1.2.2. The aA.wy pt and the ibw-tent of purification. 

While no textual evidence for the aA.wy pt remains outside of the Pyramid Texts during 

the Old Kingdom, Brovarski proposes that the aAwy pt is shown in the funerary procession 

depicted on the south wall of chamber A13 in the tomb of Mereruka.238 This “symbolic 

representation” of a building with the accompanying label dbH n Hmt Xry-Hb(t), “the 

requirement of the craft of the Xry-Hb,” is made up of the hieroglyph for sky  [ N1] 

supported by a vertical aA  hieroglyph at each end (Figure 1.4).239 This has been 

identified as the ibw-tent,240 a temporary structure constructed with poles and matting, 

within which the purification of the deceased is thought to have taken place.241  

 
236  Baines, “Modelling,” 40. For an overview of these themes, see Kloth, Die (auto-)biographischen 

Inschriften des agyptischen Alten Reiches. 
237 Baines, Modelling,” 15 – 41.  
238 Duell, Mereruka II, pl. 130. 
239 The same structure appears on the west wall of Room 18 of the Ra Chapel at Medinet Habu over a 

century later, see Medinet Habu VI, pl. 422.   
240 The first extensive study on this structure was produced by Grdseloff, Das dgyptische Reinigungszelt. See 

also Grdseloff, “Nouvelles données concernant la Tente de Purifïcation,” 129-140. See also Hassan, Gîza IV, 

69 – 71.  
241 Grdseloff, Reinigungszelt, 1 – 9; Hawass, “Discoveries in Front of Khafre’s Lower Temple,” 16 – 17. The 

term ibw is seldom used in the Old Kingdom, and does not appear in the Pyramid Texts at all. See Hannig, 

ÄWb I, 65 [1430 – 1432], but see also Brovarski, “Doors of the Sky,” 111 - 113, who dismisses the examples 

of Abw presented by Grdseloff and listed here by Hannig. A 5th Dynasty official, Wash-Ptah (Strudwick, 

Administration, 79), seems to have been provided with an ibw n wab and the associated dbH by the king 

(Hassan, Gîza IV, 69).  That this equipment required for purification was something that the king bestowed 

upon the elite emphasises the hierarchy of purification described above. In the Middle Kingdom,  CT I, 181a 

– 191c [44], which begins with the statement wn aA.wy pt n nfrw=k, “the doors of the sky are opened because 

you are good” [CT I, 181a] seems to make mention of the ibw-tent: Wnx=k wabw tp ibw hna anx m tAyt=f, “You 

wear the pure garment upon the ibw-tent with one who lives in his shroud” [CT I, 181a]. However, Faulkner, 

AECT I, 38 fn. 29 notes the difficulty of this passage, as all versions are seemingly corrupt. cf CT I, 253a – 

253c [60], which also seems to describe the temporary nature of the sH-nTr, the beams of which are the two 
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A similar structure appears as part of the funerary procession in the 6th Dynasty tomb of 

Qar at Giza (Fig. 1.5).242 On the north wall of Court C, men are depicted carrying the coffin 

of the deceased with the label:  sDAt m Htp r ibw r 

wab, “proceeding in peace to the ibw for purification.”243  To their right, a rectangular 

structure carrying the identifying label  , dbH n ibw, “requirements 

for the ibw-tent”244 can be seen. In the nearby tomb of his son Idu,245 the same type of 

oblong structure is provided with the label: sDAt r-tp ibw, 

“proceeding to the top of the ibw-tent.”246 Other examples of this ibw-tent are noted in the 

tomb of Ankhmahor at Saqqara, 247  and two such structures appear in the tomb of 

 
arms of Nut, and its covering being the shroud of Ptah, woven by Tayt; Roode, “De Deuren van de Hemel,” 

152. 
242 G7101. Simpson, Qar and Idu, 1 – 18.  
243 Simpson, Qar and Idu, fig. 24.   
244 ibid.   
245 G7102. 
246 Simpson, Simpson, Qar and Idu, fig. 35. cf Werning, “The semantic space of static spatial prepositions,” 

232 – 234.  
247 Badawy, The Tomb of Nyhetep-Ptah at Giza and the Tomb of Ankhmahor at Saqqara. No trace remains in 

the more recent publication by Kanawati and Hassan, The Teti Cemetery at Saqqara. Volume 2: The Tomb of 

Ankhmahor.   

Figure 1.4. The aA.wy pt of Mereruka. 
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Pepyankh the Black at Meir. 248  Although the depictions vary, all of these structures 

feature the same characteristic dual paths (labelled wAt in Qar), double entry, and watery 

threshold.249 It was at this ibw n wab, “tent of purification,”250 that boats of the funerary 

procession, 251 carrying the deceased, would land.252  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While a relationship between the aA.wy pt and the ibw found in elite tombs during the Old 

Kingdom can be deduced from the depiction in Mereruka, there is a debate regarding its 

royal counterpart. It has been argued extensively,253 that the sH-nTr, “booth of the god,”254 

which appears a number of times in the Pyramid Texts,255 was analogous to the ibw-tent 

 
248 Kanawati, The Cemetery of Meir II: The Tomb of Pepyankh the Black, 30 – 32; pl. 79 – 80.  
249 Hoffmeier, “The possible origins of the Tent of Purification in the Egyptian Funerary Cult,” 170. 
250 Ibid., 170 - 171. 
251 For an analysis of the ibw and its place in the funerary procession, see Bolshakov, “The Old Kingdom 

Representations of Funeral Procession,” 31 – 54.  
252 Hoffmeier, “Origins of the Tent of Purification,” 169.  
253  Hays, “Funerary Rituals,” 5. For a summary of the literature see Hoffmeier, “Origins of the Tent of 

Purification,” 167 – 177. 
254 Wb III, 465.  
255 For the other relevant sH texts, see Hoffmeier, “Origins of the Tent of Purification,” 173 – 176.  

Figure 1.5. The ibw-tent of Qar. 
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and eventually replaced it altogether.256  Grdseloff257  and Ricke258  propose259  that the 

ibw/sH-nTr may have been the valley temple itself.260 The arrangement of the valley temple 

complex of Khafre,with dual ramps ascending from a watercourse,261 and entrances on 

either side of the vestibule, seems to validate this theory.262  Indeed, the most recent 

study of the valley temple of Khafre by Hawass, situates the ibw-tent in front of the lower 

temple, and indicates that both the north and south ramp “featured two small pylons and 

two wooden doors.”263  

Of the eight examples of sH / sH-nTr across the Pyramid Text corpus, only two include a 

reference to the aA.wy pt,264 while an additional text mentions both the sH-nTr and the aA.wy 

Axt, “door-leaves of the Akhet”.265 For Roode, this association between the aA.wy pt or 

aA.wy Axt and the ibw-tent / valley temple is clear:  these structures, as the literal entrance 

to the funerary complex, provide a manifest transitional space between this world and 

the next.266  

 

 
256 Ibid., 173. 
257 Grdseloff, Reinigungszelt, 21-2. 

258 Ricke, Bemerkungen, 13 fn. 108, 87-91. 
259 For a summary of these theories see, Edwards, The Pyramids of Egypt, 143 – 144 and more recently a 

summary by Roode, “De Deuren van de Hemel,” 153 who is in agreement. 
260 Brovarski, “Doors of Heaven,” 110.  

261 Hawass, ‘The Discovery of the Harbors of Khufu and Khafre at Giza,” 245-56. 
262 Hassan, Gîza IV, 90 fig. 47; Hoffmeier, “Origins of the Tent of Purification,” 169 – 170. Regarding the 

sockets in front of the complex, which Hassan believed belonged to a temporary ibw-tent, see Roode, 

“Observations on the ibw-tent,” 1 – 7  whose re-examination of the evidence questions the existence of these 

sockets and believes it is the valley temple itself which should be understood as the ibw n wab.   
263 Hawass, “Discoveries in Front of Khafre’s Lower Temple,” 26. 
264 PT 553 [§1365b] aA.wy pt / aA.wy qbHw; PT 676 [§2012b]:  aA.wy pt / aA.wy HAt / aA.wy Drwt. 
265 PT 311 [§496b]. 
266 Roode, “De Deuren van de Hemel,” 156: “Op het moment dat de begrafenisstoet dit punt betreedt, gaat 

de overledene een andere wereld in.  Letterlijk staat de kist op de drempel van de necropolis, figuurlijk 

staat de overledene op de drempel van het hiernamaals.” For an overview and further discussion on 

purification and ritual beyond the Old Kingdom, see Chapman, “The Embalming Ritual of the Late Period 

through Ptolemaic Egypt” 13 – 65.  
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1.2.3. The aA.wy pt and the opening of the shrine. 

Černy suggests that the much later priestly title, wn aAwy pt, “shrine opener,”267  was 

connected directly to the passages found in the Pyramid Texts devoted to the opening of 

the doors to the sky.268  Indeed, the aA.wy pt appear during the New Kingdom as a way to 

describe the opening and closing of the statue shrine, 269 ostensibly as part of the daily 

ritual, the root of which lies in the Old Kingdom funerary cult.270 Bartel suggests there is 

a common thread between the Pyramid Texts and the New Kingdom Daily Ritual in the 

temple of Seti I at Abydos,271 where many of the phrases used in the ritual to describe the 

opening of doors echo phrases found in the Pyramid Texts almost verbatim.272 Performed 

each morning to awaken the statue of the god,273 the daily ritual enacts the destruction of 

evil that inevitably clings to the divine during the process of rebirth and reconstitution. 

Bartel argues that what these passages have in common is fighting against the evil that 

stems from the experience of “Nichtsein,”274 “not being,”275 which must be systematically 

eradicated – through the process of purification – before the deceased (or deity) can 

effectively pass through or emerge from a doorway.276  

 
267 Wb I, 164: 16.  
268 Černy, “Note on the aAwy-pt ‘Shrine’,” 120.  
269 Otto, Mundöffnungsritual II, 166 – 168; Nelson, “Certain Reliefs at Karnak and Medinet Habu,” 206; Fig. 

2 [D]. According to the tomb robbery papyrus of the 20th Dynasty [P. Brit. Mus. 10053, vs. 3, 18], “the priest 

Tuti and the priest Nesamun went to the Doors of Heaven (aAwy pt) and they set fire to it and removed its 

gold and stole it.” As Peet Great Tomb-Robberies I, 121 notes, the aAwy pt in question seems to apply not only 

to the door leaves, but also to an entire building, presumably made of wood. 
270 Otto, Mundöffnungsritual II, 10. 
271 Bartel, “Funcktionale Aspekte,” 11 – 14; Calverly, Temple of King Sethos I at Abydos II, pl 4.  
272 Bartel, “Funcktionale Aspekte,” 13. 
273 cf Mariette, Abydos I, 59.   
274 Bartel, “Funcktionale Aspekte,” 13.  
275 For this idea “nonexistence,” see Hornung, Conceptions of God, 172 – 185, particularly 180. This idea is 

discussed further in §8.1.1.  
276 Ibid.  
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While depictions of cultic shrines housing the deceased do appear during the Old 

Kingdom, 277  along with models of the shrines themselves (Fig. 7.4), 278  these do not 

include any reference to the aA.wy pt. However, in the 12th Dynasty tomb of Khnumhotep 

II at Beni Hasan, men are shown dragging a shrine containing a statue of the deceased, as 

another group facing toward them, offers qbHw, “cool water” and speaks: wn aAwy pt pr 

nTr, “open the doors of the sky so that the god may go forth” (Fig. 1.6).279 The same phrase 

is found on the south wall of the Middle Kingdom tomb of Antefiqor,280 spoken by a group 

of women, although the context for the scene is lost.281  Kamrin argues that shrines, like 

the one found in Khnumhotep II, could be identified with the sky (“heaven”) as they 

“served to link the earthly and celestial realms by providing dwellings for divine 

beings.”282 Fischer elaborates, stating that such shrines are “the back door of the temple; 

the naos is vestibular, the threshold between heaven and earth, and it is not the priest 

who crosses this threshold but the god who does so.”283  

 

 

 
277  For example, Hassan, Gîza IV, 176-7, fig. 122, pl. l (Debehen); Duell, Mereruka I, pl. 39; 83 – 87 

(Mereruka). Carved depictions of the deceased within a type of false-naos are also evident, for example, see 

the Pseudo-group statue of Penmeru from Giza (G2197) now in Boston, MFA 12.1484.  
278 For example, see Jequier, Tombeaux de particuliers, 76, figure 84.  
279 Kanawati, Beni Hassan I, pl. 115 [a], pl. 119 (detail). Fischer, Varia Nova, 97. 
280 Davies and Gardiner, Antefoker, pl. XXIII.  
281 Ibid., 22. 
282  Kamrin, Khnumhotep II, 58. In the case of Khnumhotep II, the placement of this scene is spatially 

appropriate, located directly above the doorway of the shrine entrance, facing inward toward the shrine 

itself. This view is questioned by Bolshokov, “Arrangement of Murals,” 38 fn. 7 who argues that the 

interpretation of the source material by Kamrin has been led by “a biased and extremely dubious idea”. 
283 Fischer, Varia Nova, 98. 
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1.3.  aA.wy pt in the Pyramid Texts.  

The overwhelming majority of aA.wy, “door-leaves” that appear in the Pyramid Texts are 

those that lead to the sky, 284 namely the   aA.wy pt, “door-leaves of the sky.”285 

These aA.wy pt appear only once in the earliest corpus of Unis, in the first column of the 

west corridor wall as part of the brief PT 313 (Fig. 1.7). 286  After Unis, these spells 

containing this phrase are found clustered predominantly in the kings’ sarcophagus 

chambers, being inscribed in conjunction with texts related to the Resurrection Ritual.287  

Outside the sarcophagus chamber, however, references to the aA.wy pt occur in all other 

areas of the burial complex, excluding the ascending passageway.288 References to the 

aA.wy pt occur very sparingly in the corpus of Teti, with a mere six spells scattered 

 
284 See Appendix I, Table I.1 and Appendix II, Fig. II.1a.  
285 While acknowledging that this phrase is typically translated by many scholars as “Doors of Heaven,” this 

study will not employ this term due to loaded connotations associated with the Christian heaven. See Zago, 

“Imagining the Beyond,” 203.  
286 §502a – 503b; W/C/W 1 – 4.   
287 PT 213 – 222, 245 – 246: Hays, Organisation, 456 – 457 [Sequence 37].  Altenmüller, Begräbnisritual, 46 

– 47; Osing, “Zur Disposition der Pyramidentexte des Unas,”138 – 140; Hays, “Sacerdotal,”54; Hays, 

Organisation, 92 -94 ;   See also Bène and Guilhou, “Le « Grand Départ » et la « Suite A »,” 57 – 83 
288 Appendix II, Fig. II.1a.  

Figure 1.6. The aA.wy pt of Khnumhotep II.  
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throughout his complex referring to the motif.289  It is not until the expansion of the 

corpus under Pepy I that occurrences of this phrase proliferate, rising to 46 instances 

across 25 spells.290 In the pyramids of the queens, this number is drastically reduced. In 

the most complete corpus of Neith, references to the aA.wy pt occur in only  seven texts.291 

In the fragmentary corpora of Ankhenespepy II and Iput II, only two spells including the 

aA.wy pt appear,292 while in Wedjebten, only a single spell is present.293 Of the 54 Pyramid 

Texts that contain the aA.wy pt, and appear in the topological analysis undertaken by 

Hays,294 32 are classified as personal,295  18 as sacerdotal,296 and three are considered 

sacerdotal (personal service).297  51 of these door-leaves are wn “opened”,298  one is isn, 

“thrown open,”299 and two spells request that the door-leaves of the sky not be xtm, 

“sealed”.300   

The following section presents a detailed analysis of PT 313, a spell which has been used 

by multiple scholars to support the idea of a cosmographic textual-spatial analogue, 

specifically in the pyramid of Unis, in which the aA.wy pt, and the corridor leading out of 

the antechamber, are seen as being equivalent.  

 
289 T/S/Wg 20 – 25 [PT 325]; T/S/E ii 18 [PT 355]; T/P/N 18 [PT 361]; T/A/W 55 [PT 374]; T/A/N 66 [PT 

440]; T/Ser/N 11 [PT 412]. Noteworthy is the use of r-aA.wy in PT 325. It is unclear if this is an unusual 

spelling, or if this should be understood as r pt, “mouth of the sky” determined with dual door-leaves.  
290 Appendix I, Table I.1.  
291 PT 412 [§727a]; PT 511 [§1151a]; PT 665D [§1927c]; PT 667A [§1943d]; PT 675 [§2201a]; PT 676 

[§2009b]; PT *778 [§2252a – b].  
292 Ankhenespepy II = PT 463 [§876a]; PT *778 [§22252a – b]. Iput II = PT 374 [§659a]; PT *716 [§2234c].  
293 PT 553 [§1361a].  
294 Hays, Organization, 313 – 486.  
295 Appendix I, Table I.1.  
296 Appendix I, Table I.1. 
297 PT 482, PT 670, and PT *764.  
298Appendix I, Table. I.2: 1 – 51.  
299 PT 676 [§2009b]; Appendix I, Table. I.2: 52. 
300 PT 440 [§815b], PT *778 [§2252a-b]; Appendix I, Table. 2: 53 – 54. PT 313, found only in Unis, may have 

included an instance of a sealed door, but the passage in question [§502a – 503a] is lost. Allen, AEPT, 63 

bases his translation on a Middle Kingdom copy (L-JMH1), which includes a lacuna for this section: Allen, 

Middle Kingdom Copies of Pyramid Texts, 292. 
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1.3.1. PT 313. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 313301 is found on the west wall of the corridor in Unis.302 It is categorised by Hays as 

a personal transition text303 assigned to Group L, “Transformation.”304 Texts of this type 

are concerned with “transition by ascent, flight, and crossing, mirroring the movement of 

gods”,305  and can include motifs associated with the identity of the deceased and of 

opening the way for passage to join the gods.306 PT 313 deals predominantly with the 

attainment of a path for the deceased to move forward, and this is framed by the opening 

 
301 §502a – 503b.  
302 W/C/W 1 – 4.  
303 Hays, Organization, 367 – 368.  
304 Ibid., 686 [Chart L].  
305 Ibid., 282.  
306 Ibid. 

W/C/W 1 

Figure 1.7. Location of the aA.wy pt in PT 313 in the pyramid of Unis. 
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of the aA.wy pt and the drawing back of door-bolts, expressed through a figurative 

reference to the Hnn bAby, “penis of Babi”. Thus, the spell begins: 307    

 

sTA Hnn bAby 

iwn aA.wy pt 

The penis of Babi is pulled back,  

The door-leaves of the sky are open.  

 

While the character of Babi is not discussed in PT 313,308 his presence is significant. As a 

“demonic” being, lacking a defined cult place on earth,309 he has been likened to the xAtyw, 

“slaughterers”, 310  and can be considered an entity that straddles the in-between, 

mediating “the scared and the profane by protecting liminal and sacred places on earth 

and in the netherworld from impurity.” 311   Thus, Meurer understands Babi in this 

instance to be a type of gatekeeper.312  

 
307 §502a – 502b.  
308 The baboon god Babi (LGG II, 736 – 738) is mentioned only six times across five spells in the Pyramid 

Texts,  where he is characterised as an aggressive deity associated with male virility and strength: PT 278 

[419a]; PT 313 [§502a]; PT 320 [§515b]; PT 320 [§516b]; PT 539 [§1310a]; PT 549 [§1349a].  See also 

Derchain, ”Bebon,” 33 – 6; Zandee, Death, 209 – 210; Billing, Nut, 174 – 175; Meurer, Feinde, 214 – 218. For 

a behavioural analysis and evidence of Egyptian observations of the hamadryas baboon with reference to 

Babi, see Evans, Animal Behaviour in Egyptian Art, 138 – 139; Bashford, “The Iconography of Exotic Animals 

and other Exotica,” 33 – 34. 
309 Lucarelli, “Baba,” 117. 
310 Lucarelli, “Demons,” 2. These beings are discussed further in §9.2.1.  
311 Ibid.  
312 Meurer, Feinde, 217. 
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The remainder of PT 313 is obscure, and largely focused on the bxxw, “blast of heat”,313 

or “embers”314 in which a place Xr iknt nTrw, “beneath the iknt of the gods”315 is located:316 

 

[wn n NN wAt]317 Hr bxxw Xr iknt nTrw sbnt Hrw 

sp sn sbn NN [i]m m bxxw pn Xr iknt nTrw 

ir=sn wAt n NN swA N im=s 

NN pi Hrw 

[Open for NN a path] through the blast of heat under the iknt of the gods, where 
Horus crawls;318 

Twice – NN crawls therein, into this blast of heat beneath the iknt of the gods,  

And they make a path for NN, that NN may pass thereon it.  

This NN is Horus.  

 

This reference to heat is significant, and in the vignette for the much later BD 126, the 

Lake of Fire is depicted with the four baboons from the barque of Re squatting around it, 

flaming braziers spaced out between them.319 These baboons are said to “expel evil” and 

open the “secret portals of the West” for the deceased, so they can be purified and receive 

 
313 Wb I, 471: 16; Allen, AEPT, 63; or more recently, “glow”: Allen, Grammar I, 231; Hannig, ÄWb I, 423 

[10012].  
314 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 592 [PT 404].  
315 Allen, Grammar I, 67: §8.8. For iknt, Wb I, 140: 8; Hannig, ÄWb I, 227 [4070].  
316 §503a – 503b.  
317 Following Allen, Grammar I, 356 – 357.   
318 Ibid., 356 – 357, which differs from the earlier translation in AEPT, 63. For alternative transliteration 

and translation, see Backes, “Re-reading Pyramids?” 91. 
319 Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 118 – 119.  
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offerings.320 Allen renders the Xr iknt nTrw as the place “where the gods scoop water,”321 

echoing the earlier translation of Faulkner: “beneath where the gods pour out.”322  

Since the copy of PT 313 in Unis is largely fragmented, the gaps are filled by the Middle 

Kingdom examples of the spell from the mastaba tombs of Senwosretankh, 323  and 

Imhotep 324  at Lisht. One of the missing portions in Unis, found in the text of 

Senwosretankh,325 seems to describe an action associated with a sealed door:326 

 

Mercer, ultimately attempting to reconcile the different versions of the text, saw this xtm 

aA.wy as a contrast to the opened door in the previous line, interpreting the subsequent 

flames as a barrier against “those not qualified.”327 Faulkner’s translation, while noting 

the use of the Lisht text by Sethe, avoids mention of any type of seal, and renders this 

section of the text as iwn aAwy pt iwn W [aAwy pt]…”the doors of the sky are opened, the 

King has opened [the doors of the sky]…” 328  In his most recent translations, Allen offers: 

“You sealed door, open a path for me] on the blast of heat…”,329 and “Seal, Cool Waters’ 

door!”330 Confusion about this passage continues. As recently as 2019, Backes cited a lack 

of translation clarity by scholars,331 and provided his own version, rendering this section 

 
320 Allen, Book of the Dead, 208; Faulkner, Book of the Dead, 115. 
321 Allen, Grammar I, 357.  
322 Faulkner, AEPT, 98.  
323 L-JMH1. Hayes, Se’n-Wosret-‘Ankh, pl. XI: 491 – 500.  
324 In Situ. Arnold, Middle Kingdom Tomb Architecture at Lisht, 33 – 37, pl. 60b; Allen, Middle Kingdom Copies 

of Pyramid Texts, 292.  

325 §502a. This section in Imhotep retains only . 
326 The interpretation of this passage is mixed. The most recent attempt by Backes, “Re-reading Pyramids?” 

91 synthesises the available versions of the text with a full translation. 
327 Mercer, Commentary II, 236. 
328 Faulkner, AEPT, 98 fn. 2.   
329 Allen, AEPT, 63.  
330 Grammar I, 357 – 359. 
331 Backes, “Re-reading Pyramids?” 93. 
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as xtm aA.wi wHm(.w) rw wn n Wnis wA.t Hr bxx.w, “wieder(?) verschlossen sind die Türen. 

Löwe(?), eröffne Unas den Weg über der Glut…”332   This text finds parallels in CT 668,333 

a spell devoted exclusively to the transformation of the deceased into Babi.  Once more, 

Babi is associated with the iknt, 334  which Backes assumes has the basic meaning of 

“cave.”335 In addition, he is associated with knm.ti, which is translated as “he who is in 

darkness.”336  These associations led Backes to emphasise the relationship between Babi 

and the “Grenze zwischen hell und dunkel sowie seinen Einfluss auf deren 

Durchlässigkeit konstatieren.”337  

Since PT 313 only appears in the corpus of Unis during the Old Kingdom, its placement, 

and the text sequence it is part of, has been discussed extensively.338 Spiegel believed that 

from a ritual perspective, PT 313 was part of a series of texts associated with the 

introduction of the coffin into the pyramid.339 For Spiegel, the phallus of Babi was the 

coffin itself.340 The fire he explained as sparks, which appeared as the coffin was dragged 

down the stone corridor and into the antechamber;341 the subsequent reference to water 

was understood to be the water poured to ease its way.342 Thus, the spatial position of 

 
332 Ibid., 91.   
333 CT VI, 296q – r. 
334 LGG 1, 570 suggests that in this context it could mean the mother of Babi.  
335 Backes, “Re-reading Pyramids?” 94.    
336 The deceased is said to xa sHm apr m bAby bA iknt knmti, “appear powerful and equipped as Babi, BA of the 

iknt, he who is in darkness.” Backes, “Re-reading Pyramids?” 94 finds it likely that knmti is the name of 

another Baboon associated with Babi. See also LGG VII, 289: knmty, “Der zur Finsternis Gehörige.”  This 

knm.ti may be equivalent to knmwt, with whom the ian-baboon is locked in a perpetual cycle 

in PT 570. Others have translated this variously as “wild-ox,” (Mercer, Translation,232), “leopard(?)” 

(Faulkner, AEPT, 225), “blackbird” (Allen, AEPT, 182), and more recently “knmwt-baboon” (Mathieu, Pepy 

Ier, 513: « le babouin kénémout »).  
337 Backes, “Re-reading Pyramids?” 94. 
338 See Ibid., 72 – 117 for a recent summary of modern interpretation of this text and its transmission. 
339 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 127; 134 – 135. 
340 Ibid., 134. 
341 Ibid., 135 fn. 3. 
342 Ibid., 135 fn. 4. 
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this text adjacent to the antechamber was a signifier of entry into the funerary 

apartments:343 

Dem im Sarg eingeschlossen Leichnam ist hier die mythische Rolle des "Phallus 

des Babi" verliehen, weil seine Einführung in die Pyramide die in dieser 

verkörperte Himmelsgöttin begattet.344 

 

For Altenmüller, 345 PT 313 was part of the protective rituals performed in an area of the 

mortuary temple exemplified by the depiction found in the New Kingdom tomb of 

Rekhmere,346 including a garden, area for slaughter, and offering basins. Accordingly, the 

positions of Babi (=Seth) and Horus were filled by priests who carried out the appropriate 

ritual actions.347 Rather than a mythologisation of the door itself, as Sethe suggested,348 

Altenmüller suggested that the phallus of Babi was a mythologisation of the rope that 

held it closed.349  Indeed, in BD 99, a formula for fetching a ferry,350 Babi is twice equated 

with the ropes of the ferry, an identification that Lucarelli suggests speaks to the god’s 

role as protector of the solar boat.351 While the association between Babi and the rope 

does not appear in the earlier Coffin Texts, he is associated multiple times with the 

construction and/or reassembly of the ferry boat and its constituent parts.352 Notably, in 

 
343 Backes, “Re-reading Pyramids?” 79. 
344 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 134. 
345 Altenmüller, Begräbnisritual, 216 – 217.  
346 TT 100. Davies, Rekh-mi-Rē II, 79 – 80; Altenmüller, Begräbnisritual, 213. 
347 Backes, “Re-reading Pyramids?” 80. 
348 Sethe, Komm. II, 345. 
349 Altenmüller, Begräbnisritual, 223, with reference to CT V, 132a [398], where the bDA, “mast-head” of a 

ship is compared to the Hnn, “phallus” of Babi. For bDA, see Jones, Nautical Terms, 163 – 164. 
350 Quirke, Going out in Daylight, 221.  
351 Lucarelli, “Baba,” 118. See also Willems, Heqata, 338.  
352 CT V, 74x – cc [396]; CT V, 87a; 88a; 92c [397]; CT V, 132a; 135b; 139a; 141a [398]. 
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CT 359, 353 the deceased is associated with the oar of the ferryboat,354 while the power of 

the deceased over water in the afterlife and the prevention of destruction by fire355 is 

linked to their identification as Babi,356 echoing the themes found in PT 313.  

In the Pyramid Texts, Hnn, “penis” is not only used to designate the door-bolt of Babi, but 

is used to describe the reproductive and rejuvenating functionality of the deceased,357 

often through comparison with various deities,358 such as Atum,359 and Sobek,360 and is 

linked to the perpetuation of cult and offerings.361 Indeed, the Egyptian conception of the 

universe situated male sexuality and self-regeneration at the core of spiritual rebirth,362 

demonstrated by the role of Atum in PT 527 who, through the act of masturbation, 

created Shu and Tefnut. 363   The female role of stimulation to enable this male 

engenderment364 may be reflected in PT 313: just as the hand of Atum enables the god to 

self-generate, the phallus of Babi has a female counterpart in the feminine aA.wy pt, “doors 

of the sky.”365  

 
353 CT V, 11j – 12e. cf CT V, 15 – 16 [361], a variant of this spell.   
354 CT V 12c. 
355 CT V 12d: n axm=i n nwx=i, “I will not be destroyed, I will not be burned”: Faulkner, AECT II, 3 fn.2. cf CT  

VII, 91l – n [879].  
356 CT V 12e. See Willems, Heqata, 340 fn. 2070, with reference. cf Derchain, “Bèbon,” 36 – 39. 
357 Billing, Performative Structure, 402 notes the link between these functions and the king’s connection to 

the inundation and, thus, to the process of creation.  
358 E.g., PT 539 [§1313c]:  Hnn n NN pn m Hp, “The penis of this NN is as the Apis”. 
359 PT 527 [§1248b – d] focuses on Atum and his creation of Shu and Tefnut through masturbation; PT 642 

[§1818a – b] and PT 685 [§2065b], both found only in the corpus of Pepy II, seem to make reference to 

mythic framework associated with this event, or a variation of it.  
360 In PT 317 [§510b] Unis appears as Sobek, who wsS “urinates” and nk, “copulates” with his penis. 
361 PT 493 [§1059 – 1062], focuses heavily on abundance and the ability of the deceased to consume food-

offerings. The ability of the deceased to partake of offerings is juxtaposed with the bodily functions retained 

by the deceased in the afterlife: TAw m fnD=i mtwt m Hnn=i, “Air is in my nose, and semen is in my penis” 

[§1061b]. The corpus of Neith substitutes semen for wsSt, “urine”, as in PT 317.  
362 Roth, “Father earth, Mother sky,” 188 – 195; Budin, “Phallic Fertility,” 26. 
363 §1248c – d.  
364 Roth, “Father Earth, Mother Sky,” 187 – 201.  
365 Gordon and Schwabe, Quick and the Dead, 133 interpret this thus: “the penis of Babi was drawn back 

(pulled out?) to open the ‘doors’ (vulvar lips?) of the sky (cow?) so the pharaoh could pass.” 
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In the Coffin Texts, the penis of Babi is associated with the mast of the ferry,366 which in 

CT 397 “makes children and begets calves”;367 in CT 576, he is associated with copulation 

(nhp and nk) in the realm of the dead368 whereby the penis of the deceased is aligned with 

Babi;369 in CT 822, “[a spell for not letting] corpses perish in the earth,”370 the deceased 

claims to be the phallus of Babi.371 As Parkinson notes, especially in the case of spells like 

CT 576, sexual activity was not just for “pleasure and potency, but was also evoked as a 

source of rebirth.”372 It is clear that the emphasis in these texts is on the connection 

between this god and virility, which, in the case of PT 313, was intimately associated with, 

and co-opted by, the deceased king as a way in which to reach the afterlife. Thus, the Hnn, 

“penis” of Babi carries multiple, layered connotations.  

Despite the potentially harmful traits displayed by Babi in PT 549, 373  these negative 

characteristics are overall minimal, and it is not until the New Kingdom that associations 

with this god became undesirable.374 This may be part of the rationale for Babi’s eventual 

substitution by Seth in later texts associated with daily temple ritual and the Opening of 

the Mouth ceremony. Early apotropaic associations anticipate this correlation. The 

conflict between Horus and Seth, conveyed most clearly in PT 501C, 375  is painted in 

apotropaic terms through reference to the Eye of Horus and the testicles of Seth,376 and 

 
366 CT V, 92b [397]; CT V, 132a [398]; CT VI, 11e [473].  
367 CT V 92d –e.  
368 CT VI, 191a.  
369 CT VI, 191c. 
370 Faulkner, AECT III, 13. 
371 CT VII, 22w.  
372 Parkinson, “’Homosexual’ Desire,” 64.  
373 §1349a – b. For these traits associated with seen behaviours in baboons, see Bashford, “Iconography of 

Exotic Animals,” 33 – 36.  
374 Meurer, Feinde, 217. 
375 P/A/E 30 – 31. Identified by Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 420 as PT 1036.    
376 cf te Velde, Seth, 53 - 59.  
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through the act of each na, “conveying” semen into the anus of the other god.377 In other 

texts, the Eye of Horus and the fingers of Seth are juxtaposed,378 and in PT 696A,379 it is 

explicitly said that the Eye of Horus  [s]xs ir Dbaw stS, “fled from the fingers of Seth.”380 As 

Billing summarises, this is a “metaphorical image of a power-generating intercourse, 

including a phallus (Seth’s finger), vagina (Horus’s eye) and ejaculation.”381  

While the door-bolt passage in PT 313 does not include any specific references to this 

homosexual episode, its similarity to later passages associated with the finger (or penis) 

of Seth as door-bolt, and the Eye of Horus as door-lock, provide potential parallels.   

Though anachronistic, comparable texts concerned with Seth and his finger and/or penis 

are clearly associated with the daily cult ritual from the New Kingdom onward.  

Illustrated in the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak, 382 the first court at Medinet Habu, 383 and also 

in five of the six sanctuary chapels in the temple of Seti I at Abydos, 384 these episodes 

depict the daily opening of the shrine, 385  and provide conceivable context for what 

function PT 313 may have served prior to its secondary inscription in the pyramid of Unis.  

Rites included under the title wn Hr Hr nTr, “Uncovering [lit: opening] the Face of the 

God,”386 included the performance of breaking the seal,387 unfastening the seal,388 and 

 
377 §6 (=§01036e - f).  
378 PT 69 – 70 [§48a – 48b].  
379 §1 – 24 (=§2163a – 2168d)  
380 §2166a. 
381 Billing, Performative Structure, 413. See also the discussion in te Velde, Seth, 53 – 54.  
382 Brand et al, The Great Hypostyle Hall, 307 – 309; pl. 227. 
383 Epigraphic Survey, Medinet Habu IV, pl. 241: Scene C. 
384 Calverley, Abydos I: pl. 4 (Osiris); pl. 18 (Isis); pl. 26 (Horus); Abydos II: pl. 14 (Re-Horakhti); pl. 22 

(Ptah); David, Abydos, 60 – 62; 74.  
385 In addition to being inscribed at Karnak and Medinet Habu, elements of this ritual exist on Papyrus 

Chester Beatty 9 (BM 10689) and on an ostrakon held at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art:  Alan H. 

Gardiner, HPBM III, 78-106, pls. 150-161; Cooney and McClain, “The Daily Offering Meal,” 41 – 78. 
386 Eaton, Temple Ritual, 174. 
387 Guglielmi and Buroh, “Täglichen Tempelrituals,” 117 – 119: r n sD sin, “spell for breaking the clay seal.”  
388 Ibid. r n sfxt dbawt, “spell for loosening the seal.”  
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drawing back the door bolt of the shrine,389 as precursors for opening the aA.wy, “door-

leaves” of the shrine to reveal the statue of the deity each day.  The text accompanying the 

r n sTA s, “spell for drawing back the bolt,” describes this process in mythological terms, 

drawing on references to the mythological conflict of Horus and Seth, specifically the 

homosexual (“chaotic”) episode. 390  This is seen again in the Third Intermediate Period 

pBerlin 3055, wherein the drawing back of the door-bolt is described in mythological 

terms: 391    

 

sTA Dba n stS m irt Hr nDm st, 

sfx Dba n stS m irt Hr nDm st  

The finger of Seth is drawn back from the Eye of Horus. It is good.  

The finger of Seth is loosened from the Eye of Horus. It is good. 

 

This is followed by the familiar refrain signalling the opening of the aA.wy pt, “door-leaves 

of the sky” and the aA.wy tA, “door-leaves of the earth.”392  Almost identical scenes and 

statements appear at Karnak, 393 and on the upper register of the north wall of the first 

court Medinet Habu. 394  According to Guglielmi and Buroh, these door-opening rites, 

 
389 r n sTA s, “spell for drawing back the bolt.” This particular episode does not appear in the later Ptolemaic 

temples of Edfu and Dendera, see Eaton, Temple Ritual, 184, Table A.2.  
390  Billing, Performative Structure, 214. Indeed, Parkinson “’Homosexual’ Desire,” 62 suggests that 

homosexual relations may have been considered “a deviation from Ma’at”.  
391 pAmun I: 3, 8; Guglielmi and Buroh, “Täglichen Tempelrituals,” 120, 147.  
392 pAmun 4, 3.  
393 Brand et al, Great Hypostyle Hall, 308.  
394  Although the scene in question is largely lost, it is clear that following the burning of incense and the 

breaking of the door seal, there is a scene of the king drawing back the door bolt. Indeed, the text states that 

the king is to sTA … n stS m irt Hrw, “Draw back the … of Seth from the Eye of Horus.” Epigraphic Survey, 

Medinet Habu IV, Festival Scenes of Ramses III, pl. 241: Scene C. 
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including the unfastening and removal of the cord or bolt, can be interpreted as the 

removal of impurity. 395  Eaton describes this process of removing the door-bolt in 

cosmographic terms: 

The priest was repairing the moon, associated with Horus’ injured eye, and 

thereby perpetuating the lunar cycle. The priest then opened the doors of the 

shrine…. opening the door-leaves of the sky allowed the sun barque to pass and 

thus perpetuated the solar cycle.396 

This daily temple ritual concluded each day with the closing of the shrine doors and a 

ritual called r n smn aA, “utterance for fastening the door-leaf.”397 At Medinet Habu, the 

text illustrates that the shrine was cleansed of any evil that might have entered while the 

doors were open,398 before stating that the priest “grasps the penis of [this] man399 in his 

hand.”400 A comparable passage appears in the Opening of the Mouth ritual401 found in 

the 26th Dynasty tomb of Pediamenopet.402 In the concluding scenes of the ritual (74A – 

B),403 the HD-shrine inside which the statue lived was re-opened,404 so the statue of the 

deceased could be returned to rest during the night.405 In Pediamenopet,406  this ritual is 

given the idiomatic title int anx Hr nTr, “Closing 407  the door-leaf 408  upon the god.” 409 

 
395 Guglielmi and Buroh, “ Täglichen Tempelrituals,“ 119.  
396 Eaton, Temple Ritual, 53.  
397 Nelson, “Certain Reliefs,” 231.  
398 Ibid., 227. 
399 Ostensibly a corruption of the name Seth, see Ibid. 228 fn. 72. 
400 Medinet Habu IV, pl. 242: Scene D.  
401 Otto, Mundöffnungsritual II, 173. 
402 TT 33. Dumichen, Patuamenap I.   
403 Otto, Mundöffnungsritual I, 204.  
404 wn aA.wy pt sn aA.wy Hwt-nTr wn pr n nb=f, “The door-leaves of the sky are open, the door-leaves of the 

temple are thrown open, the house of his lord is open”: Mundoffningritual I, 203: 73A (b).  
405 Otto, Mundöffnungsritual II, 166 - 167.  
406 Ibid., I, 204: 74B [a, 6].  
407 For int aA.wy see Ibid., II, 169. See also Wilson, Lexicographical Study I, 148 – 149.   
408 The term is found frequently at Edfu, see Wilson, Lexicographical Study, 295 – 296. 
409 i.e. the statue or mummy of the deceased. 
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Following this, the initial words to be recited by the Xry-Hb priest410 commence: ink Hr it=i 

wsir nDr=i Hnn n stS m dt=i  “I am Horus, my father Osiris, I grasp the penis of Seth in my 

hand.”411 Nelson suggested this “penis of Seth” was “probably the handles of the door, just 

as the bolts of the door were the fingers of Seth when they were withdrawn at the 

beginning of the service.”412  

 

1.4.  Discussion.  

The evidence for the aA.wy pt, “doors of the sky” outside the Pyramid Texts during the Old 

Kingdom is virtually non-existent, and must be interpreted from a patchwork of dubious 

associations. Restrictions on religious knowledge and its display may be a significant 

factor in the lack of non-royal occurrences of the aA.wy pt – in both textual and pictorial 

form– due to the potential moratorium on references to such material.413 The appearance 

of the symbolic ibw-tent in the form of the aA.wy pt in Mereruka, a lucky accident of 

preservation, may have been an ingenious form of hinting414 at a significant stage of the 

funerary processes. 

It is unclear if the aA.wy pt was a motif reserved exclusively for royalty during most of the 

Old Kingdom, but it seems unlikely. As Baines points out, the texts which survive today 

as part of the Pyramid Text corpus may only be a small percentage of the true corpora of 

 
410 Dd mdw in Xry Xb, “Words to be recited by the Xry-Xb.” The inclusion of in Xry-Xb only occurs in the much 

later text of Hunefer: Otto, Mundöffnungsritual I, 204: 74B (b, 7).  
411 Otto, Mundöffnungsritual I, 204: 74B (b, 6).  This scene occurs in earlier tombs from the New Kingdom, 

for example that of Djehuty (TT 11): Galan, “Djehuty (TT 11),” 284.  
412 Nelson, “Certain Reliefs,” 229. 
413 Hays, “Funerary Rituals,” 5.  
414 Bolshakov, “Hinting as a Method of Old Kingdom Tomb Decoration,” 9 – 10. A similar type of hinting 

arises in the tomb of Queen Meresankh II, whose sarcophagus lid features a large jackal, a heraldic image 

of the god Anubis, functionally banned from depiction outside of royal monuments, see Baines, “Modelling,” 

34.   
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religious material available during this time.415 It is evident that what is now described 

as the Coffin Texts416 were ultimately drawn from the same collection of religious material 

as the Pyramid Texts,417 but their use leaves little trace418 in the non-royal sphere until 

the private coffins of the late Old Kingdom.419  The aA.wy pt undoubtedly had a connection 

to the doors of the shrine, as they do in the evidence from Khnumhotep II and in later 

evidence from the New Kingdom, but fundamental ideas of decorum may have prevented 

these references from being permanently recorded on the walls of Old Kingdom tombs.420  

Despite a lack of monumental evidence, it is clear that by the Middle Kingdom, the aA.wy 

pt were an accessible – and acceptable - part of the Coffin Text corpora. Whether this was 

the case in the oral traditional of the Old Kingdom elite is undetermined. 

The Hnn BAby, “penis of Babi” is one of only four possible door-bolt mechanisms described 

in the Pyramid Texts,421 and its use in PT 313 juxtaposes it with the aA.wy pt .Willems notes 

that there are a “constellation of characteristics” 422 associated with Babi.423 He held a 

position in the Egyptian pantheon as a patron of fire,424 but could also be associated with 

water and the inundation.425 In CT 359, this is emphasised through connections with Re 

 
415 Baines, “Modelling,” 31. 
416 For a discussion on the legitimacy of a division between these two groups of texts, see Mathieu, “La 

distinction entre Textes des Pyramides et Textes des Sarcophages est-elle legitime?” 247 – 262. 
417 Baines, “Modelling,” 30. For the now disproven theory of a so-called “Democratisation of the Afterlife,” 

see Hays, “The death of the Democratisation of the Afterlife,” 116 – 130, with references.  
418 This is, of course, excluding the so-called “Offering Ritual” which is ubiquitous is both royal and non-

royal spheres; see Hays, Organization, 81 – 92.  
419 Hays, “Funerary Rituals” 2.  
420 This is unsurprising. One of the most frequently alluded to rituals, the Opening of the Mouth ceremony, 

known throughout the Old Kingdom, is not represented textually or pictorially in full until the 18th Dynasty:  

Hays, “Funerary Rituals,” 7. cf Roth, “The psS-kf,” 146 – 147.   
421 See Chapter Seven.   
422 Willems, Heqata, 340.  
423 Ibid., 341.  
424 Ibid., 340 fn. 2070, with reference; Derchain, “Bèbon,” 36 – 39.  
425 Willems, Heqata, 340 fn. 2071 ; Derchain, “Bèbon,” 39 – 40. 
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and Osiris,426 and his position on board the sun-barque clarifies his associations with the 

mast and rigging of the ferry in Coffin Texts and Book of the Dead. The Egyptian desire to 

be directly associated with baboons, including Babi, may relate to the understanding that 

baboons “were considered to be the ideal adorers of the Sun-god.”427 Indeed, a divine 

being  Bnti,428 identified in later sources as a baboon god,429 appears in PT 

363,430 where he is described as the sA smsw, “eldest son” of Re.431 This name appears 

again in PT 569, a so-called “address to the sun-god.”432  In this way, the association 

between Babi and the “blast of heat” and (possibly) water in PT 313 is perhaps elucidated. 

If the interpretation by Backes is followed, Babi’s associations with both darkness and 

light conceptualise him as a deity that inhabits the liminal space between.  Thus, as a being 

that can penetrate the veil between these two spaces, an understanding of Babi as a kind 

of doorkeeper may be appropriate. The figurative use of the penis of Babi as a doot-bolt 

connected to the aA.wy pt may reflect this solar position and connotations of rebirth 

inherent in the solar cycle.433  

 
426 Willems, Heqata, 338 – 342.   
427 te Velde, “Some Remarks,” 129; Graves-Brown, Demons and Spirits 88. See also, Quirke, Going out into 

Daylight, 36 [BD Chapter 15AII].  
428 Wb I, 464: 7 – 8.  
429 Wb I, 464: 11 – 12.  

430 §608c. This name is variously spelled, but its earliest appearance in Teti renders it .   
431 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 304 argues that « La composition du texte implique que Ouneg, le fils aîné de Benti et 

Re désignent une seule et même entité ». That is, they are all forms of the god Shu, 

432 Faulkner, AEPT, 222. Grammatically expressed in the dual:  bnt(i).wy [P/V/W 19]. In the 

corpus of Merenre:  [M/V/E 46]. All other instances have been lost. The most recent 

translation by Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 509 renders this “les Deux Babouins Bentioui” and identifies these beings 

as Shu and Tefnut. Indeed, in later periods, depictions of Shu supporting Nut are sometimes replaced by a 

baboon-headed god, once more reinforcing the connection between these animals and the sun rise, see 

Graves-Brown, Demons and Spirits, 122.  
433 Sherkova, “Seven baboons in one boat,” 504 - 506 connects a small Early Dynastic faience boat figure 

surmounted by four baboons from Tell Ibrahim Awad with mythical associations with Thoth as a baboon 

who sits in the solar barque of Re. However, Thoth is not directly associated with the baboon form prior to 

the Middle Kingdom, see Greenlaw, The Representation of Monkeys, 16. 
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However, these associations may also stem from the observable behaviours associated 

with the male baboon. The male hamadryas baboon is frequently depicted in art during 

the Old Kingdom exhibiting a non-sexual penile display. 434  Squatting in a so-called 

“guardian pose,” the penis of the dominant baboon appears bright pink against its fur, a 

conspicuous display intended to warn potential aggressors that an adult male is present 

and guarding its group.  Described in PT 320 as kA ianw, “Bull of the Baboons,”435 the 

dominant power of Babi seems to reflect this behaviour, and is linked directly to that of 

the deceased king who, in the context of this particular spell, should be feared by groups 

identified as the nbw and the rxyt.436 Gordon and Schwabe link this identification of Babi 

as a “bull” to the Egyptian identification of the wild bull “as well as the penis, with the 

concept of the leading male’s domination of his ‘herd’.” 437  This would be a naturally 

desirable association for royalty to make and may explain early associations between 

squatting baboons and ancestor worship.438  As Williams has illustrated, the focus on 

penile functionality and display is a significant part of Egyptian religion and features 

prominently in the Pyramid Texts.439 Not only does a “powerful phallus denote a powerful 

man,”440  but it was a crucial element in the transfigurative process of rebirth. 

This connection between ontological transformation, regeneration, and the solar cycle 

inherent in the penis of Babi can only largely, and unfortunately, be understood from later 

 
434 The author is indebted to Lydia Bashford for additional references to this topic: Bashford, “Iconography 

of Exotic Animals,” 50; 37 – 38: Table 1, Nos. 7 – 9, 10 – 11, 16.  
435 §516c. 
436 §516a. These groups are discussed in Chapter Eight, §8.3.1.1. 
437 Gordon and Schwabe, Quick and the Dead, 131.  
438 E.g., the life-size squatting baboon inscribed with the name of Narmer from Abydos, thought to be HD-
wr, “Great White.” See LÄ II, 1078 – 1079. cf Wilkinson, Early Dynastic Egypt, 247. Van Haarlem, “Temple 

deposits in early dynastic Egypt,” 75 notes the correspondence between votive deposits of baboons and 

human figures at Tell Ibrahim Awad may lend to an interpretation of ancestor worship.  
439 Williams, “Signs of Creation,” 51 – 54.   
440 Ibid., 54.    
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texts. Despite the temporal distance between PT 313 and the daily temple ritual of the 

New Kingdom and later, such examples provide potential evidence of a continuation of 

an ideology that linked the conceptualisation of the penis/door-bolt with a ritual setting 

concerned with purification and the perpetuation of cyclical rebirth. 441  These rituals 

stipulate that the drawing back of the door-bolt, mythologised as the penis or finger of 

Seth, rather than Babi, was understood in conjunction with the opening of the aA.wy pt, as 

an important part of this daily process.  

The evidence outlined above emphasises a number of possible relationships between 

ritual, architecture, and the textual evidence of the aA.wy pt within the Pyramid Texts. As 

a literal reference to the sky, they were the doors that opened to allow the transfigured 

spirit of the deceased to pass through into the celestial sphere to join the gods, to be 

reborn each day with the sun.  Simultaneously, the phrase aA.wy pt seems to have been an 

allusion to the shrine, inside which a statue of the deceased or a god would rest, awoken 

each day to receive offerings.  Concurrently, it may have been another name for the ibw-

tent – the royal sH-nTr - the place in which the deceased was purified and prepared for 

burial.  Additional references to the aA.wy pt and expressive performances of mourning in 

PT 482442 and PT 676443 provide a potential connection between the two, although the 

texts, and our understanding of rites carried out during the funeral at this time, remain 

 
441 Eaton, Temple Ritual, 53. The continuation and preservation of these ideas is manifest in the 25th Dynasty 

chapel of Amenirdis I at Medinet Habu, which is lined with Pyramid Texts, see Ayad, “The Pyramid Texts of 

Amenirdis I,” 71 – 92.  

442 Junker, Der Tanz der Mww, 23 – 24 believed that the bAw piw, “bas of Pe” that rwi  “clap / dance 

(?)” (Allen, AEPT, 136 prefers “drum”)  for the king in association with the aA.wy pt in PT 482 [§1005a.], 

were to be aligned with the enigmatic Mww-dancers. These dancers were, he believed, to be understood as 

ancestors of the king who met the deceased at the threshold of the necropolis in order to welcome him,  

with Mercer, Mercer, Commentary II, 509, suggesting that their dance was the “survival of an old royal 

funeral ritual.”  

443 In PT 676 [§2014a], the same kind of rwi  “clapping” and mourning is described alongside the 

aA.wy pt and other door-leaves associated with the tomb and sarcophagus. 
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ambiguous.  These multiple associations could explain why, by the time of Pepy I and his 

corpus, references to the aA.wy pt had ballooned. These “visual representations of what 

the ear would hear of the texts upon recitation,”444 repurposed and redeployed onto the 

walls of the burial complex, were ultimately drawn from wealth of possible ritual 

performances. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

444 Hays, Organisation, 4.  
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Chapter Two. 

   

arrwt, “gate; portico.” 

 

2.0. Introduction 

Second only to the aA.wy pt, the arrwt445 (alternatively art, aryt, arrt)446 is one of the terms 

most frequently used to describe a threshold space in the Pyramid Texts.  During the Old 

Kingdom, arrwt is determined with  [O38] “corner of a wall,”447 infrequently with the 

addition of   [O1] “house”.448 The function of the arrwt appears to have evolved over 

time, with it ultimately becoming a term used to describe a place of judgement attached 

to the royal palace by the New Kingdom. 449  However, during the Old Kingdom, the 

function of the arrwt is less clearly defined, leading to a multitude of differing scholarly 

translations and interpretations.  

In attempting to decipher its etymological origins, Vergote describes the arrwt not only as 

a “portail”, but also as a “siège de l’administration.”450 Spencer believes the lexical root of 

arrwt to be the verb iar451/ar,452  “to rise up, to approach,” while Konrad suggests an 

alternative iart, 453  “Schlange,” 454  thus rendering the term arrwt as “das, was sich 

(apotropäisch gegen Feinde) aufbäumt.“455 Gardiner considers the arryt used during the 

 
445 Wb I, 210: 9 and 211: 6; Hannig, ÄWb I, 282 – 283.  
446 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 149.  
447 Gardiner, EG., 497.  
448 Ibid., 492; Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 147 – 148.  
449 Ibid., with references.  
450 Vergote, “L’étymologie de Ég. arrw.t ‘potail,” 138. 
451 Wb I, 41: 6; Hannig, ÄWb I, 41 – 42 [1021].  
452 Wb I, 208: 4.  
453 Wb I, 12: 1; Hannig, ÄWb I, 42 [1028].   
454 Konrad, Architektur und Theologie, 221 – 222.  
455 Ibid., 219. 
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Ramesside period be identical to the arrwt of the Pyramid Texts, concluding that four 

meanings could be attributed to the word: 1. “Lintel-piece,” 2. “Lintel,” 3. “Doorway,” and 

4. “Court of justice.” 456  Helck, highlighting the use of arrwt in the 18th Dynasty 

autobiography of Rekhmire, determines that the function of the arryt was as “Die 

Wache.”457 Accordingly, it acted as “das Gebaude am Tor durch das man den Königspalast 

betritt,”458 in which documents could be held, and where officials could be judged.  

 

2.1. arrwt in the Old Kingdom.  

2.1.1. Royal administrative evidence for arrwt in the Old Kingdom. 

Presently, the earliest evidence of the use of arrwt comes from the Abusir Papyri and the 

papyrus archive of Raneferef.  The Abusir Papyri mention two types of arrt - the arrt Xntt 

and the arrt HAt - in relation to the rostered security and duties of the temple,459  including 

the servicing of the arrt Xntt by two xnty-S priests,460 and the nightly guarding of the arrt.461 

Posener-Kriéger argues that the arrt Xntt is so often mentioned in association with the pr-

wrw, “vestibule” of the temple that they must have been located in close proximity one 

another.462 In terms of the arrt HAt, Posener-Kriéger identifies this with the whitewashed 

earthworks that lined the entire façade of the temple, designating a sector of the temple 

inside of which the rwt HAt (discussed below) was a particular architectural element.463 

 
456 Carter and Gardiner, “The Tomb of Ramesses IV,” 147.  
457 Helck, Zur Ver Waltung des Mittleren Und Neuen Reichs, 65 – 66.  
458 Ibid., 65.  
459 Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï I, 27 – 29; 38 – 41.   
460 Ibid., 39: Table IV/3.  
461 Ibid., 39: Table IV/4.  
462 Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï II, 511. Piacentini, Scribes I, 363 notes the presence of the “scribe 

des équipes” Rashepses on this roster of staff who should spend the day and night within the arrwt. 
Accordingly, “De cet endroit ra-Spss pouvait probablement organiser et surveiller les activités du personnel 

de service, ce qui constitue une des tâches principales incombant aux scribes.” 
463 Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï II, 511.  
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This arrt HAt also appears in the later papyrus archive of Raneferef, 464 along with three 

other instances of arrt, 465 although these cannot be linked with any certainty to the extant 

archaeology.  The ambiguous nature of the arrt is exemplified by the existence of men 

rostered to guard the arrt wA, “arrt of the wA-barque”466 in the Abusir Papyri. Posener-

Kriéger offers a possible description of this feature:   

 

L'arrt de cette barque représente vraisemblablement un appontement, couvert ou 

non, servant à amarrer le bateau, et il est raisonnable de penser que "l'arrt de la 

barque wA" se trouvait au bord de l'eau, assez loin de l'entrée du temple.467 

 

Thus, Posener-Kriéger concludes that the arrt had more of an administrative function than 

an architectural one,468 designating it generally as “les abords d'un édifice ou d'une partie 

d’édifice.”469 Indeed, van den Boorn interprets the arrwt as a gate, or portico, that acted as 

an “approach between the outer world and the enclosed world of the temple, palace, or 

the Residence,”470 an interpretation largely shared by Spencer, who understands the arrwt 

as the space in front of the temple door, and not the gateway itself.471 According to Helck, 

in the Middle and New Kingdoms the aryt can be described as “das Gebaude am Tor durch 

das man den Königspalast betritt.”472 Like rwt, it describes a space that is delimited by 

 
464 Posener-Kriéger, Verner, and Vymazalová, Abusir X, 212; pl. 5[A]. 
465 Ibid., pls. 5[A]; 8[E3]; 46[D]; 87[F].  
466 HPBM V, pl. XCVIIA[A4] Likewise, there is a roster for guards protecting a location called arrt nHp, “arrt of 

the potter’s wheel”: Ibid., pl. XIA;  Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï I, 46. 
467 Ibid., I, 44. Further discussion of these elements of the temple and their purpose can be found in Ibid., II, 
512.  
468 Ibid., I, 28.  
469 Ibid., II, 511 
470 Van den Boorn, “Justice at the gate,” 8.  
471 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 168. 
472 Helck, Zur Verwaltung des Mittleren und Neuen Reiches, 65.  
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some type of gate,473 and functions as “the sole line of communication”474 between the 

inhabitants of the interior (i.e. the king or the god) and those of the exterior (i.e. the 

public).   

During the 6th Dynasty, the term arrwt appears in a number of royal decrees. A lengthy 

decree of Pepy II from Coptos (Coptos D, Fig. 2.1)475 orders the protection of the Temple 

of Min and requests that the stela be erected:476 

 

r arrwt nt Mnw pr m gbtiw  

…at the arrwt of the House of Min in Coptos.  

 

Simiar texts from Pepy II (Coptos B477 and Coptos C478) also request the establishment of 

decrees at the arrwt of Min.479 In light of these decrees and their requirement for public 

visibility, McFarlane suggests the arrwt is unlikely to reference the restricted sanctuary 

area inside of the temple, accessable only to the priesthood.480 Instead, given Spencer’s 

understanding of arrwt as a “portico or area which may have been roofed for 

protection,”481 McFarlane suggests these decrees would have been set up in an ‘’approach 

area to the temple precinct.”482 Indeed, Hayes notes that the surviving decrees show little 

sign of the weathering expected from extended exposure to the sun, indicating that these 

 
473 Van den Boorn, “Justice at the gate,” 7.  
474 Ibid., 8. 
475 Urk I, 288 – 293. Fragments now in Cairo (JE 43052) and Boston (MMA 14.7.10).  
476 Urk I, 292: 9. 
477 Urk I, 282: 11. JE 41893.  
478 Urk I, 286: 3. JE 41491.  
479 Subsequent 8th Dynasty decrees found at Coptos also used this phrase. See Neferkauhor’s Coptos P and 

Q (Urk I, 299: 16) now in Boston (MMA 14.7.12), and Demedjibtawy Coptos R (Urk I, 306: 10), in Cairo (JE 

41894).  
480 McFarlane, Min, 260.  
481 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 168; McFarlane, Min, 261.  
482 McFarlane, Min, 261.  
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stelae must have been established “on the reveals of the gateway or on the side walls of a 

deep vestibule similar to that seen in contemporary pyramid temples.”483 

 

 

 

2.1.2. Non-royal evidence for arrwt in the Old Kingdom. 

In the private sphere, there is slim but significant evidence for arrwt from the inscriptions 

belonging to elite individuals during the Old Kingdom. These references, however, once 

again only occur from the 6th Dynasty. In an apotropaic threat formula484 from the tomb 

 
483 Hayes, “Royal Decrees from the Temple of Min at Coptus,” 6.  
484 These formulae and their function are discussed in Chapter Eight.   

Fig. 2.1. Fragment of Coptos D.    
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of Meru (Bebi) from Saqqqara,485 the deceased intimidates tomb defilers, vowing to drive 

off their decendents by stating:486 

 

n rdi grg arr(w)t=sn 

I shall not permit the foundation of their arrwt. 

 

Likewise, the (auto-)biographical text of Ankhmeryremeryptah (Nekhebu) 487  from 

Giza,488 expresses a similar threat against anyone impure who might enter the tomb:489  

 

iw dr tpyw=sn tA arrwt=sn tp tA 

I shall drive out their descendants (upon) the earth and their arrwt upon earth. 

 

What this arrwt represents for the elite is unclear. Dunham’s early interpretation sees the 

the literal meaning of arrwt as “gates”490 but interprets its meaning within the (auto-

)biography of Nekhebu as a “dwelling.” 491  Morschauser, similarly, suggests “landed 

property.” 492 Spencer,493 however, suggests that for private individuals, arrwt might be 

 
485 The chapel is now in Brussels, E.2243. Capart, Chambre Funeraire de la Sixième Dynastie, pl. V; Urk I, 255 

– 256; Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 225 [140].  
486 Urk I, 256: 8. 
487 Urk I, 219 – 221. Kloth, Die (auto-) biographischen Inschriften, 16 – 17 with references.  
488 Now in Boston (MFA 13.4331) and Cairo (JE 44608).  
489 Urk I, 218: 14.  
490 Dunham, “Nekhebu,” 6 fn. 10.  
491 Ibid.  
492 Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 26.  
493 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 153.  
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linked to the pillared porch/portico seen in pottery “soul houses” (e.g. Fig. 2.2), 494  and 

tomb models of the Middle Kingdom.495   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beyond these threats, the only other source of information for the function of the arrwt 

are administrative titles within the mortuary inscriptions of 6th Dynasty officials. Only 

three such titles survive:  imy-r arrwt, “Overseer of the arrwt”, 496

  imy-r arrwt m pr.wy “Overseer of the arrwt in the dual houses”,497 

and the (i)r(y) arrt, “Keeper of the arrt.”498  Whether these titles related to a 

temple, or to a palace, is undetermined.   

 

 

 
494 Petrie, Gizeh and Rifeh, pls. XV – XIX; Petrie, “The Soul-House in Egypt,” 113 – 114; Hayes, Sceptre of 

Egypt, 255 – 257, fig 162.  
495 E.g. Winlock, Models of Daily Life, pls. 11 – 15.  
496 Jones, Index, 79 [344].  
497 Ibid., [345].  
498 Ibid., 312 [1143].  

Fig. 2.2. Middle Kingdom “Soul 
House.”     
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2.2. arrwt in the Pyramid Texts 

2.2.1. PT 254.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 254499 initiates the western wall of the antechamber in only the earliest corpora of 

Unis and Teti (Fig. 2.3).500  Part of Hays’ Group J, “Aggregation with the Gods,”501 PT 254 

is a lengthy personal transition text,502 in which the king “arrives in the sky.”503 In keeping 

 
499 §276a – 294c. 
500 W/A/W 1 – 18; T/A/W 1 – 12. 
501 Hays, Organisation, 356, 684.  
502 Ibid., 356.  
503 Faulkner, AEPT, 63.  

W/A/W 16 

 

T/A/W 11 

Figure 2.3.  Spatial location of arrwt in PT 254 in the kings’ pyramids. 
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with this identification, PT 254 contains numerous motifs associated with transition and 

protection, and includes elements typical of the edurance of the deceased and cult. The 

arrival of the king, the “Unique One, Bull of the Sky,”504 is framed as a cosmic cataclysm 

that strikes fear into the entire land and sky.505 Thus, the spell contains a number of 

threats aimed toward the gods, including warning of a potential fAt, “curse” on Geb if the 

nb Axt, “Lord of the Akhet,” fails to make a place for the king. 506   Additionally, the king 

threatens to devour anyone he finds in his path.507  The final “speech by the king”508 

focuses on protection against anyone who would take the Sbw, “sacrificial meal”509 or 

mswt, “evening meal, supper,” 510  from him when it is provided and, 511   notably, the 

concluding lines of the spell echo threats against trespassers found in private tombs:512  

 

 
504 §293b: NN pw wa kA n pt, “This NN is one who is unique, the Bull of the Sky.” 
505 §279d – 282a.  
506 §277a – b.  
507 §278a.  
508 Faulkner, AEPT, 64.  
509 Found extensively in the private offering formula of the Old Kingdom: Wb IV, 437: 6; Barta, Opferliste, 

70 (“Hauptspeise”); Hannig, ÄWb I, 1289 – 1292 (“Nahrung”).  
510 Wb II, 142: 12 – 14; Hannig, ÄWb I, 563 [13869] (“Abendbrot, Mahlzeit”).  
511 §291a – b.  
512 §291d- 292d. Following the text of Unis, but using Teti where lacuna exist. 
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nxt NN r=sn xa Hr idb=f 

ixr HAtw=sn n Dbaw=f   

bskw=sn n iryw pt  

dSrw=sn n iryw tA 

iwaw=sn n SwAt  

prw=sn n snsnt  

arrwt=sn n Hp wr 

NN is strong more than them, appearing upon his shore, 

Their hearts fall to his fingers,  

Their entrails are for the denizens of the sky,  

And their blood is for the denizens of the earth.513  

Their heirs to impoverishment,  

Their houses to conflagration,  

And their arrwt to the high inundation.  

 

The spell concludes with the king announcing that he has dr, “driven out” those who 

would take his mortuary offerings, 514  having Htm, “destroyed” their decendents. 515  

Referencing the abovementioned (auto-)biography of Ankhmeryremeryptah, Mercer 

understands arrwt in this context to refer to “enclosing walls, stables, pens that go to make 

up a farm.”516 Similarly, Spiegel renders arrwt as “Gehöfte,” seeing in this threat a link to 

the so-called “Libyan Palette,”517 interpreting this passage as the triumph of the “risen 

 
513 According to Mercer, “the inhabitants of heaven are birds, falcons, and those of the earth are animals, 

jackals, therefore beasts here are not serpents, as might be expected, but jackals which enjoy the blood of 

the inhabitants of the earth”: Commentary II, 137. Likewise, Faulkner, AEPT, 66 fn. 31 and 32, “The carrion 

birds” and “the carnivorous animals.” 
514 §293cW: ir dr.n=f irw nn ir=f, “He has driven out those who do that to him.”  
515 §293cW: Htm.n=f dpyw=sn tA, “This NN has destroyed their decendents.” 
516 Mercer, Commentary II, 137. 
517 Cairo Museum, JE27434 / CG14238. Petrie, Slate Palettes, pl. G.  
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dead,” described like an “irdischen Sieges.”518 Falkner understands arrwt in this context 

as “courtyards,”519 while Allen prefers the more general “portals”520 or “portico.”521  

According to Eyre, this spell links thematically to the so-called Cannibal Hymn and,522 as 

a whole, “asserts the preservation of the king’s food, and his slaughter of his enemies, 

ending with his identification as the victorious Bull of the Sky.”523 It is clear that this 

passage relates to the threat-formulae found in private tombs during the Old Kingdom, 

intended as a method of protecting the tomb and cultic offerings of the deceased from 

defilement. Indeed, the arrwt here seems envisioned as something significant to the 

continuation of family and the endurance of cult, a theme common to the spells discussed 

in this chapter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
518 Spiegel, Auferstehensritual, 365 fn. 82.  
519 Faulkner, AEPT, 64.  
520 Allen, AEPT, 48.  
521 Allen, Grammar I, 225, 331.  
522 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 107, 167. 
523 Ibid., 96.  
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2.2.2. PT 268.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

W/A/S 30 

LOST 

N/S/Nw ii 10 

LOST 

P/S/Sw A  

LOST 

T/A/S 5  

Figure 2.4.  Spatial location of arrwt in PT 268 in the kings’ pyramids. 
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PT 268524 appears in the earliest corpora of Unis and Teti on the south antechamber 

wall. 525  In subsequent corpora, this text is moved to the west end of the south 

sarcophagus chamber wall in Pepy I,526 the east wall in Ankhenespepy II,527 and the west 

end of the north sarcophagus wall both the pyramid of Pepy II,528 and Neith (Figs. 2.4 and 

2.5).529 Hays identifies this spell as a personal transition text530 belonging to Group J, 

“Aggregation with the Gods,” (Unis, Teti)531 and Group M, “Ascent to the Sky” (Pepy I, 

Pepy II).532 As a reconstitution text with a transitional flavour, the core motifs of this spell 

 
524 §370a – 375b. 
525 W/A/S 27 – 31; T/A/S 4 – 6. 
526 P/S/Sw A 22 – 23, this spell is almost entirely lost.  
527 An/S/E ii 32 – 40, very little of this text survives.  
528 N/S/Nw ii 5 – 12.  
529 Nt/S/Nw 32 - 37. 
530 Hays, Organization, 359.  
531 Ibid., 106 – 107, 684 [ Chart J].  
532 Ibid., 109 – 110, 687 [Chart M].  

Figure 2.5. Spatial location of arrwt in PT 268 in the queens’ pyramids. 

 

An/S/E ii 39 

Nt/S/Nw 35 
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focus on purification,533 the nurturing of Isis and Nephthys,534 possession of the wrrt-

crown,535 and the ferrying the deceased to the Field of Rushes.536 A core aspect of this 

process is the transferal of the kA of the deceased to the Hwt-aAt, “Great Mansion” and the 

creation of the arrwt, ostensibly in preparation for the subsequent ferrying:537 

 

sxp=f kA n NN pn n Dt=f r Hwt aAt 

irw n=f arrwt Tss n=f HmATT 

sSm NN pn ixmw skw 

He conducts the kA of this NN for himself to the Hwt-aAt538 

arwwt are made for him, the coil (of the Red Crown)539 is tied for him,  

This NN guides the Imperishable Stars.  

 

In this instance, Mercer describes the arrwt as “something like our chancelleries, or 

government offices”,540 while Faulkner uses “courts”,541 and both Allen and Mathieu use 

“portal.”542 Mathieu, however, further elaborates on the Hwt-aAt, believing it to be not only 

 
533 §370a; §372b – c.  
534 §371c. This act is in itself considered a rite of passage associated with royal accession, see Goebs, Crowns, 

91.  
535 §371b.  
536 §374b – c.  
537 §373b – 374a.  
538  Significantly, the corpus of Neith replaces sxp with sfxw, “releases” and uses feminine pronouns to 

describe Dt=s, “her body”; the remainder of the spell describes the queen using masculine pronouns.  
539 Goebs, Crowns, 90. 
540 Mercer, Commentary II, 173.  
541 Faulkner, AEPT, 77. 
542 Allen, AEPT, 52 ; Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 292 fn 17 ; Pepy Ier, 295. 
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“en théorie” the temple of Atum at Heliopolis,543 but simultaneously associated with the 

serdab, which he understands as the “Demeure d’Osiris.”544  This theory is not unique; 

Spiegel also understood this “grossen Haus” as the serdab,545 going on to interpret the 

arrwt as the “Herrschaftssitz.”546  Spiegel’s theory that the tying of the wrrt-crown conveys 

some type of reference to crowning of the kings’ bA-statue in the middle niche of the 

serdab is entirely unfounded. 547  However, Goebs notes that this crown is primarily 

associated with gods’ “rise to power” in the sky, “and in cultic terms is a symbol and 

means of the rite of passage that leads to the deceased’s transfiguration into a celestial 

being.”548   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
543 cf Mercer, Commentary II, 251, referencing Jéquier, Considérations, 89 and Kees, Götterglaube, 95 fig. 8.  
544 Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 292.  
545 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 258 fn. 10.   
546 Ibid. 
547 Ibid., fn. 11. Altenmüller, Begräbnisritual, 203 – 204 likewise drew from this spell a complex ritual, which 

included the purification of the kA-statue prior to it being called to the Hwt-aAt.   
548 Goebs, Crowns, 93. 
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2.2.3 PT 272.  

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N/S/Nw ii 20 

T/P/S 25 W/A/S 43 

AII/S/E ii 1 

 

Figure 2.7. Spatial location of arrwt in PT 272 in the queens’ pyramids. 

Figure 2.6. Spatial location of arrwt in PT 272 in the kings’ pyramids. 
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PT 272 549  is a brief spell in which “the king demands admission to the Beyond.” 550 

Inscribed on the south antechamber wall in the earliest corpus of Unis, 551  it is 

subsequently found in in the passage of Teti,552 on the east sarcophagus chamber wall of 

Ankhenespepy II,553 and on at the west end of the north sarcophagus chamber wall in 

Pepy II (Figs 2.6 and 2.7).554 Hays identifies this text as a personal transition text,555 

assigned to both Group J, “Aggregation with the Gods” (Unis, Teti) 556  and Group M, 

“Ascent to the Sky” (Pepy II).557 The spell begins with an address to the arrwt of Nu:558   

 

qAit n dmm=s arrwt nt nww 

in NN xr=T i.wn.ti n=f nw 

NN pi Srr im 

iw NN pn tp Smsw ra ni NN pn tp nTrw txtx 

Height that is not sharpened, arrwt of Nu.  

NN has come under you; let this be opened for him.  

This Unis is the small one therein. 559 

This NN is at the head of the Followers of Re, this NN is not the at the head of the 
gods of confusion.  

 

 
549 §392a – d. 
550 Faulkner, AEPT, 79.  
551 W/A/S 42 – 43.  
552 T/P/S 25 – 26.  
553 An/S/E ii 1 – 2.  
554 N/S/Nw ii 20 – 21.  
555 Hays, Organization, 360.  
556 Ibid., 684 [Chart J]. 
557 Ibid., 687 [Chart M].  
558 §392a.  
559 Ibid., 582 reads this as W. pi prr im and proposes “(For) the one who ascends therefrom is Unas.” 
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In his commentary of PT 272, Mercer interprets the qAit as the “Lofty One,” a door “so lofty 

that there is no need of an upper jamb by which it might be rubbed (sharpened), that is, 

touched by any head,”560 a sentiment shared by Spiegel.561 Mercer further suggests that 

the king presents himself as being ‘small’ in order to prevent fear of “damage, by rubbing 

or otherwise, in allowing him to pass through.”562 Spiegel, translating arrwt as simply 

“Tor,” envisions this as the gate leading from the underworld of the primeval waters to 

heaven. 563 Faulkner interprets this feature as being something “which has no summit 

peak; a flat-topped gateway.” 564  In contrast, Allen has more recently translated this 

passage quite differently: “Height that never is mentioned, portico of Nu!”565 Mathieu, 

alternatively, interprets this as “Hauteur inaccessible, Portail de Nouou.”566 

The varied editorial placement of PT 272 within the pyramid complex has led to its use 

as a privotal spell in assigning mythological significance to the interior space of the tomb, 

often with complex and conflicting results. In 1971, in an effort to find ritual and 

architectural parallels between the sub- and superstructures of the mortuary complex, 

Spiegel argued that in Unis, PT 272 was concerned with rituals associated with the 

introduction of the bA-statue into the serdab.567 The “Tor des Nun” he described as “Das 

Tor, das aus der Unterwelt des Urgewässers Nun zum Himmel führt und von der 

Sonnenbarke bei ihrem Aufgang passiert wird.“568 The following year, Altenmüller also 

 
560 Mercer, Commentary II, 181.  
561 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 274: “Das Himmelstor ist so hoch, dass sein Architrav vom 

Hindurchgehenden nicht mit dem Scheitel gestreift wird”.  
562 Mercer, Commentary II, 181. 
563 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 274. 
564 Faulkner, AEPT, 79 fn. 1.  
565 Allen, Grammar I, 341. Previously, Allen, AEPT, 54, has rendered this as “Height that is never penetrated, 

portal of Nu!” 
566 Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 293. 
567 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 273 – 274.  
568 Ibid., 274. 
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argued that PT 272 described rituals carried out in front of the statue shrine in the 

superstructure, the doors of which were mythologised as the “Portal des Nun.” 569 

Accordingly, he considered PT 272 to be the actions undertaken before the shrine itself, 

after which the following spells (PT 273 – 274, the so-called “Cannibal Hymn”) were 

subsequently recited.570  In the more recent cosmographic reading of the pyramid of Unis, 

Allen argues that the placement of PT 272 and the “gateway of Nu”,571 inscribed at the 

end of the south antechamber wall, provides the narrative connection point between his 

core schemas of Rising from the Duat and Ascending to the Sky.572 This is made more 

clear in Teti, where PT 272 is located in the passage, immediately adjacent to the opening 

to the antechamber (=Akhet). Thus, along with other spells in this area, it describes the 

king’s passage through the “marshland at the western edge of the Akhet”.573  Altenatively, 

Mathieu sees a direct association between PT 272 in Unis and the the  serdab.574 The 

“Hauteur inaccessible”575 of the arrwt of Nu, he argues is responded to directly in PT 

275,576 inscribed on the eastern antechamber gable,577 which describes “demeures closes 

dans lesquelles le défunt doit pénétrer.” 578  He connects this inaccessibility to the  

“Demeure d’Osiris”,579 envisioned as the serdab. For Billing, the placement of PT 272 in 

the passage of Teti, alongside other spells with a similar thematic tone (i.e., PT 360), 580 

 
569 Altenmüller, Begräbnisritual, 208.  
570 Ibid. 
571 Allen, “Reading a Pyramid,” 19.  
572 Ibid.  
573 Ibid., 27.  
574 Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 292. 
575 Ibid., 293. 
576 §415a – 416b.  
577 W/A/E sup 30 – 33. Ibid., 293. 
578 §415a.  
579 Ibid., 292.  
580 Discussed below, §3.2.1.  
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provides evidence of a direct relationship between text and architecture, arguing that this 

should be considered the mythic primeval hill “made architecturally manifest”:581   

In sum, the passage in the pyramid of Teti demonstrates a high degree of thematic 

coherence in reference to both its walls, as they appear to offer a mythological 

interpretation of the area itself: “Height that is not sharpened, the portal of 

Nun/Nut.”582 

In all cases, these interpretations of PT 272 are based on little to no supporting evidence. 

Indeed, the association between this text and the serdab proposed by Mathieu is 

especially perplexing and will be discussed further in Chapter 10.583  

 

2.2.4. PT 324.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
581 Billing, Performative Structure, 296. 
582 Ibid., 292.  
583 See 10.1.3.  

T/S/Wg 11 

Figure 2.8. Spatial location of arrwt in PT 324 in the kings’ pyramids.   

 
LOST 

P/A/N 52 
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The earliest example of PT 324 584  appears on the western gable of the sarcophagus 

chamber in the pyramid of Teti, 585 after which it is found on the north antechamber wall 

in Pepy I,586  the west corridor wall of Neith, 587 and the east wall of Wedjebten (Figs. 2.8 

and 2.9). 588  Identified by Hays as a personal transition text,589 PT 324 belongs to both 

Group L, “Transformation”590 and Group M, “Ascent to the Sky”.591 This spell features a 

series of greetings, beginning with addresses to threshold guardians: 592 

 

 

 
584 §520a – 524d. 
585 T/S/Wg 10 – 19.  
586 P/A/N 52 – 53, mostly lost. 
587 Nt/C/W 31.  
588 Wd/S/E A 10 – 16.  
589 Hays, Organization, 369.  
590 Ibid., 686 [Chart L]. 
591 Ibid., 687 [Chart M].  
592 §520aT, amended using the the text of Neith.   

Wd/S/E i 11 

Nt/C/W 31 

 

Figure 2.9. Spatial location of arrwt in PT 325 in the queens’ pyramids. 
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i.(n)D-Hr=k r ir(y)-aA n Hr ir(y)-arrwt n Wsir 

Dd my rn n NN m-nw n Hr 

Hail to you, doorkeeper of Horus, overseer of the arrwt of Osiris!593 

Please594 speak the name of NN like this to Horus.595  

 

Both Mercer596 and Faulkner597 identify this text as being thematically associated with 

healing. The text seems to be broken up into parts spoken either by the king or ostensibly 

by the doorkeeper in response. The king, greeting the doorkeeper, indicates that he has 

brought psg, “spittle” 598  for the hair of an unnamed male recipient (Osiris?), and 

references it as being mr, “ill”. 599  The doorkeeper replies, requesting the king sqbb, 

“cure” 600  him with HkA-magic, speaking to magico-religious forms of healing and/or 

protection.601 As Willems notes, sqbb is commonly used to describe curing the pain that 

Seth inflicted on his brother, Osiris.602   

The remainder of the text comprises obscure greetings to three beings: a dbt nHHwt, 

“eternal female hippopotamus,” 603  an iaAt hiwt, “monstrous female donkey,” 604  and 

Khnum,605 all of which are threatened by the deceased. The final line of PT 324 directly 

 
593 Alternatively, Willems, Heqata, 308 “gate-keeper of Horus at the portal of Osiris.”  
594 Allen, Grammar I, 21. cf Faulkner, “A Misconstrued Particle in the Pyramid Texts,” 171 – 172.  
595 Altnernatively, Hays, Organization, 581, “Say the name of Teti [now] to Horus!” cf Mercer, Commentary 

II, 248.  
596 Mercer, Commentary II, 247 – 248.  
597 Faulkner, AEPT, 103.  
598 §521a. 
599 §521b.  
600 §521c. Literally, “cause to make cool.” 
601 Ritner, Magical Practice, 74 – 88; Billing, Performative Structure, 390.  
602 Willems, Heqata, 308, with references.  
603 §522a – d; Hays, Organization, 628.  
604 §523a – c.  
605 §524a – c.  
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addresses Khnum: Twt wa iwn.wy Hwt-aAt, “You are one of the two pillars of the Hwt-aAt.”606 

As above, Mathieu believes this Hwt-aAt to belong to Osiris, while the pillars he suggests 

were possibly located at the entrance to either the sanctuary or the earthly tomb.607 

 

2.2.5. PT 476.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
606 §524d.  
607 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 395 fn. 171. These iwn.ty are mentioned again in PT 359 [§601e], but this does not help 

identify them as part of the tomb.  

P/A/W 26 

M/A/Wg 42 

N/A/W 13 

Figure 2.10. Spatial location of arrwt in PT 476 in the kings’ pyramids.  
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PT 476, 608  a “series of short spells”, 609  is found universally on the west wall of the 

antechamber in Pepy I,610 Merenre,611 and Pepy II,612 in addition to being inscribed at the 

west end of the north wall in the pyramid of Neith (Figs. 2.10 and 2.11).613  Like the 

previous spells discussed in this chapter, Hays identifies PT 476 as a personal transition 

text which,614 like PT 254 above, belongs to Group J, “Aggregation with the Gods.”615  As a 

whole, PT 476 is concerned with the purification of the deceased and associations with 

various gods. 

 
608 §951a – 955d. 
609 Faulkner, AEPT, 163.  
610 P/A/W 26 – 27.  
611 M/A/Wg 41 – 48.  
612 N/A/W 13 – 14.  
613 Nt/S/Nw 37 – 40.  
614 Hays, Organization, 395.  
615 Ibid., 684 [Chart J].  

Nt/S/Nw 37 

Figure 2.11.  Spatial location of arrwt in PT 476 in the queens’ pyramids.  
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wab pt n Ra wab tA n Hr 

nTr nb nti imtyw=sn swab=f NN  

dwA NN pn nTr 

ii mTn NN pn ir(y) arrwt wrt 

mtr r=T NN pn n nTr.wy ipw wrw aAw 

n-ntt NN is wng s Ara rmn pt sSm tA <wp>616 nTrw 

The sky is pure for Re, the land is pure for Horus,  

Every god who is between them cleanses NN, 

This NN worships the god.  

Oh, path of this NN, overseer of the great arrwt,  

Bear witness to this NN to the two great and mighty gods,617  

Because this NN is Weneg, son of Re, shoulder of the sky who guides the land and 
<judges> the gods.  

 

The translation of  varies between scholars. Mercer, translating 

this phrase as “who art at the great gate,”618 believes this to be an attribute of mTn, the 

 
616 Restored from the version in Merenre, Pepy II, and Neith.   
617 Allen, AEPT, 205 fn. 39 “The sun and Horus.” 
618 Mercer, Translation, 171.  
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“keeper of the way,” i.e., “he is the door- or gate-keeper.” 619  This he links to the 

aforementioned iry arrwt of Osiris in PT 324,620 but futher understands the arrwt wrt as 

“that of the royal palace of Re in heaven.”621   Faulkner interprets this as “Warden of the 

Great Portal,”622 while Allen translates the full passage as “You, my pathfinder at the great 

portal!”623 Mathieu similarly renders this as “O Route de ce Pepy qui mène au Portail 

vénérables,”624 suggesting that in the corpus of Pepy I, mTn should be understood as the 

wAt Hr “Chemin d’Horus” found in PT 363625 at the beginning of the same wall. 626 In this 

way, the wAt Hr is understood as the road leading to the entrance of the sanctuary of Osiris, 

i.e., the serdab.627  Billing identifies the unnamed guard as “this Pepy’s pathfinder by the 

great portal.”628   

The concluding stanza of this spell is obscure, addressing an unnamed scribe who is told 

to sD, “smash” his scribal palette, 629 sHb, “destroy” his two pens, 630  and Hnn, “rip up” his 

scrolls,631 so that Re can remove him and the deceased can be put in his place.632  

 

 

 

 

 
619 Mercer, Commentary II, 485.  
620 §520a. Ibid. 
621 Ibid. 
622 Faulkner, AEPT, 164.  
623 Allen, AEPT, 134.  
624 Similarly, Speleers, Textes des Pyramides, 124.  
625  §607a.  This spell also includes the other other mention of the obsure god Weneg, possibly a form of 

Shu: Billing, Performative Structure, 329; Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 219 fn. 90.  
626 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 319 fn. 88  
627 Ibid.  
628 Billing, Performative Structure, 329.  
629 §954a. 
630 §954b. 
631 §954c. For a similar motif in an apotropaic sense, see CT V, 277e – f [430] and CT VI, 318f – g [688].  
632 §955a – d.  
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2.2.6. PT 614.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 614633 is a brief text inscribed on the east wall of the vestibule in both Pepy I634 and 

Merenre (Fig. 2.12).635 Hays assigns this text to Group O, “Mixed,” and labels it as being 

sacerdotal, without further clarification.636 Unfortunately, this text is largely lost in Pepy 

I, although enough survives in Merenre to gain a superficial understanding of what the 

text is attempting to express:637 

 
633 §1740a – 1741b. =sPT 1063. 
634 P/V/E 39 – 40.  
635 M/V/E 41 – 43.  
636 Hays, Organization, 423  
637 Completed using both Merenre and Pepy I, and also following Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 549.  

LOST 

P/V/E 39 - 40 

M/V/E 42 

Figure 2.12. Spatial location of arrwt in PT 614 in the kings’ pyramids. 
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[…] 

[…]=k r=k ir arwt tw nt Hwt-bA 

Rd=k a=k ir=sn iw=sn n=k m ksw 

Hwi=k sn m abA xrp=k sn m iA[At…] 

ir swn=k ni nbw imAx 

[…] at that arrwt of the Mansion of the bA. 

You give your arm to them when they come to you in bowing,  

You smite them with your abA-sceptre, and you control them with the iAAt-sceptre 
[…] 

In accordance with your new state of possessor of honour.  

 

The key location described in this text is the Hwt bA, “Mansion of the ba.” This location is 

ostensibly to be identified with the pr bA, “House of the ba,” which appears only twice 

across the entire corpus. In PT 262,638 the pr bA is something that the deceased is said to 

swA.n Hr, “pass by,”639 while in PT 666,640 the pr bA is overtly described as a treacherous 

place that should be avoided:641  

 
638 §327a – 336b.   
639 §334a. Allen, Grammar I, 334 – 335; Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 351 – 352. cf CT VI, 401p [768].  
640 §1 – 54 (=sPT 666C and 667A [§1930 – 1942]).   
641 §2 – 7 (=§1930d – 1932b).  
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sAw Tw rmT ptf nt pr bA pf  

Hryt DAt m rn=sn pw n DAtwt  

im=sn nDrw a=k ir pr bA pf 

sw sw mr sw nh sw iAb sw 

nh=k sw nhit iAb=k sw iAbt 

Beware you of those people of yonder House of the ba642 

Who are in charge of hostility643 in this their name of female textile workers,644 

So that they do not grasp your arm to that yonder House of the ba,  

It is dangerous, it is painful; escape it, avoid it.  

You should escape it completely and avoid it entirely.  

 

Clarification about the role of the arwt in relation to this dangerous location in PT 614 is 

unfortunately lost.  However, the truncated spelling of the word arrwt as arwt, in addition 

to the use of the determinitive  is rare within the Pyramid Texts, and the latter is seen 

only one other time, in PT 476, discussed above.  

 

 
642 Shmakov, New Readings, 118 – 119, 350 does not agree with the interpretation of pr bA pf as “house of 

the ba”, but translates it as “house of that Ram.” Additionally, he interprets pr bA pf in PT 262 as pr nmt(j) 
<p>f, “that (dangerous) Butcher’s house” or as a divinity “that Ram-Butcher.”  
643 Following Allen, AEPT, 315 “who are in charge of confrontation.” Alternatively, Faulkner, AEPT, 279, 

“who are terrible and hostile.” Similarly, Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 198 “effrayantes et hostiles.”  
644 Allen, AEPT, 324 fn. 17. Hays, Organization, 511 translates this section as “Terrible and transgressing, in 

this their name of “Transgressors”.” 
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2.2.7. PT 659.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 659,645 in which “the king is announced to Re,”646 is situated on the east wall of the 

sarcophagus chamber in both Pepy I647 and Pepy II (Fig. 2.13).648    Identified by Hays as 

a sacerdotal priestly recitation,649 PT 659 is organised into Group C, “Perpetuation of 

Cult.”650  According to Hays, one of the core themes of this group is the “relationship 

 
645 §1860a – 1869b. 
646 Faulkner, AEPT, 270.  
647 P/S/E 34 – 38.  
648 N/S/E 13 – 15.  
649 Hays, Organization, 429.  
650 Ibid., 99 – 101, 680 [Chart C].  

Figure 2.13. Spatial location of arrwt in PT 659 in the kings’ pyramids.  

P/S/E 38 

N/S/E 15 
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between the ritualist and the deceased in enumerating activities done for him.”651 These 

activities are ultimately beneficial for perpetuating the endurance of the tomb and its 

owner.652  

PT 659 begins with the statement: iw-sw Smwt=k iptn Smwt Hr m sxnw it=f wsir, “Indeed, 

these your goings are the going of Horus in seeking his father, Osiris.”653 In the pyramid 

of Pepy I, Billing identifies this text as part of a series of spells654 that form a “cultic frame 

of encounter between father and son,” 655  which he believes may be related to the 

embalming process. The restoration of the ib-heart is a key element in the other texts in 

this series,656 and indeed, the concluding lines of PT 659 reassure the king that he has his 

ib-heart and his kA. It is this bodily reconstitution that allows for the Sm, “departure” of 

the deceased.657 The rest of the spell alludes to the deceased reciving numerous cultic 

offerings:658  

 

Ssp n=k ibHw=k ipw HD m Hnw 

pXrw HA=sn m Ssr m rn=sn pw n Ssr 

xps=k m TA wr wart=f m tA-sty 

 
651 Hays, Organization, 99.  
652 Ibid., 100. This is epitimised in PT 534 (discussed below), and PTs 599 – 601. 
653 §1860b – c.  
654 Billing, Performative Structure, 284 – 286.  
655 Ibid., 283.  
656 Ibid. 
657 Ibid., 286. 
658 §1866a – 1867a.  
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Receive for you these your white teeth in a bowl,659  

Encircle them as an arrow in this their name of arrow. 

Your foreleg is in the Thinite Nome, your hindleg660 is in tA sty.661   

 

Further priestly motifs of appearing as a jackal/Anubis662 and standing upon the rd-wr, 

“great stair” 663 follow, before the spell concludes: 664 

 

 

[ib=k n=k] kA=k n=i 

Hni=i pr=k srwD=i arrwt=k   

Your heart for you, your kA for me, 

That I may manage your house and maintain your arrwt.665 

 

 
659 Alternatively, “as goods.” Mercer Commentary III, 851, and more recently Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 232 fn. 95, 

believe these “teeth” should be understood as ivory gaming pieces from the boardgame Mehen. Indeed, in 

the corpus of Pepy I [P/S/E 37], m Hnw is replaced with  . However, within the 

context of this spell, it is more likely that this alludes to the bunches of HDw, “onions”659 frequently included 

in offering lists (E.g. PT 45 [§35a – b]. cf Barta, Opferliste, 173 [index]). It can be no coincidence that these 

same items – white teeth/onions, the foreleg, and the hindleg - are found in this same order in PT 125 [§79a 

– b], 126 [§79c – d], and 127 [§80a – b], as part of the Offering Ritual. A parallel for the Ssr, “arrow” may be 

the  Ssr-linen, which appears on early Old Kingdom offering lists: Smith, “The Old Kingdom Linen 

List,” 134 – 149; Barta, Opferliste, 174 [index]. An alternative,   Ssr, “Schlachtrind” (Hannig, 

ÄWb I, 1320 [33597]) is found in PT 580 [§1545a] in the context of offering. However, Barta, Opferliste, 132 

notes this only occurs in offering lists of the New Kingdom.   

660 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 275 – 276.  
661 Translated by Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 275 as “Elephantine Nome,” but other scholars have equated this 

to the land of Nubia. This is discussed briefly in Chapter 8.  
662 §1867b; Hays, Organization, 555.  
663 §1868a – b; Ibid., 495.  
664 §1869a – b. Following the earliest version of Pepy I.  
665 The grammatical person varies in the later version of Pepy II, see Hays, Organization, 578.  
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In his commentary on this spell, Mercer paints a picture of the deceased arriving in 

heaven “where he furnishes his house and secures his door against possible intruders.”666 

In reality, however, this passage describes the endurance of the king’s mortuary cult and 

the responsibility of his son, as Horus, in managing and maintaining not only the pyramid 

complex, but also the “household among the living that the son inherited.”667   

In Pepy I, the understanding of arrwt is aided by the unique use of the determinative , 

which Billing contends is the “classifying sign of a ‘false door’”. 668  This is the only 

discernable instance during the Old Kingdom that arrwt is determined in this way, and 

this particular hieroglyph does not appear alongside any instance of rwt,669 the term more 

traditionally used to describe the false door during this time.  

In both Pepy I and Pepy II, PT 659 is followed by PT 604, a brief “resurrection”670 text in 

which the deceased is called upon by his son to raise himself, thus “closing” 671  the 

sequence and confirming the establishment of cult.672  

 

 

 

 

 
666 Mercer, Commentary III, 852.  
667 Billing, Performative Structure, 287.  Indeed, Allen, AEPT, 298 fn. 38 describes this passage as being 

“addressed to the deceased by his son, Horus, acting as officiant.” 
668 Billing, Performative Structure, 287.  
669 See Chapter 3.  
670 Faulkner, AEPT, 249.  
671 Billing, Performative Structure, 286.  
672 Ibid., 287. 
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2.2.8. PT *760.673  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT *760674 is only found in the pyramid of Pepy I, occurring once on the east wall of the 

corridor,675 and again on the east wall of the vestibule (Fig. 2.14).676 Both versions of this 

spell are extremely fragmentary, making interpretation of this text exceptionally difficult. 

Nevertheless, Hays identified this spell as being a sacerdotal priestly recitation, 677 

belonging to Group N, “The Celestial Circuit” (corridor), 678  and Group O, “Mixed” 

(vestibule). 679 As with PT 659 above (and PT *793 below), the focus of this text is on the 

perpetuation of the cult of the deceased (as Osiris) through the ritual activity of the son 

(as Horus). Emphasis is placed on reconstitution and divine inheritance, 680  which is 

 
673 The PT and section numbering for this spell follows that of Allen, Concordance. In Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 544 

– 545, this spell is numbered as PT 1058 [§01058a – m]. 
674 §1 – 16. 
675 P/Cs/E x+ 1 – 9.  
676 P/V/E 26 – 29.  
677 Hays, Organization, 450.  
678 Ibid., 688 [Chart N]. 
679 Ibid., 689 [Chart O].  
680 §3 – 5.  

P/Cs/E 7 

P/V/E 28 

Figure 2.14. Spatial location of arrwt in PT *760 in the kings’ pyramids.  
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framed with the sqr “clapping” of hands and i.hA rwt, “stamping of feet” 681  or 

“drumming,” 682  in addition to the presence of Isis and Nepythys who come to the 

deceased and become purified.683  Subsequent to this, the fragmentary text has been 

reconstructed to demonstrate the Hnn, “provision” of an arrwt for it=f, “your father,”684 

which is done “like when Horus provided the arrwt for his father Osiris.”685 The remainder 

of the spell outlines the reaping of grain and emmer for the deceased,686 and the purpose 

of both the arrwt and the provisions becomes manifest:687  

 

gmm.ti n dd=n n=k 

itm m(w)t n […] 

[…]rr=k r=k Hr=s 

anx anx  

What is found belongs to what we give to you, 

So that [you] do not die […] 

[…] so you are prepared(?) from it.  

Live! Live!  

 

 
681 §6. Ibid., 503.  
682 Allen, AEPT, 157; Billing, Performative Structure, 425.  
683 §7 – 8.  
684 §11. 
685  §12 For reconstruction, see Allen, AEPT, 157; Hays, Organization, 578, 581; Billing, Performative 

Structure, 425; Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 441, 545.  
686 §13. 
687 §14 – 16. Due to the fragmentary nature of this text, the transliteration and translation follows Allen, 

AEPT, 157; Hays, Organization, 576, 596; Billing, Performative Structure, 425; Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 441, 454.  
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2.2.9. PT *793.688   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The final spell that includes arrwt is PT *793. Found only on in the corpus of Pepy II, this 

text spans four columns of the east antechamber wall to the left of the serdab (Fig. 

2.15).689  Like the previous text, PT *793 is identified by Hays as a sacerdotal priestly 

recitation.690 However, unlike the other texts discussed in this chapter, PT *793 is the 

only spell containing arrwt to be sorted into Group K, “Apotropaia.” 691  Despite this 

categorisation, PT *793 does not present as an overtly apotropaic text. Instead, this text 

relies heavily on motifs most frequently found in spells of “resurrection”.692 As such, the 

face of the king is Ts, “knit together” as a jackal/Wepwawet693 and he is directed to Ts, 

 
688 The PT and section numbering for this spell follows that of Allen, Concordance. In Faulkner, AEPT, 314 

this text is designated fPT 734 [§2262a – 2264d].  
689 N/A/E 61 – 64.  
690 Hays, Organization, 443.  
691 Ibid., 685 [Chart K].  
692 Faulkner, AEPT, 314.  
693 §1 (=§2262a); Hays, Organization, 514, 529.  

N/A/E 62 

Figure 2.15. Spatial location of arrwt in PT *793 in the kings’ pyramids.  
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“raise” himself upon his left side,694 and di, “put” himself upon his right side.695 This leads 

into an appeal to the deceased to protect his cult:696 

  

saHa n=k aA=k 

srwD n=k arrwt=k  

n<H>m msw=k m-a iAkb… 

Raise for yourself your door-leaf (sarcophagus lid?), 

Maintain for yourself your arrwt, 

Save your children from sorrow… 

 

The aA, “door-leaf” in this passage is understood by both Faulkner, 697 and Hays698 as 

refering to the lid of the coffin. Allen, however, reads this passage in its entirety as “Your 

doorleaf has been erected for you, your portal has been made for you.”699 The latter, 

perhaps, makes more sense within the context of establishing a house/tomb or cultic 

space for the recepton of offerings and perpetuation of ritual activity. The rest of the spell 

mirrors elements of PT *760:700  

 
694 §6 (=§2262d); Hays, Organization, 602.  
695 §6 (=§2262d); Ibid., 614.  
696 §8 – 9 (=§2263a - 2263b). 
697 Faulkner, AEPT, 314.  
698 Hays, Organization, 623.  
699 Allen, AEPT, 283.  
700 §12 – 18.  
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s(A)T s(A)T rwt rwt  

i.gr i.gr sDm sDm mdw pw Dd.n Hr n it=f Wsir 

i.Ax=k im aA=k im 

xms=k r=k Hr xnd […] 

[…] gs=k xAt=k 

sSm=k ixmw-skw 

Libate, libate! Dance, dance!  

Be silent, be silent! Hear, hear this speech that Horus said to his father, Osiris! 

That you may be Akh thereby, that you may be great thereby, 

So you sit upon [your metal?] chair […]  

[…] your side (of meat) and your offering table,  

You lead the Imperishable Stars.  

 

The spell concludes by providing an extensive list of foodstuffs, reflecting the Offering 

Ritual on the northern sarcophagus chamber wall, and the offering lists common to 

private tombs of the Old Kingdom, enumerating xA=k m t xA=k m Hnqt xA=k rA…, “your 

thousand of bread, your thousand of beer, your thousand of rA-geese,…” and so on.701  

 

 

 
701 For this motif, see Hays, Organization, 637.  
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2.3. Dicussion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 254 

W/A/W 16 

T/A/W 11 

arrwt 

PT 268 

W/A/S 30 

T/A/S 5 

arrwt 

PT 272 

W/A/S 43 

arrwt nt Nww 

PT 272 

T/P/S 25 

arrwt nt Nww 

PT 659 

P/S/E 38 

N/S/E 15 

arrwt  

PT 272 

N/S/Nw ii 20 

arrwt nt Nww 

PT *760 

P/Cs/E 7 

arrwt  

PT 476 

P/A/W 26 

M/A/W 26 

N/A/W 13 

arrwt wrt 

PT *760 

P/V/E 28 

arrwt  

PT 614 

P/V/E 39 – 40 

M/V/E 42 

arrwt nt Hwt bA 

Figure 2.16.  Spatial layout of arrwt in the kings’ pyramids 

PT *793 

N/A/E 62 

arrwt  

PT 324 

P/A/N 52 

arrwt nt Wsir 

PT 324 

T/S/Wg 11 

arrwt nt Wsir 

PT 268 

N/S/Nw ii 10 

arrwt 
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According to Spencer, “in the Pyramid Texts arryt does not occur in useful contexts,”702 

although she resolves that its appearance in PT 324 and PT 476 supports an 

interpretation of the arrwt as being part of a building.703 On inspection, the translation of 

arrwt as simply a “door” or “gateway” does not fully capture what the term represents, a 

conclusion also drawn by Spencer.704  In fact, Spencer concludes that, given the change in 

its meaning over time, the overall understanding of arrwt can only be deciphered when 

viewed in context.705 The interpretation by Zandee of arrwt as a “space” within funerary 

literature, while vague, may be an apt description. During the Old Kingdom, arrwt outside 

the Pyramid Texts designated a temple space that the Abusir Papyri confirms was staffed 

 
702 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 152.  
703 Ibid.  
704 Ibid.,151 – 152.  
705 Ibid., 155.  

Figure 2.17.  Spatial layout of arrwt in the queens’ pyramids 

PT 272 

AII/S/E ii 1 

arrwt 

PT 324 

Wd/S/E i 11 

arrwt PT 476 

Nt/S/Nw 37 

arrwt 

PT 268 

AII/S/E ii 39 

arrwt 

PT 324 

Nt/C/W 31 

arrwt 

PT 268 

Nt/S/Nw ii 35 

arrwt 
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by administrative personnel and required safeguarding at night. Posener-Kriéger 

identifies one of these arrwt as the white-plastered earthworks that ran along the façade 

of the temple. In the late Old Kingdom, arrwt described a space where royal decrees were 

erected in order to be viewed, although given their lack of sun damage it has been implied 

that they were situated beneath a covering or within some type of niche.  Administrative 

titles, also dated to the late Old Kingdom, confirm that an arrwt required an overseer.  

The Pyramid Texts evidence provides the following additional features of the arrwt :  

 

• It must be established and maintained (PT 659, PT *793) 

• It is closely associated with the pr, “house” of the deceased (PT 254, PT 659) 

• It is associated with offerings and/or sacrificial meals (PT 254, PT *760) 

• It is associated with the kA of the deceased (PT 268, PT 659)  

• It may have a guardian (PT 272, PT 324, PT 476, and PT 614706).  

 

Overall, the arrwt is not defined within the Pyramid Text corpus as something that the 

deceased goes to or arrives at, but is almost exclusively conveyed through associations 

with provision, construction, maintainence, and overseeing.  The only exception is PT 

614, in which the trauncated arwt, determined with a rare, niched classifier , 

describes the deceased being ir, “at” the arwt of the precarious Mansion of the bA.  

 

 

 
706  While not technically described as guardians, the beings associated with the Hwt-bA embody the 

dangerous and avoidable characteristics found in the arrwt of the Coffin Texts.  
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Pyramid Text Category Type 

PT 254 Personal  
 

Transition Text 

PT 268 Personal 
 

Transition Text 

PT 272 Personal Transition Text 

PT 324 Personal Transition Text 

PT 476 Personal Transition Text 

PT 614 Sacerdotal - 

PT 659 Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation 

PT *760 Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation 

PT *793 Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation 

 

 

Spatially, instances of arrwt occur in every chamber, including the corridor, and on almost 

every wall, arguably coinciding with every architectural door element of the tomb in the 

kings’ pyramids (Figure 2.16). The bulk of these, however, appear in the antechamber. In 

the pyramids of the queens’, arrwt appears in a limited number of spells with a varied 

spatial placement overall (Fig. 2.17).  Thematically, there is very little crossover in the 

spells categorised in this chapter by Hays as personal transition texts (Table 2.1), with 

the exception of the Hwt-aAt mentioned in PT 268 and PT 324, and the address to the 

overseer of the arrwt / the arrwt itself in PT 272, PT 324, and PT 476. In contrast, the spells 

designated as sacerdotal priestly recitations – PT 614, PT 659, PT *760, and PT *793 – are 

thematically linked by motifs concerned with reconstitution, offering, and the 

Table 2.1. Breakdown of Hays’ Groups associated with arrwt spells. 
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perpetuation of cultic activities on behalf of the deceased. Moreover, PT 268, PT 659, PT 

*760 and PT *793, all indicate that the arrt/arrwt was something that was to be made and 

srwD, “maintained”, significantly in relation to the endurance of the deceased and their 

“house”. The verb srwD, “secure, maintain” is instructive in defining the function of the 

arrwt. In PT 447707 and its variant PT 450,708 the deceased is encouraged to srwD pr=k 

“maintain your house” in order to perpetuate it,709 and this term occurs elsewhere across 

the corpora, 710  notably in spells describing the permanence of the xnt, “offering stand”.711 

For example, in PT 573:712 

 

srwD=f n NN xnt=f irw tA 

He [Ptah] secures for NN his offering stand, which is on the earth. 

 

This establishment of the cultic space in order to prevent the mourning of children is a 

motif also embedded in a number of spells, 713  including the the abovementioned 

sacerdotal PT 447 and PT 450. In both spells, the deceased is instructed:714  

 

srwD=k pr=k m-xt=k 

 
707 §829c.  
708 §836c.  
709 §829c and §836c.   
710 Hays, Organization, 578.  
711 PT 573 (§1482); PT 665D (§1929c); PT *711 (§2242d). 
712 §1482e.  
713 Hays, Organization, 579.  
714 PT 447 [§829c]; PT 450 [§836c].  
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xw=k msw=k m-a iAkb, 

That you maintain your house after you, 

So that you prevent your children from mourning. 

 

The alternative is made clear in the threats of punishment delivered in PT 254: the 

potential destruction of the arrwt, and an inability to receive offerings or partake in the 

cult of the dead. Indeed, a so-called Letter to the Dead found within the early Middle 

Kingdom Cairo Bowl715 is very clear in its accusations against a deceased priest named 

Antef, hinting at the potential outcome of his lax attitude to protecting his 

descendents/household from his place the afterlife:716  

ir nfr n m-a=k kA aryt=k xb 

If there is no (help) from you, then your aryt is destroyed.717 

 

During the Middle Kingdom, there is an expansion of administrative positions associated 

with the arryt, including various overseers (of ships, regions),718 heralds,719 scribes,720 

and so on. 721  These official titles make it clear that the arryt, at least by the Middle 

Kingdom, was not just a gateway structure but, as Zande theorised, a “space”722 with clear 

 
715 25375. Dated by Gardiner to the beginning of the 12th Dynasty (or perhaps earlier): Gardiner and Sethe, 

Letters to the Dead, 7. See also fn. 2: Gunn, Studies in Egyptian Syntax, 89 assigned it to the Old Kingdom.  
716 Gardiner and Sethe, Letters to the Dead, 7 – 8; pls. VI, VI A. 
717 In his analyisis of the Cairo Bowl text, Gardiner and Sethe, Letters to the Dead, 22, translates aryt as 

“threshold,” which he notes can be understood as “gate” but suggests it could also be used “parallel to, or 

as a substitute for, pr ‘house’, ‘home’, much in the way that English uses ‘threshold’.” Thus, when the priest 

Antef is threatened with the destruction of his aryt, it is not simply a door, or his tomb, but his entire earthly 

home. 

718 imy-r aHaw n arryt, “Overseer of the ships of the arryt”: Ward, Index, 14 [67]; imy-r w n arryt, “Overseer of 

the region of the arryt”: Ward, Index, 17 [97].  
719 wHmw n arryt, “Herald of the arryt”: Ward, Index, 89 [744]. See also 90 [751], the wHmw tpy n arryt, “Chief 

herald of the arryt.” 
720 sS arryt, “Scribe of the arryt”: Ward, Index, 158 [1366]. 
721  sDAw.ty n Smsw n arryt, “Sealer of an attendant of the arryt”: Ward, Index, 173 [1492]; Smsw arryt, 
“Attendant of the arryt”: Ward, Index, 176 [1520]. 
722 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 116.  
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administrative requirements. Moreover, the Coffin Texts elaborate on the idea of the arrwt 

as a type of controlled space, expanding in many cases on the treacherous beings standing 

guard at these crucial thresholds.723  While the role of the arrwt in the administrative 

domain may have differed from the arrwt of the mortuary landscape, it is evident it was 

envisioned in both cases as a location requiring supervision by some type of 

“doorkeeper”, indicating a connection between the requirement for protection of this 

precarious transitional space. In the milieu of Old Kingdom mortuary literature, the arrwt 

presents as being fundamental to both royalty and the elite, seemingly being 

representative of a space incorporating ideas of cultic and familial connection and 

longevity. The threat-formulae in private tombs and the presence of a proximately 

identical threat in PT 254, promotes the idea that the absence of this feature was 

unthinkable. However, it is interesting to note that this type of threat does not remain in 

the corpus beyond the reign of Teti and is not replaced by anything similar in subsequent 

pyramids. Similtaneously, it is at this time that the threats against the arrwt of tomb 

defilers appear in private tombs. Garcia suggests “aspects of the domestic, family 

ideology…. were not incorporated into the dominant ideology because of considerations 

of decorum, as the king was regarded as the centre of an ideal extended family 

encompassing both his relatives and his officials.”724 The mention of the arrwt in private 

tombs, a feature evidently closely tied to ideas of family and legitimacy, may signal such 

a shift in the transmission of these ideas.  

 

 
723 While it is beyond the scope of the present work to discuss these doorkeepers, a number of Coffin Texts 

deal specifically with different arryt and their associated overseers: CT VII, 416 – 419 [1100]; CT VII, 420 – 

423a [1101]; CT VII, 423b – 426c [1102]; CT VII, 426d – 429 [1103]; CT VII, 436a – g [1107]; CT VII, 436h 

– 437d [1108]; CT VII, 437f – 438i [1109]; CT VII, 439a – 440b [1110]; CT VII, 440c – d [1111]. 
724 Garcia, “Oracles, Ancestor Cults and Letters to the Dead,” 6.  
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Chapter Three. 

  

rwt, “false-door; gateway” 

 

3.0. Introduction.  

Unlike the term aA, “door-leaf,”725 the term rwt726 only appears in the written record from 

the mid-4th Dynasty. Depending on the context in which it is found, rwt can be variously 

translated: the Wörterbuch offers three entires: rwt, 727 “Scheintür”; rwt, 728 “Tor, Tür”; 

and additionally, rwyt,729 “one of the parts of the false door.”730  Hannig provides both 

“Scheintür” 731  and “Außentor, Außenportal.” 732  As Spencer illustrated, rwt could be 

written with varying determinatives, describing the rwt found in the Pyramid Texts 

vaguely as “some kind of entrance” 733  or “stone gateway.” 734  In terms of temple 

architecture, Konrad suggests that rwt should be understood as the original name for the 

entire façade of the temple sanctuary with an integrated gate.735 Van den Boorn argues 

“the extended meaning of rwt, indicating a room or a place limited by a gate, refers to a 

roofed construction supported by two or more columns and built as an architectural 

extension in front of the actual gate, i.e., a portico.”736 Thus, it can be understood as a “as 

 
725 See Chapter One. 
726 Wb II, 404: 1.  
727 Wb II, 403: 13 
728 Wb II, 404: 1 – 10 
729 Wb II, 407: 7 
730 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 197.  
731 Hannig, ÄWb I, 705 [17606]. 
732 Hannig, ÄWb I, 705 [17607]. 
733 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 198.  
734 Ibid., 215. 
735 Konrad, Architektur und Theologie, 230. 
736 van den Boorn, “Justice at the Gate,” 6 
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a passage between two loci.”737  As with arryt, van den Boorn argues rwt can be used to 

describe not only a gate, but also a area limited by a gate. 738  Indeed, based on the 

etymological stem, rwi, “to pass, to leave,”739 Konrad translates rwt as ,”die Stätte, (von 

der) aus man sich (fort)bewegt."740 

Appearing in only ten spells across the entire Pyramid Text corpus,741 rwt does not occur 

at all in the corpus of Unis, and occurs only once in the corpus of Teti, in PT 360,742 

situated on the north wall of the passageway between the sarcophagus chamber and 

antechamber.743  Passages concerned with the rwt are clustered predominantly at the 

eastern end of the south wall in the sarcophagus chamber in Pepy I, but also occur in 

other areas of the tomb in successive corpora. There are no occurrences of rwt associated 

with spells situated in the serdab or corridor.  

 

3.1. rwt in the Old Kingdom.  

3.1.1. rwt in administrative titles of the Old Kingdom. 

The term rwt forms part of a number of elite titles from the 4th Dynasty onward. If read 

correctly, the earliest example is included on the false door of the 4th Dynasty official 

Shery from Saqqara,744 on which the deceased is given the title     Hm-nTr 

snd m rwt ist, “Hm-nTr of Sened in/at the rwt ist.”745 The meaning of rwt ist (also spelled

 
737 Billing, Performative Structure, 292 fn 5.  
738 Ibid., 7.  
739 Wb II, 406: 2.  
740 Konrad, Architektur und Theologie, 229.  
741 PT 360, PT 483, PT 594, PT 610, PT 665D, PT 667A, PT 685, PT  690, PT 692A, and PT *728.  
742 §603a.  
743 T/P/N 16.  
744 Borchardt, Denkmäler I, 42 -44 [1384]. The false-door is now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1384.  
745 Jones, Index, 576 [2119]; Moret, “Fragments du mastaba de Shery,” pl. XXI.  
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 elsewhere) is unclear;746 the interpretation is made difficult due to the 

varied meanings of ist.747  The Wörterbuch suggests it is “eine Örtlichkeit bei Memphis,”748 

while others suggest “la chapelle du culte,” 749  “Tor des Grabes, d.h. Eingang zur 

Nekropole,”750  “Tor des Magazins,”751  or simply “gate chamber.”752  The term appears 

again in the 5th Dynasty tombs of Kaemsenu753  and Sekhemka754 at Saqqara, both of 

whom mention awt nt iwf r rwt ist, “pieces of meat to the rwt ist” in their offering formula. 

Spencer, understanding ist to be a type of kitchen or bakery based on later evidence,755 

concluded that this title referred to “a workplace from which foodstuffs were issued for 

the mortuary-cult, destined to be offered at the ‘false-door’, the rwt.”756   

From the 5th Dynasty onward, the most commonly occurring title to include rwt is 

 imy-r rwt, “overseer of the rwt”.757  Variations of this title appear elsewhere 

during this period, including  imy-r pr n rwt, “overseer of the rwt,” 758 

and  srw n rwt Hwt-wrt, “dignitaries of the rwt of the 

 
746 For the various translations, see Jones, Index, 576 [2119]. 
747 Wb I, 126 – 127.  
748 Wb II, 404: 4 – 5.  
749 Grdseloff, “Notes d’épigraphie archaïque,” 294.  
750 Zibelius, Siedlungen, 145 fn. 868.  
751 Barta, “Chronologie der 1. bis 5. Dynastie,“ 19 fn. 28; Helck, Thinitenzeit, 105.  
752 Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 209, 214.  
753 Urk I, 175: 12.  
754 Urk I, 177; Murray, Saqqara Mastabas I, pl. VII.  
755 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 198, quoting Wb I, 127: 9.  
756 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 198. The involvement of food offerings makes the cultic setting seem self-

evident. However, a title from the Middle Kingdom also including this phrase, 

 Hry-sStA n sDmt wa m rwyt ist, is translated by Fischer, 

“Supplement,” 19 [1040a] as “privy to the secret of that which one alone hears in the lawcourt of the palace.” 
757 Jones, Index, 159 – 160 [612]. This title appears sporadically throughout the Old Kingdom, including the 

9th Dynasty, see Kanawati, El-Hawawish VIII, 26 – 27; pl. 4c; Fig. 10.  
758 Jones, Index, 121 [484]; Simpson, Qar and Idu, 8; pl. XI [b]; Fig. 27 [Nesuhor]; Piacentini, “On the titles of 

the HqAw Hwt,” 237, 240 [Senrekhwy].  
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Hwt-wrt.”759 The latter appears only once during the Old Kingdom, within a fragmentary 

letter found amongst the Abusir Papyri.760 The letter seems to outline a payment dispute, 

with the sender informing the receiver that he had returned from the “dignitaries of the 

rwt of the Hwt-wrt,” perhaps as a way to prove his innocence.761  Indeed, the Hwt-wrt is 

largely understood to be the “Great Courts” of law during the Old Kingdom,762  mentioned 

in a decree of Neferirkare from Abydos 763  as a location in which decrees were 

registered,764 and as a place where those who might disobey a decree would be sent,765 

presumably to be sentenced.766   Thus far, the Abusir letter is our only Old Kingdom 

reference to public court justice at the rwt.767 However, this judiciary function may be 

further reflected in the title  sAb sS rwt, “juridical scribe768 of the rwt,”769 

a hapax legomenon found on another, smaller fragment of the Abusir Papyri,770 possibly 

identifiable as part of a duty roster.771 Thus, Posener-Kriéger suggests rwt may not refer 

to a door of the temple, “mais plutôt une porte de la cour de justice.”772   During the 6th 

 
759 Posener-Kriéger and De Cenival, HPBM V, pl. LXXXA [3]; Jones, Index, 909 [3333].  
760 Now in Berlin, Staatliche Museen, 11301.  
761 Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï II, 453, 457 – 459.  
762 Ibid., 459 – 460; Hamilton, “Aspects of the Judiciary,” 32.  
763 Now in Boston, MFA 03.1896.  
764 Urk I, 172: 6 – 8.  
765 Urk I, 170 – 172; Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 101; Hamilton, “Aspects of the Judiciary,” 32.   
766 The text seems to imply that those found guilty will be sentenced to labour at the stone quarry and 

harvesting barley and wheat. However, see the alternative interpretation by Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 126 

fn. 3.  
767 Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï II, 464 – 465.  
768 Wb III, 421: 16. Alternatively, Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï II, 592 – 593 suggests “juge et scribe 

de la porte.” 
769 Jones, Index, 812 [2970].  The title sAb sS, “judge and scribe,” appears multiple times in the Abusir Papyri: 

Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï II, 660 [index].  
770 Posener-Kriéger and De Cenival, HPBM V, pl. LXXVIIA [C]; Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï I, 293.  
771 This “roster” identifies the sAb sS as an individual named Akhethotep. Perhaps the same individual is 

named on HPBM V, pl. XIA [2] as sAb sS,”juridical scribe”, which seems to be associated with the arrwt nt hAt.  
772 Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï I, 293 fn. 2. A fragmentary late 5th Dynasty clay sealing from the 

pyramid complex of Khentkaus at Abusir may provide evidence of another title linking a sAb sS with a rwt, 
this time possibly associated with the wsxt, although reading is tentative, see Verner, Abusir III, 127 fn. 25 

(11/A/85c); Jones, Index, 1023 [30].  
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Dynasty, the more common title imy-r rwt, “overseer of the rwt,” is found in conjunction 

with the military title imy-r mSa, “overseer of the army,” 773 a trend that at Dendera results 

in the combination title imy-r rwt mSa, “overseer of the rwt and army,”774  implying a 

military or safeguarding component to the rwt. Fischer, noting the particular frequency 

of the title imy-r rwt during the First Intermediate Period at Dendera, 775  tentatively 

suggests that the imy-r rwt may have referred to some type of control over admittance to 

“a place of judgement at the door of the local nomarch’s residence.” 776   This is 

undoubtedly an extension  of the meaning of rwt as outside or exterior.777 The false door 

of Merysuankh,778 whose titles emphasise his association with the funerary cult of early-

5th Dynasty official Ra-wer, is called    imy-r iSt=f 

nbt n Xnw nt rwt.779 This title has been variously interpreted by scholars,780  with most 

providing a variation of “overseer of all his (i.e. Ra-wer) properties of the interior and of 

the exterior.” 781  Strudwick, however, prefers “overseer of all his property of the 

Residence and of the gateway.”782  

 

 

 
773 Daressy, “Notes et Remarques,” 163. 
774 Fischer, Dendera, 164.  
775 Ibid., 164 – 169.  
776 Ibid., 166.  
777 Wb II, 404: 3; Faulkner, Concise Dict., 147.  
778 Hassan, Gîza I, 109, Fig. 182; Urk I, 234: 12 – 17.  
779 Jones, Index, 195 [730]. A similar title, Hry-sStA n nswt m st nb(t) n(t) Xnw r(w)t, “privy to the secrets of the 

king in every place interior and exterior,” is found on a cylinder seal dated to the 6th Dynasty from modern 

Tell el Maskhuta, see Goyon, “Le Cylindre de l’Ancien Empire du Musée D’Ismaïlia,” 154 [11]; pl. XL; Jones, 

Index, 632 [2313].    
780 Ibid., with examples.   
781 Hassan, Gîza I, 104. Some, including Fischer, “The inspector of youths Nfr-n-h ̮wfw,” 12 fn. 46 specify Xnw 

as “Residence”. 
782 Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 297.  
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3.1.2. (Auto-)biographical evidence for rwt in the Old Kingdom. 

Spencer argues that the main use of rwt during the Old Kingdom was to describe the false-

door.783  Indeed, there are a number of examples where this seems to be the case, as 

evidenced by the titles above. The (auto-)biographical inscriptions of Old Kingdom 

officials provide perhaps the most cohesive evidence for how rwt should be interpreted 

during this period.  The earliest comes from the lengthy but fragmentary (auto-

)biography in the 4th Dynasty rock-cut tomb of Debehen784 at Giza:785  

 

 

 

 

in.t(i) in(r) m r-Aw r ain r-pr im 

Hna rwty sbxt r is pn 

Stone from Tura was brought  

to clad the r-pr [offering chapel?] therein, 

Together with two rwt and a sbxt786 (attached)to787 this tomb.  

 

The tomb of Debehen contains only one false-door,788 rather than the two he claims in his 

(auto-)biography, a trend that is also seen in the elaborately carved late 5th Dynasty false-

door inscription of Nyankhsekhmet at Saqqara. 789 The text inscribed on the left-hand 

 
783 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 198.  
784 G 8090. Hassan, Gîza IV, 159 – 184; Kloth, Die (auto-)biographischen Inschriften, 38 – 39, with references.     
785 Urk I, 20: 4 – 7. 
786 This term is discussed below, see Chapter Six. 
787 Werning, “Ancient Egyptian prepositions,” 300 – 305.  
788 Hassan, Gîza IV, 182 fig. 128.  
789 CG 1482. Mariette, Mastabas, 202 – 205; Borchardt, Denkmäler des Alten Reiches I, 169 – 173 [1482]; 

Baines, “Kingship before Literature,” 136 – 137; Baines, “Prehistories of Literature,” 22 – 24; Strudwick, 

Pyramid Age, 302 – 303; Kloth, Die (auto-) biographischen Inschriften, 21 with references.  
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side of the door begins with Nyankhsekhmet addressing the king with a request for a 

rwt:790   

 

wr swnw n(y)-anx-sxmt Dd xr Hm=f 

Hw(=i) wD kA=k pw mry ra 

rdi.t(i) n(=i) rwt nt in(r) 

r is(=i) pf n Xrt-nTr  

rdi.n Hm=f in.t(i) n=f rwty  

m r-Aw m in(r)   

Chief physician Nyankhsekhmet says to his majesty:  

“How I wish that this kA of yours, beloved of Re, would command,  

that a rwt of stone be given to me  

for this tomb of mine in the Necropolis.” 

His majesty caused two rwt from Tura in stone be brought to him. 791   

 

 
790 Urk I, 38: 7 – 12.  
791 Kloth, Die (auto-) biographischen Inschriften, 212.  
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The text continues, claiming that these two rwt were subsequently set up in the centre of 

the DAdw792 in order for artisans to work on them under the king’s watchful eye.793  The 

tomb of Nyankhsekhmet only contains one false-door, and the tomb layout indicates that 

only one would have existed.794 Baines suggests the reference to two doors may have 

been a “necessary piece of hyperbole,”795 intended to convey that the king had more to 

give than required.  If so, then this was an established formula that had evidently also 

been employed by Debehen during the previous dynasty.  

The 6th Dynasty (auto-)biographical text of Ankhmeryremeryptah (Nekhebu) 796  from 

Giza, now in Boston 797  and Cairo, 798  does not describe the production of a rwt, but 

professes to have completed various building tasks for the king so that, in return, he was 

provided with large amounts of offerings:799 

 

pr.n Tswt nt Xnw Xr=s 

r pH=sn rwt(=i) Xr=s  

Personnel of the Residence came forth carrying it, 

Until they reached (my) rwt carrying it. 

 

 
792 A type of audience hall or common area where royal work could be carried out. For a discussion of this 

term and its Old Kingdom function, see el-Menshawy, “A brief Reflection” 13 – 19.  
793 Urk I, 38: 13 – 17. A similar statement appears in the later tomb of Khufu-ankh (G 4520), also on his false 

door (now in Boston, MFA 21.3081), stating that the construction of his false door (not specified by name) 

took place Hr pgA n DAdw, “upon the entrance [or perhaps open space] of the DAdw.” 
794 Baines, “Prehistories of Literature,” 22.  
795 Baines, “Kingship before Literature,” 136. 
796 Urk I, 219 – 221. Kloth, Die (auto-) biographischen Inschriften, 16 – 17, with references.  
797 MFA 13.4331. 
798 JE 44608.  
799 Urk I, 220: 9 – 11.  
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Also from the 6th Dynasty, the (auto-)biography of Weni from Abydos twice uses the term 

rwt. The first relates to the request and subsequent acquisition of a qrs, “sarcophagus”.800 

In what is possibly another hyperbolic example of the king’s benefaction, Weni requests 

a sarcophagus made of Tura stone, and is presented with not only the sarcophagus, but a 

number of other tomb elements, which the text implies were hand-delivered by the king 

himself: 801 

  

ii.n=f m-a=f m sAT aA n Xnw 

hnA aA[=f] rwt rwyt 

gmHwy s(T) 

He brought it with him in a great barge of the Residence,  

Together with its door-leaf, rwt, an architrave (?),802  

Two jambs, and an offering stone.  

  

The second instance describes Weni being tasked with going to Elephantine to procure a 

hn n anxw “chest of life” (i.e., the sarcophagus) and other granite elements to be placed 

inside the pyramid of King Merenre:803 

 
800 Urk I, 99: 10 – 14.  
801 Urk I, 99: 15 – 17.  
802 Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 353.  
803 Urk I, 107: 2 – 6.  
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r int mAT rwt Hna sT=s 

mAT aAw rwyt 

r int mAT sbAw 

sTw nw sSpt Hryt nt M xa nfr Hnwt(=i) 

To bring a granite rwt together with its offering stone,  

And granite door-leaves and associated elements.804  

And also, to bring granite sbAw,  

Offering stones (for) the upper chamber of the pyramid of Merenre, my mistress. 

 

Finally, there is a fragment of an anonymous (auto-)biography,805 now in Cairo and dated 

to the reign of Teti, which describes the iri, “creation” of a  rwt in conjunction 

with the construction of the king’s kA-chapel at Tura.806   

 

3.1.3. Royal administrative evidence for rwt in the Old Kingdom. 

Beyond the context of administrative titles or mortuary (auto-)biographies, rwt is 

scarcely mentioned. In the papyrus archive of Raneferef, a sole  rwt is 

 
804 Following Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 356.  
805 Urk I, 86: 4 – 87: 6; Borchardt, Denkmäler I, 114 [1433]; Kloth, Die (auto-) biographischen Inschriften, 40 

[87]; Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 321 [237].  
806 Urk I, 86: 16.  
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mentioned in a list of architectural features including the  iAt, “hill”807 and the 

 pXr, “circular passage”. 808  The position of this rwt in the complex is unclear, 

although according to Verner it was evidently it was not a single-leaf door as Posener-

Kriéger had originally assumed, 809  as no such door can be directly associated 

archaeologically with the papyrus reference.810 However, given that the rwt is listed after 

all other locations, it may have referenced the outermost (exterior) door.811   

A final, significant reference to rwt in the Old Kingdom comes from the funerary complex 

of 6th Dynasty queen Wedjebten. Inscribed on the jambs of a stone gateway leading to 

ancillary chambers of the complex are the names and titles of dependents named Hemi 

and Saankhenptah, both associated with the mortuary cult of the queen (Fig. 3.1).812 At 

the lowermost part of the jambs, situated below the standing figures of these men and 

their sons (and successors), is the phrase:813 

 

rwt nt Dt=f 

The rwt of his Dt. 

 

This phrase is inscribed on another gate fragment belonging to an individual called 

Rewed,814 and may have existed on one more belonging to an official named Imeny.815 

 
807 Posener-Kriéger, Verner, and Vymazalová, Abusir X, 261, 336 – 338, determines this to be the king’s 

tomb. 
808 i.e., the circular, ceremonial route around the pyramid. Ibid., 261, 346 – 347.  
809 Posener-Kriéger, “News from Abusir,” 21. 
810 Posener-Kriéger, Verner, and Vymazalová, Abusir X, 347.  
811 Ibid., 338.  
812 Jequier, Oudjebten, 22, Figs. 27 – 28.  
813 Urk I, 274 : 3. 
814 Jequeir, Oudjebten, 24, fig. 30; Urk I, 274: 3.  
815 Jequeir, Oudjebten, 24, fig. 29; Urk I, 273: 16.   
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Jéquier translates this phrase as “porte de son domaine funéraire,”816 and suggests that 

the Dt, “endowment”817 of these officials formed part of the queen’s funerary estate.818 

The rwt being described here almost certainly refers to the stone gateway itself, and 

would seem to be the only known instances of a rwt being inscribed with a self-identifying 

label during the Old Kingdom.819  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
816 Jequeir, Oudjebten, 23.  
817 Wb V, 510: 4 – 5.  
818 Ibid. See also Spencer, Temples, 198.  
819 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 202. 

Figure 3.1. The rwt of Hemi and Saankhenptah. 
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3.2. rwt in the Pyramid Texts.  

3.2.1. PT 360. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 360,820 a variation of PT 272, is a brief spell inscribed on the north wall of the passage 

in Teti, 821  and the south wall of the passage in the pyramid of Pepy II (Fig. 3.2). 822 

Identified by Hays as a personal transition text,823 PT 360 is assigned to Group I, “Isis and 

 
820 §603a – d.  
821 T/P/N 16 – 18.  
822 N/P/S 25 – 26.  
823 Hays, Organization, 375.  

T/P/N 17 

N/P/S 25 

 

Figure 3.2. Spatial location of rwt in PT 360 in the kings’ pyramids.  
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Nephythys Summon.”824 As with the abovementioned PT 272, PT 360 is concerned solely 

with the opening of a threshold, here described as the rwt nwt, “rwt-gate of Nut”:825 

 

qAt n dmm=s rwt nwt 

NN pw Sw pr(w) m tm 

nww rdi wn ti n NN 

mk NN iiy bA nTr  

Height which is not reached, rwt826 of Nut, 

This NN is Shu who came forth from Atum. 

Nu, cause this to open for NN. 

Behold! NN has come, a divine bA. 

 

Due to its similarity to PT 272, Mercer labels this text a “later edition,”827 and some early 

scholarly opinion suggests that the differences between the address of Nu versus Nut 

indicates a shift in religious focus during mid- to late Old Kingdom. Ricke identifies the 

“Tor der Nut” architecturally “als entwickelte Bauform entgegen.” Accordingly, this first 

appears in the mortuary temple of Khafre, characterised as a pillared vestibule situated 

in front of the innermost five-niched statue chamber, inside of which cult statues of both 

the king and Osiris were presumably interred (Fig. 3.3).828  This association is drawn 

 
824 Hays, Organization, 106, 683: Chart I; 460 [Sequence 77].  
825 §603a – dT.  
826 Allen, AEPT, 81 offers the more diplomatic “portal”. 
827 Mercer, Commentary II, 294.  
828 Ricke, Bemerkungen, 47, 60 fig. 23.  
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largely from the appearance and arrangement of texts associated with Nut in the later 

Pyramid Text corpora, the fundamentals of which Ricke identifies as having originated 

during the 4th Dynasty.829   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Similarly, Schott argues that the arrangement of Nut ‘hymns’ in the pyramid of Pepy I (PT 

427 – 434, and PT 443 – 446, and PT 428), correspond to the formal arrangement of the 

double row of eight and four columns in front of the “Gate of Nut” in the mortuary temple 

of Khafre (Fig 3.3)830 This is justified using decorative evidence found on the surrounding 

mortuary temple walls; the depictions of goddesses suckling the king831 are ostensibly 

linked to the goddess Nut and rebirth, despite no depiction of Nut having been found in, 

or around, the door niche identified with her.832 No inscriptions exist to validate this 

asserted connection. Nevertheless, Ricke agrees with Schott’s proposal.833  The further 

correspondence between texts associated with both Nut and Osiris (e.g., PT 427834) and 

 
829 Ibid., 61. 
830 Schott, “Pyramidenkult,” 216. 
831 Sahure: Borchardt, S’aHu-rea II, 35f., 93f., pl. 18, Niuserre: Borchardt, Ne-user-rea, 39–41, Fig. 21, 23; Unis: 

Labrousse et al, Le temple haut du complexe funéraire du roi Ounas, 84; Pepy I: Leclant, Recherches dans la 

pyramide et au temple haut du pharaon Pépi Ier, pl. 17; Pepy II: Jéquier, Pepy II, II, pls. 30–34. 
832 Billing, Performative Structure, 47. 
833 Ricke, Bemerkungen, 61.  
834 §777a – c.  

Figure 3.3. The “Tor der Nut”. 
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their placement within the later pyramids,835 prompts Schott to infer that the Osirian rites 

associated with these texts were performed in the chapel located behind the “Gate of Nut” 

in the mortuary temple of Khufu (and those of subsequent kings).836 It was this so-called 

“Gate of Nut”, he argues, which acted as a division “bis an dessen Rand der Sonnenkult 

vordringt.“ 837   With the development of the mortuary landscape during the 4th  - 5th 

Dynasties, this architectural space within the mortuary temple narrowed. Seeing the 

Pyramid Texts of Unis as a reflection of the royal cult during 5th Dynasty, Ricke explains 

this narrowing of this space in the mortuary temple of Sahure as a religious shift that 

transformed the previously important “Gate of Nut” into the “Gate of Nun” (e.g., in PT 

272).838 This transformation, according to Ricke,839 is emphasised by the raised staircase 

leading up to the inner sanctuary of the mortuary temple in Sahure (Fig. 3.4). 840 

Ultimately, however, Ricke argues that by the reign of Pepy II, this space had once again 

been symbolically reassigned to the “Gate of Nut” in PT 360.841  

As with PT 272, the interpretations outlined above are intriguing, but ultimately not 

grounded in any discernible reality; no inscriptions within, or external to, the texts 

suggest a religious shift had occurred between the use of PT 272 in the corpus of Unis and 

that of PT 360 later corpora, especially one that necessitated the change from the 

invocation of Nuu to that of Nut. Thus, Mercer’s understanding of PT 360 as a “later 

 
835 Schott, Pyramidenkult, 152 – 153. 
836 Ibid., 216. 
837 Ibid. 
838 Ricke, Bemerkungen, 62.  
839 Ibid.  
840 Billing, Performative Structure, 47 calling this theory “barely justifiable,” argues that this transitional 

shift from the wsxt, “broad hall,” to the statue niche, was expressed through a change in construction 

materials. This reflected a separation between the public and the most intimate inner area of the temple; 

the black basalt flooring of the outer courtyard (see Borchardt, S’aHu-rea I, 54), symbolising the “fertile soil 

of the Nile valley”, was replaced with alabaster, “symbolizing ritual purity,” within the statue room. 
841 Ricke, “Bemerkungen,” 62. 
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edition” is erroneous, as are the connections suggested by Ricke and Schott between the 

architectural features of the kings’ mortuary temples and the layout of the Pyramid Texts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4.  The “Gate of Nun” of Sahure. 
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3.2.2. PT 483. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 483,842 a variation of PT 437,843 PT 610,844 and PT *735,845 is located on the west wall 

of the antechamber in Pepy I, 846  Merenre,847  and Pepy II (Fig. 3.5).848   This text is a 

sacerdotal priestly recitation, 849  assigned to Group J, “Aggregation with the Gods.”850 In 

this lengthy “resurrection text,” 851  a s(A)T, “libation” is poured, Wepwawet is iqA, “on 

high”,852 and the usual language of reconstitution is subsequently employed to encourage 

 
842 §1011a – 1019b.  
843 §793a – 808b.  
844 §1710a – 1723d.  
845 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 237 – 238 [TP 1023]. While this text is very similar to the other two, its contents are 

quite mixed, and no door or gate is specifically mentioned.  
846 P/A/W 48 – 50.  
847 M/A/W 13 – 20.  
848 N/A/Wg 27 – 34. 
849 Hays, Organization, 397.  
850 Ibid., 684 [Chart J]. 
851 Faulkner, AEPT, 170.  
852 §1011a.Faulkner, AEPT, 170; Allen, AEPT, 136; Billing, Performative Structure, 337.  

Figure 3.5.  Spatial location of rwt in PT 483 in the kings’ pyramids. 

P/A/W 49 

N/A/Wg 30 

N/A/W 15 
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the king to rs, “wake  up” and Ts, “raise” himself.853 The text requests purification for the 

deceased at the monthly and new moon festivals, and stipulates that the tpy 3, “third day 

festival,” 854  will be performed for him. 855  The Great Mooring-post Dsw, “calls” to the 

deceased as aHa n wrD.n=f Hr(y)-ib AbDw, “he who stands tirelessly, who is in Abydos,”856 

and Geb akh-ifies Osiris as a god.857  

Following this, “the earth speaks,”858 and what follows is a description of the rwt:859  

 

mdw tA wn rwt dAt  

isn n=k aA.wy Gb tp-rmn=k  

pr mdw xft inpw  

saH=k pr m r n inpw  

The earth speaks; the rwt of the Duat opens, 

The door-leaves of Geb are thrown open for you before you, 

Speech860 goes forth in front of Anubis,  

Your privilege goes forth from the mouth of Anubis 

 

 
853 §1011b. 
854 §1012c. Following Hays, Organization, 517 and Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 331.  
855 A theme commonly found in priestly recitation spells; see Hays, Organization, 517, 563.  
856 1012d. Hays, Organization, 556, 569 – 570.  
857 1013a: Gb i.sAx=f wsir m nTr.  
858 §1014a. 
859 §1014a – 1015aP  
860 In the corpus of Pepy II (N/A/Wg 30), this is clarified as mdw=k, “your speech.” 
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For Billing, PT 483 is one of the key spells that confirms a cosmographic reading of the 

pyramid interior.861 Ostensibly, the position of this spell on the west antechamber wall, 

and its mention of the rwt dAt, “rwt-gate of the Duat,” in particular, align it with the passage 

as a spatial analogue for leaving the Duat.862  For unknown reasons, in the later corpora 

of Merenre and Pepy II, the rwt of the Duat is replaced by the  rwt 

Akr, “rwt-gate of Aker”.863  The shift of focus to Aker in the later pyramids aligns this spell 

more closely to PT 437,864 but is further explained by Billing as an early reference to the 

5th hour of the Amduat. 865  Alternatively, Mathieu suggests the saH, “privilege” of the 

deceased going forth from the mouth of Anubis is an “allusion au ritual de 

momification”.866  

The text continues with sacerdotal references to sitting on the xnd-throne,867 burning of 

incense,868 baHt, “abundance”,869 power over the “bows”870 and, as with PT 437, PT 610, 

and PT *735, the text concludes with an Htp di Inpw formula.871 In PT 483, this offering 

grants an imA-tree to Sms, “serve” the king, and a zizyphus tree to wAH, “bow” to him, finally 

concluding that the deceased shall dbn=k pt mitt swnTw, “circumambulate the sky like 

Sewentju.”872  

 
861 Billing, Performative Structure, 339. 
862 Ibid., 81. 

863 In Merenre, rwt is determined with . 
864 §796b. 
865 Billing, Performative Structure, 81. 
866 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 331.  
867 §1016a. For occurrences of this motif, see Hays, Organization, 617.  
868 §1017 a – b. For the motif of sT, “scent”, see Ibid., 611 – 612.  
869 §1018a – b.  
870 §1018c.  
871 §1019a. Hays, Organization, 588. 
872 §1019b. DuQuesne, Jackal Divinities, 318 (following Sethe, Komm IV, 301) interprets ZwnTw, as “bolts” 

and suggests this deity should be understood as a celestial doorkeeper. Krauss, Astronomische Konzepte, 79 

– 84 [§37] suggests this deity can be identified as the moon.  
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3.2.3. PT 594.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

M/S/Eg 40 

N/S/E 10 

Figure 3.6.  Spatial location of rwt in PT 594 in the kings’ pyramids. 

 

Lost 

P/S/E 38 
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PT 594 is located on the east wall of the sarcophagus chamber in Pepy I,873 Merenre,874 

and Pepy II (Fig. 3.6).875  Hays assigned this text to Group C, “Perpetuation of Cult,”876 but 

left its typology unclassified.877 This is understandable given the brevity of the text in its 

entirety:878 

 

pr.n=k ir r(w)t 

Xa.ti m nswt qA.ti  m wp-wAwt 

rmn=k n wrD.n=f 

You have gone forth to the rwt,879  

Having appeared as king, being high as Wepwawet;  

You associate with he who does not tire.880  

 

It is immediately obvious that this text shares motifs with the previously discussed PT 

483, and indeed seems to be a condensed version of the core aspects presented at the 

beginning of that spell. In the corpus of Pepy I, this text appears in the final two columns 

 
873 P/S/E 38 – 39.  
874 M/S/Eg 40 – 41.  
875 N/S/E 10.  
876 Hays, Organization, 680 [Chart C].  
877 Ibid., 218, 420.  
878 §1638a – c.  
879 Ibid., 420 “you have ascended at the door.” 
880 cf Billing, Performative Structure, 288 “an obvious epithet for Anubis.” 
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of the eastern wall alongside the sacerdotal PT *734, 881  a spell only located in that 

corpus:882 

 

ii.n=i Hr=k xa=k(i) m nswt qA=k(i) m wpwAwt 

rmn=i n-[wrD.n=k] […]   

[swr.n]=k mw=k wnm.n=k baHt=k 

hA r=k I […] 

I have come upon you, being apparent as king, being high as Wepwawet, 

I associate with [He who does] not [Tire…] 

You drank your water; you ate of your abundance,  

So go down to […] 

 

Allen infers from these texts, that the first is addressed to the deceased by an officiant, 

while the following PT *734 is addressed to the rwt itself.883 Billing considers these spells 

a “palpable unit,”884 going on to suggest that the rwt of PT 594 and the arrwt of PT 659 

(located in the previous column of the same wall in Pepy I), can be considered as referring 

to the same threshold space:885 

Here, at the gate of the Duat, the two generations consisting of the head-

liturgist/successor and the deceased king/predecessor, meet in a cultic encounter 

 
881 P/S/E 39. Hays, Organization, 447.  
882 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 233 separates this into two spells, PT 1010 [§01010a – b] and PT 1011 [§01011a – b].  
883 Allen, AEPT, 205 fn. 32.  
884 Billing, Performative Structure, 287.  
885 Ibid. 
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in which a coming forth from the inside (pri) by the latter is juxtaposed with an 

arrival from the outside (ii) by the former.886 

Mathieu similarly puts forward the idea that these spells are spoken by the 

successor/predecessor.887 However, regarding PT 594 in general, he considers it to be 

obviously drawn from a ritual of enthronement.888  

 

3.2.4. PT 610.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 610,889 is situated on the south vestibule wall in Merenre,890 and the east vestibule 

wall in Pepy II (Fig. 3.7).891 Identified by Hays as a sacerdotal priestly recitation,892 PT 

 
886 Ibid. 
887 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 233 fn. 97.  
888 Ibid., 233.  
889 §1710a – 1723d.  
890 M/V/S 1 – 24.  
891 N/V/E 55 – 63.  
892 Hays, Organization, 422.  

LOST 

N/V/E 56 

Figure 3.7.  Spatial location of rwt in PT 610 in the kings’ pyramids. 

 

M/V/S 3 
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610 is assigned to Group C, “Perpetuation of Cult.”893  As a variation of PT 483,894 many of 

the same motifs are found in this text, including calls for the deceased to rs, “awake” and 

Ts Tw, “raise yourself”,895 the highlighting of monthly festivals,896 the calling out of the 

Great Mooring Post,897 the presence of aHa-n-wrD=f, “he who stands tirelessly”,898 and the 

transformation of Osiris into an akh.899 This is followed by the opening of the rwt:900  

 

wn n=k rwt Akr sn n=k aA.wy Gb 

pr=k Hr xrw sAx=k Tw  

DHwty is Inpw is sr DADAt 

The rwt of Aker is open to you, the door-leaves of Geb are thrown open for you, 

You go forth upon the voice and you akh-ify yourself, 

As Thoth, as Anubis, magistrate of the Djadjat.901  

 

The text continues with core sacerdotal references to receiving food and incense, 902 

appearing as a Jackal and official,903 sitting on the xnd-throne,904 baH, “abundance”,905 and, 

 
893 Ibid., 99 – 101; 680 [Chart C]. 
894 Section 4.2.2. 
895 §1710a.  
896 §1711a – b.  
897 §1711c. Hays, Organisation, 569 – 570. 
898  §1711d. Ibid., 556.  
899 §1712a – b. However, rather than being carried out by Geb, this version stipulates that it is Horus who 

akh-ifies his father. Hays, Organization, 577.  
900 §1713a – c.  
901 Jones, Index, 909 [3335]. For a discussion on the role of the DADAt, see Hamilton, “Aspects of the Judiciary,” 

34 – 35.  
902 §1717c – 1718a.  
903 §1719d – e.  Hays, Organization, 554 – 555, 559.  
904 §1721a. Ibid., 617.  
905 §1722a – b.   
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the concluding Htp di Inpw formula,906 which offers an imA-tree to Sms, “serve” and a 

zizyphus tree to wAH, “bow”,907 being irw n=k Inpw, “what Anubis made for you.”908  

 

3.2.5. PT 665D.909  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
906 §1723d. Ibid., 588. 
907 §1723c. 
908 §1723d.  
909  =fPT 665C – D, fPT 666, fPT 759 and fPT 666A. See Allen, Reviews Supplement, 14 – 15; Hays, 

Organization, 466 [Sequence 140]; 484 [Subsequence 203].  Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 195 provides a different 

numbering for these texts. 

Figure 3.8.  Spatial location of rwt in PT 665D in the kings’ pyramids 

Lost 

N/S/Se 67 

P/S/Se B 66 
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PT 665D, 910  in large part a variant of PT 611, 911  is a sacerdotal priestly recitation 

belonging to Hays’ Group B, “Transformation.”912 The text spans several columns at the 

east end of the south sarcophagus chamber wall in the corpora of Pepy I,913 Merenre, 914 

and Pepy II (Fig. 3.8).915 An extensively fragmented version of the text appears at the west 

end of the south sarcophagus chamber wall in Wedjebten (Fig. 3.9),916 and an equally 

fragmentary secondary version of the text is inscribed at the western end of the north 

sarcophagus chamber wall in Pepy I. 917  The most complete version belongs to Neith, 

spanning approximately 26 columns of the east sarcophagus chamber wall. 918   The 

beginning of this spell (§1915a – 1927a) is discussed extensively in Chapter Nine due to 

 
910 §1 – 67 (=§1916 – 1930).  
911 See §9.1.1. 
912 Hays, Organization, 432. Despite the shift is categorisation of this text by Allen, which means 665D 

encompasses the spells originally designated fPT 665C – D, fPT 666 and fPT 666A, the placement of this 

text within Hays’ Group B is still relevant, as all of these spells fall within this group.  
913 P/S/Se B 59 – 67.  
914 M/S/Se 49 – 50 (=§1915 only), see Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 195; Leclant, “T.P Pepy Ier, VI,” 85.  
915 N/S/Se B 59 – 68.  
916 Wd/S/Sw 33 (fr. Q – S, M) – 47. This text concludes prior to the mention of the rwt. 
917 P/S/Nw ii 2 – 5.  
918 Nt/S/E ii 13 – 39.  

Nt/S/E ii 36 

Figure 3.9.  Spatial location of rwt in PT 665D in the queens’ pyramids 
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its focus on the s r srw, “door-bolt that excludes,”919 so to avoid repetition only the final 

third of PT 665D (§1927b – 1930b) will be discussed here.920  

This section begins with the opening of the aA.wy pt and the aA.wy qbHw from which the 

deceased pr, “goes forth” as Wepwawet. 921  Thoth removes obstructions, 922  and the 

deceased is nis, “summoned” by the Mooring Post, and Dsw, “called to” by smnt.t.923 The 

description of the rwt follows:924 

 

Xa.ti Hr rd-wr 

Dbn=k iAwt=k Hrwt dbn=k iAwt=k stS 

mnw is xnty Xt psDt 

wn n=k rwt xnty-mnwt=f 

Be apparent upon the great stair,  

You circumambulate your Horus mounds; you circulate your Seth mounds,  

As Min, foremost of the company of the Ennead.  

The rwt of Khentmenutef is opened for you.  

 
919 See §9.1.2.  
920 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 197 designates this section as a separate spell, PT 666B.  
921 §50 – 51 (=§1927b – d).  
922 §53 (=§1927e).  
923 §54 (=§1927f – 1928a).  
924 §55 – 58 (=§1928a – d) 
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3nty-mnwt=f,925 “he who is in front of his thighs”926 or “Thighs-Forward”927 appears ten 

times across the entire Pyramid Text corpus,928  and is frequently associated with the 

provision of offerings. Indeed, Mercer’s rendering of the name as “he who presides over 

his thigh-offerings”929  provides a clearer idea of what this gods function may have been. 

The securing of sustenance was of crucial importance to maintain the deceased in the 

afterlife and the establishment and preservation of cult actions is a theme intimately tied 

to the maintenance of the false-door within the mortuary complex. In the extensive 

“resurrection”930 spell PT 437,931 and the comparable PT 483932 and PT 373,933 similar 

themes are outlined, including festival celebration,934 opening935 (of door-leaves,936 rwt,937 

sbA, 938  pathways, 939  waterways 940 ), and domination, 941  before concluding with an 

extensive list of offerings, introduced with the traditional Htp di nsw formulae.942  In both 

PT 437 and PT 483, xnty-mnwt=f appears as an epithet (or form) of Horus:943  

 
925 Wb II, 68: 12.  
926 LGG V, 815.  
927 Allen, AEPT, 188. 
928 Hannig, ÄWb I, 1606 [44250] [46944].  
929 Mercer, Commentary II, 406. 
930 Faulkner, AEPT, 144. 
931 §804b – c; Mercer, Commentary III, 806.  

932 §1011a – 1019b. cf PT 610, §1719d – e:  . Due to its slightly different spelling, 

Allen translates m Hr xnty-mnit=f “as Horus with prominent neckband”: Allen, AEPT, 229.  
933 See below, §8.4.1.  
934 PT 437 [§794a -b]; PT 483 [§1012c]. See also PT 458 [§860 – 863], which Faulkner, AEPT, 153 identified 

as being similar to PT 437 in its address to festival celebration. 
935 cf Leprohon, “’Opening’ in the Pyramid Texts,” 83 – 94.  
936 PT 483 [§1014b]: aA.wy GbPN. 
937 PT 483 [§1014a]: rwt dwAtP, rwt AkrMN .  
938 PT 437 [§799a]. See below, §5.3.1.  
939 PT 437 [§801b – c].  
940 PT 437 [§798b – c].  
941 Specifically concerning Nubia and the pDwt, “bows,” possibly an allusion to the “Nine Bows”(?) or to the 

celestial expanses: PT 437 [§803c, §804d, §805c]; PT 483 [§1018c]. 
942 PT 437 [§806c – 808b]; PT 483 [§1019a - b]. The latter is a much shorter list than the former, perhaps 

suggesting a different function or performative context.   
943 PT 437 [§804c]; PT 483 [§1015a].  See Mercer, Commentary II, 406, Faulkner, AEPT, 145 and, more 

recently, Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 272. Contra Allen, AEPT, 110, who considers xnty-mnwt=f as a separate entity. 
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nis.n Tw ra m iskn n pt 

m Hr xnty-mnwt=f 

Re has summoned you from the zenith of the sky, 

As Horus xnty-mnwt=f 

 

This epithet is also held by Osiris in PT 580,944 an “offering text”945 found only on the 

western wall of the vestibule in the corpus of Pepy I.946 In this text, an iH Dsr, “red ox” (i.e., 

Seth)947 is slaughtered and dismembered, so that the gods can devour him as punishment 

for what he did to Osiris:948  

 

tp=f sd=f a.wy=f rd.wy=f n Inpw.wy Wsir Xnty-mnwt=f  

sp nTrw im=f n bAw Nxn n bAw P 

his head, his tail, his two arms and his two legs for the two of Anubis-town and 

Osiris Xnty-mnwt=f949 

What the gods leave of him to the bAs of Nekhen and to the bAs of Pe.  

 

 
944 §1543a – 1550b.  
945 Faulkner, AEPT, 234.  
946 P/V/W 75 – 77.  
947  §1550a. Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 56; Mercer, Commentary III, 747. For the colour red as a Sethian 

characteristic, see Ritner, Magical Practice, 147 – 148. 
948 §1543a – 1550b. In PT 581 [§1551a – 1557d], a text similarly concerned with slaughter and abundance, 

it is Xnty-mnwt=f who brings xAww xnty(w) itr.ty, “the cups of those at the fore of the Dual Shrines,” in order 

for the deceased to be cleansed: Gardiner, “Horus the Behdetite,” JEA 30 (1944): 27; Mercer, Commentary 

IV, 80 – 81.  
949 Allen considers Horus, Osiris and Xnty-mnwt=f as two separate entities, rather than it being an epithet: 

Allen, AEPT, 110, 188. Similarly, Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 529. 
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This ingestion allows the deceased king to  nmt S, “traverse the lake,”950 a 

phrase associated with the funerary ritual found elsewhere in the Old Kingdom.951 In the 

tomb of the official Neferseshemre at Saqqara,952 the inner left jamb of his false-door 

describes this same crossing:953   

 

m-xt prt-xrw n=f Hry-tp qrrt 

m-xt nmt S 

m-xt sAx.tw=f in Hry-Xb 

 After invocation offerings for him are upon the offering place, 

After traversing the lake, 

After he has been akhified by the Xry-Hb. 

 

Similar formulae appear on the false doors of Ptahhotep II 954  and Tepemankh 955  at 

Saqqara. The term qrrt, 956  which Strudwick translates as “offering place,” 957  does not 

appear in the Pyramid Texts, but is ostensibly intended to be the offering stone placed in 

 
950 §1550b.  
951 Hannig, ÄWb I, 629 [15696].  
952 PM III2, 511 – 512.  
953 Urk I, 199: 13 – 14.  
954 PM III2, 600 - 604; Urk I, 189: 10; 15 – 18.  
955 PM III2, 483; Urk I, 190: 12.  
956 Wb V, 61: 14. 
957 E.g., Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 213. The Wb describes this "als Stelle des Grabes, wo beim Begraben dem 

Toten (seiner Statue) gebopfert wird": Wb V, 61: 14.  
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front of the false-door or near to the tomb.958 These texts make clear the associations 

between the ritual act of offering by the living and the ability of the deceased to ‘traverse’ 

in the afterlife. In the case of royalty, Xnty-mnwt=f appears to have been tied to this process.  

The remainder of PT 665D emphasises what the officiant has done for the deceased:959 

 

hA NN pw mk nw ir.n(=i) n=k 

Ax(=i) n=k n wsT(=i) n=k 

sA Tw iw srwD xnt=k t=k 

t=k Dr tr=f t=k dwAw Dr tr=f  

t=k sT=f xr NN pw ra nb 

Oh this NN, behold this which I have done for you.  

I am effective for you, I am not useless for you. 

Guard yourself. Your jar stand and your bread are maintained,  

Your bread is at its proper time, your morning bread is at its proper time. 

Your bread, its scent is with this NN every day.  

 

 
958 During the Old Kingdom qrrt is frequently determined with what appears to be a stylised palace-façade 

or false-door motif [O33?]  (Urk I, 200: 1),  (Urk I, 199: 13), ( Urk I, 189: 9).  It is also found 

determined with what appears to be a coffin [Q6] ( Urk I, 190: 9), this is similar to the determinative 

for HAt, “coffin” found in PT 676 [§2009a] ( ) and also the determinative for the words qrsw, 

“sarcophagus” and Drwt, “coffin” both found in PT 364 [§616b – e]:  
959 §59 – 61 (=§1929a – d). Due to the lacunae in Pepy I, the version found in Neith is used to fill any gaps.  
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Finally, the officiant assures the deceased, n xm(=i) is, “I do not ignore this tomb,”960 and 

encourages them to rmn, “associate” with their predecessor, Osiris.961  

 

3.2.6. PT 667A.  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
960 §64 – 65 (=§1930a – b). Following Faulkner, AEPT, 279 fn. 7 and Allen, AEPT, 315.  
961 §67 (=§1930b).  

P/S/Se B 75 

[LOST] 

N/S/Se B 78 

Figure 3.10.  Spatial location of rwt in PT 667A in the kings’ pyramids 
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PT 667A is located at the east end of the south sarcophagus chamber walls of Pepy I,962 

and Pepy II (Fig. 3.10),963  and on the east wall of Neith.964  In the corpus of Neith, an 

additional copy of PT 667A also appears at the west end of the south sarcophagus 

chamber wall (Fig. 3.11).965 Hays identifies this text as a sacerdotal priestly recitation 

belonging to Group B, “Transfiguration.” 966   As the rwt in question occurs within the 

phrase rwt xsfw, “rwt that excludes,” this spell is discussed in full in Chapter Eight.967  

 

 

 

 

 
962 P/S/Se B 73 – 76.  
963 N/S/Se B 76 – 80.  
964 Nt/S/E ii 53 – 60.  
965 Nt/S/Sw 35 – 42.  
966  Hays, “Sacerdotal,” 54 – 56, originally called “Departure”; Hays, Organization, 92 – 99; Hays, 

Organization, 433.  
967 §8.4.4.  

Nt/S/Sw 39 

Nt/S/E ii 57 

Figure 3.11.  Spatial location of rwt in PT 667A in the queens’ pyramids 
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3.2.7. PT 685 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 685968 is uniquely located on the north wall of the antechamber in the pyramid of Pepy 

II (Fig. 3.12) and is identified as a sacerdotal priestly recitation belonging to Hays’ Group 

L, “Transformation.”969  Included under the title “Libation and Anointing at Dawn” by 

Allen, 970   PT 685 predominantly incorporates motifs concerned with water and 

purification. The beginning of the spell frames this purification in cataclysmic terms:971  

 

 
968 §2063a – 2070b.  
969 Hays, Organization, 437, 686 [Chart L].  
970 Allen, AEPT, 285. 
971 §2063a – b.  

N/A/N 21 

Figure 3.12.  Spatial location of rwt in PT 685 in the kings’ pyramids 
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ii mw anx imyw pt ii mw anx imyw tA 

nbi n=k pt sdA n=k tA tp-awy mswt nTr 

The waters of life that are in the sky come, the waters of life that are in the earth 

come, 

The sky flames for you, the earth shakes for you, before the birth of the god. 

 

The text describes pure waters that sn, “kiss” the legs of the king, conceptualised in sexual 

terms as having been brought into existence through the penis of Shu and the vulva of 

Tefnut.972 This pure water is used to cleanse the king, and may provide the most explicit 

indication of how the rwt should be understood as a cultic object:973   

 

iw.n=sn ii.n=sn n=k mw wabw xr it=sn 

swab=sn Tw snTr=sn Tw NN 

fA=k pt m drt=k wAH=k tA m Tbt=k 

wdHt qbHw ir rwt NN pn ia Hr nTr nb  

ia=k awy=k wsir ia=k awy=k NN pw 

 
972 §2065a – b.  
973 §2066a – 2068b.   
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rnpw=k nTr 3=Tn wD Htp 

They974 have come and they have brought to you pure waters from their father. 

They cleanse you and they cense you, NN. 

You lift up the sky with your hand, and you lay down the earth with your foot. 

Cool water shall be poured out at the rwt of this NN; the face of every god will be 

washed.  

You wash your hands, Osiris; you wash your hands this NN.  

You become young, god; your third is one who commands provisions.  

 

The remainder of the spell confirms the provisions desired by the deceased, 975  with 

emphasis on the cultivation of barley and emmer Hnkt NN pn im n Dt, “which are presented 

thereto this NN for Dt.”976 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
974 Shu and Tefnut. 
975 §2068c – 2070a.  
976 §2070b. Hays, Organization, 591.  
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3.2.8. PT 690. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13.  Spatial location of rwt in PT 690 in the kings’ pyramids 

 

N/A/N 37 

P/S/Se B 83 
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PT 690 is a lengthy text that appears at the east end of the south sarcophagus chamber 

wall of Pepy I,977 but in the later corpora of Merenre,978 and Pepy II,979 it is found instead 

within the antechamber, on the east and north walls, respectively (Fig. 3.13). In 

Ankhenespepy II, this text concludes the west end of the north wall and begins the west 

wall,980 while in Neith, PT 690 appears twice at the east end of the south wall,981 and in 

Wedjebten a very truncated and fragmentary copy appears at the east end of the north 

wall (Fig. 3.14). 982  Hays’ identifies this spell as a sacerdotal priestly recitation; 983 

however, due to its varied placement within each king’s pyramid, he assigns it to three 

 
977 P/S/Se B 82 – 89.  
978 M/A/E 17 – 29.  
979 N/A/N 35 – 51.  
980 AII/S/Nw B 29 – 37 + AII/S/W 1 – 3.  
981 Nt/S/Se ii 1 – 20; Nt/S/Se ii 74 – 76.  
982 Wd/S/Ne A 4 – 7.  This text concludes prior to the mention of the rwt. 
983 Hays, Organization, 438. 

Figure 3.14.  Spatial location of rwt in PT 690 in the queens’ pyramids 

 

Nt/S/Se ii 3 

AII/S/Nw B 29 – 37 

+ AII/S/W 1 – 3. 
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groups: Group B, “Transfiguration” (Pepy I), 984  Group G, “Anointing and Wrapping” 

(Merenre),985 and Group L, “Transformation” (Pepy II).986  

As a whole, PT 690 deals with fundamental motifs expected from a sacerdotal text, 

including the rs, “waking up” and aHa, “standing up” of the deceased,987 who is described 

as having power in his body,988 and is DbA, “clothed” by Horus.989  This is followed by the 

introduction of the rwt:990 

 

hA NN pn aHa iw m Htp ir=k n ra wpwty nTr aA 

i.Sm=k ir=k ir pt pr=k m r(w)t Axt 

smn Tw Gb Hr nst=k anx.ti Dt bA.ti m nTr wAS.ti m nTr  

sxm.ti m Dt=k nTr is  

bA is xnty anxw sxm is xnty axw 

Oh, this NN, stand up and return in peace to Re, messenger of the great god, 

when you go to the sky and you go forth from the rwt of the Akhet. 

 
984 Ibid., 679 [Chart B]. 
985 Ibid., [Chart G]. 
986 Ibid., 686 [Chart L].  
987 2092a – b. 
988 §2093a – b.  
989 §2094a.  
990 §2095a – 2096d.  
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Geb makes you firm upon your throne, 991 being alive for Dt, being bA as a god and 

being honoured as a god,  

Being powerful in your body like a god,  

As a bA who is foremost of the living, as a power foremost of the Akhs.  

 

The king is thereafter described as having his bones knit together and having his ib-heart 

placed within his body,992 having the face of a jackal993 and having his bA within his body 

and his sxm, “power” around him. 994  Indeed, throughout the entire text, the king is 

repeatedly described as possessing his bA and having sxm, “taken control”995 of his body.  

As a whole, PT 690 is a thematically rich text that incorporates motifs clearly associated 

with the embalming ritual, a connection that Mercer identified early on.996 Indeed, the 

use of the sH-ntr in the following passages in particular is noted as being primarily 

associated with Anubis and the purification of the dead:997  

hA NN pw sxt.n Hr sH=f Hr tp=k 

pSS.n stS wrmwt=k Sn.ti in Sh-nTr  

na.t=k im Hr swt=k mrrt=k 

Oh this NN, Horus has woven his booth over your head,  

 
991 In the later versions of Pepy II and Neith smn is replaced by mAa, “guide, lead”, see Allen, AEPT, 347 for 

variants.  
992 §2097c. 
993 §2098a. 
994 §2098b.  
995 Billing, Performative Structure, 254.  
996 Mercer, Commentary III, 931.  
997 §2100a – c.  
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Seth has spread out your canopies,998 being encircled by the god’s booth. 

So that you may be conveyed therein upon your places which you desire. 

 

The rest of the spell concentrates on the perpetuation of cult, including an impassioned 

declaration that the officiant/Horus will continue to provide for the deceased:999  

 

hA NN pw iw rm.n(=i) Tw iw HA.n(=i) Tw  

n smxw(=i) Tw  

n wrD-ib(=i) r prt n=k xrw ra nb 

Oh this NN, I have wept over you, and I have mourned you.1000  

I will not forget you,  

I will not cease to perform the going forth to you of the voice every day.1001  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
998 For Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 206 fn. 216 – 217 this passage alludes to the funerary ritual for the deceased king, 

presided over by his heir. 
999 §2117a – 2118a. All three versions of this text are fragmentary and are thus combined to make a full 

passage.  
1000 See also, §2112a of the same spell.  
1001 Following Hays, Organization, 634.  
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3.2.9. PT 692A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deemed unintelligible by Faulkner,1002 PT 692A1003 is a fragmentary text found on the 

east wall of the ascending passage of Pepy I,1004 and on the north wall of the antechamber 

in the pyramids of Merenre1005 and Pepy II (Fig. 3.15).1006 Included under Allen’s title 

“final address to the spirit at dawn”,1007 PT 692A is, according to Hays, a rare sacerdotal 

 
1002 Faulkner, AEPT, 302.  
1003 §2136a – 2136d.  
1004 P/Apn/E 43 – 48.  
1005 M/A/N 52 – 55. The hieroglyphs for this copy are not included in Allen, Concordance, and are yet to be 

made publicly available at the time of writing.  
1006 N/A/N 69 – 71.  
1007 Allen, AEPT, 203. 

Lost 

P/APn/E 43 - 44 

N/A/N 69 

Figure 3.15.  Spatial location of rwt in PT 692A in the kings’ pyramids 

 

Unknown 

M/A/N 55 - 59 
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text with a number of transitional motifs. 1008  Thus, it is placed in Group L, 

“Transformation” (Merenre, Pepy II)1009 and Group O, “Mixed” (Pepy II).1010  

A core motif of PT 692A is the idea of opening and separation. Thus, the spell begins with 

the statement that Hw tA wDa rwd wn dSrt ra di mAqt, “The earth is struck, the stairway is 

separated, the redness of Re is opened and a ladder is placed.”1011 The spell continues 

immediately with a reference to a dual rwt:1012 

 

wDa n=k r(w)ty […] 

The dual rwt are opened [lit: separated] for you […]  

 

 wDa, “to separate, to divide, to split,”1013 appears frequently during the Old 

Kingdom,1014 although its use in this text is an outlier. Van den Boorn argues that the 

additional meaning of “to open” does not apply to wDa prior to the Late Period. 1015 

However, there are a handful of examples from the Coffin Texts which support a reading 

of wDa in this way,1016 notably always in association with a sbA.1017   

 
1008 Hays, Organization, 313 fn. 1063; 438.  
1009 Ibid., 686 [Chart L].  
1010 Ibid., 689 [Chart O].  
1011 §2136a.  
1012 §2136b.Following the text of Pepy I in Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 604 – 605, with gaps filled by the text of Pepy 

II.  
1013 Wb I, 404 – 406.  
1014 Hannig, ÄWb I, 400 [9076].  
1015 Van den Boorn, “Justice at the Gate,” 14. 
1016 E.g. CT I, 33d [10]: wDa n=T sba in sSAt, “The sbA-gate is opened for you by Seshat”; CT II, 75a [96]: iw wDa.n 
n=i Gb sbA pry=I im=f, “Geb has opened the sbA-gate for me, that I may go forth from it.” 
1017 CT I, 33d [10]; CT II, 75a [96]; CT II, 113c [105]; CT VII, 81d [875]; CT VII, 228i [1012]. Whether this 

passage can be considered an early reference to the juridical phrase wDa-ryt (Wb I, 406: 1 – 4) is debatable. 

Van den Boorn identifies ryt as an allograph of rwt, identifying the term as representing a type of “gate” or 
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3.2.10. PT *728.1018  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

PT *7281019 is fragmentary spell located at the east end of the south sarcophagus chamber 

wall in the pyramid of Pepy I (Fig. 3.16).1020 Due to its placement and included motifs, this 

text is categorised as a sacerdotal priestly recitation, 1021  belonging to Group B, 

 
“portico” at which justice could be administered. Elsewhere in the Pyramid Texts, judgement is expressed 

using the phrase wDa mdw (PT 307 [§485c]: n wDaa mdw=f imyw niwt=f, “he will not be judged as one who is 

in his town.” cf Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 266), and the composite verb wDa-ryt does not appear until the 

Middle Kingdom. Van den Boorn, “Justice at the Gate,” 2 – 18 defines this term as the qualifying “function-

bound authorization to judge,” used to describe an action carried out by only the highest officials of the 

country as representatives of the king (i.e., viziers). Thus, wDa-ryt, “to open the portico” is understood by 

van den Boorn as meaning “to judge” in certain contexts. Unfortunately, the context in this spell is lost to 

lacunae in the available hieroglyphic copies. 
1018 Allen combines two spells identified by Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 189 – 191 as PT 1003 – 1004.    
1019  
1020 P/S/Se B 48 – 52.  
1021 Hays, Organization, 446.  

 

P/S/Se B 51 

Figure 3.16.  Spatial location of rwt in PT *728 in the kings’ pyramids 
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“Transfiguration.”1022 Although fragmented, it is possible to obtain a general sense of the 

thematic core of PT *728. The spell begins with the statement hA NN pn n wrD ib=k, “Oh 

this NN, you do not become weary,” 1023  and commands the deceased Ts Tw, “raise 

yourself.” 1024   In addition to the common priestly motifs of reaping emmer, 1025  the 

deceased appearing as a jackal,1026 and the calling out of the Mooring Post,1027 one of key 

thematic characteristics of PT *728 is the repetition of the formula i.mnw irt n=k, “how 

enduring is what has been done for you!”1028  This focus on endurance is emphasised 

through motifs concerned with the performance of dance,1029 and the psS, “spreading out” 

of the offering stand.1030 These motifs frame the reference to the rwt:1031 

 

 
[nis Tw mni.t-wrt nbt-Hwt is] Dsw n=k smnt.t Ast is 

xnt=k ir rwt iAt (?) Dd […] pr=f 

[The Great Mooring Post calls you as Nephthys]; the mourner1032 summons you as 

Isis, 

And you go forward at the rwt of iAt (?)[….]his house.1033 

 

 
1022 Ibid., 679 [Chart B].  
1023 §1 (=§01003b). 
1024 §3 (=§01003d). 
1025 §6 (=§01003h). 
1026 §14 (=§1004f). 
1027 §15 (=§1004g). 
1028 §13; §17; §21 (=§01004e, §01004i, §01004o).; Billing, Performative Structure, 241.  
1029 §18 (=§1004j). 
1030 §20 (=§1004m). 
1031 §15 – 16 (=§1004g – h).  
1032 Allen, AEPT, 120 “the Moorer”; Hays, Organization, 570 “the mourning goddess.” 
1033 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 191 provides a fuller reconstruction of this passage.  
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It is unclear how iAt should be interpreted as in this case. Allen translates the term as 

“Standard Support”1034 and Mathieu tentatively suggests “Pavois (?)”.1035  In PT 519, the 

same word appears in association with the  aA.wy iAt Xrt, 

“door-leaves of the lower iAt,”1036 left untranslated by Faulkner,1037 but rendered “lower 

peak” by both Allen 1038  and Mathieu. 1039  As Billing notes, PT 519 “abounds in 

references…to the watery landscape of the sky”1040 and in the corpus of Pepy II, iAt is 

determined with  [N36], “canal.”1041 That PT *728 describes the deceased as 

Hri-mw, “one upon the water”1042 may indicate a connection between the ideas expressed 

in both spells, intimating that the rwt iAt in this case is envisioned as having a watery 

association.1043   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1034 Allen, AEPT, 120.  
1035 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 191. 
1036 §1203c.  
1037 Faulkner, AEPT, 192. 
1038 Allen, AEPT, 165.  
1039 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 467. 
1040 Billing, Performative Structure, 440.  
1041 N/Cm/E 37.  
1042 §3 (=§01003d). 
1043 As noted in the introduction to this chapter, the papyrus archive of Raneferef includes a building feature 

labelled as   iAt, rendered as “hill” and determined by Posener-Kriéger, Verner, and Vymazalová, 

Abusir X, 336 – 338 to be the king’s tomb. It is further suggested that this may have been intended to 

represent the primeval hill, which “emerged from the waters at the beginning of the world.” The authors 

point to PT 484 [§1022] as proof of this fundamental belief: “…in one ascension text, the king literally says: 

‘I am the primeval hill in the midst of the sea…’”. However, the word used in this case is xa rather than iAt.  
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3.3. Discussion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 360  

N/P/S 25 

rwt Nwt 

PT 483 

P/A/W 49 

rwt DAt 

PT 610 

M/V/S 3 

rwt Akr 

PT 610 

N/V/E 56 

rwt Akr 

PT 665D 

P/S/Se B 66 

rwt xnty-mnwt=f 

PT 667A 

P/S/Se B 75 

N/S/Se B 78 

rwt xsfw 

PT 690 

P/S/Se B 83 

rwt Axt 

PT 690 

N/A/N 37 

rwt Axt 

PT 692A 

M/A/N 52 

N/A/N 69 

rwty 

PT *728 

P/S/Se B 51 

rwt iAt 

Figure 3.17. Spatial layout of rwt in the kings’ pyramids. 

PT 692A 

P/Apn/E 43 - 44 

rwty 

PT 360  

T/P/N 17 

rwt Nwt 

PT 594 

P/S/E 38 – 39  

M/S/Eg 40 

N/S/E 10 

r(w)t 

PT 483 

M/A/W 15 

N/A/Wg 30 

rwt Akr 

PT 685 

N/A/N 21 

rwt 
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The earliest elite titles featuring the term rwt imply a space that required overseeing and 

protection. The further inclusion of srw, “magistrates” associated with the rwt of the Great 

Mansion and the existence of a sAb sS rwt, “juridical scribe” all point to the possibility of a 

particular rwt associated with official administrative and legal matters. Alternatively, the 

(auto-)biographical inscriptions of Old Kingdom elites provide a cohesive impression of 

the rwt existing within a mortuary setting from the 4th Dynasty onward. In this context, 

the rwt was a tomb element requested and subsequently constructed, specifically, from 

costly Tura limestone through the benefaction of the king. There is little to no clarification 

about the purpose of this feature or its final location within the tomb. However, it does 

seem that these rwt were ostensibly locations where offerings were to be deposited, as 

implied by the (auto-)biography of Ankhmeryremeryptah. That Debehen lists his rwt.ty 

after the cladding of his r-pr, indicates that the rwt was something intended to be housed 

PT 690 

Nt/S/Se ii 3 

rwt Axt 

PT 667A 

Nt/S/Sw 39 

rwt xsfw 

PT 665D  

Nt/S/E ii 36 

rwt xnty-mnwt=f 

PT 667A 

Nt/S/E ii 57 

rwt xsfw 

Figure 3.18. Spatial layout of rwt in the queens’ pyramids. 

PT 690 
AII/S/Nw B 29 – 37 + 

AII/S/W 1 – 3 
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within the chapel, i.e. the false door. This identification is further cemented by the varied 

hieroglyphic determinatives used to illustrate this term.1044 Additionally, the evidence 

from the mortuary temple of Wedjebten, of a stone gateway that seems to self-identify as 

a rwt, does appear to indicate that this term was predominantly intended to signify a 

monumental stone threshold. Whether this term included the accoutrements of a 

doorway (e.g., the wooden door-leaves) is unclear.  

As illustrated in Table 3.1., the term rwt has a relatively limited set of actions associated 

with it in the Pyramid Texts. It can be wn, “opened,” or wDa, “split open” for the deceased, 

and in PT 483 and PT 610 this opening allows for the speech/voice of the deceased to go 

forth to Anubis. In both PT 594 and PT 690, the deceased pr, “goes forth,” towards and 

from the rwt respectively. Similarly, PT *728 describes the deceased as xnt, “going 

forward” toward the rwt. Finally, actions can take place at the rwt: PT 685 describes the 

wdH, “pouring out” of cool water at the rwt of the deceased.  

PT Action Direction Location 

360 wn, “open” n NN, “for NN” rwt nwt 

483 wn, “open” x rwt dAt 

rwt Akr 

594 pr, “go forth” ir, “to” rwt 

610 wn, “open” n=k, “for you” rwt Akr 

665D wn, “open” n=k, “for you” rwt xnty-mnwt=f 

667A wn, “open” x rwt xsfw 

685 wDh qbHw, “pour out cool water” ir, “at” rwt NN pn 

690 pr, “go forth” m,”from” rwt Axt 

692A wDa, “split open” x rwty 

*728 xnt, “go forward” ir, “to” rwt iAt 

 
1044 Wiebach, Scheintür, 72 – 77.  

Table 3.1. Actions associated with rwt. 
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Spatially, the term rwt appears in nearly every part of the kings’ subterranean pyramid 

complex, with the exception of the corridor and the western end of the sarcophagus 

chamber (Fig. 3.17.).  In the pyramids of the queens, spells containing rwt are found on 

every wall, but are once again absent from the corridor (Fig. 3.18).1045 Despite this varied 

spatial spread, with the exception of PT 360 and PT 594, rwt appears predominantly in 

texts classified by Hays as sacerdotal priestly recitations (Table 3.2.).1046 These texts all 

“deal with the beneficiary’s self-resurrection,”1047 and specifically in the case of these rwt-

texts, “ritual connotations are prominent, with allusions made to the performance of 

dance and calendrical ceremonies, and to the deceased’s positioning at the offering 

place.”1048  Thus, there is a concerted focus on the transformation of the deceased into a 

bA, nTr and Ax, in addition to being one who has sxm, “power” over or within their body. 

Common threads running through these spells include the act of libation (PTs 483, 610, 

685, and *728 (?)), the presence of Anubis/Wepwawet (PTs 483, 594, 610, and 665D), 

acknowledgement of festivals (PTs 483, 610), the Great Mooring Post calling to the 

deceased (PTs 483, 610, 665D, and *728), the presence of n wrD-ib=f, “he who does not 

tire” (PTs 483, PT 594, and *728), and the emphasis on the abundance/provisioning of 

the deceased (PTs 483, 610,  665D, 685, and *728). These motifs emphasise an overall 

focus on the perpetuation of cult for the deceased, exemplified by the conclusion of 665D, 

which stresses that the tomb of the deceased will not be forgotten, and that their offering 

stand and provisions will be srwD, “maintained.”  

 
1045 As noted above, the absence of Wedjebten from this diagram is a result of her spell versions being 

truncated and ending prior to the mention of the rwt. 
1046 However, it is worth noting the criticisms of Hays’ organisation presented in the introduction to this 
thesis, and acknowledging that this classification, in general, should be questioned. The description 
provided by Hays in this instance is, however, accurate to the motifs at hand. 
1047 Hays, Organization, 270. 
1048 Ibid., 271.  
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PT Category Type 

360 Personal Transition Text 

483 Sacerdotal  Priestly Recitation  

594 Unclassified Unclassified 

610 Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation 

665D Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation 

667A Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation 

685 Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation 

690 Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation 

692A Sacerdotal Transition Text 

*728 Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.2. Breakdown of Hays’ Groups associated with rwt spells. 
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Chapter Four.  

   

xns, “dual-facing door.” 

 

4.0. Introduction.  

 xns or xns.wy1049 is a term rarely attested during the dynastic period. For this 

reason, scholarly translation and interpretation is varied. In the few occurrences of xns 

available for analysis in the Pyramid Texts – PT 275, PT 534, and PT 666 - the term is 

determined with two bull heads  [F2] facing away from each other ( ) or, 

alternatively, with the dual-ended bull  [E177]. In the Pyramid Texts of Unis, xns is 

additionally determined with two door-leaves ( ), providing the only known 

confirmation that this word should be understood as some type of threshold space. Thus, 

the Wörterbuch defines xns as an “Art Tür”1050 or as being connected with a door.1051   

Due to the limited use of this term, two phonetically similar words problematise the 

reading of xns as a doorway:  xns,1052 typically identified as a type of canal 

 
1049 Wb III, 300: 5 – 9; Meeks, ALex II, 283 [78.3063]; Hannig, ÄWb I, 954 [23729].  
1050 Wb III, 300: 6.   
1051 Wb III, 300: 7.  

1052 Wb III, 300 : 8 ; Hannig, ÄWb II, 1900 [49883]. See also the similar term,  xnr-wr: Wb III, 300: 

9; Hannig, ÄWb I, 954 [47049].  
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during the Old Kingdom,1053 and the verb  /  xnz, “durchfahren”,1054 

“to traverse (a region)”, 1055  which from the Middle Kingdom adopts the  

classifier.1056  This term is used with some frequency in the Pyramid Texts, predominantly 

to describe the journey of the deceased across specific spatial zones of the celestial 

sphere.1057 Thus, Wilson translates xns as “to traverse, go through”,1058 understanding the 

term to represent “speedy, unhindered progression.”1059 

 

In Gardiner’s attempt to contextualise the use of xns within a fragmentary First 

Intermediate Period funerary text,1060 he translates xns as “simultaneous movement in 

opposite directions,” 1061  based on the use of the determinative. The Middle 

Kingdom1062 stela of Nesumontu,1063 which recounts an expedition against foreigners to 

the east, exhibits the fragmented remains of a possible dual-facing bull determinative,1064 

which Gardiner interprets as describing the confusion of enemies.1065 Additionally, he 

 

1053 E.g., PT 539 [§1306a]:  r n NN pn m xns wr, “The mouth of 

this NN is as the xns wr.” Mercer, Commentary III, 651, interprets this feature as ““a heavenly body of water, 

appropriately called a great canal, lake or sea,” while for Allen, AEPT, 173 the xns-wr should be understood 

more specifically as “the great two-and-fro canal.” Confusingly, in the Coffin Texts, the xns-wr as both a body 

of water and a threshold can also be determined with : Hannig, ÄWb II, 1900 [49883].   
1054 Wb III, 299: 5.  
1055 Faulkner, Conc. Dict. 193.   
1056 Hannig, ÄWb II, 1899 - 1900 [23722].  
1057 The sky: PT 210 [§130d], PT 465 [§881a], PT 511 [§1152a], PT 512 [§1165a], PT 528 [§1250a]; The 

qbHw: PT 488 [§1049a]; The Xnw ksbwt: PT 301 [§456b]; Abydos: PT 437 [§798c]; Libya: PT 570 [ §1456c – 

1458c]; Upper and Lower Egypt: PT 576 [§1510b]; the places of the great god: PT 670 [§1984c].  
1058 Wilson, Lexicographical Study, 1313.  
1059 Ibid. 
1060 Gardiner, “A Unique Funerary Liturgy,” 9 - 17. 
1061 Ibid., 13. 
1062 Dating of this particular stela are discussed by Mourad, “Asiatics and Abydos,” 52 fn. 11.  
1063 Louvre stela C1. Breasted, “When did the Hittites Enter Palestine,” 156.  
1064 Ibid., 155, figure 1: 6.   
1065 Gardiner, “A Unique Funerary Liturgy,” 13 fn. 5.  
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cites a large biographical inscription from the 28th Dynasty tomb chapel of Petosiris at 

Tuna el-Gebel, which describes the sad state of Egyptian temples under foreign rule.1066 

Recounting this chaotic state, the text describes Sm rmT m tp-xns,1067  which Lefebvre 

rendered “Les hommes marchaient dans l'égarement.”1068 Once again, xns is determined 

with the dual-facing bull. 

Unlike arrwt and rwt, the term xns does not appear in administrative titles or temple 

documents of the Old Kingdom. However, a Naqada III depiction of a dual-facing bull seen 

on the Hunters Palette (Fig. 5.1a – b)1069 may be tentatively identified as a precursor to 

this term. Indeed, in an analysis of early narrative art, Davis suggests that the double-

headed bull aids in reading the spatial narrative found beneath by “looking both 

ways.”1070 At the risk of being anachronistic,1071 he suggests that the ruler figure depicted 

is “in the place of or able to go through the door and become the “double bull,” that is, 

able to see in both directions at once.”1072 This connection between the dual-headed bull 

on the Hunters Palette and the Pyramid Texts was previously made by Kees, who 

suggested that: 

Vielleicht hat dieses Fabelwesen einen Nachfahren in dem alten 

doppelstierförmigen Riegelgott und Türhüter, den die Pyramidentexte als 

abwehrende Schutzgottheit, wie die löwengezierten ägyptischen Türriegel, 

nennen.1073 

 
1066 Lefebvre, Petosiris I, 137.  
1067 Ibid., II, 54: Inscription 81, line 31.  
1068 Ibid., I, 10, 137.  
1069 British Museum, EA20792.  
1070 Davis, Masking the Blow, 102. See however Davis’ fn. 2.  
1071 Ibid., 102 fn. 2.  
1072 Ibid., 111. 
1073 Kees, Götterglaube, 22.  
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Figure 4.1b (detail): The “shrine” 
and “double bull” on the Hunter’s 
Palette.  

 

Figure 4.1a:  The Hunter’s Palette. 
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4.1. xns in the Pyramid Texts.  

4.1.1. PT 275. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 2751074 is a brief text inscribed on the east wall of the antechamber in the pyramid of 

Unis (Fig. 4.2).1075  Identified by Hays as a personal transition text,1076 PT 275 is assigned 

to Group K, “Apotropaia.”1077  

 

 
1074 §415a – 416c.  
1075 W/A/Eg 30 – 34.  See also Hayes, Se’n-wosret-aAnkh, pl. IX [col. 452 – 453].  
1076 Hays, Organization, 361.  
1077 Ibid., 685 [Chart K].  

W/A/Eg 32 

Figure 4.2. Spatial location of xns.wy in PT 275 in the kings’ pyramids. 
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ii.n NN xr=Tn bikw m Hwwt=Tn 

h[TAT] NN marq=f r pH=f n bsk n ian 

wn NN xns ii.n NN r Drw Axt 

wAx.n NN msdt=f im r tA 

xpr NN m wr im Xdt 

NN has come to you, falcons in your mansions.  

NN screeches,1078 his bent tail at his rear, of the intestine of an ian-baboon. 

NN opens the xns.wy, and NN attains the limit of the Akhet.  

NN has laid down his kilt there on the ground, 

And NN comes into being as the great one1079 who is in Shedit.  

 

 

The presence of the dual door-leaves classifying  xns in Unis has led to a relatively 

cohesive scholarly understanding of the term in this context as a type of door. Thus, 

Speleers translates  as “la porte du taureau à deux têtes”,1080 Spiegel, Ricke, 

 
1078 Following Allen, Grammar I, 342- 343. In AEPT, 56, he translates this as “be calm to me”. 
1079 cf Hays, Organisation, 241.  
1080 Speleers, Index et Vocabulaire, 60.  
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and Schott all render it as “Doppelstiertor,” 1081  Mercer and Faulkner simply provide 

“double doors”,1082 and Allen suggests “the two facing doorleaves.”1083   

In order to explain this text, Spiegel constructs an elaborate ritual  in which the statue of 

the deceased leaves the antechamber (“the Horizon”) and enters the serdab, envisioned 

as passing from the earthly to the heavenly world. 1084   Accordingly, the xns.wy 

“Doppelstiertor”, are the dual door-leaves that lead to the serdab itself.1085 Moreover, he 

conjures the idea that each door-leaf might be adorned with the image of a bull’s head for 

apotropaic reasons.1086 Altenmüller, also considering PT 275 as part of a statue ritual, 

proposes that the opening of the xns.wy describes a priestly officiant opening a box 

containing ritual cloth, which is then draped over a statue of the deceased.1087 While the 

notion of using a bull’s head as an apotropaic adornment is not impossible, the texts offer 

no evidence that this is what is being described. Indeed, the ritual performances drawn 

from the text by Spiegel and Altenmüller must be considered purely hypothetical as they 

are not borne out by the texts, or indeed any other contemporary evidence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1081 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 462; Ricke, Bemerkungen, 99 – 102; Schott, Pyramidenkult, 199 – 200.  
1082 Mercer, Commentary I, 95; Faulkner, AEPT, 84.  
1083 Allen, AEPT, 56; Grammar I, 343.  
1084 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 459 – 462.  
1085 Ibid., 462.  
1086 Ibid., 462 fn. 9.  
1087 Altenmüller, Begräbnisritual, 210.  
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4.1.2. PT 534. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 534, 1088  “a spell for the king’s tomb,” 1089  spans 26 columns of the corridor, 

immediately prior to the portcullises, in the pyramid of Pepy I.1090 Hays identifies this text 

as a sacerdotal priestly recitation,1091 and the thematic motifs throughout clearly situate 

the spell in Group C, “Perpetuation of Cult.” 1092   Due to its spatial placement and 

predominant focus on the protection of the tomb, numerous scholarly interpretations 

have been put forward regarding its function within the wider mortuary complex. 

The spell begins with the statement: Dd mdw in Hr Htp di Gb, “Recitation by Horus: an 

offering given by Geb”,1093 ostensibly putting “the word into the mouth of the heir and 

 
1088 §1264a – 1279c.  
1089 Faulkner, AEPT, 200.  
1090 P/Cn/E 1 – 26.  
1091 Hays, Organization, 408. 
1092 Ibid., 680 [Chart C]. 
1093 §1264a.  

P/Cn/E 5 

Figure 4.3. Spatial location of xns.wy in PT 534 in the kings’ pyramids. 
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head-liturgist Horus,”1094 What follows is a formulaic threat against any divine beings 

who might wish harm on the deceased and the tomb:1095  

 

Ixm Hr.t(i) twr w(i) Hr mk w stS 

Ixm Hr.t(i) twr w(i) Wsir mk w Xrti 

Ixm Hr.t(i) twr w(i) Ast mk w Nbt-Hwt 

Hr.t(i) Hr-tp twr w(i) Mxnty-irty mk w DHwty 

Ixm Hr.t(i) twr w(i) xA(w)tyw mk w imyw-iAw 

Go back! Be far away. May Horus respect me and Seth protect me!  

Go back! Be far away! May Osiris respect me and Kherty protect me! 

Go back! Be far away! May Isis respect me and Nephthys protect me! 

Be far away upside down! May Mekhenty-irty respect m and Thoth protect me! 

Go back! Be far away! May the slaughterers respect me, and those who are in old 

age protect me!  

 

This threat is immediately followed by the reference to the xns.wy:1096 

 

 
1094 Billing, Performative Structure, 93 fn. 132.  
1095 §1264b – 1265c.  
1096 §1266a – c.  
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iw.n(=i) wdn.n(i) pr pn n NN pn 

wab wsxt nn ir qbHw 

aA Hr=f xtn xns.wy xtm=f m irty Dwt 

I have come having installed this house for this NN, 

May this broad hall here be pure more than the qbHw, 

The door upon it is the forepart of the xns.wy, and its seal as two evil eyes.  

 

Various attempts have been made to make sense of the phrase xtn xns. Speleers renders 

it as “le Taureau qui déambule,”1097 an interpretation similar to Faulkner, who reads xtn 

as a word for bull, tentatively suggesting the translation “two opposing bulls(?)”, 1098 

further clarified as “the leaves of the door, facing outward.”1099 This is echoed in Allen’s 

interpretation of the xtn xns as “the forepart of two opposing bulls.” 1100  Mercer, 

alternatively, discards xtn entirely, reading instead txn, “obelisk”, based on a similarly 

determined  txn.wy, “dual obelisks”1101 found in PT 515.1102 Thus, he renders 

this passage: “Its door (or, entrance) is an obelisk; the door is double (i.e. with two 

leaves).”1103 Mathieu, like Mercer, also reads xtn as txn, “obelisk”, ultimately translating 

the entire passage as : “Le couvercle posé sur lui, ce sont les (deux) obélisques des 

battants du Passage.“ 1104  Osing, to some extent, combines these interpretations, 

understanding xtn to be an erroneous spelling of the verb txn, “stoßen, aufstoßen,”1105 

 
1097 Speleers, Index et Vocabulaire, 155. 
1098 Faulkner, AEPT, 201.  
1099 Ibid., 202 fn. 5.  
1100 Allen, AEPT, 171.  
1101 Wb V, 327. Osing, “Zu Spruch 534,” 281 [f]. See also Mercer, Commentary III, 580.  
1102 §1178a.  
1103 Mercer, Translation, 209.  
1104 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 481. Theis, “Pyramid Text 534,” 348 also, renders this term txn, “obelisk.” 
1105 Osing, “Zu Spruch 534,” 280 [f]. 
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and interprets xns as a door which “hin- und herschwenkt.” 1106   Thus, this passage 

describes a door that is pushed open and swings back and forth.1107   

Mercer, reading both pr, “house” and wsxt, “broad hall” as references to the entire 

pyramid complex, including the temple and its enclosure above ground,1108 believes that 

the aA Hr=f, “door-leaf upon it” refers specifically to a door associated with the temple 

superstructure. 1109  This idea is similarly championed by Ricke and Schott, 1110  who 

believe the “Doppelstiertor” of both PT 275 and PT 534 was manifest as a real gate 

associated with the royal tomb as early as the 4th Dynasty.1111 In their conception, the 

mortuary temple and tomb, constructed by the living king, required consecration prior to 

the king’s death in order to protect it; thus, the entrance was walled up, and only when 

the king died was this “double bull gate” removed to allow the king and his kA entry.1112 

With some reservation, Billing concludes that what was intended by this spell may be the 

“transference of a physical mansion into the mythological sphere.” 1113  Moreover, he 

interprets PT 534 as a consecration spell ensuring the “eternal protection” of the tomb 

after the placement of the portcullises, ostensibly as part of the ‘transferral of house’ 

ritual found in later periods.1114 

Due to the abnormal word order, Faulkner considers the subsequent section of the spell, 

which provides a comprehensive list of threats against gods, to be of a different origin to 

 
1106 Ibid., 280 [g].  
1107 Ibid.  
1108 Mercer, Commentary III, 633.  
1109 Ibid.  
1110 Ricke, Bemerkungen, 99 – 102; Schott, Pyramidenkult, 199 – 200. 
1111 Ricke, Bemerkungen, 100; Schott, Pyramidenkult, 199 – 200. 
1112 Ibid. 
1113 Billing, Performative Structure, 452. 
1114 Ibid., 451, fn 95. Cf Hays, Organization, 100 fn. 435.  
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what came previously.1115 However, Theis, and others, relate the next section directly to 

the xns.wy:1116 

  

im iww wsir m iwt=f tw Dwt  

m wn=k a.w(y)=k n=f 

xsf isb ir Ndit mH isb ir aDA 

im iww Hr m iwt-f i.tiw Dwt 

m wn=k a.wy=k n=f  

kw i.Ddt n=f rn=f pw n Sp(w)-SAAw  

i.sb ir anpt mH i.sb ir nTr 

Let Osiris not come in that bad coming of his,  

Do not open your arms to him 

Excluded! Go to Nedit! Hurry! Go to aDA.1117 

Let Horus not come in that bad coming of his,  

Do not open your arms to him, but let there be said to him his name of blind of fate,  

Go to Anpet, Enough! Go to Iseum!  

 
1115 Faulkner, AEPT, 202 fn. 7.  
1116 §1267a – c.  
1117 Wb I, 249. aDA here is determined with  indicating a settlement. The word itself means “to be guilty” 

and implies some type of transgression or falsehood. Allen, AEPT, 171.  translates this as “False town”. 
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In keeping with his understanding of the spell as a whole, Mercer considers that it is the 

“pyramid enclosure personified” being addressed here.1118 However, both Allen1119 and 

Mathieu1120 clarify that this is, in fact, an address to the door itself.1121 Indeed, according 

to Theis, the a.w(y), “arms” that are instructed not to open should be understood as the 

two leaves of the xns.wy that prevent Osiris and other gods from entering (ostensibly) the 

tomb.1122 In this way, the xns has been “anthropomorphized.”1123 This idea is similarly 

suggested by Altenmüller, who identifies the xns as a personification of the so-called 

“Doppelstiertors.”1124  

The spell continues with threats personally addressed to individual gods: Seth,1125 Xnt-

irty,1126 Thoth,1127 Isis,1128 Nephthys,1129 and the xAtyw, “slayers.”1130  This is ultimately 

contrasted with the final “coming” of the king who, being legitimate,1131 is allowed to pass 

through the “door”, here called the r-nTrw, “mouth of the gods”:1132 

 

 

 
1118 Mercer, Commentary III, 634.  
1119 Allen, AEPT, 171: “(door, but say)”.  
1120 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 481 includes <kw iDd=t(i) n=f>, <“mais qu’on lui dise”>. 
1121 Ibid., 481 fn. 418: « Tout ce qui suit š'adressé aux vantaux, censés repousser les forces hostiles. » 
1122 Theis, “Eyes, False Doors and Pyramid Text 534,” 349.  
1123 Theis, “Eyes, False Doors and Pyramid Text 534,” 349. 
1124 Brigitte Altenmüller, Synkretismus in den Sargtexten (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1975), 166.  
1125 §1269a – c.  
1126 §1270a – d.  
1127 §1271a – c.  
1128 §1272a – d.  
1129 §1273a – c.  
1130 §1274a – c.  
1131 Billing, Performative Structure, 453.  
1132 §1276a – 1276b.  
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iww iwt NN pn Hna kA=f wn n=k aA.wy=k n=f 

Wn r nTrw=f dbH=f pr=f ir pt prr=f 

If this NN comes a coming with his kA, open your two arms for him. 

The mouth of its gods will open,1133 and he will request his going forth to the sky, 
and he will go forth.  

 

The spell concludes with another Htp-di-Gb formula,1134 emphasising the provision of the 

tomb and temple for the deceased and his kA,1135 with a final threat formula against any 

being who might “place his finger”1136 against either temple or tomb:1137  

 

 

sDm mdw=f in psDt  

n Xry=f n Xry pr=f  

nASw pw wnm-dt=f pw 

His words are heard by the Ennead.  

He has no possessions; his house has no possessions.  

He is one accursed, he is one who eats his own body.  

 

 
1133 An interesting term that cannot be discussed further due to space constraints. However, see Osing, “Zu 

Spruch 534,” 282 [k].  
1134 §1277a. 
1135 §1277b – d.  
1136  §1278b. Allen, AEPT, 207 fn. 102.  
1137 §1278b – 1279c.  
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For Osing, the placement of this text near the opening of the tomb is significant, and he 

suggests that this spell acts as an address to a door, “die offenbar den Zugang zu der 

gesamten Anlage kontrolliert, wohl in einer Umfassugsmauer.”1138 Moreover, he argues 

that the placement of this text echoes its performative function; the space inscribed being 

the most suitable for the transmission of its purpose.1139 Billing likewise identifies this 

text as being “one of the more palpable examples of a spatial dimension in the creation of 

a corpus.”1140 Indeed, Eyre elaborates: 

As such it should be regarded as an external spell, and insofar as it represents a 

ritual recitation – perhaps more likely a dedication or endowment ritual than part 

of the burial or the continuing offering ritual – this should be an external ceremony 

that has been transferred symbolically to an appropriate section of the wall of the 

substruction, in a way that is characteristic of the productive reuse and transfer of 

performative text to the written medium of a monument.1141  

Although the interpretations outlined above are persuasive, it seems unlikely that the 

placement of PT 534 reflects a concerted effort by the ancient editors to align textual 

location and function. As will be argued in Chapter 10, this relationship is artificial, and 

predicated on a processual reading of the texts, an interpretation which this thesis firmly 

rejects. 

 

 

 

 
1138 Osing, “Zu Spruch 534,” 284. 
1139 Ibid. 
1140 Billing, Performative Structure, 451.  
1141 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 44. 
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4.1.3. PT 666.1142 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1142 =fPT 666B and fPT 667. 

P/S/Se 67 

Figure 4.4. Spatial location of xns.wy in PT 666 in the kings’ pyramids. 

 

Nt/S/E ii 40 

Figure 4.5. Spatial location of xns.wy in PT 666 in the queens’ pyramids. 

 

LOST 
N/S/Se 68 
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PT 666,1143 a spell in which “the king crosses to the Beyond”1144 and “goes to the sky,”1145 

is inscribed at the east end of the south sarcophagus chamber wall in the pyramids of 

Pepy I1146 and Pepy II (Fig. 4.4),1147 and also on the east wall in Neith (Fig. 4.5).1148 This 

text is identified by Hays as a sacerdotal priestly recitation and,1149 given the abundance 

of reconstitution motifs, it is categorised as belonging to Group B, “Transfiguration.”1150  

To avoid repetition, only the beginning of this spell (§1930c – 1932b) 1151  will be 

discussed here, as the latter part (§1933a – 1942b)1152 is examined in Chapter Eight.1153   

PT 666 commences with reference to a watery crossing and the potential dangers related 

to the perilous pr bA, “House of the Ba”. It is here that a possible mention of the xns is 

made:1154  

 
1143 §1 – 54 (=§1930 - 1942c).  
1144 Faulkner, AEPT, 279.  
1145 Ibid. 
1146 P/S/Se 67 – 73.  
1147 N/S/Se B 68 – 75.  
1148 Nt/S/E ii 39 – 53.  Recently, this text has also been identified in the pyramids of Merenre (M/S/Se 58 – 

60) and Ankhenespepy II (An/S/Sw B 27 – 28), however, at the time of writing, the hieroglyphs are not yet 

available to view: Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 198 fn. 173.  
1149 Hays, Organization, 432 – 433 [fPT 666B and fPT 667A].  
1150 Ibid., 679 [Chart B].  
1151 Previously identified as fPT 666B.  
1152 Previously identified as fPT 667.  
1153 §8.4.3. 
1154  §1 – 7 (=§1930c – 1932b). The versions of this spell in Pepy I and Pepy II are very fragmentary, thus 

Neith is used to complete large sections of this text.  
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hA NN sAw Tw S wr  

ar pw ir Axw xns.wy pw ir mwtw  

sAw Tw rmT ptf nt pr bA pf  

Hryt DAt m rn=sn pw n DAtwt  

im=sn nDrw a=k ir pr bA pf 

sw sw mr sw nh sw iAb sw 

nh=k sw nhit iAb=k sw iAbt 

Oh NN, beware the great lake! 

It is the basin1155 to the Akhs, it is the xns to the dead.  

Beware you of those people of yonder House of the ba1156 

Who are in charge of hostility1157 in this their name of female textile workers,1158 

So that they do not grasp your arm to that yonder House of the ba,  

It is dangerous, it is painful; escape it, avoid it.  

You should escape it completely and avoid it entirely.  

 
1155 Allen, AEPT, 315; Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 198; Shmakov, New Readings, 240 suggests “pebble pool”.  
1156 Shmakov, New Readings, 118 – 119, 350 does not agree with the interpretation of pr bA pf as “house of 

the ba”, but translates it as “house of that Ram.” Additionally, he interprets pr bA pf in PT 262 as pr nmt(j) 
<p>f, “that (dangerous) Butcher’s house” or as a divinity “that Ram-Butcher.”  
1157 Following Allen, AEPT, 315 “who are in charge of confrontation.” Alternatively, Faulkner, AEPT, 279, 

“who are terrible and hostile.” Similarly, Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 198 “effrayantes et hostiles.”  
1158 Allen, AEPT, 324 fn. 17. Hays, Organization, 511 translates this section as “Terrible and transgressing, 

in this their name of “Transgressors”.” 
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This text appears in full only in the corpus of Neith, but no clarifying determinative is 

present. In Pepy I, however, despite the extended lacuna, there does appear to be what 

looks like two opposing bull heads following xns. In addition to the fragmentary nature of 

this spell, the understanding of xns is problematised by the similar term  

xns,1159 which is typically identified as a type of canal during the Old Kingdom.1160 Thus, 

Mercer argues against the meaning of “door” in PT 666, instead understanding xns as a 

reference to a body of water located in the Delta. 1161  Faulkner, similarly, suggests a 

translation of “xns-water,”1162 and Allen likewise offers “canal to the dead”.1163 Billing, 

however, proposes “the gate (xns) that leads to the dead,”1164 emphasising the use of the 

determinative  as an obvious reference to the act of moving in two directions.1165  

The recent translation of Mathieu, “ce sont les battants du Passage [pour les morts!],” 

equally underscores the view of the xns as a type of doorway.  

 

 

 

 

 

1159 Wb III, 300: 8; Hannig, ÄWb II, 1900 [49883]. See also the similar term,  xnr-wr: Wb III, 300 : 

9 ; Hannig, ÄWb I, 954 [47049].  

1160 E.g., PT 539 [§1306a]:  r n NN pn m xns wr, “The mouth of 

this NN is as the xns wr.” Mercer, Commentary III, 651, interprets this feature as ““a heavenly body of water, 

appropriately called a great canal, lake or sea,” while for Allen, AEPT, 173 the xns-wr should be understood 

more specifically as “the great two-and-fro canal.” Confusingly, in the Coffin Texts, the xns-wr as both a body 

of water and a threshold can also be determined with : Hannig, ÄWb II, 1900 [49883].   
1161 Mercer, Commentary III, 870.  
1162 Faulkner, AEPT, 279.  
1163 Allen, AEPT, 315. 
1164 Billing, Performative Structure, 453.  
1165 Ibid., 248 fn 402. 
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4.2. Discussion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As demonstrated, the evidence for xns as a type of threshold or doorway in the Pyramid 

Texts is exceptionally limited. This paucity of attestations (Figs. 4.6) has ultimately led to 

an abundance of speculation regarding its purpose and relationship to the wider milieu 

of the Egyptian mortuary complex.  The suggestion by Kees that this “Doppelstieres als 

Riegelgott der Türen” was based on earlier wild cattle cults, about which only vague 

evidence exists,1166  is equivocal and unverifiable. So too are the elaborate ritual and 

 
1166 Kees, Der Götterglaube im alten Ägypten, 22; Mercer, Commentary II, 193. 

Figure 4.6. Spatial locations of xns in the kings’ pyramids. 

PT 275 

W/A/Eg 32 

xns 

PT 666 
P/S/Se 67 
xns 

PT 534 

P/Cn/E 5 
xns 
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architectural relationships ascribed to the xns.wy by Spiegel, Altenmüller, Ricke, and 

Schott.  

The common theme permeating all three spells is that of apotropaic protection. The use 

of animal imagery in PT 275 clearly establishes Unis as a possessor of certain apotropaic 

traits common to the ian-baboon.1167 Simultaneously, the reference to Shedit alludes to 

Sobek, the crocodile god par excellence.1168 This connection is echoed in PT 317,1169 a 

“transformation”1170  spell found only in the corpus of Unis, in which the king aligns 

himself with the arguably violent and fecund aspects of the crocodile god.1171 These spells 

seek to identify the regenerative transformation of the king with the aggressive and 

powerful traits of these animals, with the coinciding by-product of enforcing an 

antagonistic attitude toward potential threats. This same idea emerges from PT 313 in its 

association between the baboon god Babi, his penis, and the opening of doors discussed 

in Chapter One.  

PT 534, despite its lack of animal imagery, is comparatively more hostile in its delivery of 

threat, by redirecting the “malevolent divine alter-egos”1172 of gods away from the tomb 

and toward various locations where they experienced (and will experience) violent 

mythological suffering.1173 This is compounded by the presence of the xns.wy and its irty 

Dwt, “evil eyes.” The function of these eyes is, ostensibly, intended as protection against 

the iw Dwt, “evil comings” of the opposed gods. The connection between these “evil eyes” 

 
1167 See also PT 320 [§516b – c].   
1168 This association with Sobek is also seen in PT 308 [§489c] and PT 317 [§507b], both only found in the 

corpus of Unis.   
1169 §507a – 510d.  
1170 Hays, Organization, 368.  
1171 §510a – d.   
1172 Hellum, “In your name of Sarcophagus,” 238.  
1173 This is made abundantly clear in the passages addressed to both Isis and Nephthys, who are told to go 

to the place where they were Hy, “beaten, smitten”: Hays, Organization, 634; Billing, Performative Structure, 

453. cf Hellum, “In your name of Sarcophagus,” 238 fn. 26.  
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and the eyes found on false-doors and coffins from the end of the Old Kingdom is 

significant, and suggests an overlapping or extension of pre-existing religious ideas. 1174 

These eyes appear on the lintel, roll, and in the centre of the “door-leaves” of false-doors 

from the beginning of the 6th Dynasty (e.g., Fig. 4.7).1175 Wiebach suggests the apotropaic 

meaning behind them is secondary, given the simultaneous appearance of this motif on 

coffins during the same period.1176 Indeed, Willems suggests the eyes painted on the 

exterior of coffins during the late Old Kingdom and into the Middle Kingdom, may have 

been to enable the deceased to view the offerings presented to them.1177 Blackman had 

earlier argued likewise that the eyes on coffins were not protective but, rather, “enabled 

the dead to see the light of day.”1178 Thus, he reasoned that the eyes appearing on false-

doors and in painted tomb decorations allowed “the deceased to look out of the spirit-

world into the tomb chapel.”1179 This is also suggested by Junker, who contends that the 

human-form eyes  [D140] found on the 5th Dynasty (?) 1180  false-door of 

Seneb,1181 should not be understood as protective symbols, but rather as the deceased 

looking through the false-door and into the mortal world.1182 In this way, they might be a 

“Deutezeichen” for the term  ptr, “sehen, erblicken”1183 or ptrw, “Ausguck”,1184 

 
1174 Wiebach, Scheintür, 160; Theis, “Pyramid Text 534,” 347. For example, Petrie, Denereh, pl. 1.  
1175 Theis, “Pyramid Text 534,” 350 – 352 provides a list of examples. Theis argues that the appearance of 

this feature (and thus, its development) occurred during the reign of Teti, thus equating the development 

of both spell and architectural feature. 
1176 Wiebach, Scheintür, 160 – 161.  
1177 Willems, Chests, 228, 239; Willems, Heqata, 48.  
1178 Blackman, “The KA-House,” 252. 
1179 Ibid.; Hermann, Stelen, 53 – 54.  
1180 For a recent discussion of the dating of this tomb, see Woods, “Seneb at Giza,” 301 – 331.  
1181 Junker, Giza V, 3 – 126.  
1182 Ibid., 34. See also the discussion by Hermann, Stelen, 54 about the use of wadjet-eyes instead of human-

eyes on false-doors and stelae.  
1183 Wb I, 564: 1 – 7; Hannig, ÄWb I, 482 [11484].  
1184 Junker, Giza V, 34. 
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“Gucklöcher.”1185  The term ptr itself features only a handful of times within the Pyramid 

Texts. Faulkner interprets them as “windows”. 1186  However, like xns, ptr suffers from 

having multiple contextual meanings, with the word   ptr.ti, 1187 

evidently describing a body of water and complicating the translation of the term overall. 

As a result, Allen interprets every instance of ptr, regardless of context, as a reflection of 

this watery location, replacing Faulkner’s “windows” with the phrase “Looking 

(Waters)”.1188  While it is tempting to link the human-form eyes on the false-door of Seneb 

with this idea of ptr, “seeing, beholding” or “peepholes” through which the deceased could 

view the mortal world, Junker acknowledges that the connection between these ideas is 

hypothetical. Ultimately, the eyes found on false-doors subsequent to Seneb are in the 

form   [D10], the so-called “heiligen Augen”.1189 Theis states that “because of the 

reason that false doors with two eyes do not appear until the 6th Dynasty, a deeper 

connection between them and the given passage of Pyramid Text 534 can be 

established.”1190 However, both Hermann and Junker speculate that this motif had a much 

earlier origin, suspecting that it was appropriated from the royal mortuary cult.1191 This 

would be in keeping with the changing notion of “decorum” suggested by Baines.1192  

 
1185 Hannig, ÄWb I, 482 [11500]. 
1186 Faulkner, AEPT, 93 (PT 304 [§468a]), 151 (PT 456 [§852d]), 179 (PT 503 [§1078b]), 192 (PT 519 

[§1203c]), 249 (PT 604 [§1680b]).  
1187 Wb I, 565: 3; Hannig, ÄWb I, 482 [11501]. 
1188 E.g. Allen, AEPT, 165 [PT 519].   
1189 Junker, Giza V, 34; Bonnet, RÄRG, 856.  
1190 Theis, “Pyramid Text 534,” 349,  

1191 Hermann, Stelen, 54; Junker, Giza V, 34. The single mention of the  nTrt, “divine eyes” in PT 

681 [§2034a – 2041b], found only in the corpus of Pepy II [N/A/N 1 – 4] describes these eyes as being smn, 

“made firm” for the king by Re [§2036c], but adds little else to the discussion.    
1192 Baines, “Restricted Knowledge,” 1 – 23.  
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The reading of  xns in PT 666 is difficult, not only due to its exceptionally 

fragmentary state, but also because of the similar noun xns, “canal” or “body of water” 

found elsewhere in the corpus. The text is quite obviously apotropaic in nature, dealing, 

like PT 534, with hostile beings that pose a danger to the deceased. Unfortunately, the 

lack of determinative in the unbroken text of Neith, in addition to the overall context, 

leaves the passage very open to interpretation.  

Overall, all three of these texts function, apotropaically, to deter the interference of 

malevolent forces in sacred spaces reserved for the deceased. However, as evidenced by 

PT 534, despite protective restrictions, the king and his kA are required to have free 

passage, thus the xns.wy must “open its arms” for him. Specifically, and significantly, the 

king demands of the xns.wy that he should be able to hA, “go down” and pr, “go forth” (e.g. 

“go up”), and this is undoubtedly intended as a reflection of the cyclic rising and setting 

of cosmic bodies in the sky. Accordingly, in PT 442, 1193  the king is born each night 

alongside the constellation sAH, “Orion,”1194 and is told:1195  

 

prr=k Hna sAH m a iAbti n pt 

hAA=k Hna sAH m a imnti n pt 

You will go up with Orion in the Eastern arm of the sky,  

You will go down with Orion in the Western arm of the sky.1196  

 
1193 §819a – 822c. For a brief analysis of this text within the corpus of Pepy I, see Billing, Performative 

Structure, 146 – 147.  
1194 Krauss, Astronomische Konzepte, 146 – 206.   
1195 821b – c.  
1196 Following Allen, AEPT, 112. cf PT 466 [§882c – 883c]. cf PT 527 [§1249c – d]: Dd mdw sp 4 pr NN pn ir 
pt, hA NN pn ir tA, “Recite 4 times: This NN goes forth to the sky, this NN goes down to the earth.” 
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Regrettably, the lack of contemporary evidence for the xns outside the Pyramid Texts 

prevents any deeper understanding of this feature, despite the attempts of earlier 

scholars to find it manifest in the superstructure of the mortuary complex. While the xns 

can be construed as simply “double doors,” more precisely the term seems to indicate a 

threshold space that allows controlled movement “in both directions”. Moreover, this is 

evidently a threshold requiring careful, and consistent, protection against the possibility 

of malevolent actors seeking to disrupt the “unhindered progression” of the royal 

deceased.  
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Figure 4.7. The False-door of Meri from Saqqara. 6th Dynasty. 
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Chapter Five. 

    

sbA, “Door, Doorframe; Gatehouse.” 

 

5.0. Introduction.  

In comparison to later evidence,1197 the appearance of sbA in the Old Kingdom is limited 

to only a handful of Pyramid Text entries, and very few additional occurrences in 

administrative documents.1198 According to Spencer, “there can be no doubt as to the 

basic meaning of sbA… a ‘door’ or ‘gate’.”1199 However, the meaning of sbA evidently 

evolved throughout Egyptian history, 1200  and the Wörterbuch accordingly provides a 

definition encompassing an array of functions: “Sowohl das Torgebäude, der Türrahmen 

aus Stein als auch der Turflügel aus Holz oder Metall.”1201  Thus, based predominantly on 

the New Kingdom evidence, Konrad understands sbA to mean “das, was (den Weg) bahnt” 

/ “das, was (sich) öffnet”.1202 As the evidence from the Pyramid Texts will show, however, 

sbA during the Old Kingdom was used almost exclusively to describe a threshold space 

associated with Re and the transformational and transitional pr, “going forth” of the 

deceased.  

 

 

 
1197 E.g., in Middle Kingdom: Hannig, ÄWb II, 2155 – 2157; For the Coffin Texts specifically, see Molen, 

Dictionary, 471 – 472.  
1198 Hannig, ÄWb I, 1096 [27061].  
1199 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 207.  
1200 Ibid., 207 – 211.  
1201 Wb IV, 83: 4.  
1202 Konrad, Architektur und Theologie, 230.  
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5.1. sbA in the Old Kingdom. 

5.1.1. Royal administrative evidence for sbA in the Old Kingdom. 

The earliest occurrences of sbA appear in the Abusir Papyri. Documents 31-32 inventory 

several immovable architectural elements from the mortuary temple of Neferirkare, 

including several different sbA,1203 door-leaves, and accompanying bolts.1204 The precise 

locations of these sbA within the temple are largely speculative,1205 although some can be 

identified through the detailed inspection lists. For example, the  , 

“west sbA of the Pr-Wrw,”1206  identified as having a single wooden  aA, can be 

recognised as the single-leafed door leading from the pr-wrw into the main temple (Fig. 

5.1 [b]). One of the most informative entries is found on Document 69,1207 which details 

the inspection of the sbA Xnw: 

 

 

sbA n Xnw  

Ds=f snb=f aA.wy=f 

The sbA of the interior. 

Itself, its wall, and its two door leaves 

 

 
1203 Posener-Kriéger and Cenival, HPBM V, pl. XXXIA [2]; pl. XXXIIA [2, 6 – 10]; pl. LXVIIA [b]; pl. LXIXA [4].  
1204 Posener-Kriéger and Cenival, HPBM V, pl. XXXIIA [8 – 9]; Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï II, 431.  
1205 Ibid., 437 – 439, 500 – 501.  
1206 Ibid., 431. 
1207 Posener-Kriéger and Cenival, HPBM V, pl. LXIXA.  
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This sbA n Xnw is, according to Posener-Kriéger,1208 specifically the second doorway that 

leads out of the large columned hall and delineates the transitional threshold between 

public space and the inner temple (Fig. 5.1 [c]).1209  In this case, there is little doubt that 

sbA refers to the frame of the door Ds=f, “itself”, 1210  but also incorporates the other 

features of the door, including the jambs1211 and door-leaves.1212 Beyond door c lay a 

transverse corridor,1213 and immediately opposite another single leaved   

xt xAst sbA, “imported wood sbA” (Fig. 5.1 [d]), leading to the chamber with five statue 

niches and the sanctum sanctorum beyond. The frame of doorway d is made of granite 

and is the only location in the entire complex where this material is used.1214 Equipped 

with a single, wooden door-leaf and two qAt, “bolts” “Il est évident que nous pénétrons, 

par cette porte, dans un des lieux les plus saints du temple.”1215   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1208 Posener-Kriéger, Neferirkare-Kakai II, 500.  
1209 Ibid., 495; Posener-Kriéger, “Noms des Parties de Portes,” 83.  
1210 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 207.  
1211 Posener-Kriéger, “Noms des Parties de Portes,” 83 suggests this may have been a way to designate the 

jambs, for which the scribes may not have had a specific term.  
1212 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 211 notes it is not until the New Kingdom that the term could be used to 

denote the door-leaves on their own. 
1213 Posener-Kriéger, Neferirkare-Kakai II, 501 suggests this is potentially to be identified as an arrt. 
1214 Ibid. 
1215 Ibid.   
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Figure 5.1. Mortuary Temple of Neferirkare 
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This example from Neferirkare implies a grand and significant type of temple entrance. It 

seems, however, that sbA could be used to describe entryways to smaller areas. A guard 

duty roster from the papyrus archive of Raneferef describes a 

 sbA Xry-n rdw (nyw) at (nt) 

Hm-nTr, “sbA which is under the stairs of the room of the Hm-nTr.”1216 Only a single staircase 

exists in the mortuary temple of Raneferef, located in a room at the north-west corner of 

the open court (Fig.  5.2).1217 This small area is identified as the room of the Hm-nTr.1218 

This room is also listed elsewhere, 1219  alongside significant areas of the temple that 

required checking and sealing, and evidently must have been important.1220 Given the 

archaeological evidence it is clear that the sbA in question is not a large gateway but, 

instead, a relatively small entrance leading into private quarters.1221  

 

 

 

 
1216 Posener-Kriéger, Verner and Vymazalová, Abusir X, 33 pl. 4A, A[b]; 210.  
1217 Ibid., 24: Fig. 1, room P.  
1218 Ibid., 340, 350.  
1219 Ibid., pl. 45 – 46Ac.  
1220 Verner estimates that this fragment dates to late in Djedkare’s reign or during the reign of Unis, with 

the Hm-nTr being the highest official in the mortuary temple of Raneferef at this time: Ibid., 340.  
1221 Ibid., 350.  
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5.1.2. Non-royal evidence for sbA in the Old Kingdom. 

Very little evidence survives for the use of sbA in the non-royal documents of the Old 

Kingdom. Currently, only a single title survives related to the sbA. Remains of a clay seal 

used to secure a box included with the funerary equipment of Queen Hetepheres I (Fig. 

5.3.),1222 incorporates a fragmentary title that has been tentatively rendered s[HD sS(w)?] 

sbAw wabt, “[The keeper?] of the sbAw of the Embalming House.”1223  

 

 
1222 Reisner, Giza II, 49, Fig. 47.  
1223 Jones, Index, 964 [3557].  

Figure 5.2. Mortuary Temple of Raneferef. 
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Other incidences of sbA occur within (auto-)biographical inscriptions. In the 6th Dynasty 

(auto-)biography of Weni, a sbA made of granite is included among the list of items the 

official was tasked with acquiring from Elephantine for king Merenre:1224  

 

 

r int mAT rwt hna sT=s 

mAT aAw rywt 

r int mAT sbAw  

sTw nw sSpt Hryt nt NN xa nfr Hnwt(=i) 

To bring a granite rwt together with its offering stone,  

Granite door-leaves and associated elements. 

To bring a granite sbAw 

And offering stones for the upper chamber of “The Perfection of Merenre 

Appears”, my mistress.  

 
1224 Urk I, 107: 4.  

Figure 5.3. Clay Seal featuring the term sbAw. 
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A 6th Dynasty1225 inscription found in the tomb of Iarty (Fig. 5.4), commissioned by a kA-

priest named Khenmety, sheds some light on the meaning of sbA, although interpretations 

of the text differ.1226 Khenmety, presents a leg of meat to the figures on the opposite (left) 

side of the doorframe and claims that he acquired the door for the tomb owner:  

  sbA pn m isw d(A)iw 

 This sbA for the price of a bolt of cloth. 

Fischer interprets sbA as both a ‘lintel’1227 and an ‘architrave’,1228 a word referring either 

to the main beam that rests atop two columns, or to the entire frame around a doorway 

or window. That this text is inscribed on the jamb of the door implies that the entire frame 

of the doorway may have been meant, rather than just the lintel.1229   

 
1225 Grdseloff assigned this inscription to the reign of Pepy II, although Fischer, Orientation, 107 dates it to 

“the very end of the Old Kingdom or even later,” doubting the suggestion of Goedicke that it might be from 

the reign of Merenre. This earlier date is evidently supported by Strudwick: Pyramid Age, 191.  
1226 Goedicke, Die privaten Rechtsinschriften, 178.  
1227 Fischer, Orientation, 107. 
1228 Ibid., 106 – 107.  
1229 See also the interpretation by Bolshakov, Man and his Ba, 139 – 140, who interprets the figure of 
Khenmety as the metaphorical “door” referenced in the text.  
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Figure 5.4. The inscription of 

Khenmety. 
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5.2. sbA in the Pyramid Texts.  

5.2.1. PT 437. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 437,1230 a variation of PT 483,1231 is a lengthy “resurrection”1232 text found on the west 

sarcophagus chamber wall in the pyramids of Pepy I,1233 Merenre,1234 and Pepy II (Fig. 

5.5).1235 This text is a sacerdotal priestly recitation, 1236 assigned to Hays’ Group D, “Horus 

Resurrects.”1237 As with PT 483, this text thematises the reconstitution of the deceased 

and the delivery of offerings to the king and his kA.1238 This is framed with similar motifs: 

 
1230 §793a – 808b. 
1231 See above, §3.3.2. 
1232 Faulkner, AEPT, 144.  
1233 P/S/W 4 – 18.  
1234 M/S/W 32 – 46.  
1235 N/S/Wg 1 – 28.  
1236 Hays, Organization, 388.  
1237 Ibid., 681 [Chart D]. 
1238 Billing, Performative Structure, 448.  

Figure. 5.5. Spatial location of sbA in PT 437 in the kings’ pyramids.  

P/S/W 9 

M/S/W 36 

N/S/Wg 16 
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the king is encouraged to rs, “wake  up” and Ts, “raise” himself,1239 festival purification is 

performed,1240  the Mooring Post Dsw, “calls” to the deceased,1241  and the deceased is 

compared to aHa-n-wrD=f, “he who stands tirelessly” in Abydos. 1242  The spell focuses 

heavily on the akh-ification of the deceased,1243 conveyed through the benefaction of both 

Re1244 and Anubis,1245 and the deceased pr, “going forth” in this new ontological state.1246  

These motifs frame the sbA:1247 

 

wn n=k sbA m pt ir Axt 

nHH Hry-ib nTrw m xsf=k 

Sd=sn Tw ir pt m bA=k i.bA.ti im=sn 

prr=k ir pt m Hr Hr SdSd pt 

The sbA in the sky to the Akhet is open for you,  

The gods are joyful in greeting you, 

They take you to the sky as your bA, having become bA among them.  

You will go forth to the sky as Horus upon the SdSd of the sky. 

 
1239 §793a – b. Hays, Organization, 603.  
1240 §794a – b. Ibid., 517, 563. 
1241 §794c. Ibid., 569.  
1242 §794d. Ibid., 556.  
1243 Ibid., 489.  
1244 §795b.  
1245 §796c. Ibid., 491. 
1246 §800a.  
1247 §799a – 800c.  
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Due to the determinative, Mercer suggests the translation of “portal” might be a more 

appropriate translation than “door” for this text. 1248  Faulkner opts for “celestial 

portal”,1249 and Allen chooses simply “gate”.1250  

The remainder of the text follows the same trajectory as PT 483, describing the deceased 

as Horus who sits upon his xndw biA, “throne of metal,”1251  and receives incense,1252 

abundance,1253 and his akh.1254 The spell concludes with a Htp di Inpw formula1255 and the 

traditional xA=k m, “your 1000 of” offering list,1256 finally ending with the statement that 

this is m irw n=k Inpw, “what Anubis should do for you.”1257 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1248 Mercer, Commentary II, 402.  
1249 Faulkner, AEPT, 144.  
1250 Allen, AEPT, 110. 
1251 §800d. Hays, Organization, 617.  
1252 §803d.  
1253 §805d.  
1254 §806a.  
1255 §807a. Ibid., 588. 
1256 §807a – c. Ibid., 637. 
1257 §808b. Ibid., 635.  
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5.2.2. PT 508.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure. 5.6. Spatial location of sbA in PT 508 in the kings’ pyramids.  

 

N/A/S C 8 

P/Cm/E 63 

P/A/S 67 
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PT 508,1258 is an “ascension” text inscribed on the south antechamber walls of Pepy I1259 

and Pepy II (Fig. 5.6),1260 and at the east end of the south wall in the pyramid of Wedjebten 

(Fig. 5.7).1261 A secondary, and more complete version of the text, comes from the east 

corridor wall of Pepy I.1262 Identified by Hays as a personal transition text1263 belonging 

to Group J, “Aggregation with the Gods,”1264 and Group N, “The Celestial Circuit,”1265 PT 

508 begins with the statement pr pr pr NN pn, “Someone goes forth, this NN goes 

forth!”1266 As Hays notes, the pri, “going forth” of the deceased is “a transparent reference 

to the notion of the deceased departing from the tomb”,1267 and PT 508 in its entirety is 

 
1258 §1107a – 1119b.  
1259 P/A/S 64 – 69.  
1260 N/A/S C 4 – 9.  
1261 Wd/S/Se 10 – 18.  
1262 P/Cm/E 50 – 70.  
1263 Hays, Organization, 402.  
1264 Ibid., 684 [Chart J]. 
1265 Ibid., 688 [Chart N].  
1266 §1107a.  
1267 Hays, Organization, 238.  

Lost 

Wd/S/Se 15 

Figure. 5.7. Spatial location of sbA in PT 508 in the queens’ pyramids.  
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subsequently focused on this “going forth”, reiterating the movement of the deceased 

toward the sky.1268 This going forth allows the deceased to be in his st, “place,” alongside 

Re and the sunshine.1269Interwoven are references to the mother(s) of the deceased,1270 

the Lady of Dep (i.e., Wadjet)1271 and she who is in the midst of Nekheb (i.e., Nekhbet),1272 

who address the deceased as sA=i, “my son”1273 and breastfeeds them as a baby.1274   

Multiple times, the spell emphasises the movement of the deceased:1275  

 

mk sw ii=y mk sw ii=y  

mk NN pn pr=w 

Behold! This NN has come; Behold! This NN has come.  

Behold! This NN has gone forth!1276  

 

 

 

ir pt ir pt m-ab nTrw pr.tyw,1277 

To the sky, to the sky, amongst the gods who have gone forth.1278  

 

 
1268 §1112a – b.  
1269 §1107c – 1108b.  
1270 §1111a – c.  
1271 Wilkinson, Complete Gods and Goddesses, 226 – 228.  
1272 §1107a – c. cf Ibid., 213 – 215; Billing, Performative Structure, 359.  
1273 §1109b. 
1274 §1109b – c.  
1275 Following the transliteration of Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 366 due to the fragmentary state of the text and 

variations between versions.  
1276 §1112b. Hays, Organization, 497.  
1277 §1114a. Ibid., 550.  
1278 For the final part of word of this section, Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 365 – 366 suggests pr-rw-Bik, “la Maison du 

Lion et du Faucon (?)”. 
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It is this movement that introduces the use of the sbA by the deceased: 1279 

 

sSm=f sw m sbAw pt  

nTr m st=f nfr nTr m st=f  

s(w)ab.n sw sTit  

m fdt=s aAbwt m Abw 

He [Geb] takes him from the sbAw of the sky,  

The god is in his place, the god is good in his place, 

And Satis has purified him, 

with her 4 jars from Elephantine. 

 

The spell continues with a series of non-rhetoric1280 questions directed to the deceased 

in the format iw.n=k tri Tn sA=i, “To where have you come, my son?”1281 The deceased 

answers four times, addressing it=i, “my father…”,1282 and ultimately desiring that his two 

mothers1283 n Hm wDhi=sn sw Dt, “will never wean him.”1284  

 

 

 
1279 Hays, Organization, 601. 
1280 Ibid., 564. 
1281 §1116c – 1118b.  
1282 §1116c – 1118b. 
1283 i.e., Wadjet and Nekhbet. 
1284 §1119b. Hays, Organization, 559. 
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5.2.3. PT 529.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 529,1285 is a brief “appeal to the celestial janitor,”1286 that appears on the west wall of 

the corridor in the pyramids of Pepy I, 1287  Merenre, 1288  and Pepy II (Fig. 5.8). 1289 

Identified by Hays as a personal transition text,1290 this text is assigned to Group N, “The 

Celestial Circuit”,1291 and contains four of the six total instances of sbA within the entire 

corpus. The spell in its entirety is as follows: 

 
1285 §1252a – f.  
1286 Faulkner, AEPT, 199.  
1287 P/Cn/W 81 – 82. 
1288 M/Cm/W 91 – 93.  
1289 N/Cm/W 34 – 36.  
1290 Hays, Organization, 407. 
1291 Ibid., 688 [Chart N]. 

Figure. 5.8. Spatial location of sbA in PT 529 in the kings’ pyramids. 

P/Cn/W 81 - 82 

M/Cm/W 91 - 93 

N/Cm/W 35 - 36 
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hA iry-aA pw n pt 

ir Tw ir wpwty pw <n nTr> prr 

ir pri=f m sbA pw imnty n pt  

in n=f sbA pw rsi n pt 

ir pri=f m sbA pw iAbty n pt  

in n=f sbA pw mHty n pt 

Oh,1292 this doorkeeper of the sky, 

Apply yourself to that messenger1293 <of the god> who goes forth.  

If he goes forth from the western sbA of the sky,  

Bring that southern sbA of the sky for him.  

If he goes forth from the eastern sbA of the sky,  

Bring that northern sbA of the sky for him.1294  

 

 

 

 
1292 The vocative appeal to a celestial doorkeeper is a relatively common motif in transition texts. See Hays, 

Organization, 135, 688. 
1293 i.e., the deceased king “who from now on should gain access to the gate of each cardinal point”: Billing, 

Performative Structure, 446. cf PT 471 [§920a]; PT 525 [§1244c]; PT 675 [§2000b]. 
1294 cf CT IV, 380b [347].  
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5.2.4. PT 5851295.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1295 PT 585 combines nine spells originally numbered by Faulkner as fPT 736 – 740, and fPT 586. See Allen, 

AEPT, 324 fn. 5 and Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 376 – 380 for a breakdown of these texts. Due to this rearrangement 

of numbering, Faulkner, AEPT, 238 provides no translation under “Utterance 585”. 

Figure. 5.9. Spatial location of sbA in PT 585 in the kings’ pyramids. 

P/Apn/W 9 

Figure. 5.10. Spatial location of sbA in PT 585 in the queens’ pyramids. 

 

Nt/S/Nw 15 

Lost 

T/A/N 51 

Lost 

P/A/N 14 
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PT 585,1296 is a fragmentary text that survives largely in the corpus of Neith (Fig. 5.10). It 

first appears on the north antechamber wall of Teti.1297 In the subsequent pyramid of 

Pepy I it appears on both the north antechamber wall,1298 and on the west wall of the 

ascending passageway leading out of the substructure (Fig. 5.9).1299 In both Pepy II1300 

and Neith,1301 PT 585 is inscribed at the west end of the north sarcophagus chamber wall. 

However, the text of Pepy II finishes prior to the mention of the sbAw.  In keeping with its 

identification as a personal transition text,1302 Hays assigns this text to Group M, “Ascent 

to the Sky.”1303  PT 585 expresses the celestial/mythological position of the deceased 

amongst the gods through the use of counting;1304 this includes numerous examples of 

word play,1305 a “suite numérique”1306 based on ordinal numbers that frame the deceased 

as “the first of, the second of, etc”.1307 Thus, the deceased is called, for example, “the third 

of Shu,”1308 and the “fourth of those four gods who go forth from [prrw m] the brow of 

Geb.”1309  After the deceased declares themselves the eighth of the Ogdoad,1310 the spell 

concludes with a stanza emphasising that they psD, “shine” every day:1311 

 
1296 §1576a – 1583a.  
1297 T/A/N 47 – 51.  
1298 P/A/N 12 – 14.  
1299 P/Apn/W 1 – 10.  
1300 N/S/Nw i 4 – 7.  
1301 Nt/S/Nw 9 – 15.  
1302 Hays, Organization, 418, 443 – 444 [fPT 736–737, sPT 738A–C, sPT 739A–B, and fPT 740].  
1303 Ibid., 687 [Chart M].  
1304 cf Willems, Heqata, 170 for a discussion of such “counting spells” in the Coffin Texts.   
1305 Allen, AEPT, 324 fn. 5 
1306 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 376 fn. 48.  
1307 Billing, Performative Structure, 373.  
1308 §1578a – b.  
1309 §1578b – 1579.  
1310 §1581.  
1311 §1582 – 1583a.  
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psD NN m ra dr DAt saHa mAat mr ra 

psD psDt ra nb n nb n imy Axt nt pt  

i.wn sbAw Hrw N[ww] 

NN shines by day, one who removes transgression, and installs Ma’at like Ra.1312 

Shine brightly every day for the lord, to the one who is in Akhet of the sky, 

Who opens1313 the upper sbAw of Nu. 

 

Referring to a fragmented allusion to the Axw imyw snSw sn, “Akhs who are in the opened 

door”1314 at the beginning of this spell, Billing argues that from a “general architectural 

point of view,”1315 the selection of this text by the editors of Pepy I’s corpus coincides in 

both its uses with a direct physical doorway. First, on the north antechamber wall in 

association with the door leading into the corridor (and thus is associated with the akhs 

who would make way for the king to pass through the corridor),1316 and again on the west 

wall of the ascending passage, directly after the final portcullis. 1317  Conversely, “any 

architectural implications of the Abyss’s “upper gates” in the ninth and last stanza are 

hard to pinpoint.”1318 Indeed, that this spell shifts in subsequent corpora to a completely 

 
1312 Following Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 379 and Billing, Performative Structure, 374. Neith has sA ra, “behind the 

sun”, see Allen, AEPT, 305.  
1313 Billing, Performative Structure, 374.  

1314 PT 585A [§1576a – b]. 
1315 Billing, Performative Structure, 374.  
1316 Ibid.  
1317 Ibid. 
1318 Ibid.  
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different location, and one not associated directly with an architectural doorway, 

complicates this reading.  

 

5.2.5. PT 610. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 610,1319 situated on the south vestibule wall in Merenre,1320 and the east vestibule wall 

in Pepy II (Fig. 5.11),1321  is identified by Hays as a sacerdotal priestly recitation, 1322 

assigned to Group C, “Perpetuation of Cult.”1323   As a variation of PT 4371324  and PT 

 
1319 §1710a – 1723d.  
1320 M/V/S 1 – 24.  
1321 N/V/E 55 – 63.  
1322 Hays, Organization, 422.  
1323 Ibid., 99 – 101; 680 [Chart C]. 
1324 See §5.2.1. 

M/V/S 14 

Figure. 5.11. Spatial location of sbA in PT 610 in the kings’ pyramids. 

 

N/V/E 60 
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483, 1325  the core sacerdotal motifs of this text are sufficiently outlined elsewhere. 

However, it is worth reiterating the emphasis placed on the sAxw, “akh-ification” of the 

deceased in this text, which is mentioned no less than four times.1326 These references to 

the transformation of the deceased and attainment of his akh provide the context for the 

appearance of the sbA:1327 

 

wn n=k sbA pt ir Axt 

nHrnHr ib n ntrw m xsf=k 

m sbA DA wD-wr Xr Xr nwt  

m sHa=k pw pr m r n ra 

The sbA of the sky to the Akhet is opened for you,  

The hearts of the gods are glad at meeting you, 

As the star which crosses the great green below the underneath of Nut,  

In this your privilege which goes forth from the mouth of Re. 

 

 

 

 
1325 See §3.2.2.  
1326 §1712a – b; §1713b – c; §1714b; §1716b.  
1327 1720a – 1720c.  
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5.2.6.  PT *766.1328  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT *7661329 appears in the corpus of Pepy I, and is situated on the east vestibule wall (Fig. 

5.12).1330 Mathieu has also identified an additional fragment of this text1331 belonging to 

the vestibule of Pepy II.1332 Due to its fragmentary state, this text is unclassified by Hays, 

1333 but has been assigned to Group O, “Mixed.”1334  From what can be deciphered of the 

text, the spell commences with a description of the deceased as prw, “one who goes 

 
1328 =sPT 1065, see Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 551 – 552. 
1329 §1 – 17 (=§01065a – p).  
1330 P/V/E 45 – 48.  
1331 Jéquier, Pepi II, I, 23 fig. 15 [frag. s].  
1332 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 551 fn. 351.  
1333 Hays, Organization, 451.  
1334 Ibid., 689 [Chart O].  

Figure. 5.12. Spatial location of sbA in PT *766 in the kings’ pyramids. 

 

P/V/E 46 
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forth”.1335 This is followed by one of the most cohesive sections of the text, devoted to the 

sbA:1336 

 

wn n=f sbAw Axt 

rw=y n=f [xsfw sxmw] imyw Drw ixmw[-skw]… 

The sbAw of the Akhet are opened for him,  

Those that exclude the powerful ones who are in the limit of the Imperishable 

Stars go away for him…1337 

 

The remainder of the spell is exceptionally fragmented, but references to purification,1338 

Re,1339 the sun barque,1340 and possibly the Hnmmt, “sun people”,1341 firmly place this text 

within a solar context.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
1335 §2 (=§01065a).  
1336 §4 (=§01065d – e).  
1337 Following Allen, AEPT, 194. Alternatively, see Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 551 who reads rw=y n=f as “sont écartées 

pour lui.” 
1338 10 (=01065j)  
1339 §6 (=§01065g); §14 (=§01065n) 
1340 §14 (=§01065n). 
1341 §7 (=§01065h). 
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5.3. Discussion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure. 5.13. Spatial locations of sbA in the kings’ pyramids. 
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PT *766 

P/V/E 46 
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PT 529 
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The early administrative evidence from the Abusir Papyri and the papyrus archive of 

Raneferef make it clear that the term sbA describes a type of entrance with single or dual 

door-leaves. It could denote doors of varied sizes and in differing locations, evidenced by 

a comparison between the sbA n Xnw in the temple of Neferirkare and the sbA leading to 

the small room of the Hm-nTr in the temple of Raneferef. However, given the importance 

placed on the inspection and maintenance of these specific areas of the temple, it does 

not appear that this smaller sbA was any less vital. In fact, it could be suggested that its 

significance lay in its association both with the purity of the Hm-nTr and the importance of 

the items ostensibly held within the room that it protected.1342 The significance of this 

feature continued into the 6th Dynasty, with the (auto-)biography of Weni describing the 

 
1342 This is further supported by the inclusion of kAnwt-bolts associated with these door-leaves, see §7.3. 

Figure. 5.14. Spatial locations of sbA in the queens’ pyramids. 
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official being tasked with retrieving a granite sbA for king Merenre. Presumably, this sbA 

was intended to be established within the mortuary complex of the king in much the same 

way as the granite sbA of Neferirkare, which led to the most sacred, inner space of the 

mortuary temple, and included costly elements made of imported wood. 

PT Category Type 

437 Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation 

508 Personal Transition Text 

529 Personal Transition Text 

585 Personal Transition Text 

610 Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation 

*766 Unclassified Unclassified 

 

 

In the Pyramid Texts, the term sbA is predominantly associated with the pr, “going forth” 

of the deceased. In all cases, the term sbA and the “going forth” relates to the movement 

of the deceased to either the sky, the Akhet, or Nu.1343  This movement is the “ultimate 

aim”1344 of the process of manifestation and,1345 as Billing explains, “entails leaving one 

spatially bound condition for another and is a transformation.”1346  Unsurprisingly, the 

majority of the spells discussed in this chapter are classed as personal transition texts by 

Hays (Table 5.1), a genre which, accordingly, deals with the transition of the deceased, 

encapsulated by motifs that involve the movement of the deceased via “ascent, flight, and 

crossing, mirroring the movement of gods.”1347  In PT 508, PT 529, and PT 585 this is 

 
1343 cf CT II, 149f [128].  
1344 Billing, Nut, 83.  
1345 Ibid., 25 fn. 38. 
1346 Ibid., 28. 
1347 Hays, Organization, 282.  

Table 5.1. Breakdown of Hays’ Types and Groups associated with sbA spells. 
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especially conspicuous, with formulaic repetition stressing the motifs of both “going 

forth” and “arriving” amongst the gods.  These transition texts are also recognisable by 

their emphasis on the sun god, Re, and thematic associations with light.1348 Indeed, in 

these texts, “light characterizes the horizon as the locus of the theophany.”1349 While 

there are few directly comparable motifs in each of these spells, they are fundamentally 

linked by their solar focus. Consequently, the deceased is described as being summoned 

by Re (PT 437, PT 610), as “going forth” to attain their st, “place” with Re (PT 508), as 

their sHa, “privilege” coming forth from the mouth of Re (PT 437, PT 610), and the 

appearance of sunshine,1350 or the pDs, “shining” of the deceased like Re in the sky (PT 

508, PT 585, PT *766).  In addition, PT 437, and its variant, PT 610 not only situate the 

sbA within the framework of solar manifestation, 1351 but simultaneously focus heavily on 

the ontological transformation into, or attainment of, an akh by the deceased through the 

benefaction of various gods, 1352   including Re, which is a theme common to texts of 

reconstitution.1353 That the sbA was considered a threshold that needed protection and 

ostensibly required permission for admittance, is evidenced in PT 529 with the overt 

reference to the presence of an iry-aA, “doorkeeper.” This is also implied in the description 

of the sbA in PT *766 as a space that could xsfw, “exclude” any being unworthy of entry.1354  

 
1348 Billing, Nut, 60 – 62. In the Coffin Texts, the term sbA appears frequently (see, Hannig, ÄWb II, 2155 – 

2157 [27050; 27062]) and the relationship between sbA, Re and solar motifs is more pronounced. In CT II, 

363b [159], a spell for “Entering and Going Forth from the Eastern sbA of the sky among the Followers of 

Re,” the deceased expresses knowledge regarding sbA prrw ra im=f, “the sbA from which Re goes forth,” (CT 

II, 364a) and sbA nb iAb wbn ra im=f, “every eastern sbA from which Re shines.”  (CT II, 368a). Elsewhere, the 

deceased exits the sbA of the Duat to join the sun (E.g., CT II, 120d [107]), and the exit of the tomb through 

the sbA is framed explicitly as a journey to meet Re on the paths of the sun (CT II, 116o [106]).  
1349 Billing, Nut, 60.  
1350 Cf CT II, 100a [101] and CT II, 108d [102] for the sbA pw n iAxw, “this sbA of the sunshine.” 
1351 Billing, Nut, 28 – 30. These two themes are frequently found consecutively within a single spell.  
1352 cf Billing, Performative Structure, 106.  
1353 Billing, Nut, 31.  
1354 For the concept of xsfw, “exclusion”, see Chapter Eight.  
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Table 5.2 illustrates the actions associated with sbA in the Pyramid Texts. Much like rwt, 

the term sbA has a very limited number of actions associated with it. Indeed, in four out of 

the six spells that include the term, the sbA is wn, “opened” for the deceased. In PT 437 and 

PT 610, this opening allows for the deceased to join with the joyful gods, subsequently 

enabling the deceased to become bA (PT 437) and to have their saH “privilege” go forth (PT 

610). In PT 508, the deceased is sSm, “led” from the sbA to take their place in the sky and 

be purified, while PT 529 describes both the pr, “going forth” of the deceased from the 

sbA, and the ini, “bringing” of the sbA for the deceased.  

PT Action Direction Location 

437 wn, “open” n=k, “for you” sbA m pt ir Axt 

508 sSm=f sw, “He [Geb] takes him” m,”from” sbAw pt 

529 pr, “go forth” m,”from” sbA pw iAbty n pt 

sbA pw imnty n pt 

ini, “bring” n=f, “for him” sbA pw rsy n pt 

sbA pw mHty n pt 

585 wn, “open” x sbA Hrw Nww 

610 wn, “open” n=k, “for you” sbA m pt ir Axt 

*766 wn, “open” n=f, “for him” sbAw Axt 

 

Spatially, these spells are clustered predominantly in the corridor, vestibule, and the west 

and north walls of the antechamber in the kings’ pyramids (Fig. 5.13), areas that are 

traditionally associated with themes of solar “ascension” and the celestial journey.1355 

The evidence pertaining to the pyramids of the queens’, however, while subject to change 

 
1355 Billing, Nut, 57.  

Table 5.2. Actions associated with sbA. 
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with the future publication of the corpora belonging to Ankhenespepy II and Behenu, 

currently shows that spells including the term sbA are rare, with only PT 508 appearing 

in the corpus of Wedjebten, and PT 585 appearing in that of Neith (Fig. 5.14).  While the 

placement of PT 508 in the corpus of Wedjebten is something of an outlier, 1356  the 

location of PT 585 in the tomb of Neith aligns with other spells similarly associated with 

manifestation at the west end of the north wall.1357 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1356 Chilcott, “She appears upon her path,” 53.  
1357 Ibid., 14 – 15.   
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Chapter Six. 

   

sbxt, “portal; portico.” 

 

6.0. Introduction.  

The term sbxt1358 is found infrequently during the Old Kingdom. Stemming from the verb 

sbx, “to enclose,”1359 sbxt has been subject to relatively little discussion regarding its use 

prior to the New Kingdom. The Wörterbuch describes sbxt as simply “Tor” 1360 Gardiner 

suggests “gateway”,1361 and Faulkner opts for “portal”.1362 In Old Kingdom examples, sbxt 

is determined with either  [O36], “wall”, 1363 or  [O13], a “battlemented 

enclosure,”1364 which Spencer argues reflects the verbal root, but does not accurately 

represent the architectural element which sbxt is attempting to convey.1365 Working from 

the Book of the Dead, Hornung classified the sbxt as “nur den Türdurchgang, die «Pforte»,” 

in opposition to arrt, which he understood to be “wohl ein ganzes Torgebaüde.” 1366 

However, Spencer considers sbxt, much like arrt, as a type of portico, rather than simply a 

door. Accordingly, it should be interpreted “as something which encloses, or, less likely, 

which is enclosed.”1367 This is echoed by Konrad’s more recent architectural study, which 

 
1358 Wb IV, 92: 1.  
1359 Wb IV, 91: 10 – 20; Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 162; Konrad, Archiktektur und Theologie, 235. In PT  
1360 Wb IV, 92: 1. 
1361 Gardiner, EG., 589.  
1362 Faulkner, Conc. Dict, 220. 
1363 Gardiner, EG., 496. 
1364 Ibid., 494.  
1365 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 163. 
1366 Hornung, Das Totenbuch der Ägypter, 502.  
1367 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 162. 
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enhances Spencer’s lexicographical entry and translates sbx.(w)t as “das, was 

umschließt/verschließt.”1368   

 

6.0.1.  sbxt in the Old Kingdom.  

The earliest reference to a sbxt comes from the 4th Dynasty tomb of Debehen at Giza.1369 

The deceased praises Menkaure for allowing him to have stone brought from Tura in 

order to clad elements of his tomb:1370  

 

 

 

 

in.t(i) in(r) m r-Aw r ain r-pr im 

Hna rwty sbxt r is(=i) pn 

Stone from Tura was brought  

to clad the r-pr [offering chapel?] therein, 

Together with two rwt and a sbxt (attached)to this tomb.  

 

Hassan understood rwty sbxt to mean “false-doors and gate,”1371 and identified the second 

(northern) room of the tomb, originally lined with Tura stone, as being the r-pr.1372 Since, 

 
1368 Konrad, Architektur und Theologie, 235.  
1369 Hassan, Gîza IV, 159 – 184.  
1370 Urk I, 20: 4 – 7. 
1371 Hassan, Gîza IV, 169 fn. 8.  
1372 Ibid.,173. As the term r-pr does not appear in the Pyramid Texts, it is beyond the scope of this study. 

However, for a discussion of the r-pr as another word for false-door during the Old Kingdom, and its 

translation as ‘temple’ see Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 38 – 39 and Konrad, Architektur und Theologie, 12 – 

13.   
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in this instance, sbxt is determined with  [O36],1373 Spencer suggests that this sbxt may 

refer to the slab of Tura stone that comprised the dividing wall between the two chapel 

rooms.1374 A similarly determined   sbxt is listed on a papyrus fragment from the 

archive of Raneferef under the heading xt xAsw, “foreign wood.”1375 Originally five items 

were listed, possibly door-leaves or jambs. 1376  Unfortunately, no further information 

survives. 

The Palermo Stone offers some further evidence for sbxt. In the summary of the main 

construction events that occurred during Sneferu’s fifteenth year of rule (Fig. 6.1),1377 the 

text mentions the erection of buildings associated with the white crown and red crown 

at the base(?)1378  of the  sbxt rsi, “southern gateway” (?) and  sbxt mHtt, 

“northern gateway” (?), respectively. Although the context is ambiguous, Wilkinson 

suggests these structures were “most probably sacred, temple buildings, each 

emphasising one half of the geographic duality over which the king ruled.”1379  

 

 

 

 

 

 
1373 Gardiner, EG, 496. 
1374 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 164.  
1375 Posener-Kriéger, Verner, and Vymazalová, Abusir X, 262.  
1376 Ibid., 262 fn. 144.  
1377 Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 144.  
1378 Ibid., 144 – 145 states that tp-r(A) “can be used to denote the base of a triangle or the radius of a circle, 

but here may mean the ‘base’ of the gateway, in other words, the place at the foot of the gate towers”. 
1379 Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 145.  

Figure 6.1. The Southern and Northern 
sbxt. 
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A final, though unlabelled, pictorial example of a sbxt may exist in the Hb-sd reliefs from 

the sun-temple of Niuserre. In a fragment depicting “Fußwaschung”,1380 the king is shown 

being purified before the Hwt-nTr, in front of which is a walled structure reminiscent of 

 and the later vignette examples of the guarded sbxt from the Book of the Dead (Fig. 

6.2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1380 Bissing, Re-Heiligtum II, pl. 9 [20].  

Figure 6.2.  A possible sbxt in front of the Hwt-nTr of 
Niuserre. 
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6.1. sbxt in the Pyramid Texts.  

6.1.1. PT 692B.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 692B,1381 much like PT 692A discussed in Chapter 4,1382 is deemed “unintelligible” by 

Faulkner. 1383  Only a single instance of this spell occurs, situated on the north 

antechamber wall of Pepy II (Fig. 6.3).1384  Hays does not provide a category for this 

text,1385 but organises it into Group L, “Transformation.”1386 Due to its fragmentary state, 

only two partly legible and coherent sections of the text remain, the first being associated 

with the sbxt:1387  

 
1381 §1 – 8.  
1382 Section §4.3.9. 
1383 Faulkner, AEPT, 302.  
1384 N/A/N 71.  
1385 Hays, Organization, 439.  
1386 Ibid., 686 [Chart L].  
1387 §4.  

N/A/N 71 

Figure 6.3. Spatial location of sbxt in PT 692B in the pyramid of Pepy II. 
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xms NN sA=f ir sbxt m-xnt bAw iwnw 

NN sits his back against the sbxt in front of the bA’s of Heliopolis.  

 

The second decipherable section concludes the spell:1388   

 

Srr Srr pr Xr a(r)t inbA 

Small one, small one who goes forth through(?) the jaws1389 of the mute one.  

 

6.2. Discussion.  

The examples derived from the (auto-)biography of Debehen, the papyrus archive of 

Raneferef, and the possible occurrences of the term sbxt on the Palermo Stone, provide 

very little conclusive evidence for the meaning and function of sbxt. Likewise, the 

fragmentary nature of PT 692B prevents any truly in-depth analysis. However, some 

elements of the text do stand out. Specifically, the description of the king with his back 

against the sbxt calls to mind the much later vignette of BD 145, which depicts 

doorkeepers, their backs to the wall, who guard the sbxwt in the underworld (Fig. 6.4). 

Additionally, the notion of the king being Srr, “small”, recalls the same motif also found in 

 
1388 §8.  
1389 This term is used only once more in the Pyramid Texts. As part of the Offering Ritual, PT 37 [§30a] 

juxtaposes the fastened jaws of the deceased with the psS-kf instrument used during the Opening of the 

Mouth ritual: hA NN is mn(=i) n=k art=k psSt – pSS-kf, “Oh NN, I make firm for you your jaw which was divided 

– a psS-kf.” 
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PT 272,1390 but juxtaposed with the arrwt of Nu as a threshold to be opened for the king.  

In this way, it is tempting to interpret the jaws of the “mute one” as alluding to a type of 

doorway; in the Coffin Texts, Geb is said to wn, “open”,1391 and sn, “throw open”1392 his 

jaws for the deceased, ostensibly as a type of doorway to allow egress from the 

earth/grave.1393   

    

It is noteworthy that the term sbxt occurs so infrequently within the Pyramid Text corpus. 

In contrast, sbxt occurs numerous times within the Coffin Texts,1394 portrayed as a space 

“watched by demoniacal gate-keepers”1395 tasked with preventing the deceased from 

progressing through the underworld. 1396   The absence of sbxt in the Old Kingdom 

literature might be explained by their “secret” nature and relationship to funerary ritual, 

clearly expressed in CT 237:1397 

 
1390 Section §3.2.3. 
1391 CT III, 253a [226].  
1392 CT I, 11b [4]; CT VI, 95h [510]; CT VI, 102b [515].  
1393 Faulkner, AECT I, 2.  
1394 Molen, Dictionary, 475 – 476; Hannig, ÄWb II, 2162 – 2163 [27210].  
1395 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 121.  
1396 E.g., CT IV, 327a – 330t [336] which describes three such sbxt. The sbxt tpy, “first sbxt” is described as a 

terrifying wall of blue flame that crosses the land to the sky [CT IV, 327a-q ]. The sbxt sn-nw, “second sbxt” 

is surmounted by uraei which devour evil-doers [CT IV, 327r – 329b.]. Finally, the sbxt 3-nwt, “third sbxt” 

is female (Faulkner, AECT I, 271 fn. 17), and equipped with four rivers of fire behind her [CT IV, 329c – h]. 

CT IV, 84d [312] similarly describes the  iryw sbxwt, “Overseers of the sbxwt”, who are 

instructed to move and make a path for the deceased. cf CT VI, 389a + c [759]. 
1397 CT III, 310a – e.  

Figure 6.4. The sbxwt in BD 145.  
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ink imyw xnt m pr nfr 

ii.n=i r irt irt 

r aq r sbxt StA bst inpw Hr=s  

I am one who is in front of the embalming workshop,  

I have come to do my duty,  

to enter into the secret sbxt  

into which Anubis is initiated. 

 

Moreover, in CT 1130, the deceased describes themselves as being apr, “equipped” and 

Axt, “skilled” in opening the sbxt,1398  indicating some form of hierarchical knowledge 

involved in qualifying to enter or pass through this feature.1399 Thus, this type of space 

may have been considered too sacred for inclusion in the inscribed texts prior to the end 

of the Old Kingdom for reasons of decorum. Alternatively, the term sbxt itself may not 

have been in heavy use; there is a considerable and unusual gap between its appearance 

in the 4th Dynasty and at the end of the 6th Dynasty, even if including the pictorial example 

in Niuserre’s sun-temple.  Perhaps an alternative, similar architectural term, like arrwt, 

was considered more appropriate for the space being described, or any records that 

contained the use of sbxt during this time have simply been lost.  

 

 
1398 CT VII, 471a.  
1399 Baines, “Restricted Knowledge,” 6 – 10.  
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Chapter Seven. 

 s, “door-bolt.” 

  qAnwt, “door-bolts.” 

 

A doorway is a locus of opposites and contradiction. It links 

spaces on either side of a barrier but it also divides those 

spaces. It creates a sense of otherness in places and between 

the occupants of those places. A doorway discriminates 

between those who may pass through and those whom are 

excluded.  

Often they are guarded and kept under surveillance.  

Usually they can be locked shut.1400 

 

 

7.0. Introduction.  

In addition to the discussion of door-leaves in the Pyramid Texts, there are also references 

to door-bolts or latches that allow - or prevent - access to the afterlife.  The terminology 

used in the Old Kingdom to indicate a type of door-bolt, made of either wood or metal, 

are  s, 1401  and  qAn.wt. 1402  These terms appear infrequently within the 

Pyramid Texts and are very rarely found elsewhere during this period.1403  As Eaton notes, 

the door-bolt itself was a sacred object,1404 and the purification of an Egyptian temple 

extended to this feature, making even the performance of repairing a broken bolt a 

“ritually charged act.”1405  However, the significance of the door-bolt extended beyond 

 
1400 Unwin, Doorway, 205. 
1401 Wb III, 404: 1 – 5.   
1402 Wb V, 12.   
1403 Additional terms appear in the First Intermediate Period, such as isnyt, “wooden door-latch”: Hannig, 

ÄWb I, 219 [3906]. 
1404 Eaton, Ancient Egyptian Temple Ritual, 42. 
1405  Ibid. In the 13th Dynasty (auto-)biographical inscription of the scribe Khnumhotep at Elephantine 

[Louvre, AF 9916]. the deceased refers to himself as one who oversaw all cult acts of the s, “bolt,” in addition 

to being one who sip s n Hwt-nTr, “inspected/controlled the bolt of the temple”, see Franke, Heqaib, 81 – 83; 

Kubisch, Lebensbilder der 2. Zwischenzeit, 265 – 267.   
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the overtly religious, and is also associated with the private domestic sphere. The verso 

of the 20th Dynasty 1406   Chester Beatty Papyrus VIII describes the magico-religious 

protections to be cast upon the home of an individual who sought defence from both 

enemies and the dead; the text specifies that not only the windows and door-leaves of the 

dwelling should be protected, but also the door-bolt and latch hole.1407  Similar evidence 

from the Old Kingdom is thus far not forthcoming. However, included in a catalogue of 

amulets from the University College London collection, Petrie listed a green-glazed 

amulet cast in the shape of a door-bolt, which he tentatively suggested had the meaning 

of “security (?).”1408 This bolt was uncovered at the site of el-Mahasna and dated to the 

6th Dynasty. 1409 A similarly shaped amulet from Abydos, also dated to the Old Kingdom, 

is identified by Andrews, although it is made of wood and given the additional label “Min’s 

emblem.” 1410  This identification is not unexpected. McFarlane 1411   has noted the 

similarity in archaic hieroglyphic writing between the door-bolt  [O34] and the 

emblem of Min  [R22], the former a known substitute for the latter from the 

Middle Kingdom onward,1412 rendering these symbols often difficult to distinguish.1413  

Köenigsberger delineates the purpose of door-bolts in Egyptian architecture into two 

functional types: 1) Preventing an intruder from entering the room of the owner and 2) 

Securing a room from the outside during the absence of the owner.1414 As Fischer noted, 

 
1406 Gardiner, HPBM III, 66 [BM 10688]. 
1407 Gardiner, HPBM III, 71 and fn.4 [BM 10688 Vs. I, I]. Gardiner understood this was a reference to “any 

hole in the wall or floor”. 
1408 Petrie, Amulets, 28; pl. XI, fig. 125a and b.  
1409 Ibid.  
1410 Andrews, Amulets of ancient Egypt, 11, Fig. 5a. 
1411 MacFarlane, Min, 178. 
1412 Gardiner, EG, 503; Kaplony, IÄF 1, 388 – 389.  
1413  E.g., Petrie, RT II, pl. 20 (157). For a list of early instances where these symbols are difficult to 

distinguish see MacFarlane, Min, 178.  
1414 Koenigsberger, Tür, 40 – 41.  
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Egyptian funerary models show that domestic doors were constructed in such a way that 

the leaves opened inward,1415 meaning the battens that held the door together, along with 

the door-bolt, were hidden when the door was open.1416 In contrast, the doors seen on 

false-doors and statue shrines show the battens and bolts placed (or depicted) on the 

exterior of the door.1417 This is perhaps best illustrated on the false-door fragments from 

the 5th Dynasty serdab complex of Seshemnefer II at Giza (Fig. 7.1).1418 Rendered in Tura 

limestone, these false-doors mimic in detail two wooden door-leaves bolted shut, 

illustrating not only the pivots of each door-leaf, but also the battens and the bolting 

mechanism.  Behind these doors, the surviving examples of which are inscribed with the 

name and titles of the deceased, 1419  were a series of enclosed niches that Junker 

suggested were statue compartments.1420   

A similarly detailed example is found in the early 6th Dynasty tomb of Mereruka (Fig. 7.2). 

The elaborate false-door is carved on the western wall of chamber A 11 and includes a 

pair of door-leaves with the same external battens seen in the tomb of Seshemnefer II, 

along with a stylised single s-style door-bolt. 1421  Fischer suggested these externalised 

features did not “merely enhance the characterization of any door, but specifically 

characterize the niche as a naos.”1422 Through the reversal of the door – i.e. having the 

usually internal elements depicted on the exterior – the function of the door is conceived 

as being representative of a shrine, intended to allow the deceased to come forth.1423 

 
1415 Fischer, Varia Nova, 91.  
1416 Ibid., 92.  
1417 Ibid., 91 – 92. 
1418 Junker, Gîza III, 187 – 182; Kanawati, Tombs at Giza II, 51 – 64. 
1419 Kanawati, Tombs at Giza II, 64; pl. 32.  
1420 Junker, Gîza III, 187 – 192; Kanawati, Tombs at Giza II, 55 – 56; pl. 24 [b].   
1421 Duell, Mereruka II, pl. 107.  
1422 Fischer, Varia Nova, 96.  
1423 Ibid., 98. 
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More recently, Browne has suggested that this externalisation of these features indicates 

the role of the living in controlling the movements of the deceased.1424   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1424 Browne, “It’s a kind of magic,” 96.  

Figure 7.1. A False-door of Seshemnefer II.  
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The dummy shrines found in the rubble of a 6th Dynasty tomb contemporary with Pepy II 

(Fig. 7.3),1425 show doors with a more simple “vertical median line and the two bolts”1426 

common on many false-doors of the period.1427 Significantly, these dual door-locks (

) also appear on the numerous false-doors integrated into the palace-façade motif at the 

head and foot of the sarcophagus of Pepy II (Fig. 7.4a - b), a feature also seen on the doors 

in the sarcophagus chamber of Neith.1428 The fragmented and unpublished nature of the 

previous corpora unfortunately prevent a comprehensive comparison. 

 
1425 Jéquier, Tombeaux de Particuliers, 75.  
1426 Fischer, Varia Nova, 93 – 94. 
1427 E.g., Borchardt, Denkmaler des Alten Reiches (Ausser den Statuen) im Mumseum von Kairo, Nr. 1295 – 

1808, 69 [1407] ; 148 [1459] ; 203 [1499]  
1428 Jequier, Neit et Apouit, 13, fig. 5.  

Figure 7.3 (above). Old Kingdom Dummy 
Shrine.  

 

Figure 7.2 (left). The False-door of 
Mereruka.  
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Fig. 7.4a (left). Large False-door / palace-

façade motif of Pepy II.   

 

Fig. 7.4b (below). Detail of small false-
doors / palace-façade motif in the 
sarcophagus chamber of Pepy II.  
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7.1.  s, “door-bolt.”  

The hieroglyph  [O34], “bolt”, represents a closure designed to seal two door-

leaves together.1429 Despite the appearance of  on false-doors from the late 6th 

Dynasty,1430 very few occurrences appear in the textual evidence of the Old Kingdom.1431  

Posener-Kriéger noted the absence of this word in the Abusir Papyri, notably in instances 

associated with the three double doors within the temple of Neferirkare.1432 Instead, the 

words  qAt, “door-bolt” (see below), and   Dba, “anneau de clôture” are used.1433  

Like door-leaves, door-bolts were deemed significant enough for their construction to 

appear in Old Kingdom tomb reliefs. In the 5th Dynasty tomb of Iymery at Giza,1434 the 

construction of a sH-nTr, “divine booth” is shown, and to the left a man is depicted kneeling, 

holding a large  hieroglyph against a block, his other arm raised in the process of 

swinging an adze (Fig. 7.5). Above him, the caption reads: [n]Dr s mDh, “fashion the door-

bolt, carpenter.”1435  

 

 

 

 

 

 
1429 LÄ V, 256. 
1430 Rusch, “Entwicklung der Grabsteinformen im AR,” 116.  
1431 Hannig, ÄWb I, 1027 [25417].  
1432 Posener-Kriéger, “Noms des parties de portes,” 80. 
1433 Posener-Kriéger and De Cenival, HPBM V, pl. XXVIIA [F]; XXIX [E]; XXXIIA [7]; LXVIIA [b] (in association 

with other door features); XCIA [A]; Neferirkare-Kakai II, 434, 441 – 442.  
1434 Weeks, Mastabas of Cemetary G 6000, 31 – 54.  
1435 Ibid., 34; pl. 30.  

Fig. 7.5. The construction of a door-bolt in the tomb of Imery. 
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The term  s, “bolt,” appears with certainty only twice within the Pyramid Text corpus, 

in PT 355 and PT 691B, with a third debatable instance in PT 499. The remaining 

instances, listed in Hannig’s Wörterbuch,1436 belong to the s m sr.wy, “ram-bolted gates,” 

a difficult phrase which will be discussed in detail in Chapter Nine. 

 

7.2. s in the Pyramid Texts.  

7.2.1. PT 355.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1436 Hannig, ÄWb I, 1027 [25417]. 

T/S/E ii 23 - 24 

 

M/S/Eg 45 - 46 

 

N/S/E 42 

 

Figure 7.6.  Spatial location of s in PT 355 in the kings’ pyramids. 

P/S/E 20 
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PT 3551437 is a short “resurrection”1438 text found on the east wall of the sarcophagus 

chamber in every kingly corpus subsequent to Unis (Fig. 7.6),1439 and has been recently 

identified in the corpus of Ankhenespepy II (Fig. 7.8).1440 Thematically, the text deals 

predominantly with motifs concerning the reconstitution and perpetuation of the 

mortuary cult of the deceased king. 1441  Consequently, it is identified by Hays as a 

sacerdotal priestly recitation1442 belonging to Group C, “Perpetuation of Cult.”1443  The 

spell thus begins with the Ts, “tying” together of the king’s head to his bones,1444 followed 

 
1437 §572a – 574d. 
1438 Faulkner, AEPT, 113.  
1439 T/S/E ii 18 – 32; P/S/E 20 – 21; M/S/Eg 44 – 49; N/S/E 41 – 44.  
1440 AII/S/Se inf 54 – 57. See Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 226 fn. 57. 
1441 Hays, “Sacerdotal,” 56. 
1442 Hays, Organization, 373 – 374.  
1443 Ibid., 99 – 101.  
1444 §572b – c.  

Unknown 

AII/S/Se inf 54 - 57 

Figure 7.7.  Spatial location of s in PT 355 in the queens’ pyramids. 
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immediately by the opening of the aA.wy pt, “doors-leaves of the sky,” and the drawing 

back of the plural  sw, “door-bolts”:1445 

 

wn n=k aA.wy pt 

snxbxb n=k sw wrw 

sTA n=k dbt m HAt aAt 

The door-leaves of the sky are opened for you, 

The great bolts are drawn back for you,  

The brick from the great mastaba is pulled out for you. 

 

The term HAt, “mastaba”, 1446 occurs with relative frequency in the Pyramid Texts,1447 but 

appears only once outside of them.1448 The association between the brick and the tomb 

also occurs in PT 666:1449  

 

 

 
1445 §572d – eT.  
1446 Wb III, 12: 19.  
1447 Hannig, ÄWb I, 757 [19328].  

1448 In the tomb of Idu Seneni at el-Qasr wa es-Sayed (Urk I, 115 – 117), the deceased describes the  

hAt he has made for his wife, Asenkai (Urk I, 116: 1 – 3) and threatens anyone who might defile it.   

It is interesting to compare this to the usage of is , “mastaba, tomb” (Wb I, 125: 18 – 24), which is used 

much more frequently during the Old Kingdom and, significantly, extensively outside of the Pyramid Texts 

(For a list of instances, see Hannig, ÄWb 1, 216 – 217).  The usage of similar words like ist, “chamber” might 

indicate that HAt was an older term used to designate the exterior mound of the tomb, whereas is denoted 

the underground chamber where the body itself was interred. Faulkner indirectly suggests this in his 

translation of is as “burial chamber (?)” in CT 656 (IV, 276q), in contrast to HAt, “tomb”, in the same text. 
1449 §1940c. = fPT 6677 / TP 667A.  
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sS HAt=f sHqA DbAt=f kA=k 

“Open1450 his tomb,1451 install1452 his brick,” you say.  

 

Cervelló-Autuori suggests that the removal of the Dbt, “mudbrick” in PT 355 is a reference 

to early royal tomb construction and architecture.1453 Mercer, similarly, sees the drawing 

back of the brick as relating to the entrance of the corpse or coffin into the tomb.1454 

Morales, meanwhile, considers PT 355 as a type of “false-door” text, 1455  seeing the 

removal of the brick, in conjunction with the drawing back of the bolts, as an “allusion 

…to a transitional place through which the deceased can gain access into the netherworld 

or from which he can exit the tomb.”1456  For Billing, PT 355 is likewise a “gate-spell” that 

forms the central element of a cohesive “cultic encounter at the gate” on the east 

sarcophagus chamber wall of Pepy I. 1457   Theoretically, the position of this text in 

proximity to the S – A passage provides a pivotal piece of evidence for the idea that this 

space acts as a liminal threshold, in what Morales suggests was a “meticulous attempt to 

 
1450 While Faulkner, AEPT 281, fn 14 rendered this word “untranslatable”, Allen, AEPT, 316 provides “level” 

and Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 200 prefers “dessiné”. Mercer, Commentary III, 874 also considered this word unclear, 

assuming the determinative in Nt rendered the word sSS. A similar word, sSS  appears in PT 271 [§388a], 

but here it is associated with a papyrus plant and was rendered by Faulkner, AEPT, 79 as “torn out” in 

agreement with the understanding of Mercer, Commentary II, 178. Allen, AEPT, 53 alternatively renders the 

whole passage as “I am a fresh lotus”. Contra Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 540, who understands sSS to be “froissé”.  If 

not sSS, then the determinative used for sS in PT 666 ( ) may be intended as a door leaf, although that is 

purely speculative: cf. Wb IV, 279: 7.   
1451 cf CT II, 256c [151]; CT VII, 54m [849].  
1452 sHqA is primarily used to describe the installation of a ruler (Wb IV, 221: 3). Mercer, Commentary III, 

874, understands this as “the deceased queen as saying that his grave (her father’s), representing her 

father, still rules her (his offspring), the “brick” being an indirect reference to the brick on which her mother 

crouched in bearing here.” He admits this is speculative.  
1453 Cervelló-Autuori, “Les déterminatifs,” 11 fn. 48.  
1454 Mercer, Commentary II, 279. 
1455 Morales, “A False-Door Spell,” 237 – 255. 
1456 Ibid., 247. 
1457 Billing, Performative Structure, 263.  
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define the place of transition between the sarcophagus chamber and the territories of the 

Duat and the Akhet.”1458 In the earliest iteration of this spell within the corpus of Teti, PT 

355 is inscribed directly above the doorframe,1459 and retains one of only two paratextual 

headings found in the corpus:1460 Dd mdw wn aA.wy pt, “Words to be spoken: opening the 

door-leaves of the sky.” 1461  This placement, also found in the pyramid of Pepy I, is 

according to Billing, “the doors of the sky, architecturally manifest in the physical passage 

to the antechamber.”1462   

PT 355 continues by claiming the face of the deceased is m sAb, “as a Jackal,”1463 his tail is 

m mAi-HsA, “as a wild lion,”1464 and that he sits upon his xndw, “throne”1465 to command 

the Axw. 1466  What follows is the appearance of Horus “in his familiar role of head-

liturgist”1467 who calls on the deceased to come forward:1468  

 

 
1458 Morales, “A False-Door Spell,” 255. 
1459 Billing, Performative Structure, 264. 
1460 Hays, Organization, 3 – 4 fn. 23; Billing, Performative Structure, 265.  
1461 §572a. Found only in the earliest example of this spell in the corpus of Teti. Subsequent corpora remove 

this rubric.  
1462 Billing, Performative Structure, 266. 
1463 §573a. i.e., Anubis.  
1464 Hannig, ÄWb I, 500 [12077]. Mercer, Commentary II, 280 believes this ostensibly represents the “kingly 

character” of the deceased. A similar passage is found in PT 509 [§1124b], in which the Hrw, “faces” (of the 

throne? see Faulkner, AEPT, 185 fn. 4) are wild lions, and its rdw, “legs” are the hooves of the smA wr, “great 

wild bull.”  Mercer, Commentary III, 558, suggested these lions could be Shu and Tefnut, although the term 

is plural, not dual, making this unlikely as a solution.  
1465 In the corpus of Merenre, the throne is specifically described as being made of biA, “metal.” 
1466 §573b.  
1467 Billing, Performative Structure, 265.  
1468 §573c – 574d.  
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iw=k xr=i iw=k xr=i iw=k A xr=i 

Hr is nD.n=f it=f Wsir 

ink wt-Inpw=k  

You shall come to me, you shall come to me!  

Indeed, you should come to me, like Horus who tended his father Osiris.  

I am your wt-inpw.  

 

The wt-Inpw, “Anubis wrapper,”1469 or “Embalmer of Anubis,”1470 was the priest in charge 

of the mummification process,1471 a role ritually intended for the son of the deceased,1472 

but also held during the Old Kingdom by high officials, predominantly the vizier.1473 As 

Billing points out, the words spoken by the wt-Inpw echo those found at the beginning of 

PT 674, a spell that initiates the north or south passage walls in the corpora of Pepy I,1474 

Merenre,1475 and Pepy II:1476 

 
1469 Allen, AEPT, 76.  
1470 Jones, Index, 405 – 406 [1493]; Fischer, Supplement, 14 – 15 [754a – d].  
1471 LÄ VI, 911 – 913; Allen, AEPT, 99 fn. 11.  
1472 LÄ VI, 912; Mercer, Commentary II, 280; Billing, Performative Structure, 265.  
1473 LÄ VI, 912; Billing, Performative Structure, 265 fn. 438.  
1474 P/P/N 1 – 14.  
1475 M/P/S 1 – 6.  
1476 N/P/N 1 – 7.  
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iw.n(=i) xr=k ink sA=k iw.n(=i) xr=k NN pn ink Hr 

di(=i) n=k mdw=k xnty Axw nHbt=k xnty ixmw-skw 

gm(=i) Tw Ts(=i) Hr=k m sAb pH=k m QbHwt 

qbHw=s sHn=s n=k ib=k m pr it=k Inpw.  

I have come to you, I am your son,  

I have come to you this NN, I am Horus. 

I give to you your staff at the fore of the Akhs,  

And your lotus-bud sceptre at the fore of the Imperishable Stars.  

I have found you and knot your face as a Jackal, your hinder parts are as Qebehut. 

She cools and she assigns to you your heart in the house of your father Anubis. 

 

Accordingly, “the son and successor Horus identifies himself before his father at areas of 

transition along the trajectory toward the antechamber.”1477  Mathieu, alternatively, in 

denying the correlation of the east wall of the sarcophagus chamber or passage with any 

single mythological/geographical/celestial space, 1478  instead finds direct association 

between PT 355 and the serdab, located axially on the east antechamber wall. Thus, for 

Mathieu, the unbolting of the door-locks in PT 355 is parallel and, indeed, connected to, 

 
1477 Billing, Performative Structure, 267. 
1478 Mathieu, “Re-reading the Pyramids,” 383.  
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the drawing of door-bolts in the version of PT 499 located on the east antechamber wall 

of Pepy I.1479  

 

 

7.2.2. PT 499.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1479 Ibid. 

P/A/E 22 

 

N/A/E 44 

Figure 7.8.  Spatial location of s in PT 499 in the kings’ pyramids. 
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PT 499,1480 a very brief spell to “ward off a foe,”1481 appears only in the corpora of Pepy 

I1482 and Pepy II (Fig. 7.8).1483 Due to its content and placement, Hays categorised this text 

as a personal apotropaic text1484 belonging to Group K, “Apotropaia.”1485 In both corpora, 

this spell is located on the east antechamber wall. However, the latter version is slightly 

different in composition, and seems adjusted so that it no longer includes the mention of 

the door-bolt at all. The relevant version in Pepy I is as follows:1486 

 

 

 

HA=k it1487 itm hy  

sTA s sAw Tw aHa mds=i 

Get back, It-snake,1488 who cannot pull (the rope), 

The door-bolt is pulled back, beware, the standing up of my blade.1489    

 

Interpretations of this text vary significantly between scholars, and recently Mathieu has 

suggested that the door-bolt passage in Pepy I has been misunderstood.1490 The term  

 
1480 §1070a – 1070b. 
1481 Faulkner, AEPT, 177. 
1482 P/A/E 22. 
1483 P/A/E 44. 
1484 Hays, Organization, 275 – 282.  
1485 Ibid., 400.  
1486 §1070a – b.  
1487 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 413 fn. 57 « Semble prouver l'ancienne valeur phonétique it du signe du céraste (I 

9) ».  
1488 In Pepy II, the alternative spelling tf has prompted the translation of « spitter » in most translations: 

Mercer, Commentary III, 536; Allen, AEPT, 150; Muerer, Die Feinde, 276, "Die Spuckende". 
1489 Mathieu provides sAw Tw aHa(=i) m ds=i, « prends garde que je ne me dresse avec mon couteau dés ! » 
1490 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 413 fn. 58. 
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 has been translated variously, as “fall,”1491  “haul,”1492 and “tirer.”1493 Elsewhere, in 

PT 256, hy is associated with a type of nwH, “cord”,1494 and has been interpreted as an 

imperative “make fast,”1495 “haul,”1496 or alternatively as the vocative particle “Ha!”1497 

Mathieu, like Speleers before him,1498 understands hy as “tirer,”1499 and sees in this spell 

« L'adversaire ophidien, prive de membres, ne peut tirer… le verrou poussé est donc pour 

lui un obstacle infranchissable. »1500   

In contrast, Meurer does not identify a door-bolt in this text, instead tentatively 

suggesting hy may be an alternative spelling of hiw, “Brüller,”1501  further reading sTA s 

instead as sTAs, “Liege auf dem Rücken,”1502  an interpretation also followed by Allen, 

whose translation of this text in Pepy I makes no mention of a door-bolt at all: “Back, you 

spitter! Let the hauling and dragging end. Beware of my knife standing up.” 1503 Hays 

alternatively rejected both the pulling/dragging motif and the door-bolt in this passage, 

reading i tf i.tm mhy, “O spitter who does not forget,”1504 and sTAs, “Lie down on your 

back!”,1505 understanding i as a vocative particle,1506 rather than part of the name of the 

snake.  

 
1491 Mercer, Commentary II, 536, understanding hy as a variant of hAi, “herabsteigen” (Wb II, 472: I).   
1492 Allen, AEPT, 150.  
1493 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 413. 
1494 §303d. Hannig, ÄWb I, 606 [15160].  
1495 Faulkner, AEPT, 67.  
1496 Allen, AEPT, 49. 
1497 Allen, Grammar I, 74.  
1498 Speleers, Index et Vocabulaire, 135, “Arrière ô (son) père! qui n'oublies (?) pas! Tire le verrou ! garde-

toi ! debout!” 
1499 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 413. 
1500 Ibid., 413 fn. 58. 
1501 Meurer, Feinde, 274.  
1502 Ibid., 283, 304.  
1503 Allen, AEPT, 150. This “hauling and dragging” he suggests is “the snake’s body as it moves on the 

ground,” ibid., 206 fn 63. 
1504 Hays, Organization, 633.  
1505 Ibid., 511.  
1506 Ibid., 135.  
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The inclusion of the door-bolt in the translation of PT 499 by Mathieu has led to the 

suggestion that the position of this text in Pepy I, at the centre of the east antechamber 

wall, should be understood as a response to PT 355. 1507 As noted above, PT 355 is found 

on the east wall of the sarcophagus chamber in all kingly pyramids from Teti onward, and 

begins with the unlocking of plural door-bolts, and the ‘opening’ of the mastaba for the 

deceased. This apparent mirroring of PT 355 in a section of the tomb dedicated to the 

“formules conjuratoires” 1508  intended to protect the deceased from magical attack 

represents “un espace qu'il faut interpréter comme la transposition architecturale du 

sanctuaire vers lequel se rend le défunt dans sa fonction de ritualiste”.1509 Accordingly, 

the spells on the façade of the serdab enable the ritualist to address the chthonic “god of 

the serdab” to ensure entry to the sanctuary beyond.1510  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1507 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 413 fn. 58. 
1508 Mathieu, “Re-reading the Pyramids,” 400 – 401. 
1509 Ibid., 401.  
1510 Ibid., 403.  
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7.2.3. PT 691C.1511  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1511 =fPT 691B.   

Lost 

N/A/N 62 

Nt/C/E 16 

Figure 7.10.  Spatial location of s in PT 691C in the queens’ pyramids. 

 

Figure 7.9.  Spatial location of s in PT 691C in the kings’ pyramids. 
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The final example of an  s, “door-bolt” is found in PT 691C,1512 a spell located only 

in the corpora of Pepy II (Fig. 7.9) and Neith (Fig. 7.10), on the north antechamber 

wall,1513 and east corridor wall,1514 respectively. Despite this placement in areas of the 

pyramid predominantly featuring personal texts “originally recited by the deceased,”1515 

PT 691C is categorised by Hays as a sacerdotal priestly recitation text,1516 assigned to 

Group L, “Transformation.”1517  

In line with this categorisation,1518 the spell begins with the imperative for the deceased 

to i.rs, “wake up”, spoken by an officiant in the role of the son, Horus:1519  

 

i.rs i.rs it(=i) wsir 

ink sA=k mrr Tw 

ink sA<=k> Hr mrr Tw 

Awake, awake, my father Osiris,  

I am your son, who loves you,  

I am <your> son Horus, who loves you. 

 

 
1512 §2127a – 2128b. 
1513 N/A/N 60 – 62. 
1514 Nt/C/E 12 – 16. 
1515 Hays, “Sacerdotal,” 48 Fig. 1, 49. However, on this distinction between the texts, see Willems, “Who am 

I?”.  
1516 Hays, Organization, 438, as fPT 691B.  The issue of grammatical person in this text is discussed in-depth 

by ibid., 156 – 157. However, see more recently Willems, “Who am I?,” 204 – 247 for a critique of Hays 

definition of personal texts.  
1517 Ibid., 108 – 109.  
1518 Ibid., 270.  
1519 §1 – 2 (=§2127). Following Neith, as this section is lost in Pepy II.   
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The subsequent passages focus on the rSrS, “rejoicing” over the deceased by Horus,1520 

the questionable baba, “slurping, drinking” 1521  (of blood) by Horus and Seth, and the 

protection and support of Isis and Nephthys:1522   

 

in i.rSrS=f im=k  

in baba<=f> im=k  

in baba stS im=k 

Has he rejoiced over you?  

Has <he> slurped (blood?) from you? 

Has Seth slurped (blood?) from you? 

 

This baba, “drinking,” echoes the sacerdotal PT 535, 1523  a “recitation by Isis and 

Nephthys,”1524 packed with mythological allusion, in which the imyw-xt stS, “followers of 

Seth”1525 are punished by Horus:1526  

 
1520 § 4. 
1521 Faulkner, AEPT, 301 – 302 fn. 4; Allen, AEPT, 323; Hannig, ÄWb I, 417 [9639].  Mercer, Commentary III, 

937, reads baba, but understands this word as “to exult”; Shmakov, New Reading, 363, reads abab, 

“exultation.” 
1522 §4 – 6. 
1523 §1280a – 1290b.  
1524 Allen, AEPT, 107. The spell begins with what Faulkner, AEPT, 204 fn. 1 calls “an interpolation which in 

fact makes no sense.” That is, Dd mdw in Ast xna Nbt-Hwt, “Words to be recited by Isis and Nephthys.” 
1525 §1285c. cf CT I, 250f [60].  
1526 §1286a – 1287a.  
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nDr sn idr tpw=sn stp hpS=sn 

bsk=k sn Sd=k HAtyw=sn 

baba=k m snf=sn 

ip ibw=sn m rn=k ip n inpw ip ibw 

Grasp them; remove their heads,1527 cut off their forelegs,  

You disembowel them, you cut out their hearts,1528  

You drink of their blood,  

and claim their hearts in this your name of Anubis, claimer of hearts.  

 

This passage ostensibly alludes to the slaughtering of an animal for ritual offering,1529 

overlaid with the mythological and metaphorical associations connected to the defeating 

of the enemies of the deceased and the “cannibalism” of their body parts. 1530  The 

interpretation of baba as “drinking” in PT 535 has been questioned by Eyre, who suggests 

this is more likely to mean, “flow” or “be awash with.”1531 As he explains, blood captured 

in a bowl1532 during the sacrificial slaughter of an animal is unlikely to have been used for 

drinking, but was inspected by a priest to ascertain its purity.1533 The purpose of this 

 
1527 cf CT V, 67g [CT 394], a spell for “not taking a man’s head from him.” Faulkner, AECT II, 19.   
1528 For a summary of the differentiation between HAty and ib in religious texts, see Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 

55 – 68.  
1529 cf Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 388 – 389.  
1530 Ikram, Choice Cuts, 42 – 43; Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 94 – 95.   
1531 Ibid., 101 fn. 131.  
1532 Ibid., 97.  
1533 Ibid., 99 – 100. This spell deserves a level of analysis that is beyond the scope of the current study. 

However, worth noting are the parallels between this text and the depiction of butchery in non-royal tombs, 
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inspection has been questioned by Ikram.1534 Moreover, Nyord highlights the drinking of 

snf, “blood,” which appears multiple times within the Coffin Texts, and its associations 

with slaughter and the defeat of enemies; 1535  in these Coffin Text examples, however, the 

verb used to convey this idea is swr, “drink,”1536 rather than the baba found in the 

Pyramid Texts.  To make matters more complicated, in both Pyramid Text examples, 

Faulkner has translated baba as “drink,” while in his Coffin Text translations he interpreted 

this same word as “purification.”1537  With so few textual examples, a clear determination 

is difficult.  The use of baba in PT 691C potentially echoes the motif found in PT 535, 

however the exclusion of the word snf, “blood” has led to the suggestion that this may be 

a transposed spelling of abab, “to exult, be proud of.”1538 Meurer, however, argues this 

phrase must be the same in both spells, despite the omission of the term for blood in PT 

691C, and notes a descendent of this motif found in the 5th hour of the Ptolemaic 

Stundenwachen,1539 associated with the destruction and consuming of the snf, “blood” and 

stpt, “choice cuts” taken from the enemies of Osiris.1540   

The understanding of the following section in PT 691C is varied,1541 but seems to describe 

the service of the devoted son, who Hnii.n=i, “has attended” the deceased so that he does 

 
e.g. Ptahotep, where the capture of blood is depicted with accompanying captions, see Harpur and 

Screamin, Ptahotep, pl. 58, detail pl. 63.  Similarly, see James, Khentika, pl. 22. 
1534 Ikram, Choice Cuts, 182.  
1535 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 328.  
1536 Wb III, 428: 5 – 17.  CT I, 293d [CT 69]; CT V, 51a [CT 384]; CT V, 67h – I [CT 394].  
1537 Faulkner, AECT II, 180; CT IV, 185h [575]: ddw babat, “one who administers purification.” Curiously, this 

word appears in CT I, I 5e [1] and is left untranslated.  
1538 Wb I, 177: 16-17; Shmakov, New Readings, 363.  
1539 Assmann, “Stundenwachen,” LÄ VI, 104 – 106.  
1540 Muerer, Die Feinde, 127; Junker, Die Stundenwachen in den Osirismysterien, 113 [169 – 170].  
1541 See for example the differing interpretations of Faulkner, AEPT, 302 and Allen, AEPT, 323. 
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not nsnsnw, “suffer,” 1542  “pass away,” 1543  “expire/perish.” 1544   The deceased is then 

described as Geb, and as  rpw is wnm bsk, “he who 

presides1545 and feeds1546 on entrails.”1547 As a noun, the term bsk1548 is argued by Nyord 

to mean “(edible) viscus,”1549  referring predominantly to organs that have been removed 

for the purpose of eating,1550 used in the above-quoted passage of PT 535 as a verb to 

indicate the disembowelment of the enemies of the king.  

The final section of PT 691C repeats the priestly motif found in PT 355 associating body 

parts of the deceased with different beings and, significantly, the spinal column of the 

deceased is likened to a door-bolt:1551 

 

HAt=k m sbA 

pH=k m qbHwt 

bqsw=k <m> s nTr 

Your front1552 as the Jackal, 

 
1542 Wb II, 319: 12 “schlechter Zustand des Toten“; Faulkner, AEPT, 302.  
1543 Hannig, ÄWb I, 662 [16506] „vollständig lösen von; vergehen“; Allen, AEPT, 323. An identical word in 

PT 468 [§903a] is translated by Allen, AEPT, 130 as “whimper.” 
1544 Shmakov, New Readings, 364 and 268 for the identical term in PT 468.  
1545 Following Faulkner, AEPT, 392 fn. 7, who identifies rpw as the masculine version of rpwt/rpyt, “presiding 

goddess.” See Hannig, ÄWb I, 707 [17763]. Hannig, however, lists this word under his entry for rpw, 

“verwesen (Leiche): ÄWb I, 707 [17761]. Allen, AEPT, 323 translates rpw as “him of the sedan chair.” 
1546 Mercer, Commentary III, 938  
1547 §10 (=2128a). 
1548 Wb I, 477: 10-11. 
1549 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 129.  
1550 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 130. 
1551 §11 – 12 (=§2128b – c).  
1552 Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 170.  
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Your rear as Qebehut,1553 

Your spinal column <as> the divine bolt.  

 

The formula HAt=k m sAb, pH=k m qbHwt is found elsewhere in the Pyramid Text corpus,1554 

but the comparison between the door-bolt and the spine is not. In fact, the bqsw, “spinal 

column”1555  is mentioned only a handful of times throughout the corpus,1556  perhaps 

most notably in PT 273 – 274,1557 the apotropaic1558 so-called Cannibal Hymn, in which 

the king Hsb, “breaks” the  Tsw bqsw, “knots of the spine” or 

“vertebrae”1559 belonging to the gods.1560 Elsewhere, the bqsw appear in apotropaic spells 

PT 2991561 and PT 300,1562 both found only in the corpus of Unis. In PT 229, Atum uses 

his fingernail against the Tsw bqsw of Nehebkau1563 in order to prevent Xnnw, “strife,”1564 

while PT 230 describes two TAs, “magical utterances”1565 that TAsw.n Hrw Hr bqsw, “Horus 

has knotted upon the spine”1566 (of a snake?)1567 in conjunction with the prevention of 

 
1553 Wilkinson, Gods and Goddesses, 223. In PT 515 [§1180a – d] this goddess is described as the daughter 

of Anubis who cleanses the xAty-heart of the deceased with cool water and purifies him with natron.  
1554 Hays, Organization, 499 [Body Part as Jackal (Not Face)]; Hays, Organization, 528 – 529 [Has Jackal-

face]; Hays, Organization, 129 fn. 498. 
1555 Wb I, 480: 8 – 12; Hannig, ÄWb I, 245 [10152, 47166, 10153]; Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 306. In later 

periods it may have been used to describe «la nuque »: Meeks, ALex I, 123: 77.1325. 
1556 PT 229 [§229b]; PT 230 [§234c]; PT 273 [§409b]; PT 627A [§1772b]. bqsw is not used outside the 

Pyramid Texts during the Old Kingdom.  
1557 §393a – 414c.  
1558 Hays, Organization, 360 – 361 assigns this text to Group K, “Apotropaia.”  
1559 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn,  
1560 §409b. For Ts as “vertebrae” see Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 307 – 320.  
1561 §229a – b. 
1562 §234c. 
1563 §229a. 
1564 §229b.  
1565 Ritner, Magical Practice, 46; Allen, Grammar I, 279 [230.15]. Mercer, Translation, 71 reads “two knots 

(charm).” Likewise, Faulkner, AEPT, 55.  For the complexity of translating this word, see Nyord, Breathing 

Flesh, 308.  
1566 §234c. 
1567 Allen, AEPT, 19.  
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bites from inimical beings. 1568  This process of tying knots for protection in Egyptian 

magical practice has been well explored in the Egyptological literature, recently by 

Wendrich,1569 who provides a comprehensive list of both positive and negative results 

achieved through the tying and untying of knots. The link between the door-bolt and the 

spine is one that appears based on a complex web of associations, at least partially rooted 

in conceptual ideas stemming from apotropaic protection.1570 

Allen presents this text under the heading “supplying the spirit for the journey,”1571 and 

along with the allusion to slaughter, the promise of the cultivation and provision of barley 

and emmer for the rnpwt, “yearly supplies”1572  of the deceased rounds out the spell. 

Additionally, in the corpus of Neith, the spell concludes as it began, with an appeal to the 

deceased to wake up:1573 

 

  

i.rs ir.s it=i rt t=k 

Awake, awake, my father, for this your bread.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1568 §233a – 234b; Hays, Organization, 352 – 353.  
1569 Wendrich, “Entangled, Connected or Protected?” 243 – 269, with references.  
1570 cf CT VI, 388h – u [759]; Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 307 – 320, 377.  
1571 Allen, AEPT, 323. 
1572 §13 (=§2128d). 
1573 §14 (=§2128e).  
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7.3. qAnwt, “door-bolts.” 

 

 qAnwt (also spelled qArt, qAAt, qlit, qnr)1574 is a type of door-bolt mechanism 

that appears only once in the Pyramid Texts, where it is determined with what 

Koenigsberger identifies as a simple wooden bar with a head at its end.1575 In contrast to 

the s-type door-bolt, the kAnt-type bolt is identified as being for use on a single-leafed 

door.1576 

Outside of this occurrence, a similar word  qAt,1577 appears twice in the Abusir 

Papyri, both associated with a sbA and its single aA, “door leaf.”1578 The type of door-lock 

meant by this word is described by Posener-Krieger as: 

… un verrou mural qui s'enfonce, lorsque la porte est ouverte, dans un canal 

ménagé dans l'épaisseur du mur du passage. Le verrou lui-même se présente 

comme une pièce de bois ou de métal d'une section rectangulaire ou arrondie, que 

l'on tire en travers de l'ouverture lorsque la porte est fermée.1579   

 

 

Accordingly, it is a type of door lock used abundantly in funerary temples of the Old 

Kingdom,1580 and in the temple of Neferirkare these locks were used to seal the western 

gate leading from the pr-wrw into the pillared hall (Fig. 5.1 [b]), and again for the door 

which accessed the room with five statue niches (Fig. 5.1[d]).  

 
1574 Wb V, 12; Wb Hannig, AEWb I, 1328: 33974; Koenigsberger, Tür, 58.  
1575 Koenigsberger, Tür, 58.  Not to be confused with  [F18], identified as the “tusk of an elephant”: 

Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, 463.  
1576 LÄ V, 256. 
1577 A variation of the word qArt: Posener-Krieger, “Noms des parties de portes,” 78. 
1578 HPBM V, pl. XXXIIA [8 – 9] ; Néferirkarê-Kakaï II, 431 and 434 [r].  
1579 Posener-Krieger, “Noms des parties de portes,” 79. 
1580 Ibid. 
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7.4. kAnwt in the Pyramid Texts. 

7.4.1. PT 220.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

W/S/E 8 

Lost 

T/S/S 53 – 54 

Lost 

P/S/Se B 25 

N/S/Se B 36 

Figure 7.11.  Spatial location of qAnwt in PT 220 in the kings’ pyramids. 
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In the Pyramid Texts, qAn.wt appears only once, in PT 220,1581 a spell located on the east 

wall of the sarcophagus chamber in Unis,1582 and at the east end of the south sarcophagus 

chamber walls in the subsequent corpora of Teti,1583 Pepy I,1584 Pepy II (Fig. 7.11),1585 and 

Neith (Fig. 7.12).1586 Hays identified PT 220 as a sacerdotal priestly recitation belonging 

to Group B, “Transfiguration.”1587  The qAn.wt appear in the opening line of the spell, 

paralleled with the aA.wy Axt, “door-leaves of the Akhet”:1588  

 

 

 
1581 §194a – 195e.  
1582 W/S/E 8 – 10.  
1583 T/S/S 53 – 55.  
1584 P/S/Se B 25 – 26.  
1585 N/S/Se B 36 – 37.  
1586 Nt/S/Se i 73 – 75.  
1587 Hays, Organization, 351.  
1588  §194a.  

Nt/S/Se i 73 

Figure 7.12.  Spatial location of qAnwt in PT 220 in the queens’ pyramids. 
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wn aA.wy Axt nxbxb qAnwt=s 

The door-leaves of the Axt are opened, its qAnwt-bolts are drawn back. 

 

The remainder of PT 220 is focused on the personified Red Crown in its various forms,1589 

with particular concern regarding its desirable, powerful (and fiery) characteristics, and 

ostensibly its bestowal of these qualities to the deceased.1590 Understanding the opening 

line as a reference to “the opening of the shrine,”1591 Faulkner further interpreted the rest 

of this spell as “the speech by the priest to the crown thus revealed.”1592  

In his commentary, Mercer did not mention the door-bolts specifically, but likened the 

aA.wy Axt to which they were attached as finding a “parallel in the huge gate with double 

leaves of bronze…at Balawat, in Mesopotamia.”1593 The text in its entirety he interpreted 

as being of early construction, and related to “the crowning of the king in Buto.” 1594 

Spiegel elaborated on this, suggesting that the text may have originated as part of an 

“alten butischen Krönungsritual,” recited during the funerary ritual of Unis and 

accompanied by the opening of a crown shrine in the south corner of the sarcophagus 

chamber.1595  He was also quick to note that because of his established cosmographic 

reading of the tomb chambers, the mention of the aA.wy Axt here must also be associated 

 
1589 Goebs, Crowns in early Egyptian Funerary Literature, 190 – 192. cf Billing, Performative Structure, 227. 
1590 Goebs, Crowns, 177 – 178, “the crowns are not only emblems but also means for the deceased to attain 

a superhuman state”; Billing, Performative Structure, 227 – 228.  
1591 Faulkner, AEPT, 48. 
1592 Ibid.  
1593 Mercer, Commentary II, 92 – 93. 
1594 Ibid. cf Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 206, fn 1.  
1595 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 206, fn. 1. 
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with the “opening” of the passage from the sarcophagus chamber to the antechamber 

(=Akhet) in order for the bA of the deceased to continue its journey.1596 

Altenmüller connected the four names of the Red Crown to the four Mww-dancers seen 

in later tomb depictions, 1597 and believed the door-bolt was a reference to the Mww-

dance,1598 seeing a linguistic link between the verb nxbxb, “draw back” and the phrase 

xbt Mww, “dance of the Muu.”1599 This ritual, he suggested, reflected the reception of the 

coffin by the Mww-dancers at the “Gates of Buto,” 1600  simultaneously offering an 

appeasement to the towing ropes used to drag the coffin sledge, and forming part of the 

funerary ritual carried out in the Mortuary Temple of Unis. 1601   Nothing in PT 220 

suggests a connection to the Mww-dancers. Indeed, Goebs has pointed out that xbt is not 

associated with the Mww until the New Kingdom,1602 and Kinney has determined that the 

Mww-dance was associated with commoner funerals, and it was instead the wnwn-dance 

that was associated with royalty. 1603   Goebs suggests that PT 220, and the ritual 

associations within, may have been transferable to the Pyramid Texts due to widespread 

associations between Buto and the appearance of Horus (i.e. the morning sun), a 

mythological and geographical framework that aligned with the function of the burial 

texts.1604 The text acts as a “greeting” to the “red crown-goddess of Buto and/or Sais – 

who may or may not represent the Solar Eye on the forehead of the sungod.”1605 Thus, 

 
1596 Ibid. 
1597 Hayes, The burial chamber of the Treasurer Sobek-mose from Er-Rizeikat, pl. 4.  
1598 Altenmüller, Begräbnisritual, 149. 
1599 Ibid. For a discussion Altenmüller’s interpretation of the Mww-dance, minus any mention of the door-

bolt, see Reeder, “The Mysterious Muu,” 74 – 76. 
1600 Altenmüller, Begräbnisritual, 120 – 136. 
1601 Ibid., 153. 
1602 Goebs, Crowns, 191 fn. 458. See also Kinney, “Dance dating,” 41.  It is worth noting, however, that xbi is 

used during the Old Kingdom, but rarely, and not associated with the Mww, see Hannig, ÄWb I, 933 [23039].   
1603 Kinney, “The (w)nwn Funerary Dance in the Old Kingdom,” 1161. 
1604 Goebs, Crowns, 191 fn. 458. 
1605 Ibid., and 193.  
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Goebs suggests a dual meaning for the aA.wy Axt – and indeed, its bolts - as both the 

opening of a shrine dedicated to the crown-goddess, and the “doors” of the horizon that 

open for the sun god to appear each day.1606 Indeed, crowns appear to have been used in 

the daily temple cult during the Middle Kingdom, 1607  a ritual that may have been 

established much earlier.1608 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1606 Ibid. 
1607 Ibid. 27 fn. 40. 
1608 Ibid. 27. 
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7.5. Discussion.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 499 

P/A/E 22 

N/A/E 44 

s  

PT 691C 

N/A/N 62 

s nTr 

PT 691C 

Nt/C/E 16 

s nTr 

Figure 7.13.  Spatial layout of door-bolts in the kings’ pyramids. 
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The spells discussed in this chapter are varied in both their terminology and subject 

matter. This is reflected in the diverse spatial placement of the spells in the pyramids of 

both the kings (Fig. 7.13) and queens (Fig. 7.14).  Following the categorisation provided 

by Hays, the textual groups containing the s-type door-bolt are diverse (Table 7.1). PT 

355 and PT 691C, as sacerdotal priestly recitations associated with the “Perpetuation of 

Cult” and “Transformation,” include motifs that align them with ideas of resurrection and 

self-reconstitution of the deceased, “in particular his rejection of the buried state and 

exhortation to him that he go up.” 1609  In addition, “his condition is such that he is 

equipped with protection, devoid of fault, and is in a state of purity. Furthermore, he is 

identified as a divine jackal, and he is given various other identities – celestial and 

chthonic.”1610 Indeed, both PT 355 and PT 691C include descriptions of the deceased that 

align them not only with the face or front of a jackal, but with the rear of a wild lion or the 

minor celestial-serpent goddesses Qebehut. Similarly, both spells emphasise the 

connection between the father and son (i.e., Osiris and Horus), expressing the love and 

protection afforded to the deceased by the son in his role as wt-Inpw in PT 355 and the 

provider of “yearly supplies” in PT 691C. The usage of the s-bolt in both cases is not 

exclusionary but is used as a means of expressing the imminent self-resurrection of the 

deceased. The snxbxb, “drawing back” of the bolt in PT 355 makes this reference to 

 
1609 Hays, Organization, 271. 
1610 Ibid. 

Figure 7.14.  Spatial layout of door-bolts in the queens’ pyramids. 
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opening and movement obvious. This term appears again in PT 676 to describe the 

opening of the Drwt, “sarcophagus” in a parallel tripartite formula of opening:1611 

PT 355, §572d – eT PT 676, §2009a – bNt 

 
 
wn n=k aA.wy pt 
snxbxb n=k sw wrw 
sTA n=k dbt m HAt aAt 
The door-leaves of the sky are opened for you, 
The great bolts are drawn back for you,  
The brick from the great mastaba is pulled out 
for you. 
 

 

wn n=k HAt  
xbxb n=k aA.wy Drwt  
isn n=k aA.wy pt  
The mastaba is open for you, 
The door-leaves of the sarcophagus 
are drawn back for you, 
The door-leaves of the sky are 
thrown open for you.  
 

 

The bqsw <m> s nTr, “spine as divine bolt” in PT 691C is more multifaceted in its 

associations, seemingly a layering of apotropaic and transitional references, but it is 

ultimately also intended to convey the same sense of freedom of movement for the 

deceased. PT 499, in contrast, is purely apotropaic, and made difficult to interpret given 

the differences between textual iterations in Pepy I and Pepy II.  

Like the s-bolts, the qAnwt-bolts that appear in PT 220 are not described in terms of 

exclusion but frame the ensuing content of the spell with a sense of forward movement. 

Indeed, this spell falls into the same category of priestly recitation as PT 355 and PT 691C, 

and subsequently includes one of the final elements defining spells of this kind described  

 
1611 §2009a – b.  
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by Hays: “… he [the king] is incorporated among the gods, and they are satisfied with 

him.”1612 In this case, it is the personified crowns who express contentment with the 

purity of the deceased.  

PT Term Category Type Group 

355 s wr Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation C, “Perpetuation of Cult” 

499 s Personal Apotropaic Text K, “Apotropaia” 

691C s Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation L, “Transformation”  

220 kAnwt Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation B, “Transfiguration”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1612 Hays, Organization, 271.  

Table 7.1. Breakdown of Hays’ Types and Groups associated with s and kAnwt. 
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Part II.  

Exclusion. 
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Chapter Eight. 

 

aA.wy xsfw 

 “The door-leaves that exclude.” 

 

Barriers establish possession and keep people, things and places 

apart; doorways make us aware of the place beyond.1613 

 

8.0. Introduction. 

One of the core discussions in studies concerned with liminal space and transition is the 

placement and transgression of socially constructed boundaries.1614 The crossing of a 

threshold is an almost universally recognised bodily act of leaving one space for another, 

and while simultaneously creating a link between spaces, it also creates an opposition: 

“doors literally create insiders and outsiders.”1615 As Eriksen summarises: 

Doors order space. They allow or deny access. They communicate strong social 

signals of welcome, exclusion, or differentiation. Doors demarcate boundaries to 

territories.1616 

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the phrase aA.wy xsfw, “door-leaves that 

exclude,” and the socio-cultural group that these doors seek to exclude: the rxyt. This 

group is commonly understood to be excluded due to their undesirable position in society 

as “common/ordinary people.” However, this chapter will re-visit the evidence 

supporting both this identification and the interpretation of their position in Egyptian 

 
1613 Unwin, Doorway, 19.  
1614 Outside of Egyptology, e.g., Dowling, “The Liminal Boundary,” 15 – 37; Catedra, “’Through the Door’.” 
1615 Eriksen, “Doors to the dead,” 189. 
1616 Eriksen, Architecture, Society, and Ritual, 37. 
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society during the Old Kingdom. Understanding the references to this group in the 

Pyramid Texts is reliant on examining them within their contextual framework. This 

context not only involves analysing the thematic content of the spells in which they 

appear, but also includes early and contemporary textual and pictorial evidence that 

helps situate the rxyt within a wider Egyptian (i.e., royal and elite) and ritual ideology. 

Furthermore, theoretical background introduced in this chapter will lay the groundwork 

for Chapter 9, which deals with the exclusionary motif of the s m sr.wy, “bolt in the ram-

gate(?)”, and its use in conjunction with the socio-cultural groups identified as the THnw 

and fnxw.  

 

8.0.1. Royal ideology and spatial control.  

Ideas of social and spatial control in ancient Egypt were closely linked to concepts of 

cleanliness and purity,1617 while simultaneously existing within a framework governed 

by cosmographic ideology. The Egyptian conceptualisation of the world focused 

predominantly on dualities: 1618  these oppositions were nuanced, but in the religious 

literature of the Old Kingdom, this world view can be distilled into the core metaphysical 

ideology of ORDER (mAat) versus CHAOS (isfet).1619 In the (auto)biographic literature of the 

elite, this often translated into the more concrete notions of CENTRE (US) versus PERIPHERY 

(THEM).1620 These categories were often defined by topographical considerations – the 

 
1617 Maitland, “Dirt, Purity, and Spatial Control,” 57. See also the discussion by Quack, “Conceptions of 

Purity,” 140 – 143 regarding the purity of non-elites.  
1618 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 176; Roth, “Representing the other,” 159 – 160.  
1619 Karenga, Maat, 5 – 11.   
1620 In the literary space of Middle Kingdom tales, Loprieno, “Travel and Fiction,” 40 notes the visible 

‘centripetal geography,’ the “opposition between a centre, often identified with the royal residence, and a 

periphery, which is the place where protagonists experience a form of psychological or intellectual 

transition.” It is the perceptual boundary between Egypt and the outside world which the characters in 
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land of the Nile valley itself is described as  tA, “(flat) land, earth,”1621 while the 

rugged zones outside of Egypt and associated with foreign land are     xAst, “hill-

country.”1622   As noted by Liverani,1623 and more recently Loprieno, oppositions “such as 

close versus far, domestic versus foreign…are all indicative of an intensely marked 

cultural universe.”1624 For the Egyptian elite, this cultural worldview stipulated that the 

area inside of Egypt was governed by the concept of ma’at,1625 enforced by the king as 

divine intercessor,1626 while everything beyond the borders of Egypt was imbued with 

chaotic potential.1627 This duality is fundamental to how Egyptian royalty, and the elite, 

constructed their iconographic and literary identities. 1628  This provides insight for 

understanding ideas of opposition associated with threshold spaces within the textual 

corpus. Furthermore, the Egyptian ideological conceptualisation of the universe saw the 

complexity of society as a mirror of the complexity of the cosmos.1629 Thus, according to 

Baines, “those who were not included within the normative image of the cosmos – that is, 

those who either were not ethnic Egyptians or were excluded on some other ground – 

 
these stories must overcome, a liminal space “associated throughout world literatures with the experience 

of danger and of fear. For a discussion of the cognitive schema CENTRE-PERIPHERY and NEAR-FAR: 

Johnson, The Body in the Mind, 125. 
1621 Wb V, 212 – 216.  
1622 Wb III, 234.  
1623 Liverani, Prestige and Interest, 34 – 35.  
1624 Loprieno, “Travel and Fiction,” 34. 
1625 Bárta, “Kings, Viziers, and Courtiers,” 154.  
1626 In the Pyramid Texts, it is the king who rdi, “sets” ma’at in place of disorder: PT 249 [§265c]; PT 627A 

[§1775b]. See also Flammini, “Ancient Core-Periphery Interactions,” 65. 
1627  Assmann, Maât, 115. For a re-examination of the conceptualisation of the chaotic wilderness, see 

Bremont, “Into the Wild?” 1 – 17.  
1628 It should be noted, however, that often the ideology found in the representational evidence does not 

always align with the archaeological remains. Flammini, “Ancient Core-Periphery Interactions,” 66 points 

out that while ideology would attribute Nubians with being bearers of chaos and deserving of reprimand 

in the eyes of the king, the archaeological evidence of everyday life would suggest sites where Egyptian and 

Nubian cultures co-existed peacefully. cf M. Valerio, “The Egyptians’ ambivalent relationship with 

foreigners: the case of the prisoners of war in the New Kingdom,” 372. 
1629  Baines, “Contextualising,” 360. 
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would belong in the uncreated world.” 1630  This “uncreated world,” or area of “non-

existence,” is described by Hornung as the place “where the efficacy of the gods and of the 

king reaches its limit,”1631 and it was this potentially hostile area that lay beyond the 

boundaries of the Nile Valley.1632  As Hornung clarifies:  

 

The hostile confrontation is with the powers that belong to the nonexistent 

outside creation but invade creation and must be driven out of it. It is the task of 

the king and the gods to do this….is said of many other kings that they render 

“rebellious,” that is, disloyal foreign peoples “nonexistent” or “uncreated.” It is not 

enough to kill them, for the Egyptians believe that new life emerges from death; 

they must be driven out of the existent world…everyone who transgresses the 

fixed limits of order distances himself from the existent and, if he continues to 

transgress, falls into the abyss of nonexistence.”1633 

 

Ma’at was the “fundamental state myth” according to Bergman, 1634  and it was this 

concept that lay at the heart of royal legitimisation. 1635  It is thus unsurprising that 

foreigners, the immoral, and members of society considered ‘other’ appear in the textual 

 
1630 Ibid. For this idea of the “uncreated world” or “nonexistence,” see Hornung, Conceptions of God, 172 – 

185, particularly 180.  
1631 Hornung, Conceptions of God, 177.  
1632 Ibid., 178, also noting that this area could be regenerative 181 - 182. 
1633 Ibid., 179 - 181. Valerio, “The Egyptians’ ambivalent relationship,” 372 notes that this could mean 

subjugation and pacification, rather than actual annihilation.  
1634 Bergman, “Zum “Mythus vom Staat” im Alten Ägypten,” 81 – 82.  
1635 Karenga, Maat, 43. 
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evidence as groups embodying this chaos and “threatening the ordered world of 

Egypt,”1636 whether it was a true reflection of reality or not.1637  

 

8.0.2. Exclusion from tomb and temple.  

In an analysis of the role of doors in ancient Egypt, Brunner makes a significant 

observation: 

 

Türen sind, um es einmal überspitzt zu sagen, in Ägypten nur für den Eintretenden 

oder Außenstehenden bedeutsam, nicht für den, der hinausgeht.1638 

 

During the Old Kingdom, mortuary spatial control is often alluded to rather than being 

overtly stated,1639 and frequently focusses on the danger of impure persons tampering 

with the tomb of the deceased. Significant to this discussion of socio-religious purity and 

“access control,”1640 is the way visitors were expected to interact with the entrance to the 

Old Kingdom tomb.1641 Threat formulae, or “Addresses to Visitors,”1642 which appear in 

 
1636 Roth, “Representing the Other,” 156.   
1637 Kóthay, “Categorisation, Classification, and Social Reality,” 480; Baines, “Contextualising,” 343. Indeed, 

Loprieno, Topos und Mimesis, proposed that within Egyptian literature, there existed two antithetical 

concepts with respect to those situated within the conceptual frame of “other”, namely topos and mimesis. 

According to Redford, “Review: Topos und Mimesis,” 134 Topos “arises out of a total cultural context” and 

is a reflection of an official societal attitude or framework, whereas Valerio, “The Egyptians’ ambivalent 

relationship with foreigners,” 371 describes mimesis as the expression of “the daily practice of dealing with 

foreigners” beyond the stereotypical, violent relationship conveyed by the topos. However, see Redford’s 

critique of this theory in “Review: Topos und Mimesis,” 134 – 135.   
1638 Brunner, “Rolle,” 249. 
1639 See Quack, “Conceptions of Purity,”, 115 – 158.  
1640 E.g., Foster, “Analysis of spatial patterns in buildings (access analysis) as an insight into the social 

structure,” Antiquity 63 (1989): 40 – 50; Fairclough, “Meaningful constructions – spatial and functional 

analysis of medieval buildings,” 348 – 366; see also Eriksen, Architecture, Society, and Ritual, 87 for 

discussion and additional references.  
1641 Chauvet, “Entrance-porticoes,” 262.  
1642 Ibid., 273. 
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tomb inscriptions from the 5th Dynasty onward, 1643  were “overwhelmingly 

concerned” 1644  with the purity of the tomb chamber and its equipment. 1645  These 

inscriptions, frequently inscribed on the jambs abutting the entrance to the tomb,1646 on 

the false door or, in the case of Khentika, on the façade of the tomb itself,1647 concentrate 

heavily on the potential eventuality of immoral individuals entering the tomb and 

desecrating the burial. These “sacred violations”1648 could include approaching statues in 

an impure state,1649 eating food considered bwt, “an abomination,”1650 entering the tomb 

after sexual intercourse,1651 or more generally doing Dwt, “evil” against the complex.1652  

The punishments for transgressions against the tomb are vague, sometimes invoking 

inimical creatures such as crocodiles,1653 and are often aligned with the judgement of 

divine beings. 1654  These punishments rarely include ‘real world’ consequences (i.e., 

 
1643 Gee, “Ritual Purity,” 33 Table 1.1. 
1644 Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 247. 
1645 Ibid., 145. 
1646 A prime example being the usurped doorframe to the tomb of Nyankhpepy at Saqqara, PM III2, 630 – 

631; Gee, “Ritual Purity,” 36; Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 227 - 229 [143]. cf. Chauvet, “Entrance-porticoes,” 

261 – 311.  
1647 PM III2, 508 – 511; James, Khentika, 36 – 41.  
1648 Morschauser, Threat Formulae, 67 – 68.  
1649 Tomb of Pehenukai at Saqqara: LD II, 46; Urk I, 49: 1 – 2. 
1650 James, Khentika, 37. This threat appears in an almost identical and fragmentary text appears in the 

tombs of Ti and Mereruka at Saqqara: Wild, “L’adresse aux visiteurs’ du tombeau de Ti,” 104, 2; Strudwick, 

Pyramid Age, 236. More parallels can be found in Morschauser, Threat Formulae, 67 – 68. For bwt, see 

Frandsen, “Bwt in the Body,” 141 – 174. This is still a requirement for temple access in later temples like 

Esna, and at Philae an inscription between the first and second pylons outlines exactly which foods render 

someone unable to enter: Quack, Purity, 120 – 121.   
1651 Silverman, “Threat-Formula,” 10 – 11.  
1652 Urk I, 70: 15 – 15; Urk I, 225: 15.  
1653 For example, Urk I, 23: 12 – 13: Hms ir=f m mw HfA ir=f Hr tA, “The crocodile against him in the water, the 

snake against him upon the land,” from the tomb of Meni (possible Giza, 6th Dynasty); Strudwick, Pyramid 

Age, 253 [182]. Being consumed by a crocodile was ultimately a punishment that would prevent someone 

from having a proper burial: Lorton, “The Treatment of Criminals in Ancient Egypt,” 48; Strudwick, Pyramid 

Age, 260 fn. 4.  
1654 Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 2. E.g., Urk I, 226: 6: in nTr wDa-mdw=f Hna ir.t(y).f(y) xt r=s, “It is the god 

who shall judge him who shall do a things against it [the tomb]”; Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 257 [187].  
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punishment via the living king), but commonly invoke the ‘great god’.1655 Emphasis is 

always on the ritual purity (wab) of the entrant to ensure the continuing religious integrity 

of the deceased. Indeed, anyone who crossed the threshold was required to be “pure as 

they should be pure to enter into the temple of the god.”1656  These threats, positioned at 

such crucial liminal junctures of the tomb,1657 are significant, and indicate how important 

the concept of purity was to both physical and metaphysical entryways. Ultimately, any 

infringement could render the purity of the tomb invalid, thereby contradicting ma’at.1658   

 

In her discussion of the entrance-porticoes belonging to Old Kingdom tombs, Chauvet 

draws attention to the function of pictorial decoration in signifying the liminal 

inside/outside transition between the profane and sacred space of the tomb. Of note is a 

fording scene, found in several Old Kingdom tombs,1659 and its accompanying caption, 

which she suggests could perform a liminal function. 1660  The scene features three 

herdsmen in a boat, the front most of which gestures toward a crocodile in the water 

beneath. The caption above him reads: 

 

 

 

 

 
1655 Identified as Re, Osiris or, in some cases, the deceased king: Allen, “Some aspects of the non-royal 

afterlife in the Old Kingdom,” 11 – 13.  
1656 James, Khentika, 37: n wab=sn mitt wab=sn r aq r Hwt-nTr nt nTr, “They shall not be pure as they should be 

pure to enter into the temple of the god.” 
1657 Chauvet, “Entrance-porticoes,” 271 and 273.  
1658 Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 41. Morschauser, Threat-Formulae, 247 suggests that “the building of the tomb 

was accompanied by some ‘formal’ ceremony including the invocation of a threat consecrating it against 

trespassers.  
1659 Dominicus, Gesten und Gebärden, 136 – 142.  
1660 Chauvet, “Entrance-porticoes,” 273. 
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wAH S n iHw xsf msH xsf mwt in mniw 

The channel has been prepared for the cattle. “When the crocodile is excluded, the 

dead man1661 is excluded,” says the herdsman.1662 

 

The scene occurs three times within the Senedjemib complex at Giza: on both side-walls 

of the entrance-portico of Senedjemib Mehi, 1663  and again on the south side-wall of 

Senedjemib Inti. 1664  The crocodile is a well-known foe in both pictorial and textual 

evidence during the Old Kingdom and, in later periods, its existence is a vehicle for ideas 

concerning fate, 1665  the outcome of which was evidently considered a risk to the 

possibility of a proper burial.1666  The role of the mwt, “dead man,” in this passage is, 

however, less certain, with Brovarski questioning why the deceased (especially if 

referring to the owner of the tomb) would be excluded in this way.1667  Gardiner suggests 

that the mwt, when discussed in the so-called letters to the dead, should be considered 

“the roving, unhappy spirits of those to whom burial had been denied.” 1668   When 

 
1661 Brovarski, The Senedjemib Complex, 38 fn. 14. Gardiner and Sethe, Letters to the Dead, 20 - 21.  
1662 Brovarski, The Senedjemib Complex, 38.  
1663 Ibid., 135 and 137; Figures 97 (portico, west wall) and 104 – 105 (portico, east wall).  
1664 Ibid., 38; Figures 17, 22 and 23 (portico, south side). A similar scene also occurs on the north side 

(figures 29 – 30), although it is mostly lost. See Dominicus, Gesten und Gebärden, 134 – 135 for more 

examples, and a discussion of the gestures involved in these scenes. 
1665 Eyre, “Fate, Crocodiles and the Judgement of the Dead,” 103 – 114;  Zecchi, “Sobek, The Crocodile and 

Women,” 149 – 153 has illustrated that crocodiles frequently appear in these stories associated with 

retribution against women considered to be immoral. See also Zecchi, Sobek of Shedet, 152 and Chilcott, 

“The Crocodile in Ancient Egypt,” 33 – 46.  
1666 Being swallowed – am - by a crocodile resulted in the destruction of the physical body which ultimately 

precluded the fulfilment of customary funerary rites associated with burial. These rites ensured the 

continual existence of the deceased after death.  To be devoured by a crocodile – for example, by the 

goddess am-mt, “one who swallows” - in the afterlife ensured a second, permanent death. See Zandee, Death 

as an Enemy, 158 – 159.  Hornung, Altägyptische Höllenvorstellungen, 32 described this state as “dem 

Nichtsein angehören.” 
1667 Brovarski, Senedjemib, 38 fn. 14.  
1668 Gardiner and Sethe, Letters to the Dead, 12.  
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considered alongside the fishing and fowling scenes associated with entrance-

porticoes1669 and entrance thicknesses,1670 which are ostensibly indicators of the tomb-

owners “engagement in maintaining order and balance in Egypt,”1671 it seems entirely 

possible to view this vignette through a protective, liminal lens.  As Chauvet summarises: 

 

On a structural level, the disposition of the scene makes the entrance-opening the 

focal point of the composition…the back-wall of the portico is thereby transformed 

into a powerful apotropaic protective tool, a virtual boundary, preventing any 

outside chaos-laden threat to enter the inner sacred space of the tomb.1672  

 

Thus, the sidewalls and entrance to the tomb enclose and protect the potentially 

vulnerable liminal space of the threshold crossing, preventing evil and impurity from 

entering in various forms.  

Later evidence makes it clear that purity likewise governed the interior space of the 

Egyptian temple complex, breaking it up into zones of increasingly sacred and limited 

access.1673 Temple-access texts, 1674 which frequently appear inscribed on doorjambs1675 

or in their own “purification rooms,”1676 outline the moral conduct of priests and the king 

 
1669 Harpur, Decoration, 52 [4.8].  
1670 Ibid., 56 – 56 [4.14].  
1671  Chauvet, “Entrance-porticoes,” 272. In addition to being in line with a leisure activity appropriate to 

his social standing. 
1672 Chauvet, “Entrance-porticoes,” 272. 
1673  Gee, “Ritual Purity,” 29 – 32; Quack, “Conceptions of Purity,” 118 – 122; Kóthay, “Categorisation, 

Classification, and Social Reality,” 504 – 508.  
1674 Quack, “Conceptions of Purity,” 123. 
1675 E.g., Gee, “Ritual Purity,” 14 – 15. For example, multiple entranceways situated within the portico of the 

Temple of Ramesses II at Abydos call on anyone who enters to have been adequately purified: el-Noubi, 

“The Portico of the Temple of Ramesses II at Abydos,” 21 – 44.  
1676 Gee, “Ritual Purity,” 16. 
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and,1677 like Old Kingdom tombs,1678 make it clear that sacred temple zones excluded 

entrants who were unclean or had ingested certain foods considered bwt. 1679  These 

restrictions were similarly applied to animals,1680 non-Egyptians, and those considered 

“impure.”1681  

 

Unwin notes that “thresholds are points of introduction and control…they are also points 

of anticipation and trepidation.”1682 The association between threshold spaces, control, 

and the maintenance of chaotic forces - namely foreigners - is illustrated clearly with a 

door-socket found by Quibell in situ in the First Dynasty temple at Hierakonpolis (Figure 

5.1).1683  In a show of “sympathetic magic”1684 akin to decorating the soles of the kings 

sandals with dangerous scorpions or foreign enemies,1685 the prostrate captive, with his 

arms bound behind his back, once supported the peg of a door-leaf that would have 

ground down into the centre of his back each time the door was opened and closed, 

symbolically pinning him in place before he was trampled on.1686 In this way, the motif of 

the bound captive 1687  has “become architecturally ritualised.” 1688  Ritner provides 

numerous pharaonic examples of foreigners being depicted in ways that involved the 

physical act of being sat upon, or trampled on, by the king as key to their perpetual 

 
1677 Quack, “Conceptions of Purity,” 122 – 127.  
1678 Significantly, during the Old Kingdom the tomb could itself be referred to as a temple: Urk I, 119: 3, 6 – 

8; Gee, “Ritual Purity,” 38.  
1679 Quack, “Conceptions of Purity,” 121.  
1680 Ibid. 
1681 cf Bleeker, “Guilt and Purification in Ancient Egypt,” 86 – 87. 
1682 Unwin, Doorway, 79.  
1683 Now in Pennsylvania, Penn Museum, E3959. Quibell, Hierakonpolis I, 6; pl. III; Eaton-Krauss, “Sculpture 

in Early Dynastic Egypt,” 257: 134.  
1684 Roth, “Representing the Other,” 156. 
1685 Ritner, Magical practice, 115. cf Baines, “On Egyptian Elite and Royal Attitudes to Other Cultures,”129.   
1686 Quibell, Hierakonpolis I, 6. cf Bothmer, “On Realism,” 37, fig. 26. 
1687 cf Ritner, Magical Practice, 113 – 119.  
1688 Ibid., 118.  
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subjugation.1689  While it is unclear which cultural group this door socket depicts, an 

idealised bound captive may have been enough to achieve the desired magico-religious 

effect: “a broad conceptual adequacy is more important than likeness.”1690   

 

8.1.  Xsf as an expression of restricted movement in the Pyramid Texts. 

The Pyramid Texts are interspersed with both explicit and implicit references to 

boundaries of space, 1691  and barriers that prevent the deceased and others from 

progressing through certain spaces.  A fundamental example of this is threshold spaces 

that are said to  xsf, “exclude, repel” 1692  non-royal individuals and foreign 

groups.  Used elsewhere, xsf is used to describe the ability of the deceased to move freely, 

summarised by the formula found in PT 365:1693  

 

n xsf=k m bw nb Sm=k im  

You cannot be excluded from any place in which you go.  

 

Billing calls xsf “the ultimate threat to the concept of movement,”1694  and on multiple 

occasions, the texts seem at pains to illustrate that the king will not be barred by any 

 
1689 Ibid., 119 – 142; see also Roth, “Representing the Other,” 156 – 159.  
1690 Nyord, Seeing Perfection, 67.  It is unclear whether this tradition continued into later periods as no 

similar door-sockets appear to have survived. Perhaps due to rules of decorum or practical concerns, this 

type of temple feature was discontinued and replaced by pictorial representations and statuary.  
1691 A boundary can be a real, physical barrier, which prevents spatial progress, such as a riverbank, or wall, 

or it can be an abstract concept, such as the Egyptian concepts of tAS or Drw, which are used to define unseen 

and often flexible spatial boundaries: Galan, Victory and Border, 6.  
1692 Wb III, 335 – 337.  
1693 §625c. 
1694 Billing, Performative Structure, 524.  
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obstacles during his journey.1695 Accordingly, similar phrases appear in other texts within 

the corpus:  

 

n xsf a n NN m Axt  

The arm of NN will not be excluded from the Axt.1696  

 

 

n DA rd n NN pn 

n xsf ib n NN pn 

The leg of this NN is not crossed, 

The heart of this NN is not excluded.1697  

 

 

n xsff=k in sHdw 

You cannot be excluded by the starry sky.1698  

 

In PT *778,1699 the king aims what may be a thinly veiled threat toward Horus, demanding 

that the door-leaves of the sky not be sealed. This is also the first (and only) time that xsf 

is used exclusively as a term for a type of barrier, determined with door-leaves:1700 

 
1695 PT 569 goes as far as outline the dire consequences of any such action, including preventing ill doers 

from boarding the sacred barques [§1439a – c] and the provision of offerings [§1440a].  
1696 PT 251 [§271b].  
1697 PT 258 [§311d / 315d].  
1698 PT 374 [§658d].  
1699 §1 – 14.  
1700 §1 – 3N.  
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 in mr=k anx=k Hr Hry-tp anwt 

 xt=k w aAwy pt  

 xsf=k w xsfw=s  

 If you desire that you should live Horus on top of anwt-mountain(?)1701 

 you shall not seal the doors of the sky, 

 you shall not bar its barriers! 

 

In general, part of the royal capacity to circumvent this exclusion seems dependent on 

the ability to demonstrate sacred knowledge,1702 especially regarding the names of the 

gods.1703 PT 569, a spell almost wholly devoted to the concept of xsfw, opens with the 

statement:1704  

 

 

irx=k(i) rn=k n xm n rn=k 
n Dr=f rn=k wrr.ti rn n if=k 
I know1705 your name, I am not ignorant of your name.  

“He of no limit” is your name,1706 “He of the Crown” is the name of your father. 

 

 

1701 In the corpus of Neith, this is spelled .  
1702 For a discussion of this theme and what is meant by rx, “knowledge,” see Willems, Heqata, 279 – 282. 
1703 Brunner, “Name, Namen, Namenlosigkeit Gottes im Alten Ägypten,“ 130 – 146; Ritner, Magical Practice, 

22.  
1704 §1434a – bP.  
1705 Faulkner, AEPT, 223 fn 1.  
1706 cf CT IV, 152d.  
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The spell continues with a series of statements in which the king threatens the cyclical 

path of the sun if he is xsf “prevented” from iw=f r bw nty k(w) im “coming to the place 

where you are.”1707  Likewise, in PT 301:1708  

 

 

iw n Tn xsb NN dA=f r=f ir Axt 
iw NN rx sw rx rn=f  
nHH rn=f nHH nb rnpt rn=f 
You shall not exclude NN when he crosses to him at the Akhet,  

NN knows him, and knows his name,  

nHH is his name; nHH Lord of the Year is his name. 

 

This access to sacred knowledge is also declared in the private tombs of the elite, often 

combined with threat formulae on the entryway to the tomb.1709 The fear of restricted 

movement is not expressed in the private tombs of the Old Kingdom in the same way that 

xsf appears in the Pyramid Texts,1710 however, the attainment of knowledge is linked to 

xpi,1711 a verb of motion used to express the idea of “journey” or movement into the 

beyond.  

 

 
1707 Faulkner, AEPT, 223 fn 3 ; Mercer, Commentary III, 701 – 702.  
1708 §448c – 449aW. 
1709  Khentika, for example, claims not only to have been apr, “equipped” with the means to achieve 

transformation via the “secret writing” of the Xry-Hbt, but it is this which allows him to know ixt nb rx Ax nb 
iqr, “every thing that every excellent akh knows”: James, Khentika, 36 [5 - 7]. Similarly, Ankhmahor claims 

to be both iqr, “excellent” and rx, “knowledgeable”, with no magic being a sStA, “secret” to him: Urk I, 202: 2. 

For a discussion of the concept and function of HkA, “magic” in Egyptian belief, see Ritner, Magical Practice, 

3 – 56. 
1710 cf Baines, “Restricted Knowledge,” 7 – 10. 
1711 Wb III, 258: 3 – 12; Hannig, ÄWb I, 934 – 937 [23145].  
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xsf-exclusion focused on threshold spaces appears in only nine1712 of some 1081 texts 

that comprise the currently identified corpus.1713  These excluding elements are thus a 

small, albeit significant, feature of the corpus as a whole. While Jacq surmised that for the 

king and queen « les portes sont davantage des points de repère que des obstacles»,1714 

this was seemingly not the case for everyone – specifically, the socio-cultural groups that 

comprised the rxyt, tHnw, and fnxw in the Pyramid Texts.   

 

8.2. Excluded groups in the Pyramid Texts 

8.2.1.  The rxyt and associated groups in the Old Kingdom. 

 

8.2.1.1. The rxyt.  

The collective rxyt, 1715  identified during the Old Kingdom using the zoomorphic 

determinative  [G23], “lapwing”, 1716  are the non-royal group mentioned most 

frequently in the Pyramid Texts in association with the concept of xsf-exclusion. The 

characterisation of the rxyt varies1717 and, ultimately, appears to have changed over the 

course of Egyptian history.1718 The earliest depictions of the rxyt offer little in the way of 

overt evidence for their identification.1719  Inferences about their origin and placement in 

Egyptian society have been predominantly focused on the appearance of noosed lapwings 

 
1712 PT 373, PT 463 – 64, PT 611, PT 663, PT 665D, PT 666, PT 667A, PT *711, and PT *790.  
1713 This number is based on consultation with the recently published MafS editions : Mathieu, Pépy Ier, 634 ; 

Pierre-Croisiau, Mérenrê, 318. As both editions show, there are numerous (fragmentary) texts without 

assigned identification, so this number will surely increase with future publications.  
1714 Jacq, Recherches sur les Paradis, 58.  
1715 Wb II, 447 – 448 ; LÄ III, 418 – 422 ; Pavlova, “Rxyt in the Pyramid Texts,” 92; Moreno Garcia, “La 

population mrt,” 71 fn. 3.  
1716 Vanellus cristatus (Vanellus vanellus). LÄ III, 417 – 422, “Kiebitze”.  For the orthographic development 

of this determinative, see Griffin, ‘Adore’, 18 – 22.  
1717 Griffin, ’Adore’, 2 – 6, provides an up-to-date overview of the key studies focused on this group. 
1718 Ibid., 17, 219 – 222.  
1719 Kaplony, IÄF II, 558 – 561; Kahl, FWb II, 273 – 275. Quibell, Hierakonpolis I, XIX [1]; Petrie,  Slate Palettes, 

pl. B [4].  
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on the Pre-dynastic Scorpion Macehead discovered in the “Main Deposit” at 

Hierakonpolis (Fig. 8.3).1720 An additional seal impression discovered in the so-called 

“tomb of Menes” at Naqada and dated to the reign of Aha,1721 similarly depicts rxyt birds 

with their wings tied behind their backs (Fig. 8.1), 1722  and Kahl suggests this was 

intended to render them free of potential danger. 1723     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additionally, the varied interpretations of an entry on the Palermo Stone dated to the 

reign of Den, 1724   featuring a lapwing surmounted by a knife (Fig. 8.2), has fuelled 

speculation about their social position.  Gardiner suggested, like Pirenne before him, 1725 

 
1720 Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, E3632; Griffin, ‘Adore’, 12 – 14, with references. 
1721 Kahl, “die Unschädlichmachung von Schriftzeichen,“ 125 – 129.  
1722 Ibid., 125.  
1723 Ibid., 127. 
1724  PS r.III.4. Wilkinson, Royal Annals, Fig. 1. See the summary by Ibid., 109 – 110, whose more tentative 

translation seems more likely. However, see also the interpretation by Diego Espinel, Etnicidad, 188 – 189, 

who sees a focus on the Delta.  
1725 Pirenne, “Le sens des mots rekhit, pat et henmemet,” 693 – 698.  

Figure. 8.1 (left). Seal Impression of subdued 

rxyt-birds. 

Figure. 8.2 (right). Lapwinig surmounted by 

a knife. 
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that the rxyt represented, along with the   pat1726 and   Hnmmt,1727 

different echelons of Egyptian society, with the rxyt representing the ‘plebeians,’ the pat 

the upper class ‘patricians’, and the Hnmmt the ambiguous ‘sun-folk’.1728  Many scholars 

have theorised that the rxyt were originally centralised within the Delta, 1729 possibly in 

Buto, 1730 and comprised of the lowest strata of society, dualistically opposed to the elite 

pat.1731 Very recently, Dreyer and Josephson have described the beginnings of dynastic 

Egypt as consisting of lengthy unrest from the beginning of Dynasty 0 that culminated in 

Upper Egyptian kings invading, and ultimately conquering, the people of Lower Egypt. 

Thus, they consider the Scorpion Macehead to illustrate a time after which Lower Egypt 

(and by extension, the rxyt) had been defeated.1732 Contrary to this belief, however, in a 

recent (re)analysis of the rxyt data from the Pre-dynastic through to the Greco-Roman 

period, Griffin has determined that, beyond the marshy scene depicted on the Scorpion 

Macehead, there is no evidence that the rxyt were geographically associated with the 

Delta region,1733 a conclusion also earlier reached by Gardiner.1734  

 
1726 Wb I, 503: 2; Hannig, ÄWb I, 441 [10484].  
1727 Wb III, 114: 6 – 13; Hannig, ÄWb I, 841 – 842 [20956].  
1728 Gardiner, AEO I, 98 - 108*.  
1729 Pirenne, “Le sens des mots rekhit, pat et henmemet,” 693 – 698 ; Meeks, “La hiérarchie,” 521. Favard-

Meeks, “Le Delta egyptien,” 63 believes they should be identified as “populations des franges côtières, en 

marge, différentes, contrôlant peut-être la navigation maritime.” Further references can be found in Griffin, 

‘Adore’, 12 – 13. 
1730 Kaplony, Kleine Beiträge, 66, and references for older studies that similarly locate the rxyt in the Delta. 
1731 Helck, “Die soziale,” 5 – 12. Contra the summary by Griffin (‘Adore’, 2), Helck does not perpetuate the 

idea that the rxyt were Delta people conquered by an Upper Egyptian empire. In fact, Helck, “Die soziale,” 

6, states that this view can no longer be held.  
1732 Dreyer and Josephson, “Egypt in the Archaic Period,” 367. Indeed, it has been speculated that the 

Palermo Stone entry noted above may record an early defeat of the rxyt: Kaplony, Kleine Beiträge, 66; 

Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 98. 
1733 Griffin, ‘Adore’, 43 – 44.  
1734 Gardiner, AEO I, 104*. 
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In the face of limited decisive evidence, Gardiner’s conclusions regarding the identity of 

the rxyt have been largely accepted by scholars and,  consequently, they are frequently 

described in the Egyptological literature with terms such as “plebeians,” 1735 

“commoners”,1736 “lower classes,”1737 or “the populace.”1738  The alternative claims by 

Nibbi, that the rxyt were foreigners from the western desert (i.e., “Libya”) who settled in 

 
1735 Gardiner, AEO I, 98 – 99*; See also e.g., Faulkner, AEPT, 175 [491A], “plebs.” 
1736 Leclant, “T.P. Pépi Ier, VII,” 458 ; Doxey, Egyptian non-royal epithets, 193. 
1737 Pavlova, “Rxyt in the Pyramid Texts,” 91. 
1738 E.g., Quirke, Going out in Daylight, 36. 

Figure 8.3. The Scorpion Macehead. 
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the Delta,1739 are based on unconvincing evidence.1740 Similarly, the suggestion that the 

rxyt may have been “followers of Seth”, 1741  a claim supported recently by Diego 

Espinel, 1742  relies on evidence that is equally inconclusive. 1743  The position of the 

pinioned lapwings on the Scorpion Macehead arguably situates them ideologically in a 

submissive role.1744 Despite its fragmentary state, the noosed bows, probably emblematic 

of Egypt’s traditional enemies the “Nine Bows,”1745 can be identified to the right of the 

immobilised rxyt-birds.1746  This same pairing occurs on the 3rd Dynasty statue base of 

Djoser (Fig. 8.4), 1747 on which three rxyt birds appear, wings intertwined behind their 

backs, forcing them down upon their legs and rendering them immobile.1748 Positioned 

in front of the feet of the king, these rxyt are once again shown in a submissive role.1749 

On either side are depictions of nine bows, their placement intended to imply they are 

being trampled beneath the soles of Djoser’s feet.1750 

 

 

 
1739 Gardiner, AEO I, 106*; Nibbi, “The rxj.t people as permanent foreigners in ancient Egypt,” 79 – 96; Nibbi, 

Lapwings and Libyans.   
1740 Kruchten, “Alessandra Nibbi, Lapwings and Libyans in Ancient Egypt,” 436 – 437; Griffin, ‘Adore,’ 3 -4, 

outlines the way in which the conclusions drawn by Nibbi are flawed.  
1741 E.g., Nibbi, Lapwings and Libyans, 21. cf Griffin, ‘Adore’, 14 – 15, with references. 
1742 Diego Espinel, Etnicidad y territorio, 185. See also Etnicidad, 188 for his tenuous link between a possible 

depiction of a lapwing beside a knife on the Palermo Stone and the decapitation of the followers of Seth in 

the Pyramid Texts.  
1743 See discussion by Griffin, ‘Adore’, 14 – 15.  
1744 Helck, “Die soziale,” 6; Baines, “Contextualising,” 367 – 368.  
1745 Uphill, “The Nine Bows,” 393 – 430. See PT 665D [§1915a]; Ritner, Magical Practice, 119.  
1746 Helck, “Die soziale,” 6. 
1747 Now in Cairo, JE 49158.  
1748 Helck, “Die soziale,” 6; Griffin, “Rekhyt Rebus,” 67. 
1749 Helck, “Die soziale,” 6; Baines, “Contextualising,” 367 – 368.  
1750 Ritner, Magical Practice, 119. 
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Outside of the Pyramid Texts, evidence for the rxyt during the Old Kingdom is limited and 

largely based on non-royal titles. Indeed, Griffin has noted that within his research, 42% 

of the documents mentioning the rxyt are titles.1751 The most common title,  mdw 

rxyt,1752 “staff/guardian/voice of the rxyt,” 1753  occurs frequently in the tombs of the Old 

Kingdom elite.1754  In addition to strongly advocating for a view of the rxyt as foreigners, 

Nibbi understood the title mdw rxyt as “translator of the rxyt.”1755 However, as Farouk 

points out, the princes and high-level officials of the administration, especially those in 

privileged positions close to the kingship, would hardly have performed translation 

services for foreigners.1756 Although admitting the translation is unclear, Strudwick,1757 

 
1751 Griffin, ‘Adore’, 43 fn. 336.  
1752 Wb II, 178: 12; Jones, Titles, 453 – 454 [1698].  
1753 Translation varies. For example, “Staff of the rxyt,” (Gardiner, AEO I, 107*); “Speaker of the people,” 

(Badawy, Nyhetep-ptah, 50 n. 273); “Leiter des rxyt Volkes,” (Altenmuller, Mehu, 36).  
1754 Hannig, ÄWb I, 575 – 576 [14349].  
1755 Nibbi, Lapwings and Libyans, 21.  
1756 Farouk, “Bemerkungen zu einigen mit “rxyt” gebildeten Beamatentiteln“ 16.  
1757 Strudwick, Administration, 178 – 179.  

Figure 8.4. Rxyt beneath the feet of Djoser.  
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following Helck,1758 sees in mdw rxyt a connection “with legal matters for groups of the 

population.”1759 Indeed, Meeks understands the appearance of such titles related to the 

rxyt during the Old Kingdom as evidence of their status as part of “des populations 

dépendantes et corvéables.”1760  Other Old Kingdom titles hint at a connection between 

the rxyt and the management of religious participation and offerings: 

 

•  Hry wDb(w) rxyt,1761 “one who is over [i.e., in charge of] the reversions (of 

offerings)1762 of the rxyt.” 

•  imy-r sS(w) pr Hry(w)-wDb(w) m pr.wy Hry(w)-

wDb(w) rxyt, “overseer of the scribes of the house of those in charge of the 

reversions (of offerings) in the Dual House of he who is in charge of the reversions 

(of offerings) of the rxyt.”1763 

•  Hm-nTr nbwy rxyt, “Hm-nTr priest of the Two Lords of the 

rxyt.”1764 

 

 
1758 Helck, “Beamtentiteln,” 74.  
1759 Strudwick, Administration, 178. Perhaps significantly, this title has similarities to other religious titles 

from the same period, mdw-HsAt, “Guardian of the Kheset-cow,” (Jones, Index, 454 – 455 [1700]; Hannig, 

ÄWb I, 576 [47227]), and to knownn priestly titles, mdw-Hp, “Guardian of the Apis,” (Wb II, 178: 14; Jones, 

Index, 454 [1699]; Hannig, ÄWb I, 576 [14350]) and mdw-kA-HD, “Guardian of the White Bull” (Wb II, 178: 

13; Jones, Index, 455 [1701]; Hannig, ÄWb I, 576 [14351]).  
1760 Meeks, “Le hiérarchie des êtres vivants selon la conception égyptienne,” 521.  
1761 Jones, Index, 604 [2214].  
1762 Regarding wDb, Moreno Garcia, Études sur l’administration, 142 – 143 suggests that there is nothing to 

intimate that these titles were to do with the distribution of offerings. Instead, they should be viewed as 

having associations with dependent populations and “l'organisation de la main d'œuvre asservie et 

l'exploitation des champs”.  
1763 Jones, Index, 213 [791].  
1764 Ibid., 525 [1961].  
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In addition, a limestone offering basin, found in the debris within the tomb of Nefer and 

Ka-hay at Saqqara,1765 provides a unique title associated with the rxyt:  iwH rxyt, 

“mourner (?) of the rxyt.”1766  This exceptional title is nestled amongst a series of others 

that proclaim Ka-hay held positions such as “director of the singers of the two houses,”1767 

and “the unique among the great and among the singers of the funerary estate.”1768  In his 

analysis of documents related to the rxyt, Griffin determined that they are most frequently 

described as “performing acts related to the worship and maintenance of both the 

Pharoah and Egyptian deities.”1769 Furthermore, he suggests they may have been the 

“laity” who regularly performed these duties within temples, 1770  thus engaging in a 

reciprocal cycle of praise and cosmic maintenance with the king.1771 Ka-hay, and the rxyt 

overseen by the titleholders concerning them during the Old Kingdom, may have fallen 

into this group.  

 

Elsewhere, one of the estates belonging to the endowment of Mereruka is named  

, Hwt-7ti mr Hw(w) rxyt anx, “The estate of Teti (called) one who 

defeats/controls the rxyt, desires that he live,”1772 prompting Diego Espinel to assume 

this was intended to represent the disdain held by the Egyptians toward the (presumably 

 
1765 Moussa and Altenmüller, The Tomb of Nefer and Ka-hay, pl. 42a.   
1766 Jones, Index, 7 [28]; Moussa and Altenmüller, Nefer and Ka-hay, 14 [3], 45 [5].  
1767 Jones, Index, 733 [2668]; Moussa and Altenmüller, Nefer and Ka-hay, 14 [1], 45 [4].  
1768 Jones, Index, 367 [1355]; Moussa and Altenmüller, Nefer and Ka-hay, 15 [4], 45 [5]. Elsewhere, he is 

called the “inspector of singers”: Jones, Index, 947 [3493]; Moussa and Altenmüller, Nefer and Ka-hay, 14 

[2].   
1769 For a breakdown of what these performed actions were, see Griffin, ‘Adore’, 47 – 84.  
1770 Ibid., 18.  
1771 Ibid., 80 – 81. 
1772 Mereruka I, pl. 49 ; Jacquet-Gordon, Les Noms des Domaines Funéraires, 413. Following Diego Espinel, 

Ethnicidad, 187.  
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foreign) rxyt.1773 The epithet  Hw(w) rxyt, “who smites the rxyt” appears associated 

with Horus in the Middle Kingdom, principally in the (auto-)biographical texts inscribed 

within elite tombs at Beni Hassan,1774 and has been used as evidence to suggest the rxyt 

were both hostile and Sethian in nature.1775 Indeed, many studies fixate on the possible 

negative attestations of the rxyt, a view that ultimately dismisses the far more positive 

connections made elsewhere. Indeed, despite his suggestion that they were defeated 

Delta people, Kaplony did not see the rxyt “als feindliche oder gefährlich Macht” in the 

Pyramid Texts.1776 In actuality, Horus has a relatively ambiguous relationship with the 

rxyt during the Old Kingdom. Thus, the oft-cited negative epithet above is somewhat 

diminished in PT 491B, 1777  in which a deity from Heliopolis (ostensibly Horus) 1778 

provides the rxyt with bread, which is also shared by the deceased: 

 

 

[…] sHtp.n=f rxyt=f im=f 
wnm=i im=f Hna=sn 
[…] He has satisfied his rxyt therewith it,  

And I eat of it together with them.  

 

In PT 369, a spell that emphasises the opening of the eyes and splitting of the mouth of 

the deceased, Horus is named Hry-tp, “chief” of the rxyt:  

 
1773 Ibid. 
1774 Urk VII, 17: 5; 19: 8; 38: 11; 41: 8.  
1775 Griffin, ‘Adore‘, 14.  
1776 Kaplony, Kleine Beiträge, 65 – 66.  
1777 PT 491B [§1057a – 1058bP]. 
1778 Reconstructed by both Mercer, Translation, 183, and Faulkner, AEPT, 175, following Sethe. Allen, AEPT, 

148, does not include this reconstruction.  
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mDd.n n=k Hr r=k mxA.n=f n=k r=k ir qsw=k 
wp.n n=k Hr r=k 
in sA=k mry=k snT.n=f n=k ir.ty=k  
n rdi.n Hr n xrxr Hr=k m rn=k n Hr Hry=tp rxyt=f 
Horus has pressed your mouth and he has adjusted your mouth to your bones for 

you. 

Horus has split your mouth for you. 

And it is your son whom you love who has measured your two eyes for you.  

Horus will not let your face be downcast in your name of “Horus at the head of his 

rxyt.” 

 

Overall, the presence of the rxyt-people in the Pyramid Texts reveals little of their 

character and relationship to Egyptian society. They appear in the apotropaic PT 230, 

found only in the corpus of Unis,1779 associated with inimical beings and an unknown 

(possibly hostile?)1780 god named  mDr, “the Male (?)”:1781  

 

  

Sn mDr HA rxyt 
The ‘male’ who is behind/around1782 the rxyt is enclosed.1783  

 
1779 W/S/Wg 13 – 30 [§230a – 234c].  
1780 Pavlova, “Rxyt in the Pyramid Texts,” 93. 
1781 [§233b]. Mercer, Translation, 71; Faulkner, AEPT, 55; Allen, AEPT, 19. Possibly to be related to the New 

Kingdom deity, mDr-ra, “Der den Re (feindlich) umschließt”?: LGG III, 475.  
1782 For hA in this sense, see Ritner, Magical Practice, 57 fn. 266.  
1783 See also PT 366 [§629]. Wendrich, “Entangled, Connected, or Protected,” 256, notes that HA, “around, 

behind” indicates circular knotting, and this may be the intended ritual act being indicated in this spell, 

although the purpose is unclear.  
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The spell as a whole seems to describe the common magical act of encircling or 

knotting,1784 which has both positive and negative (i.e., threatening and protective)1785 

attributes in Egyptian magic, but it is unclear how the rxyt are to be perceived in this case.   

In PT 320,1786 also found only in the corpus of Unis,1787 the rxyt are juxtaposed with 

another collective, the  nbw, “lords,” which Sethe1788 and Mercer1789 conceptualised 

as “the deceased” and “former kings,” respectively. Speigel interpreted the nbw as the 5th 

Dynasty “Aristokraten des vorangegangenen ‘Reiches der Sonne’,”1790 while he claimed 

rxyt was the “Spottname der Oberägypter für die hierdurch als geschwätzig aber 

furchtsam gekennzeichneten Unterägypter.“1791 These nbw are told to wr Tn nbw, “humble 

yourselves, lords,” 1792  while the rxyt are told to imn Tn rxyt tp-a Wnis, 1793  “conceal 

yourselves, rxyt, before Unis,”1794 clearly establishing a different attitude to each group. 

 

In PT 307, in which the king professes his legitimacy through birth right at the solar cult 

centre of Heliopolis,1795 the rxyt are linked to both Re and the Dual Ennead, and more 

directly to Nefertem:1796  

 

 
1784 cf. Ritner, Magical Practice, 143 – 144.  
1785 Wendrich, “Entangled, Connected, or Protected,” 248; Ritner, Magical Practice, 64.  
1786 §515a – 516c.   
1787 W/C/E 13 – 18.  
1788 Sethe, Komm. II, 386. 
1789 Mercer, Commentary II, 245.  
1790 Spiegel, Augerstehungsritual, 339 fn. 8.  
1791 Ibid., 339 fn. 9. 
1792 Alternatively rendered by Allen, Grammar I, 360 – 361 as wr.Tn nbw „your greater, lords!”.  
1793 See Allen, Grammar I, 68 [8.10].  
1794 §516a. 
1795 Cf Billing, Performative Structure, 507. 
1796 §482c – 483bW. 
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mwt nt NN iwnw it n NN iwnw 
NN ds=f iwnw msy m iwnw 
sk ra Hry-tp psDty Hry-tp rxyt 
nfr-tm iwty snnw=f 
iwa it=f Gb 
The mother of NN is Heliopolis, the father of NN is Heliopolis,  

NN himself is Heliopolis, born in Heliopolis,  

When Re was upon the Dual Ennead, and upon the rxyt,  
Nefertem without his equal,  

Heir of his father Geb.  

 

This connection between the rxyt and the sun may be referenced in an inscription found 

in Tomb 3507 at Saqqara,1797 dated to early in the reign of Den.1798  The inscription is one 

of many from the same tomb and time period that feature rxyt-birds.1799 However, this 

particular inscription,1800 etched onto a schist bowl, also includes a round hieroglyph, 

interpreted by Kaplony as  [N5], and read tentatively as “rxyt-ra (?)”.1801   

 
1797 Emery, GT III, 73 – 74.  
1798 Ibid., 73. 
1799 Ibid., 94: 5 and pl. 107.  
1800 Ibid., pl. 107: 8. 
1801  Kaplony, IÄF, 561. Emery, GT III, 94 - 95, however, suggested this could be read as sp  [O50], 

“threshing floor (?)”.  
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Further textual evidence from the Old Kingdom, including the Pyramid Texts, juxtapose 

the rxyt with foreign lands or enemies, which has ultimately led to the belief that they are 

hostile enemies of the king. A fragmentary column of text from the 5th Dynasty mortuary 

temple of Sahure at Abusir presents the remains of words spoken by a god in an adjacent 

relief of deities:1802  

 

 

[…] nbt Xr Tbt=k xnr.n(=i) n=k ibw rxyt nbt in.n(=i) xt nb(t) nfrt xr(t)i 

every…1803 under your sandal. I have restrained the hearts of every rxyt. I have 

brought for you every good thing that belongs to me.1804 

 

In PT 650,1805 in which “the king assumes authority,”1806 the rxyt are described with the 

adjective znTt,“hostile”1807 or “rebellious,”1808 and are contrasted with sT.t, “Asia”:1809 

 
1802 Borchardt, S’aHu-rea II, pl. 20; Urk I, 168: 13 – 15.  
1803  Diego Espinel, Etnicidad, 183, reconstructs the missing text as [Dd mdw di.n(=i) n=k] […] [ny.w]-Dt nbt… 
1804 Following Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 85 – 86 [10, F], following Urk I, 169: 1 – 2.  
1805 §1833a - 1837c. 
1806 Faulkner, AEPT, 268. 
1807 Ibid.  
1808 Wb III, 462: 2, “rebellisch”; Allen, AEPT, 261.  
1809 §1837a – c.  

Figure 8.5.  The “rxyt-ra(?)”.  
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grg=f n=f sma grg(=f) n=f tA-mHw 

(x)bA=f n=f wnwt1810 sT.t 

xA=f n=f rxyt nb(t) znTt Xr Dbaw=f 

He establishes Upper Egypt for him, he establishes Lower Egypt for him,  

He devastates the fortresses of “Asia” for him,  

He quells the rebellious rxyt under his fingers for him.1811  

 

Mourad’s recent analysis of the attestations of sT.t in the Old and Middle Kingdoms,1812 

confirms the consensus that this location was situated on or beyond the borders of Egypt 

to the northeast.1813 Moreover, nearly all attestations exist within a royal context, and 

predominantly deal with expeditions and/or the protection or transgression of 

boundaries.1814 Subsequently, Mourad concludes that “sT.t is the ideological northeastern 

foreign entity that had to be controlled to both protect Egypt’s borders and safeguard 

Egyptian commercial interests abroad.”1815  Despite this ideological position, they are 

only found once within the Pyramid Texts. Their comparison with the rxyt seems to 

 
1810 Based on a similar expression from the (auto)biography of Weni: Urk I, 103: 12. On the use of wnwt 
versus mnnw see Redford, “Egypt and Western Asia in the Old Kingdom,” 139; Mourad, “The Asiatic sT.t and 

sT.tyw,” 300. 
1811 §1837a – c.  
1812  Ibid., 298 – 305. 
1813  Ibid., 304.  
1814 Ibid. 
1815 Ibid. 
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indicate a kind of dualism, intended to reflect a similar idea to the other oppositions (e.g., 

Upper and Lower Egypt)1816 present in the same spell.   

 

8.2.1.2.  The  pat and the  Hnmmt. 

The cosmographic model of the Egyptian universe appears to have situated the rxyt 

alongside the two other groups mentioned above: 1817  the   pat 1818  and the  

  Hnmmt.1819  These groups, like the rxyt, suffer from a paucity of identifying 

evidence,1820 and have been subject to extensive speculation about their early role in 

Egyptian society. As noted, Gardiner rendered the pat as “patricians,” an identification that 

persists in Egyptological literature in varied forms. Baines speculates that pat may refer 

to an elite ruling group who may have had “an ethnic or kin significance,”1821 making them 

distinct from the rxyt, while Meeks believes they may have “représentaient, à l’origine, 

une caste d’aristocratie terrienne chargée d’administrer les surfaces arables pour le 

compte du souverain.”1822 It was from this group that the early kings may have been 

selected.1823 However, “any such distinction quickly lost its meaning, but the two terms 

remained in use,” 1824  becoming “idealised representations of the cosmos.” 1825   The 

earliest recorded appearance of the title  (i)r(y) pat, 1826  “hereditary prince,” or 

 
1816 §1837a – b.  
1817 Cooney, “Egypt’s encounters with the West,” 57 – 58 suggests that the mention of these three groups 

together may be intended to express an idea of “plurality”. 
1818 Wb I, 503: 2; Hannig, ÄWb I, 441 [10484].  
1819 Wb III, 114: 6 – 13; Hannig, ÄWb I, 841 – 842 [20956].  
1820 Kahl, FWb II, 148 – 149.  
1821 Baines, “Contextualizing,” 371, but see also fn. 101.  
1822 Meeks, “La hiérarchie des êtres vivants selon la conceptions égyptienne,” 521.  
1823 Baines, “Origins of Egyptian Kingship,” 133.  
1824 Baines, “Contextualizing,” 371. 
1825 ibid. 
1826 Jones, Index, 315 [1157].  
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“noble,” is on the 1st Dynasty stela of Meryka discovered at Saqqara.1827 Identified as the 

highest “ranking title” 1828  during the early stages of Egyptian history, it “implies no 

function but asserts that its holder belongs to a social group,”1829 and may have originally 

referred to the son and heir of the king.1830 While the title iry-pat appears abundantly 

during the Old Kingdom as an identifier of status for the elite,1831 it occurs relatively 

infrequently within the Pyramid Texts.  It is used once to define the sm-priest in charge of 

the purification of the deceased king (i.e., the king’s son),1832 as it is likewise used to 

define Horus as  (i)r(y)-pat nswt nTrw, “hereditary prince, king of the 

gods.”1833  Geb appears six times as  (i)r(y)-pa(t) nTrw, “hereditary prince of the 

gods,”1834 and Horus is identified five times as  nb pat, “lord of the pat.”1835 On 

multiple occasions, these identifications are found associated with the king’s assumption 

of the wrrt-crown,1836 underlining the important connection between the concept of pat 

and royal legitimisation through divine lineage.1837 The presence of figures (ostensibly 

priests), who are labelled as iry-pat in funerary depictions,1838 is explained by Fischer “by 

its hereditary aspect; it conveys the idea of the heir and survivor that is the fundamental 

 
1827 Kemp, “The Egyptian 1st Dynasty Royal Cemetery,” 27, Figure 2; Wengrow, Early Egypt, 222, Figure 

10.1.  
1828 Bárta, “Kings, Viziers, and Courtiers,” 156.  
1829 Baines, “Origins of Egyptian Kingship,” 133. See also Bárta, “Kings, Viziers, and Courtiers,” 156 – 157.  
1830 Helck, “rp’t auf dem Thron des Gb,” 430.  
1831 Hannig, ÄWb I, 174 – 177 [3108].  
1832 PT 455 [§848c].  
1833 PT 570 [§1458e]; Goebs, Crowns, 39.  
1834 PT 468 [§895d]; PT 482 [§993c); PT 570 [§1465a]; PT 592 [§1618n]; PT 599 [§1645a]; PT 693 [§2141].  
1835 PT 21 [§14d]; PT 414 [§737f]; PT 468 [§895d]; PT 532 [§1258a]; PT 637 [§1804b].  In PT 468 [§895d] 

he is called  nb pat nTw, “Lord of the pat and the gods.” 
1836 Goebs, Crowns, 35 – 53.  
1837 Goebs, Crowns, 38. For the role of Geb as legitimiser see Miosi, “Some Aspects of Geb,” 101 – 107.  
1838 E.g., Jequier, Pepy II, II, pls. 46 and 48. 
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idea of priesthood….” Thus, in the role of Horus, the iry-pat was the heir of his father Osiris 

and his grandfather Geb.1839 

 

Similarly, the Hnmmt, “sun folk,” were included in the royal cosmological framework, with 

Baines suggesting these three groups formed a “quasi-mythological”1840 representation 

of the inhabitants of the Egyptian cosmos.1841  The Hnmmt, like the rxyt, are ambiguous in 

their identity and function during the Old Kingdom. The sun-disc that determines their 

name,  [N8], implies a solar connection.1842 However, unlike the rxyt and the pat, the 

term Hnmmt does not occur in early Egyptian texts, instead first appearing at the end of 

the 5th Dynasty in the corpus of Unis.1843  In total, they appear 17 times within the Pyramid 

Text corpus,1844 but are not found in any contemporary evidence, prompting Serrano to 

conclude that the Hnmmt only existed within a “purely mythical and religious sphere.”1845 

Despite their heavenly associations, Allen describes the Hnmmt as “humanity,”1846 while 

Mercer considered them to be “earthly beings.” 1847   Meeks argues they should be 

understood as “the whole of mankind,” as later texts appear to confirm this as their 

identity.1848  They are “ceux sur lesquels le soleil brille,” and thus the term identifies 

everyone who is touched by the light in both this world and the afterlife, excluding the 

 
1839 Fischer, “The Mark of a Second Hand,” 25.  See also CT 42 – 43 [CT I, 179i – j], still addressed to royalty, 

which describes the inheritance of the king being the nst Gb, “throne of Geb,” while Horus is his iry-pat, 
“heir”.   
1840 Baines, “Contextualizing,” 372. 
1841 cf Nibbi, “A note on the ḥnmmt,” 49 – 57.  
1842 Meeks, “La hiérarchie,” 522. 
1843 PT 214 [§139a]; W/S/S 6.  
1844 PT 214 [§139a]; PT 262 [§335a, §336a]; PT 344 [§559b]; PT 348 [§565b]; PT 463 [§876c]; PT 509 

[§1126a]; PT 513 [§1168c]; PT 535 [§1288c]; PT 582 [§1565b, §1567b].  
1845 Serrano, “Origin and Basic Meaning of the Word ḥnmmt,” 368.  
1846 Allen, AEPT, 160; Allen, Grammar I, 250.  
1847 Mercer, Commentary II, 77.  
1848 Meeks, “La hiérarchie,” 522. 
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damned.1849 Although found together only once in the entire corpus, the role of the Hnmmt 

is markedly distinct from that of the rxyt in the Pyramid Texts.  In PT 463 (discussed in 

detail below), the hnmmt call (Dsw) to the deceased, while the rxyt are simultaneously 

excluded from passing through the door-leaves of the sky.1850  

 

8.2.2. The   THnw, “Libyans”1851  

The second group most frequently mentioned in relation to threshold spaces in the 

Pyramid Texts are the THnw. The term THnw refers to a group (or groups) of nomadic people 

who lived along Egypt’s longest land border to the west,1852  inhabiting the semi-arid and 

less habitable zone at the edge of the Delta.1853 Traditionally translated as “Libyans”,1854 

the people categorised under this term are not restricted to the area known in modern 

times as Libya, nor can they be identified as a single, cultural group.1855 All early evidence 

for the THnw comes from Egyptian sources and,1856 as the ordered, cultured centre of the 

universe, Egyptian royal ideology situated the THnw in the same category as its other 

“hostile backward neighbours”: 1857  brimming with chaotic potential. 1858  The royal 

attitude toward the people living in the zones bordering the Nile Valley has been labelled 

 
1849 Ibid., 523. 
1850 Griffin, ‘Adore’, 34 – 35 argues that by the Middle Kingdom, the Hnmmt had lost their privileges and been 

incorporated into wider Egyptian society, and so frequently appear alongside the pat and the rxyt. 
1851 Wb V, 894: 5 – 8. For a brief discussion regarding the possible etymology of this name, see Diego Espinel, 

Etnicidad y territorio, 142 – 143.  
1852 Snape, “The Emergence of Libya,” 93; Ritner, “Egypt and the Vanishing Libyan,” 43 – 44; Cooper, “Yam,” 

16 – 17.  
1853 AEO I, 118 – 119*; Spalinger, “Some notes,” 126; Moreno García, “Elusive ‘Libyans’,” 174; Tallet, “Egypt’s 

Old Kingdom in Contact with the World,” 403 and 435.  
1854 Chantrain, “About ‘Egyptianity’ and ‘Foreignness’ in Egyptian Texts,” 58 – 60; Moreno García, “Invaders 

or just herders?”, 611.  
1855 Spalinger, “Some notes,” 125; Snape, “The Emergence of Libya,” 94; Cooney, “Egypt’s encounters with 

the West,” 2 - 4; Moreno García, “Elusive ‘Libyans’,” 157 – 158.  
1856 Ritner, “Egypt and the Vanishing Libyan,” 43; Moreno García, “Invaders or just herders?” 610. 
1857 Moreno García, “Invaders of just herders?”, 611.  
1858 Hulin, “The Libyans,” 497 – 499.  
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“interventionist,”1859 and it was through the Egyptian exploration and exploitation (e.g., 

mining and quarrying)1860 of these areas – and the people within them - that the state was 

able to carry out extensive monumental building programs from early in its history.1861 

The reality of Egyptian foreign policy during the nascent stages of Egyptian history is hard 

to determine.1862 However, the THnw do not seem to have warranted the same attention 

in early Egyptian sources as its other neighbours, such as Nubia.1863 Indeed, as Espinel 

has pointed out, in Old Kingdom royal reliefs the leader of the THnw is provided the 

Egyptian title HAty-a, “prince,” perhaps indicating a “cultural affinity” 1864   not shared 

between Egypt and its other neighbours.  

Spalinger brands the THnw “the most persistent and irritating enemy of the ancient 

Egyptian ruling elite”,1865 and it is this stereotype that dominates the Egyptian pictorial 

record and our understanding of the THnw.1866 Thus, Early Dynastic evidence, such as the 

ceremonial ‘Libyan Palette’,1867 ostensibly provides testimony of Egyptian victories over 

specific fortified “cities”,1868 and the possible capture or tribute1869 of cattle and trees as 

booty from a location designated THnw.1870 The theme of subjugation occurs again on a 

cylinder seal from Hierakonpolis,1871 which shows king Narmer - as a catfish with human 

 
1859 Tallet, “Egypt’s Old Kingdom,” 397.  
1860 Wilkinson, Early Dynastic Egypt, 141 – 146; Tallet, “Egypt’s Old Kingdom,” 402 – 403. 
1861 Ibid., 397 – 398.  
1862 Ibid., 420. 
1863 Snape, “The Emergence of Libya,” 94.  
1864 Diego Espinel, Etnicidad , 143.  
1865 Spalinger, “Old Kingdom war reliefs,” 401; Tallet, “Egypt’s Old Kingdom,” 435.  
1866 Despite the reality of possible “Libyan”-Egyptian trade networks and “Libyan” settlement gleaned from 

archaeological evidence (Wilkinson, Early Dynastic Egypt, 146 – 147) and later pharaonic texts (Moreno 

García, “Invaders of just herders?”, 612).  
1867 Cairo Museum, JE27434 / CG14238. Petrie, Slate Palettes, pl. G.  
1868 Baines, “Contextualising,” 366.  
1869 Tallet, “Egypt’s Old Kingdom,” 435.  
1870 See Baines, “Contextualising,” 365 for a discussion of this scene and its implications. 
1871 Ashmolean Museum E3915; Quibell, Hierakonpolis I, pl XV: 5; Baines, “Contextualizing,” 366, fig. 6.  
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arms - holding a stick above the heads of bound captives identified as being from the tA 

THnw,“the land of THnw”.1872  Additionally, a recently discovered Sinai rock inscription 

hints at military action against THnw during the reign of Djet, the third king of the 1st 

Dynasty. 1873   It is not clear if these depictions can be considered a “historical” 1874 

reflection of aggressive campaigns against those living to the west of Egypt during this 

period, 1875  or if they are intended to represent an “ideological statement of 

dominance,”1876 although given the repetition of this theme in later evidence, the latter 

seems more likely.  

Beyond these depictions, there is no other concrete evidence of the THnw during the Pre- 

and Early Dynastic periods in the Egyptian sources,1877 and it is not until the Old Kingdom 

that the THnw appear more frequently in the historical record. The 5th Dynasty Palermo 

Stone records inw m tA-THnw, “what was brought from the land of THnw,” during the 4th 

Dynasty reign of Sneferu,1878 including booty consisting of 23,000 awt, “small cattle” and 

1,100 males and female sqr(w)-anx, “ones bound for life.”1879 Fragmentary evidence of 

THnw being trampled by the king in the form of a sphinx appears within the mortuary 

complex of Sahure at Abusir at the beginning of the 5th Dynasty, 1880  along with the 

introduction of the so-called “Libyan Family” motif.1881 As Spalinger notes, the “Libyan 

 
1872 Baines, “Communication and Display,” 475 – 476.  
1873 Tallet, La zone minière du Sud-Sinaï II, 23 – 32; Tallet, “Egypt’s Old Kingdom,” 435. See also Moreno 

García, “Elusive ‘Libyans’,” 158 for the movement of pastoral groups from the western desert, across the 

Delta and into Palestine and the Jordan Valley.  
1874 Schulman, Ceremonial Execution, 47.  
1875 Wilkinson, Early Dynastic Egypt, 137. 
1876 Baines, “Contextualising,” 366. 
1877 Wilkinson, Early Dynastic Egypt, 137; Tallet, “Egypt’s Old Kingdom,” 435. 
1878 CF4 r.M.1. Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 235 – 236.   
1879 Loprieno, “Slavery and Servitude,” 5.   
1880 Borchardt, S’aḥu- rea II, pl. 8; Spalinger, “The trope issue,” 406.  
1881 Borchardt, S’aḥu- rea II, pl. 1 – 4. 
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Family” are presented in a central, prominent position in the relief cycle of Sahure,1882 the 

family consisting of two sons and the wife of the xAty-a THnw, “Chief of the THnw,” who 

himself is shown being grasped by the hair and subdued in an act of domination by the 

king.1883 Subsequently replicated in almost identical scenes in the mortuary complexes of 

Niuserre,1884 Unis,1885 Pepy I,1886 and Pepy II,1887 this constant repetition of the motif 

indicates that the THnw played a significant role in the facilitation of cosmic maintenance 

from early in Egyptian history, being crucial actors in the royal performance of 

administering maAt over the forces of isft.1888 This cosmic importance may explain their 

limited representation beyond royal and religious sources. In fact, outside of the Pyramid 

Texts, they are possibly mentioned only twice during the Old Kingdom,1889 if the TmHw1890 

are to be identified as being indistinguishable from the THnw as they are in later 

periods.1891  

This is, of course, separate from the mention of HAtt THnw, “resin of THnw”, 1892  which 

appears as part of the ritual offering list that dominates the funerary decoration of Old 

 
1882 Spalinger, “The trope Issue,” 401.  
1883 This “smiting scene” remains a recurrent trope throughout the remainder of Egyptian history, and it 

applied to all foreigner “enemies” of the king.  
1884 Borchardt, Ne-user-rea, pl. 8 – 11.  
1885 As Prakash, “Depictions of Defeated Foreigners,” 457 notes, multiple scholars testify to this scene type 

being found within the mortuary complex of Unis, but no fragments actually exist to confirm this.  
1886 Lelcant, “La famille libyenne,” 49 – 54.  
1887 Jequier, Le Monument Funéraire de Pepi II, II, pls. 8 – 9.  
1888  Cooney, “Egypt’s encounter with the west,” 69.  This may provide an explanation for the curious 

depiction of two figures labelled as  in the Hb-sd reliefs in the sun temple of Niuserre: Bissing, Re-

Heiligtum II, pl. 13: 33b.  
1889 In the (auto-)biography of Harkhuf, the ruler of Yam is described as going to tA TmHw r Hw TmHw r qAH 
imntt n(t) pt, “the land of TmHw to smite the TmHw to the western corner of the sky”: Urk I, 125 – 126. In the 

(auto-)biography of Weni, people from TA TmHw, “the land of TmHw,” are listed as being part of the royal 

army enlisted from the Delta in order to help repel ‘Asiatics’: Urk I, 101: 16.  
1890  Hannig, ÄWb I, 1447 [37947] and 1577 [42804]; Hulin, “The Libyans,” 493 – 494; Diego Espinel, 

Etnicidad, 144 – 145.  
1891 Spalinger, “Some notes,” 125; Snape, “The Emergence of Libya,” 97 – 98; Hulin, “The Libyans,” 494. 
1892 Koura, "7-heiligen Öle" 193 – 95; Moreno Garcia, “Elusive ‘Libyans’,” 154.  
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Kingdom tombs.1893 It is this ritually significant unguent that may have been one of the 

initial attractions of tA THnw for the Egyptians. Indeed, the depiction of trees labelled THnw 

on the so-called “Libyan Palette” discussed above, may reference the trees from which 

these oils were extracted.1894 

Within the Pyramid Texts, the term THnw is mentioned a total of six times.1895 One of these 

relates to an offering of HAtt THnw in PT 78,1896  while another is found in conjunction to a 

threshold space in PT 665D1897 and will be discussed in Chapter Nine.1898 The remaining 

instances are clustered predominantly in PT 570.1899 This lengthy text, which addresses 

the rising sun,1900 highlights numerous motifs associated with the divine heritage of the 

deceased king,1901  and his escape from death.1902   The significant portion of this text 

aligns the ixmw-skw, “Imperishable Stars” with the tA THnw, “land of the THnw”:1903 

 

 
1893 Hannig, ÄWb I, 771 – 774 [19581].  
1894 Bardinet, Relations économiques, 165–211 ; Moreno Garcia, “Elusive ‘Libyans’,” 154.  
1895 Hannig, ÄWb I, 1455 [38238]. 
1896 PT 78 [§54a].  
1897 PT 665D [§1915a]. 
1898 §9.2.2. 
1899 MafS splits this text into two, 570A (§1443 - 1458) and 570B (§1459 – 1465), based on the appearance 

of the first part in the corpus of Pepy II, but not the second, indicating that it may have been two separate 

spells: Billing, Performative Structure, 503.  
1900 Ibid., 502.  
1901 §1443a – 1450e. Ibid.  
1902 §1453a – h. Ibid., 502 – 503. 
1903 §1456a – d.  
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anx NN pn anx.t ir-aw=tn 

nTrw niwtyw ixmw-skw 

xnsw tA THnw Dsrw Hr Damw=sn 

Dsr NN Hna=Tn Hr wAs Hna Dam 

This NN lives living at your shepherd’s crook,  

Gods of the undersky, Imperishable Stars,  

Who traverse the land of the THnw, and lean upon their Dam-staves,   

NN leans together with you upon a wAs-sceptre and a Dam-staff.  

 

The final reference to the THnw, found in PT 301, is invoked in association with wrrt-

crown:1904 

 

aHa sxn wr m wp-wA-wt  

mH.ti m Ax=k pr.ti m Axt 

iTi n=k wrrt m Aaaw wrw aAw  

xntyw THnw 

Stand up great reed float,1905 as Wepwawet,  

being filled with your Ax and going forth from the Akhet.  

Acquire for yourself the wrrt-crown from the great and mighty ones who babble, 

foremost of THnw.  

 

 
1904 §455a – c. 
1905 Compare Shmakov, New Readings, 156.  
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The great and mighty Aaaw…xntyw THnw, “ones who babble… foremost of THnw” 1906 are 

simply identified as “foreigners” by both Goebs1907 and Allen.1908 Mathieu suggests that 

this identification is indicative of the dead who reside in the West and “qui parlent une 

autre langue que celle des vivants.”1909 The supposition by Spiegel that this text was part 

of a coronation ritual that took place within the serdab is unfounded, 1910  but his 

suggestion that the Oases and Fayum were crucial to the king’s seizure of power may have 

some value.1911 Indeed, the subsequent passage of this text addresses Sobek, nb bAXw 

“Lord of Bakhu,”1912 a location that appears almost exclusively in religious texts, and 

usually associated with Sobek. 1913  It originally indicated a mountain in the west, 1914 

possibly the Fayum,1915 but was later used to reference an eastern location.1916  

8.2.3. The    fnxw, “Phoenicians”.1917  

The fnxw are the least known of the three groups discussed in this section. Identified in 

later periods as the ‘Phoenicians’ 1918  their geographical location is still debated, 1919 

although the consensus places their origins to the north of Egypt, somewhere in Syrio-

Palestine.1920  By the 18th Dynasty reign of Amenhotep II, the tAw fnxw, “lands of the 

 
1906 For the translation of  Aaaw, see Faulkner, AEPT, 90 - 91 fn. 13; Goebs, Crowns, 85 fn. 182 and 

Allen, Grammar I, 50, 126.  
1907 Goebs, Crowns, 85 fn. 182.  
1908 Allen, Grammar I, 50.  
1909 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 347 fn. 44.  
1910 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 277.  
1911 Ibid., 283 fn. 44. It is probable that this control over the west was ingrained in royal ideology long before 

the Pyramid Texts were inscribed in the pyramid of Unis, so Spiegel’s specific reference to this king is 

irrelevant and lacks evidence.  
1912 Wb I, 422: 8; Hannig, ÄWb I, 1552 – 1553 [41338].  
1913 Cooper, “Toponymy,” 132 fn. 665.    
1914 Gardiner, AEO I, 118*; Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 283 fn. 46; Goebs, Crowns, 86 fn. 183.  
1915 Mercer, Commentary II, 212 – 213.  
1916 Cooper, “Toponymy,” 132 fn. 665.    
1917 Wb I, 577: 3 – 4; Hannig, ÄWb I, 488 [11708].  
1918 LÄ IV, 1039; Cooper, “Toponymy,” 318. 
1919 Green, “Syrian and Lebanese Topographical Data,” 40 – 41; Diego Espinel, Etnicidad, 146 – 147.  
1920 Espinel, Etnicidad, 146 – 147 ; Vandersleyen, Les Guerres d’Amosis, 111.  
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Fenkhu,” are described as being pHww nw sTt, “at the extremes of Asia.”1921 This location 

is probably identical to the tA.wy fnxw, “two lands of the Fenkhu” from the Middle 

Kingdom Story of Sinuhe,1922 thought to be located at the “confluence of eastern Turkey, 

northern Syria and Iraq, and northerwestern Iran.”1923 Possibly derived from the term 

 fnx, “Tischlen,”1924  Green suggests this may be a loan-word adopted into the 

Egyptian language to designate people who originated from areas where wood-cutting 

and the export of wood were economically significant.1925 Thus, they have been called 

“carpenters,”1926 or “wood cutters,”1927 and Allen renders their homeland tA.wy fnxw, “the 

two lands of the woodworks.”1928  

Prior to the discovery of the fnxw in the Pyramid Texts of Pepy I, Vandersleyer posited 

that the fnxw, who at the time of his publication only appeared in the 8th Dynasty corpus 

of Ibi, embodied the “la menace asiatique.”1929  Indeed, Kees expressed a similar idea 

when describing the term fnxw during the New Kingdom as representing “alle 

Volkerschaften Asiens, die mit den Ägyptern im Kampf gestanden hatten.”1930 However, 

 
1921 Urk IV, 1358 : 17 ; Vandersleyen, Les Guerres d’Amosis, 111.  
1922 B 221; Allen, Middle Kingdom Literature, 128.  
1923 Ibid., 129.  
1924 Wb I, 576: 15; Hannig, ÄWb I, 488 [11703].  
1925 Green, “Syrian and Lebanese Topographical Data,” 40; Diego Espinel, Etnicidad, 146 - 147. However, 

see Goedicke, who suggested it could be derived from fx, “to vanish,” ultimately meaning “lands either being 

remote or expected to vanish”: Goedicke, “Sinuhe’s Reply,” 41.  
1926  Sethe, “Der Name der Phönizier,“ 305; Helck, Die Beziehungen Ägyptens, 22; Goedicke, “Sinuhe’s 

Reply,“ 40 fn. 5.   
1927 Green, “Syrian and Lebanese Topographical Data,” 40. Leclant, “T. P. Pepy Ier, VII,” 459 – 460, seemingly 

disagreed with this interpretation. 
1928 Allen, Middle Kingdom Literature, 128. 
1929 Vandersleyen, Les Guerres d’Amosis, 109. 
1930 Kees, “Herrschaftsspruch,” 38.  
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while appearing more frequently in later periods, 1931  at present, the only certain 

attestations of the fnxw during the Old Kingdom come from PT *764 and  PT 611.1932  

 

8.3. The aA.wy xsfw, “door-leaves that exclude” in the Pyramid Texts. 

8.3.1. PT 373.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The earliest occurrence of the phrase aA.wy xsfw appears in PT 373,1933 written in its 

variant, plural form  aAw xsfw, “door-leaves that exclude.”1934 In the corpus 

of Teti, this text is located on the west wall of the antechamber;1935 in the later corpora of 

 
1931 Gauthier, Géographiques II, 161 ; LÄ IV, 1039 ; Vandersleyen, Les Guerres d’Amosis, 111 – 112.  
1932  There may have been a reference to this group in the mortuary temple of Niuserre, however the 

fragment is too small to be certain: Borchardt, Ne-user-rea, pl. 15; Goedicke, “Sinuhe’s Reply,” 41.  
1933 §654a – 657e.  
1934 §655b. 
1935 T/A/W 51 – 54. 

T/A/W 52 
M/S/Wh i 4 

N/S/W 57 

Figure 8.6. Spatial location of the aA.wy xsfw rxyt in PT 373 in the kings’ pyramids. 
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Merenre and Pepy II, editorial modifications transferred PT 373 to the west wall of the 

sarcophagus chamber (Fig. 8.6). 1936  This text is categorised as a sacerdotal priestly 

recitation,1937 and is included in a series of spells1938 concerned with the “reconstitution 

of the Osirian body,”1939  with particular reference to the protective and regenerative 

aspects of the sky goddess Nut.1940 Hays thus categorised this text as belonging to his 

Group D, “Horus Resurrects,”1941 a collection of ritual spells that were in continuous use 

in both funerary and temple contexts until the Ptolemaic Period.1942  Although PT 373 

does not invoke Horus directly,1943 the text as a whole deals thematically with motifs of 

“resurrection,”1944 calling for the deceased to:1945 

 
1936 M/S/W 14 - 15; N/S/W 55 - 60. 
1937 Hays, Organization, 378. 
1938 Ibid., 101 – 103. 
1939 Billing, Nut, 70 - 71.  
1940 Ibid., 85 – 99; Arnette, Regressus ad uterum, 39 – 45 ; Hays, “Sacerdotal,” 58. 
1941 Hays, Organization, 378, 681 [Chart D]. So named for the references to Horus found within this spell 

sequence: Hays, “Sacerdotal,” 58.  
1942  Hays, Organization, 102, 460 [Sequence 82, 84], 461 [Sequence 84A], 464 [Sequence 126], 482 

[Subsequence 184], 483 [Subsequence 193 – 195, 198]. 
1943 E.g., PT 369 [§640a – 644e].  
1944 Faulkner, AEPT, 123. 
1945 §654a – 655d.  
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Ssp n=k tp=k inq n=k qsw=k 

sAq n=k awt=k 

wxA n=k tA ir i(w)f=k 

Ssp n=k t=k ixm xsD  

Hnqt=k ixmt amA 

aHa=k ir aAw xsfw rxyt 

pr n=k xnty-mnwt=f nDrw=f a=k 

sd=f Tw ir pt xr it=k gb 

Receive your head, gather your bones, 

Rejoin your limbs,  

Shake off the earth from your flesh, 

Receive your bread that does not go mouldy, 

And your beer that does not turn sour. 

You stand at the door-leaves that exclude the rxyt,  

xnty-mnwt=f goes forth to you, 

He grasps your arm and he takes you to the sky with1946 your father Geb.   

 

 
1946 Gardiner, EG, 128, §167. The translation by Allen, AEPT, 87 renders this passage as a statement “says 

your father Geb”. 
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The spell continues with references to the subsequent Haw, “joyful” arrival of the deceased 

and his joining with the Axw and Imperishable Stars.1947 Here, the denizens of the afterlife, 

namely StAw iswt, “those whose places are hidden”  the wrw, “great ones,” and the wrSw, 

“watchers”1948 perform acts of dwA, “worship,” iab, “gathering,” and aHa, “attending”1949 for 

the king.1950 The spell concludes by elaborating on the barley and emmer that will be 

provided for the deceased during monthly festivals,1951 finally repeating the opening plea 

for the king to Ts, “rise,” n myt=k, “for you have not died.”1952 

In his discussion of provisioning for the dead, Assmann highlights PT 373 as an example 

of the quintessential “mortuary liturgy”. 1953 Through the delivery of offerings, the bA of 

the deceased is nourished, 1954  which enables the “sacramental explanation” of the 

text.1955 In the case of PT 373, this is in the form of “passing through the gate with the 

assistance of its guardian”1956 and proceeding to the sky. For Assmann, the aAw xsfw is a 

gate to the next world that is “inaccessible to ordinary people”. 1957  Ultimately, he 

considers this portal “not to be separated from the symbolism of the false-door,”1958 while 

also being a “symbol of the celestial gateway.”1959  

While key motifs within PT 373 focus on the perpetuation of offerings for the deceased, 

and references to divine legitimisation via heritage (i.e., Geb), it is significant to draw 

 
1947 §656c. 
1948 Wb I, 336: 7 – 8; Hannig, ÄWb 1, 365 [7965].  
1949 Literally “standing up.” 
1950 §656d – e. 
1951 §657a – d.  
1952 §657e. 
1953 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 331; Assmann, “Egyptian Mortuary Liturgies,” 1 – 45.  
1954 Assmann, Death and Salvation, 330. 
1955 Ibid., 334. 
1956 Ibid., 335. 
1957 Ibid., 334. 
1958 Ibid.  
1959 Ibid., 335. 
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attention to the so-called “guardian,” xnty-mnwt=f, who acts as intermediary at the 

threshold.  Spiegel, interpreting PT 254 in the corpus of Unis as a “Schiffsweihetext”,1960 

translated xnty-mnwt=f as “"Der vor seiner Palisade (?) ist",1961 concluding that the deity 

must be a “Pförtner einer Sperre zwischen Unterwelt und Himmel.”1962 As this text ends 

above the doorway leading from the sarcophagus chamber to the antechamber in Unis, 

Spiegel interpreted PT 254 as the departure point of the soul from the “Unterwelt” of the 

Sarcophagus Chamber to the “Oberwelt” of the Antechamber,1963 thus reinforcing the role 

of xnty-mnwt=f as doorkeeper.1964  Indeed, the 18th Dynasty version of PT 373, belonging 

to the official Senenmut, inserts the phrase iry-Hwty, “[door-?] keeper of the dual estates” 

before the name of xnty-mnwt=f.1965 

This identification is evidently not restricted solely to the Old Kingdom. In addition to the 

appearance of PT 373 on two Middle Kingdom coffins,1966 the Middle Kingdom CT 681967 

begins with the same exclusionary refrain: “You stand at the two door-leaves that exclude 

the rxyt”1968 and, like PT 373, this text also makes mention of xnty mnwt=f in relation to 

these door-leaves:  

 
1960 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 344. More recently, Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 96, has summarised PT 254 as a 

spell for the preservation of the king’s food and the slaughter of his enemies. 
1961 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 359.  
1962 Ibid., 359 fn. 45.  
1963 Ibid., 344; 349 – 350.  
1964 Altenmüller, Begräbnisritual, 183, alternatively, considered this text to be associated with the enigmatic 

Tekenu ritual, see Reeder, “A Rite of Passage,” 53 – 59; West, Tekenu and Ancient Egyptian Funerary Ritual.  
1965 Pavlova, “Rxyt in the Pyramid Texts,” 96.  
1966 Allen, CT 8, 333 – 334. For the transmission of texts related to Nut, including PT 373, see Morales, The 

transmission of the Pyramid Texts of Nut.   
1967 CT I, 289d – 291j.  
1968 CT I, 289e – f.  
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aHa=k rk r aA.wy xsfw rxyt 

pr n=k iry Hwty xnty-mnwt=f 

sbA pw wa nn snw.ty=f 

Indeed, you stand at the two door-leaves that exclude the rxyt 

The [door-?] keeper of the dual estates, Khentymentuef, goes forth to you,  

He is a lonestar without his companion.  

 

8.2.2. PT 463 – 64.  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P/P/N 14 – 20 
 

N/P/S 18 - 21 
 

Unknown. 

M/P/N 19 – 21 
 

Figure 8.7. Spatial location of the aA.wy qbHw ipw xsfw rxyt in PT 463 - 64 in the kings’ 

pyramids. 
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PT 4631969 and its “appendix”1970 PT 464, are a pair of brief sacerdotal spells located 

within the passage between the sarcophagus chamber and antechamber in the pyramids 

of Pepy I,1971 Merenre,1972 and Pepy II (Fig. 8.7).1973  Fragments of these texts have also 

recently been identified as belonging to the eastern sarcophagus chamber wall of 

Ankhenespepy II (Fig. 8.8).1974 These spells belong to a sequence almost entirely devoted 

to the mourning activities of Isis and Nephthys,1975 and are thus sorted into Hays Group 

I, “Isis and Nephthys Summon.”1976  

 
1969 §876a – 878b.   
1970 Faulkner, AEPT, 155. 
1971 P/P/N 14 – 20.  
1972 M/P/N 19 – 21.  The hieroglyphs for this version of the text are not included in Allen, Concordance. See 

Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 240 fn. 32 and B. Mathieu, E. Bene, and A. Spahr, “Recherches sur les textes de la pyramide 

de la reine Ânkhesenpépy II. 1. Le registre supérieur de la paroi est de la chambre funéraire (AII/F/E 

sup),“ BIFAO 105 (2005) : 134 [6].  
1973 N/P/S 18 – 21.  
1974 An/B/E sup 21 – 23.  
1975 For a discussion of the roles of these goddesses during the Old Kingdom, see Hollis, Five Egyptian 

Goddesses, 91 – 114.  
1976  Hays, Organization, 106, 392, 683 Chart I. The discussion in Hays, “Sacerdotal,” 58 – 59 has been 

updated in the later work. This work also does not take into account the positioning of the queen’s texts. 

AII/S/E i 21 

Figure 8.8. Spatial location of the aA.wy qbHw ipw xsfw rxyt in PT 463 - 64 in the 

queens’ pyramids. 
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The text opens with the refrain: wn n=k aA.wy pt, “the door-leaves of the sky are open for 

you,”1977 and continues by invoking the familiar aA.wy qbHw, “door-leaves of the qbHw,” but 

in a rare exclusionary form:  

   

Wn n=k aA.wy pt 

isn n=k aA.wy qbHw ipw xsfw rxyt 

nwi n=k mnit Dsww n=k Hnmmt 

aHa n=k ixmw-skw 

The door-leaves of the sky are open for you,  

The door-leaves of the qbHw, those that exclude the rxyt, are thrown open for you. 

The mooring-post cries1978 for you, the Hnmmt call for you,  

And the Imperishable Stars stand up for you. 

 

The spell continues with an allusion to ritual censing,1979 and a description of the king as 

sbA pw wa.ti prr m gs iAbty n pt, “a lone star who goes forth from the eastern side of the 

sky.”1980 The final element of PT 464 is a    Dd mdw Dd “lasting recitation” that claims 

the king is qAi wrt mm sbAw, “very high among the stars,” being an Imperishable Star that 

n sk=k Dt, “will not perish forever.”1981 When considering the architectural location of this 

spell in the pyramid of Pepy I, ostensibly to be ‘read’ last before entry to the 

 
1977 §876a. 
1978 A hapax, found only in the Pyramid Texts. Faulkner, AEPT, 155 translates this as “cries (?)”, but Allen, 

AEPT, 127 suggests “cares.” Recently, Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 240 has opted for “t'acclamera.” 
1979 §877a. 
1980 §887c. 
1981 §878a – b.  
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antechamber,1982 Billing suggests these were “the final words addressed to Pepy before 

he entered the world outside the sarcophagus chamber.”1983  As noted in §8.3.1.2 above, 

this is the only text in the Old Kingdom in which the rxyt and Hnmmt appear together. 

According to Serrano, the door-leaves in this spell “separate mythically and physically 

men…from gods and heavenly creatures,” 1984  understood as the rxyt and the Hnmmt, 

respectively. These groups are not found together again until the Middle Kingdom.1985  

 

 

 

 

 

8.3.3. PT 666.1986  

      

 
1982 B. Mathieu, “Re-reading the Pyramids,” 392.  
1983 Billing, Performative Structure, 301. This will be discussed further in Chapter 7. 
1984 Serrano, “Origin and Basic Meaning of the Word hnmmt,” 358.  
1985 They appear, with the addition of the pat, in CT I, 178 – 180 [42 – 43] on the coffins of Djehutynakht 

[B2Bo. MFA 21.962 – 63] and Lady Djehutynakht [B3Bo. MFA 21.964 – 65] from Deir el-Bersha. Faulkner, 

AECT I, 35 fn 1 suggests these spells originally formed a unity, derived from coronation rites that were 

adapted for a funerary context; because of this, “the deceased is quite unmistakably promoted to royal 

rank.” Indeed, the deceased is described as the “King of Upper and Lower Egypt,”1985  and the spell as a 

whole emphasises the heritage of the deceased as the eldest son of Geb, with Horus as his heir (r-pat) who 

ensures the deceased will be mAa-Xrw, “true of voice”. It is within this framework that the rxyt, pat, and Hnmmt 
appear, with the former two coming to the deceased HDb, “prostrate,” while the latter Hnmmt come HfAt, 
“crawling” (B2Bo only, B2Bo uses HfAt for all three groups). Similarly, in CT VI, 325 – 326 [693] all three 

groups are found together, defined by their service to the deceased: the pat dwA, “adore”, the rxyt Sms, 

“follow,” and the Hnmmt, sqAy “extol” daily.  Griffin, ‘Adore’, 35 has confirmed that the pat and the rxyt are 

frequently paired together in this way, offset from the Hnmmt and kept separate through their differing 

gestures. 
1986 =fPT 667; TP 667 A. 
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N/S/Se B 71 

Lost 

P/S/Se B 69 

Figure 8.9. Spatial location of the aAw xsfw rxyt in PT 666 in the kings’ pyramids. 
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PT 666,1987 located at the east end of the south sarcophagus chamber wall in Pepy I and 

Pepy II (Fig. 8.9),1988 and on the east wall in Neith (Fig. 8.10),1989 is a lengthy sacerdotal 

text belonging to Hays’ Group B, “Transfiguration.” 1990  The text focuses both on the 

reconstitution of the deceased, through the motifs of gathering body parts, and the 

transformation of the deceased, identified through the cosmic nwr, “trembling” of the sky, 

and the sdA, “quaking” of the earth.1991 The remainder of the spell relies heavily on motifs 

easily recognisable as being associated with provisioning and the endowment of 

festivals.1992 This includes a modified version of the ubiquitous Old Kingdom offering 

formula found on the slab stelae and false-doors of the elite from the 3rd Dynasty 

onward.1993  Like PT 373 discussed above, PT 666 emphasises the requirement for the 

deceased to gather their dismembered body parts, receive provisions, and arise. The aAw 

xsfw are thus framed similarly:1994    

 
1987 §1930a – 1942b.  
1988 P/S/Se B 67 - 73; N/S/Se B 68 – 75.  
1989 Nt/S/E ii 39 – 53. This section of the east wall in Neith can be considered a pseudo-south wall. This has 

been discussed in Chilcott, “She Appears upon her Path,” 85 – 86.  
1990  Hays, “Sacerdotal,” 54 – 56, originally called “Departure”; Hays, Organization, 92 – 99; Hays, 

Organization, 432 - 433.  
1991 Billing, Nut, 28. 
1992 Billing, Performative Structure, 249. 
1993 Manuelian, Slab Stelae, 46 – 47.  
1994 § 19 – 21 (=§1934). 

Nt/S/E ii 45 

Figure 8.10. Spatial location of the aAw xsfw rxyt in PT 666 in the queens’ pyramids. 
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hA NN pw  

Ssp.n=k tp=k ibHw=k n=k Sni=k n=k 

Wn=k aAw xsfw rx(y)t 

Dd.ti n Dt Dt 

Oh, this NN, 

You have received your head, your teeth belong to you you, your hair belongs to 
you, 

You open the door-leaves that exclude the rxyt,  

Being stable for Dt and Dt.1995   

 

The spell continues with a series of passages associated with the reaping of barley, and 

the annual supply of different types of breads and cakes:1996 t=k srf NN pw xnt nTrw, “your 

warm bread of NN is before the gods.”1997 What stands out in this text is the subsequent 

mention of the xAwt, “offering table” and the associated wsxt, “broad hall”: 1998  

 
1995 This passage only survives in Nt/S/E ii 45.  
1996 §30 – 31. 
1997 §32 (=§1937).  
1998 Hannig, ÄWb I, 924 – 926 [22663].  §1938d. 
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hA NN pw Ts Tw 

idr Tw Hr gs=k iAbt Hms r=k Hr gs imnty 

Hms=k Hr swt ra wab 

sA=k ir inbw a=k Hr xAwt=k 

Oh this NN, raise yourself! 

Remove yourself from upon your left side, sit up on your right side. 

You sit upon the pure seats of Re,  

Your back to the wall, your arm upon your offering table.  

 

The phrase  sA=k ir inbw a=k Hr xAwt=k is illustrated abundantly 

on slab stelae and false-doors from the Old Kingdom (e.g. Fig. 8.11). Indeed, as Mathieu 

notes, this passage is reminiscent of the “attitude traditionnelle du défunt sur les stèles 

funéraires et parois de tombes.”1999 Upon this xAwt, “offering table”2000 is to be laid xA=k, 

“your 1000” of bread, beer, oxen, fowl, clothing, all things that the god eats, and great 

bread xr Hr Hry-ib wsxt, “with Horus in the midst of the wsxt-hall.” 2001  The term  

wsxt, 2002  commonly translated as “broad hall,” 2003  appears frequently during the Old 

 
1999 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 200 fn. 185. 
2000 For a brief discussion of the different parts of the offering basin, see Fischer, “An Invocatory Offering,” 

46 – 47.  
2001 §37 – 39 (=§1939). If Horus in this instance is understood to be the son of the king, a parallel can be 

seen in PT 498 [§1069a – b] in which the deceased king is offered provisions, and the giver declares hA wsir 
NN pn ink sA=k, “Oh this Osiris NN, I am your son!”.  
2002 Wb I, 366 – 367: 5 – 9; Hannig, ÄWb I, 383 [8377].  
2003 Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 71 – 80.  
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Kingdom and, while it could definitely designate a large pillared hall within a temple, later 

evidence suggests it could also indicate a room situated in a secular building. 2004 

Archaeologically, this feature has been identified as the large hall lined with lotus-form 

columns in the mortuary temple of Neferirkare, the Abusir Papyri documenting this space 

as the  wsxt.2005 At the south-west corner of this hall, traces of an altar have 

been found,2006 confirming at least one of its functions as a place to deposit offerings.2007   

Within the Pyramid Texts, this location is predominantly associated with the provision of 

offerings, frequently employing the Htp-di-nsw formula to introduce the provision of 

goods from the wsxt and meat from the  nmt, “slaughter-house” or “slaughtering-

block”.2008 As Billing notes, it is unclear whether the wsxt “referred to any particular area 

within the pyramid/pyramid complex, or if it was part of a standard formulation in this 

type of consecration texts.” 2009  The mention of the deceased pr, “going forth” to the 

 wsxt tm, “broad hall of Atum,”2010 in PT 670 is the only spell to feature 

a wsxt without a focus on offerings. Instead, this spell represents an extensive description 

of mournful lament, which Billing suggests signals the transference of the deceased king 

from the Duat to the Akhet, “a threshold between two ontological stages.”2011  

 
2004 Ibid., 78. 
2005 Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï II 499 – 500; HPBM V, pl. XXXIIA, 11.  For parallels in later texts, see 

Spencer, Egyptian Temple, 71 – 80.  
2006 Posener-Kriéger, Néferirkarê-Kakaï II, 500. 
2007 A decree from Pepy II (now held in Boston, MFA 47.1654) originally stood in the Valley Temple of 

Menkaure at Giza, and specifically mentions the wsxt associated with the pyramid complex and the 

maintenance of altars associated with three additional royal cults: Urk I, 277 – 278; Strudwick, Pyramid 

Age, 106 – 107.  
2008 PT 223 [§214c] ; PT 437, [§807b]; PT 460 [ §869c]; PT 468 [§905b]; PT 498 [§1069a] ; PT 534 [§1266b]; 

PT 701A [§2194c]; PT 667A [§1946]. 
2009 Billing, Performative Structure, 452.  
2010 §1984a. 
2011 Ibid., 170 – 171.  
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Figure 8.11. Stela 8. Egyptian Museum, JE 37727. 
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8.3.4. PT 667A.2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2012 =fPT 667A - D; sPT 667B.  

Lost 

N/S/Se B 78 

P/S/Se B 75 

Figure 8.12. Spatial location of rwt xsfw in PT 667A in the kings’ pyramids. 
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PT 667A2013 follows on immediately from PT 666 in the corpora of Pepy I,2014 Pepy II (Fig. 

8.12),2015 and Neith (Fig. 8.13).2016 In the corpus of Neith, an additional copy of PT 667A 

also appears at the west end of the south sarcophagus chamber wall.2017 PT 667A is also 

a sacerdotal text that belongs to Hays Group B, “Transfiguration.”2018  The spell begins 

with the statement that Osiris, nkn-HAty, “injured of heart,”2019 will open the door-leaves 

 
2013 §1943 – 1948. 
2014 P/S/Se B 73 – 76.  
2015 N/S/Se B 76 – 80.  
2016 Nt/S/E ii 53 – 60.  
2017 Nt/S/Sw 35 – 42.  
2018  Hays, “Sacerdotal,” 54 – 56, originally called “Departure”; Hays, Organization, 92 – 99; Hays, 

Organization, 433.  
2019 The translation of nkn following Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 202; Allen, AEPT, 317. 

Nt/S/Sw 39 

Nt/S/E ii 57 

Figure 8.13. Spatial location of rwt xsfw in PT 667A in the queens’ pyramids. 
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of the sky and qbHw for the deceased, so that he may go forth anx.ti m bA=k, “being alive as 

your ba.”2020  

The follow section of the spell is concerned with the cleansing of Dwt nb(t), “every evil,”2021 

from the deceased, in parallel with the mythological cleansing of the violations Horus and 

Seth visited upon each other.2022 This purification is achieved during the season of Akhet, 

when the rDw pr m wsir, “efflux goes forth from Osiris.”2023 This purification thus frames 

the subsequent mention of the rwt that excludes:2024 

 

dbH.n(=i) sw m-a Xrty 

n rdi.n(=i) sw n wsir  

wn=f rwt xsft2025 

ir.n(=i) n=f irt m sbA wAty iwty sn-nw=f m-ab=sn nTrw 

I have demanded him from Kherty,  

And I have not given him to Osiris. 

He opens the rwt that excludes,  

For I have done for him what should be done as the lone star who has no equal 

among them, the gods.  

 
2020 §3 – 6 (=§1943). For a description of the functionality of the bA, see Englund, “The border and the yonder 

side,” 101.  
2021 §1945b. 
2022 §1944d.  
2023 §9* (=§1944). 
2024 §18 – 19 (=§1945). 
2025 Both Faulkner, AEPT, 281 – 282 fn. 3 and Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 202 believe the rxyt should be added here, 

following other formulae of this type.  
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The seemingly inimical2026 god Kherty,2027 "Der zur Unterwelt Gehörige,"2028 has early 

origins2029 and appears nine times across the Pyramid Text corpus.2030  The link between 

Kherty and Osiris is found elsewhere in the corpus, and Billing likens their relationship 

to following “a dualistic principle in which the gods of DAY or LIFE are contrasted with 

those primarily linked to NIGHT and DEATH.” 2031  This organisation of deity pairs, 

including Kherty, is also found in PT 534, a “spell for protection of the mortuary 

temple,”2032 in which multiple gods are said to either twr, “respect” or mk, “protect” the 

deceased:2033 

 

iHm Hr.t(i) twr w(i) Hr mk stS 
iHm Hr.t(i) twr w(i) Wsir mk w(i) Xrty 
iHm Hr.t(i) twr w(i) Ast mk w(i) Nbt-Hwt 
Go back, be far away! May Horus respect me and Seth protect me.  

Go back, be far away! May Osiris respect me and Kherty protect me. 

Get back, be far away! May Isis respect me and Nephthys protect me.  

 

This apotropaic formula is followed by mention of the xns.wy,2034 and calls for the iw Dwt, 

“bad comings” of transgressors to be rejected by the tomb. Kherty is again mentioned in 

 
2026 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 161. 
2027 Wb III, 396: 11; Hannig, ÄWb I, 1606 – 1607 [44290]; LGG VI, 48.  
2028 Meurer, Die Feinde, 73. 
2029 Kahl, FWb  III, 374 – 376.  
2030 PT 264 [§350a]; PT 300 [§445a]; PT 334 [§545a]; PT 539 [§1308a]; PT 580 [§1547b]; PT 581 [§1557d]; 

PT 665 [§1905a]; PT 667A [§1945c].   
2031 Billing, Performative Structure, 452. 
2032 Allen, AEPT, 171.  
2033 §1264b – 1265a.  
2034 See §4.1.2. 
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PT 264, in a formula nearly identical to that seen in PT 667A: the deceased is nHm, “saved” 

from Kherty, and will never be given to Osiris.2035   As with previous spells, this text 

focuses on the provisioning and lament of the deceased, a function with which Kherty 

seems to have been intimately connected.2036 Once again, we find the provision of bread 

and meats associated with the wsxt. The deceased is encouraged to:2037   

 

 

i-Hms.ti Hr st=k wrt 

t=k m t-wrt t=k m wsxt 

Be seated upon your great seat,  

Your bread is great bread; your bread is from the wsxt.  

 

Like PT 373, 667A invokes the “watchers” who  ibA, “dance” for the 

deceased,2038  while the nis n=k smntt Ast is, “female-mourner calls to you as Isis.”2039 And, 

like PT 666, the deceased is once more called to Ts, “arise”, inq, “assemble” their bones, 

 
2035 §350a – b.  
2036 In PT 580, discussed above for its mention of xnty-mnwt=f, Kherty is paired with xnt-irty, and they 

receive the two hocks of the slaughtered ox [§1547b]. In the subsequent PT 581, also discussed above due 

to its connection to xnty-mnwt=f and provisioning, Kherty is once more mentioned after the overt statement 

that Seth is upon the offering table (abA), i.e., to be ritually slaughtered [§1556a]. cf Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 91 

fn 76; Billing, Performative Structure, 517.   
2037 §1946a – bNt. The beginning of this section is largely lost in Pepy I and Pepy II.  
2038 §1947a – b. For a summary of the ritual significance of dance, see Meyer-Dietrich, “Dance,” 1 – 14.   
2039 Following Faulkner, AEPT, 281 – 282 fn. 4 and Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 202. There seems to be some confusion 

in the translation of this text, which is largely missing from all corpora except for Neith. Allen, AEPT, 317 

alternatively translates Ast as Wsir, “Osiris”. Mercer, Commentary III, 878 believed smntt should be 

considered plural to agree with the wrSw, “watchers.” 
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and Ssp, “receive” their head in order to obtain more bread, and meat from the nmt Wsir, 

“slaughtering block of Osiris.”2040  

The text concludes with the overt bodily transformation of the deceased into a bird (the 

bA?) who shines as a star mn.ti xnt pt Hr is dwAt, “enduring at the head of the sky, Horus of 

the Duat.”2041 

 

8.3.5. PT *711.2042  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2040 §27 (=§1947). 
2041 §30 – 33 (=§1948). 
2042 =fPT 721 / sPT 721B. 

N/A/E 14 – 17 

Figure 8.14. Spatial location of aA.wy xnty-imntyw xsfw rxyt in PT *711 in the kings’ 

pyramids. 

. 
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PT *7112043 is found only in the corpus of Pepy II, located on the east antechamber wall 

(Fig. 8.16).2044 The spells on this wall are concerned largely with apotropaic protection, 

considered to be a requirement for their position near to the serdab,2045 ostensibly a 

liminal space that Mathieu identifies as the Hwt Wsir “Mansion of Osiris” or the tpHt Nw 

“Cavern of Nu”. 2046 As a portal to a formidable location at the far east of the horizon 

through which the deceased must pass in order to each the Duat,2047 Mathieu suggests 

that the potential for danger from the malevolent forces beyond was counteracted 

through the application of apotropaic texts above and surrounding the serdab door.2048  

These spells are split into two groups by Hays: Group G, “Anointing and Wrapping,”2049 

and Group K, “Apotropaia,” 2050  both of which contain spells that are frequently 

juxtaposed.2051  The sacerdotal text PT *711 belongs to Group G, 2052  a group of texts 

characterised by references to mourning, the presentation of cloth, application of oil, and 

the possession of the wrrt-crown.2053  PT *711 frames the exclusion of the rxyt with the 

transitional motif2054 of offering of figs and wine, and the deceased having the face of a 

jackal 2055  and the sharp fingers or “claws” of Thoth. 2056  Unfortunately, the relevant 

section of the spell is entirely lost, and has therefore been completed using CT 516:2057  

 
2043 §1 – 17.  
2044 N/A/E 14 – 17.  
2045 The purpose of the serdab in the royal tombs is not clear. See Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 289 

– 304 for a discussion on the purpose of the serdab in the kingly pyramid. 
2046 Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 297.   
2047 This is largely based on the placement of PT 271 in the corpus of Unis.  
2048 Hellum, “Toward an Understanding,” 129.   
2049 Hays, Organization, 104 – 105. 
2050 Ibid., 107 – 108.  
2051 Ibid., 108.  
2052 Ibid., 104. 
2053 Ibid. 
2054 Ibid., 197; 442.  
2055 Ibid., 193 – 195.  
2056 §6 (=§2241). cf CT VI, 103h; Faulkner, AECT II, 147 fn. 3.  
2057 CT VI, 104a – c, specially B10Ca     
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Wn n=k aA.wy xnty-imntyw xsfw rxyt 

ii n=k imyw spAwt 

pHr n=k imyw Xrt nTr 

wab n=k imwy xntw 

The door-leaves of Xnty-imntyw which exclude the rxyt are open for you, 

Those who are in the cultivation come to you,  

Those who are in the necropolis encircle for you,  

Those of the offering table purify for you.  

 

It is unclear if this mention of Xnty-imntyw, “Foremost of the Westerners,”2058 should be 

understood as an epithet of Anubis, 2059  Osiris, 2060  or as the separate entity, 

Khentyimentiu,2061 the canine protector god of the royal cemetery at Abydos during the 

Early Dynastic period. 2062  DuQuesne suggests xnty-imntyw began as a hypostasis of 

 
2058 Wb III, 305: 13 – 14; Hannig, ÄWb I, 1603 – 1605 [44247]; Kahl, Frühägyptischen Wörterbuch III, 358 – 

359; LGG V, 783b – 786a.   
2059 DuQuesne, Jackal Divinities, 162 – 163, 367 – 384.  
2060 Ibid., 164 – 165. 
2061 Ibid., 163 – 164, 384 – 389.  
2062 Baines, “Symbolic Roles of Canine Figures,” 68. Canine “watchdogs” occupy a marginal zone in terms of 

both space and time: “in space through its habitat on the low desert, and thus in the realm of the dead, and 

in time through the transition from this life to the next” (ibid.). The deification of the wild canines that 

scavenged in the peripheral desert areas, including the necropolis, may have been an early strategy for 

maintaining order in what was considered an otherwise chaotic space. This propitiation “implies that the 

greatest manifestation of order is the king himself, before whom go marginal beings and symbols that 

protect him and act as a point of transition to the less ordered world beyond” (ibid.). This may explain the 

burial of a dog, wrapped in matting, (Emery, GT  III, 78) within the doorway of the 1st Dynasty tomb 3507 

at Saqqara (ibid., pl. 91b; DuQuesne, Jackal Divinities, 292).A temple dedicated to this god at Abydos was 

functional during the reign of Pepy II, evidenced by a fragmentary decree that details the provision of 
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Anubis, briefly becoming a separate deity, before being subsumed by Osiris during the 5th 

Dynasty.2063 As a separately entity or epithet devoid of association with either Anubis or 

Osiris, xnty-imntyw has an “unusual importance” with the provision of offerings.2064  

The subsequent mention of pXr, “encircling,”2065  is a ritual act with a long history in 

Egyptian religious belief.2066 The pXr hA inbw, “circumambulation of the walls,” appears 

associated with early royal accession and coronation2067 as a way for the king to ritually 

delimit the sacred space of their territorial domain and was repeated during the sd-

festival to re-establish and legitimise that royal control.2068  Moreover, this was intended 

as a protective act to keep the forces of chaos at bay and,2069 according to Bleeker, to 

“renew land and people and stimulate divine life.”2070 The act of encircling present in PT 

*711 perhaps reflects a mourning ritual that took place during the burial. In PT 337, a 

short manifestation text, 2071  what this mourning entailed is elaborated on, invoking 

female goddesses2072 in the guise of cows:2073  

 

offerings for royal cult statues within the  Hwt nt xnty-imntyw, “Temple of 

Khentyimentiu”: Urk I, 278 – 280. For a discussion of this building and its possible status as a kA-chapel, see 

Brovarski, “Abydos in the Old Kingdom,” 15 – 20.   
2063 DuQuesne, Jackal Divinities, 388 – 389.  
2064 Ibid., 358, 388. 
2065 Wb I, 544: 12 – 547:7; Hannig, ÄWb I, 472 – 473 [11183]; Kahl, FWb I, 157 – 158.  
2066 Ritner, Magical Practice, 57 – 67.  
2067 Wilkingson, Royal Annals, 91 – 95 [PS r.II.3], 136 [PS r.V.8], 149 [PS v.I.2], 172 [PS v.IV.3], 188 [CF1 r.II.2, 

pXr tAwy, “circumambulating the two lands”], 195 [CF1 r.III.3], 201 [CF1 r.III.12]. 
2068 Ritner, Magical Practice, 57 – 59; Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 67.  
2069 Ritner, Magical Practice, 60 - 61; Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 67. 
2070 Bleeker, Egyptian Festivals, 96.  
2071 Billing, Performative Structure, 309.  
2072 According to Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 304 fn. 4, « Les quatre verbes reproduisent linguistiquement le groupe 

des quatre vaches protectrices », understood to be Isis, Nephthys, Neith, and Selket-Hetu, per PT 362 

[§606d].  
2073 §550a – c.  
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iA mhiwt imwt nn iA mnawt imwt nn 

pXr hA=f rmy sw iky sw HAy sw 

ir=f prw NN iSm=f r=f pt mm snw=f nTrw 

Oh, you milk-cows who are there,2074 you nursing-cows who are there,  

Encircle around him, bewail him, beat your breast for him, and mourn him,  

As he makes his going forth and NN goes to the sky among his brothers the gods. 

 

This theme of mourning also appears at the end of PT *711, which invokes the motif of 

the mnt wrt, “great Mooring Post” 2075  and the iAkw “mourning” children of the 

deceased.2076 The text concludes with the promise that:  

  

srwD.n xnt=k tpw tA n Dt Dt 

Your offering stand which is upon the earth is made firm for Dt and Dt 

A similar formula appears in PT 573,2077 in which the deceased hopes the “beloved of 

Ptah, son of Ptah”2078 will provide DfAw, “provisions”2079 for his  

xnt irw tA, “offering stand that is to the earth.”2080 Mercer understood xnt in this context 

 
2074 Mercer, Commentary II, 264; Faulkner, AEPT, 109 fn. 1.  Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 304 fn. 3. 
2075 §11 (=fPyr. §2242b). 
2076 §16 (=fPyr. §2242e).  
2077 §1478a – 1484e. 
2078 §1482c. 
2079 Pepy I only. 
2080 §1482e.  
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to be more elaborate than a “stand for beverages” and considered it to reference some 

type of “dining pavilion on earth.”2081 Faulkner tentatively suggested xnt should be read 

as “jar stands(?)”,2082 although in PT *711 he translates the same word as “gate”,2083 

ostensibly due to confusingly similar determinatives. This jar-stand appears again in PT 

665D,2084 associated with the rwt xnty-mnwt=f mentioned above.2085 PT 573, PT 665D (and 

its variant PT 718), and PT *711 are the only spells (and the only Old Kingdom examples 

overall) which describe this  “offering stand”2086 or “jar stand.”2087 Additionally, 

three of the four (PT 665D, PT 718, and PT 711) describe the act of encircling (dbn, pXr) 

and mourning (iAkw, hAi2088),  while all four mention a rd-wr,2089 considered to be some 

type of “causeway”2090 or “Große Treppe”2091 on which the deceased should travel.2092 

Despite appearing in different areas of the tomb, all of these spells are thematically linked, 

and seem to hint at a ritual performance situated around the tomb, possibly at the time 

of interment and to be comparable to the scene depicted in the 4th Dynasty tomb of 

Debehni at Giza (Fig. 8.15).2093 In this well-known scene, offerings are carried up a ramp 

or staircase to a statue within a naos. In the register beneath this, a line of women wearing 

 
2081 Mercer, Commentary III, 723. 
2082 Faulkner, AEPT, 228.  
2083 Faulkner, AEPT, 310. 
2084 §1929c. 
2085 §3.3.5.  
2086 Allen, AEPT, 280.  
2087 Roth, Pyles, 161. 
2088 Recently, Reed, “Re-evaluation of the Ancient Egyptian Term HAi,” 163 – 180 has determined that hAi 

should be understood not as “mourning” but as “to ritually transport one’s spirit.” 
2089  
2090 E.g., Faulkner, AEPT, 228; Allen, AEPT, 184. 
2091 Hannig, ÄWb I, 737 [18473].  
2092  It is tempting to link this to a similar idea presented in Old Kingdom depictions of the funerary 

procession. In some depictions of the funeral, stairs or a ramp leading up to the roof of the mastaba are 

shown, at the top of which is a representation of the statue of the deceased, or the naos in which the statue 

would be held, is depicted being brought offerings: see Bolshakov, “Old Kingdom Representations,” 31-54.  
2093 Hassan, Gîza IV, 176, Fig. 122.  
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diaphanous dresses “dance” with their arms raised above their heads, the caption above 

them reading: HA(i)t i(w)=f tmi, “The lament: his flesh is complete.”2094 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2094 Ibid. cf Reed, “Re-evaluation,” 180.  

Figure 8.15. A Funerary Scene from the tomb of Debehen. 
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8.3.6. PT *764.2095  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT *764,2096 an extremely fragmentary text, appears only on the eastern vestibule wall in 

the pyramid of Pepy I (Fig. 8.16)2097 and provides the only mention of the aA.wy fnxw xsfw, 

“door-leaves of the fnxw that exclude…” across the entire Pyramid Texts corpus. Assigned 

to Group O, “Mixed”, 2098  Hays identifies this spell as a sacerdotal (personal service) 

text,2099 a type of spell that features the “transplantation of the text owner as officiant into 

the god’s role.” 2100  Broadly speaking, PT *764 deals with themes of ascension and 

purification,2101 drawing chiefly the on common motif of watery spaces to be navigated 

 
2095 sPT 1062. 
2096 §1 – 12. 
2097 P/V/E 37 – 39.  
2098 Hays, Organization, 110 – 111, 451.  
2099 Ibid., 226. 
2100 Ibid. 
2101 Billing, Performative Structure, 485. Leclant, “T. P. Pepi Ier, VII,” 457, sees this section of the tomb as 

being concerned with “la ‘résurrection’ du roi, sans accent plus particulier.” 

P/V/E 39 

Figure 8.16. Spatial location of the aA.wy fnxw x[sfw] in PT *764 in the kings’ pyramids. 

. 
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(or avoided),2102 namely the  S wr, “great lake,”2103 xns biA, “to-and-

fro canal of the firmament”,2104 and the  Sw iAbtyw, “eastern lakes.”2105  This is 

accompanied by the opening of the door-leaves of the sky / qbHw,2106 and the presence of 

xnty-imntyw.2107  The aA.wy fnxw xsfw occur at the end of the spell, immediately following 

the mention of xnty-imntyw:2108  

 

...Xr=s m xnty-imntyw 

wnn n=k aA.wy fnxw x[sfw] 

… [xt] nb(t) iD[d]t=k stt wnn=s 

…under it as xnty-imntyw2109 

The door-leaves of the fnxw that exclude […] are opened for you… 

…any thing that you say, it is what will exist.  

 

The group that these particular doors exclude is lost, although Mathieu offers the 

translation “les vantaux des Fénékhou qui repoussent [le people,…],” i.e. the rxyt.2110 

 
2102 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 548, provides a somewhat different understanding to Allen, AEPT, 193 – 194.  
2103 §1 (=§01062a). 
2104 §2 (=§01062b). Allen, AEPT, 193, suggests “To-and-Fro canal of the (sky’s) basin”, whereas Mathieu, 

Pepy Ier, 548, offers “Passage du firmament d'airain.” 
2105 §8 (=§01062i). 
2106 §5 (=§01062e) 
2107 §9 (=§01062i). Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 548.  
2108 §10 (=§01062l – n).  
2109 Allen, AEPT, 194, “with it at the fore of the westerners”; Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 548, “…avec elle en tant que 

Khenti-imentiou!” 
2110 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 548. 
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Leclant saw in this passage the replacement of a conventional designation (i.e., the rxyt) 

within a mythical space with an “ennemis réels.”2111 This use of “real” enemies of the 

Egyptian state within the Pyramid Texts will be explored in Chapter 9.  

 

8.3.7. PT *790.2112 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2111 Leclant, “T. P. Pepi Ier, VII,” 458.  
2112 = fPT 724. 

N/A/E 20 

Figure 8.17. Spatial location of the aA.wy qbHw xsfw rxyt in PT *790 in the kings’ 

pyramids. 

. 
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PT *790,2113 a variant of PT 524,2114  is only found in the corpus of Pepy II, spanning 

several columns of the east antechamber wall (Fig. 8.17).2115 Hays organised this text into 

Group G, “Anointing and Wrapping,”2116 but offered no further analysis of its content. The 

earlier PT 524, found in the corridor of Pepy I,2117 was omitted from subsequent corpora, 

and belongs to Group N, “The Celestial Circuit,”2118 a sequence of personal texts found 

within the corridors of Pepy I, Merenre, and Pepy II.2119   

The spell begins with a fragmentary allusion to the purification of the king, mythologically 

aligned with the purification Horus performed on his Eye,2120 the protection of Thoth, and 

the rejection of the king’s identification with Seth.2121 This is followed immediately by the 

reference to exclusionary door-leaves:2122 

 

[Wn n=k] aA.wy qbHw xsfw rxyt 

ii NN Xr irt Hr aAt wASt 

nH.t nTrw nH.t psDt 

The door-leaves of the qbHw that exclude the rxyt [are opened for NN],  

NN comes carrying the great and respected Eye of Horus, 

 
2113 §1 – 15. 
2114 Found only in the corridor of Pepy I: P/Cn/W 60 – 72. 
2115 N/A/E 19 – 26.  
2116 Hays, Organization, 442.  
2117 P/Cn/W 60 – 71.  
2118 Hays, Organization, 406 – 407. Unlike the previous spells in this section, PT 524 is a personal text, 

intended to be “read” by the deceased after death.  
2119 Ibid., 110. 
2120 §1 – 2 (=§2246a – b).  
2121 Reconstructed from PT 524 [§1233a – b]. 
2122 §5 (=§2246). 
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Which the gods requested, and which the Ennead requested.  

 

The remainder of this text deals with the metaphysical movement of the deceased. The 

king’s bodily transformation into a bird with feathered wings like Thoth allows Geb to 

enable his flight to the sky to join the gods.2123 With this freedom the deceased king is 

able to snb, “overstep” his iswt, “boundary stones,” and the imyw-rdw Xrw a wsir, 

“obstructions under the arm of Osiris.”2124 The gods open a path for the king,2125 his 

enemies are defeated,2126 and the Eye of Horus is rescued from the mouth of Seth in 

Pe. 2127  The final portion of the spell is lost, but the remaining space ostensibly 

accommodates the last section of PT 524;2128 its thematic core the acceptance of the eye 

of Horus.2129  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2123 §10 – 14 (=§2247). 
2124 §17 (=§2247). cf PT 524 (§1236b).  
2125 §24 – 25.  
2126 §30 – 31.  
2127 §36 – 37. 
2128 §1243a – c.  Allen, AEPT, 281.  
2129 Mercer, Commentary III, 618. 
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8.4. Discussion.  

Architect Simon Unwin describes doorways as instruments of separation and exclusion, 

musing that rather than reducing the dimensions of separation implied by a barrier, a 

doorway may add to them, drawing “attention to a division that might otherwise not be 

noticed.”2130  Given the overall paucity of evidence, it is references to the aA.wy xsfw, 

“door-leaves that exclude” in the Pyramid Texts that have inspired much of the 

speculation regarding early royal attitudes to the collective rxyt. Beyond these references, 

it is nearly impossible to draw any solid conclusions about the social or religious position 

held by the rxyt from the piecemeal assortment of titles and decorative motifs scattered 

throughout the Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom periods.  

For unknown reasons, the aA.wy xsfw rxyt, “door-leaves that exclude the rxyt” (and its 

variants, including the aA.wy fnxw xsfw, “door-leaves of the fnxw that exclude”) do not 

appear in the earliest corpus of Unis at the end of the 5th Dynasty, and occur only once in 

the following corpus of Teti at the beginning of the 6th Dynasty.2131  In the subsequent 

corpus of Pepy I, the number of texts featuring these excluding door-leaves expands to 

four,2132 and by the last known Old Kingdom corpus of Pepy II, this had further increased 

to six.2133 These texts are predominantly clustered within the sarcophagus chamber and 

adjoining passage (Fig. 8.18), with only the earliest instance of PT 373, in the corpus of 

Teti, being included on the west wall of the antechamber, only to be moved to the west 

wall of the sarcophagus chamber along with the rest of Group D, “Horus Resurrects” in 

subsequent corpora.2134 The corpus of Pepy II contains two texts, PT *711 and PT *790, 

 
2130 Unwin, Doorways, 16. 
2131 PT 373.  
2132 PT 463 – 464, PT 666, PT 667A, and PT *764.   
2133 PT 373, PT 463 – 464, PT 666, PT 667A, PT *711, and PT *790.  
2134 Hays, Organization, 101.  
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heretofore not found in earlier corpora, that are located on the eastern antechamber wall 

as part of Group G, “Anointing and Wrapping.”  

Following Hays, through an analysis of the textual groups containing the spells 

referencing the aA.wy xsfw, “door-leaves that exclude,” this feature can be categorised as 

belonging solely to sacerdotal texts, specifically “priestly recitations”.2135 According to 

Hays:  

…priestly recitations are dominated by imperatives to the deceased that he arise 

(aHa), awaken (rs), and raise himself (Tsi Tw). Accordingly, they above all deal with 

the beneficiary’s self-resurrection and the reconstitution of his corpse on the part 

of gods and himself. They are also replete with mention of the specific actions and 

attributes of an array of gods for him: Nut and Geb act to protect and exalt 

him…Horus operates as saviour, as subjugator of the beneficiary’s foes, and, with 

his children, as his supporter or bearer; Seth is seen to be one who acts against the 

beneficiary, and as such is to be brought under his control; the creator god Atum 

encloses the beneficiary and merges with him, with the two rising together as the 

sun; the beneficiary’s wife and sister Isis and Nephthys greet him, find him, and 

love him; and Anubis, the god of embalming, attends to him and acts for him. Ritual 

connotations are prominent, with allusions made to the performance of dance and 

calendrical ceremonies, and the deceased’s position at the offering place.2136 

 

While not being sacerdotal offering texts, 2137  the texts discussed in this chapter 

experience crossover with many of the motifs present within the traditional offering texts 

found consistently on the northern wall of each royal sarcophagus chamber; “such 

allusions indicate that the texts shared overlapping circumstances of performance.”2138 

However, while the texts within the category of “offering text” indicate that ritual objects 

 
2135 Ibid., 270 - 275.  
2136 Ibid., 270 – 271.  
2137 Ibid., 268 – 270.  
2138 Ibid., 271. 
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were employed and manipulated by a priest, these priestly recitations are considered 

“purely oral”2139  and arguably do “not involve physical action beyond the speech act 

itself.”2140 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2139 Ibid. 
2140Ibid., 272.  

PT *711 

N/A/E 14 – 17  

aA.wy xnty-imntyw xsfw rxyt 

PT 666 

P/S/Se B 67 – 73 

N/S/Se B 68 – 75 

aAw xsfw rxyt 
PT 463 -464  

N/P/S 18 - 21 

aA.wy qbHw ipw xsfw rxyt 

PT 373 

T/A/W 51 – 54 

aAw xsfw rxyt 

Figure 8.18. Spatial locations of the aA.wy xsfw in the kings’ pyramids. 

. 

PT 373 

M/S/Wh i 4 – 5  

N/S/W 55 – 60  

aAw xsfw rxyt 

PT 667A 

P/S/Se B 73 - 76 

N/S/Se B 76 – 80 

rwt xsft 

PT 463 -464  

P/P/N 14 – 20 

M/P/N 19 – 21 

aA.wy qbHw ipw xsfw rxyt 
 

 

PT *790 

N/A/E 19 – 22 

aA.wy qbHw xsfw rxyt  

PT *764  

P/V/E 37 – 39 

aA.wy fnxw xsfw 
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Through the above discussion, it has been made abundantly clear that threshold spaces 

that restrict the access of the rxyt are, at their core, associated with ritual offerings and 

the perpetuation of cult on behalf of the deceased.  The texts share common links, 

including the receiving of body parts, 2141  extensive provisioning (expressed often 

through the Htp di nsw formula),2142 emphasis on heritage (both divine ancestors and 

earthly offspring),2143 mourning and/or dancing,2144 and the importance of the deceased 

being stable, not dying or perishing n Dt.2145  The architectural spaces and objects invoked 

in these texts – the wsxt-hall, the HAwt, “offering table” and xnt, “offering stand” in 

particular – evoke concrete elements of the original ritual Sitze im Leben2146 of the texts 

prior to their inscription inside the pyramid chambers.  The single outlier, PT *764, 

though not categorised as a “priestly recitation” is still understood as being sacerdotal, 

and shares with PT *711 the common element of xnty-imntyw in direct association with 

the aA.wy xsfw. 

It is unclear whether the editorial decision to increase the number of these texts during 

the expansion of the corpus under Pepy I speaks to a requirement for more provisions, 

or indicates a heightened concern regarding the apotropaic protection of these threshold 

spaces. The rxyt certainly appear in the earliest corpus of Unis, and while two of these 

references are ambiguous, 2147  that found in PT 230 2148  is undoubtedly thematically 

linked with the apotropaic warding off of a poisonous serpent2149 through the magic-

 
2141 PT 373, PT 666.  
2142 PT 373, PT 666, PT 667A, PT *711.  
2143 PT 373, PT 666, PT *711.  
2144 PT 373, PT 463/64, PT 667A, PT *711.  
2145 PT 373, PT 463/64, PT 666, PT 667A, PT *711. 
2146 Hays, Organization, 68.  
2147 PT 307 [§483b]; PT 320 [§516a].  
2148 PT 230 [§233b]. 
2149 It is thus categorised in Hays’ Group K, “Apotropaia”: Hays, Organization, 107 – 108.  
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ritual act of Sni, “encircling, controlling,”2150 and the tying of Ts, “knots.”2151 Unfortunately, 

the uncertain translation of mDr, “the male (?)”, the being to which the rxyt are linked, 

hinders a fuller understanding of the purpose of this reference and how “rxyt” should be 

interpreted.  

Much of the scholarly discussion regarding the rxyt focuses on their negative associations, 

and this has been used as evidence for their low status in the Egyptian social hierarchy. 

Cerbelló-Autuori suggests that within the Pyramid Texts, two separate funerary traditions 

co-exist, one that separates the fate of the royalty from that of mankind through exclusive 

resurrection and stellar ascension, and a secondary chthonic tradition of resurrection via 

burial, shared collectively by all.2152 Older scholarship in particular stresses that the royal 

afterlife was one that left the common mortal on earth without the possibility of a divine 

afterlife.2153 Krauss, identifying the rxyt and pat as different social classes, argued that the 

exclusion of the rxyt by the door-leaves of the sky is to be expected, as royal privileges 

extended to the “stellaren Jenseits”.2154  This divine afterlife, however, seemingly also 

extended to the realm of the elite, albeit in an altered form.2155 While the Egyptian elite 

did not have Pyramid Texts within their tombs (ostensibly for reasons of decorum),2156 

 
2150 Ritner, Magical Practice, 143 and fn. 637.  
2151 §234c. Mercer, Commentary II, 108; Faulkner, AEPT, 55; Allen, Grammar I, 279 [230.16] contra Allen, 

AEPT, 19; Ritner, Magical Practice, 143 - 144. In contrast, the deceased is freed from their Tsw, “knots” in PT 

358 [§593a – b].  
2152 Cerbelló-Autuori, “Les déterminatifs,” 1 – 2.  
2153 E.g., Mercer, Commentary II, 295, “Kings when they die go to heaven; ordinary men remain on earth in 

their grave”; Leclant, “T. P. Pepi Ier, VII,” 458, “Une des fonctions des portes de l'au-delà est de protéger le 

roi, plus exactement de réserver au souverain le privilège de l'accès au monde supra-terrestre en 

empêchant l'entrée des autres défunts, ceux du commun peuple: les rxyt.”;  David, Religion and Magic, 154: 

“Whereas during the Old Kingdom, only the king could expect to enjoy an individual immortality…” ; 

Assmann, Images et Rites, 35, describes this separation between the fate of royalty and that of everyone 

else as a motif of “distanciation.” 
2154 Krauss, Astronomische Konzepte, 284.  
2155 Hays, “Funerary Rituals,” 1.  
2156 Baines, “Restricted knowledge,” 11 – 12.  
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this does not mean they did not benefit from them in some other form, and elaborate 

decorative displays and (auto-)biographical inscriptions functioned similarly.2157  

Drawing on this idea of a restricted royal afterlife, Pavlova concludes that amongst all of 

the portals found in the Pyramid Texts  “only one feature is constant: these gates and 

doors do not allow the rxyt to ascend into heaven, to the eastern side of the sky or to qbHw; 

they hold the rxyt in the underground according to a reason unknown to us.”2158 In part, 

this understanding is reliant on a reading of PT 361 that interprets the preposition xr as 

an exclusionary term:2159  

di=f i-wn.ti aA.wy pt ipf n NN xr rmT n rn=sn is 

Thus, Pavlova understands from this passage that “the sky gates are being opened for the 

king but not for ‘men (rmT) who have no name’”.2160 Faulkner,2161 following Sethe,2162 

translated xr as “barring”,2163  comparable to the understanding of xr as “in spite of” 

 
2157 Mathieu, “La distinction,”256 – 257.  Indeed, Krauss, Astronomische Konzepte, 284 questions if we 

should interpret the lack of exclusionary doors associated with the pat as indicating they had the same 

afterlife privileges as royalty.  The fate of actual commoners is little known, see Baines and Lacovara, “Burial 

and the dead,” 6, 12 – 14; Niwinkski, “Did the Pat-people and the Rekhyt-people have different burial 

ceremonies?” 253 – 260 argues that the rxyt comprised at least 90% of the Egyptian population and 

speculates that they were ceremonially deposited in water burials, accounting for the lack of archaeology 

relating to their interment. See however, Davino, “Elite and Common People,” 85 – 95. 
2158 Pavlova, “Rxyt in the Pyramid Texts,” 97. In reality, this restriction is limited to a very specific subset of 

texts and types of doors within the corpus. 
2159 §604c – d.  
2160 Pavlova, “Rxyt in the Pyramid Texts,” 97. 
2161 Faulkner, AEPT, 117.  
2162 Sethe, Komm iii, 121.  
2163 “May he cause yonder doors of the sky to be opened for the King, barring (ordinary) folk who have no 

name”: Faulkner, AEPT, 117 fn 3.  
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suggested by Mercer. 2164  More recently, however, Allen has rendered this passage 

differently:2165   

“Let him have yonder door of the sky opened to him,” say people with no name.  

Alternatively, Shmakov suggests 2166 an interpretation supported by Allen’s most recent 

grammar:2167   

That he might have those (door)-leaves of the sky opened to Teti by unidentified 

people 

Evidently, the understanding of this passage as confirmation of the restricted movement 

through doors for common people hinges on a questionable translation.  

PT 302 is likewise used to underscore the idea that the common Egyptian remained on 

earth, while royalty ascended:2168 

 

 dx r=sn rmT pAy r=sn nTrw 

The interpretation followed by Pavlova that “Men (rmT) bury themselves, the gods fly 

up,” 2169  while earlier supported by Mercer, 2170  has been understood otherwise in 

successive translations. Faulkner, for instance, understood dx as “to hide,”2171 and read 

 
2164 Mercer, Translation, 122 [604c], “that he may cause those double doors of heaven to be opened for N., 

in spite of men, who have no name (or, because they have no name)”; Commentary II, 295. 
2165 Allen, AEPT, 81.  
2166 Shmakov, New Readings, 191 – 192.  
2167 Grammar I, 256. cf Shmakov, New Readings, 42 – 43.  
2168 §459a.  
2169 Pavlova, “Rxyt in the Pyramid Texts,” 97. 
2170 Mercer, Commentary II, 215.  
2171 Wb V, 483: 16. The misunderstanding of dx as “bury” may ultimately be the result of the determinative 

used in Unis  [M 35 (?)], while in later corpora the  [D 84] is used.   
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the entire passage as “for men hide, the gods fly away,”2172 with Allen2173 and Mathieu2174 

offering similar interpretations. Assmann saw this hiding as proof that mankind 

remained on earth while royalty ascended; the common Egyptian continued their earthly 

existence within their tomb, while royalty travelled to the celestial horizon. 2175  As 

Mathieu points out,2176 this passage is similar to that found in PT 320, which called on the 

rxyt to imn, “conceal” themselves from the king, as opposed to the nbw, “lords” who did 

not. In PT 665D, a similar passage occurs:2177  

 

i-dx n=k imyw bAH=k snD n=k imyw xt=k 

Those in front of you hide and those behind you are in fear of you 

 

These passages make it clear that there was some type of separation between these 

collective categories, although whether this was purely religious or based on a social 

hierarchy remains uncertain. However, Pavolva argues that this denial of the nameless 

by the doors of the afterlife may imply that the rxyt are “in some way analogous to the 

dead without names who were enemies of the king and society in moral, ritual and legal 

senses.”2178 As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the knowledge of names and, 

 
2172 AEPT, 92. 
2173 Allen, AEPT, 60; Grammar I, 351, “People, for their part, hide, the gods fly away.” 
2174 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 373, “les hommes se terreront, les dieux s’envoleront.” 
2175 Assmann, Images et Rites, 35 – 36.  
2176 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 373 fn 35.  
2177 38 (=§1925, Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 196 – 197). 
2178 Pavlova, “Rxyt in the Pyramid Texts,” 99.  The conclusion of PT 361 [§604fT], however, is suggestive of 

a separation between the king and the rmT on earth regardless of their named status: 

 

 im=f mt ir tA m-m rmT 

That he may not perish to earth among humankind. 
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perhaps more importantly, the name of the deceased being known to the gods, appears 

as a crucial requirement for the deceased to pass into the afterlife, and the Pyramid Texts 

make this clear on multiple occasions. 2179  However, the connection between these 

nameless and the rxyt remains speculative.  

 

Purity and the passage to the afterlife.  

Although it is not explicitly stated, these exclusionary door-leaves are fundamentally 

shaped by their relationship to the purity of the deceased and the maintenance of that 

purity in the afterlife. If, as multiple scholars have suggested, the aA.wy xsfw are to be 

understood as describing the cultic false door, then this type of exclusion was intended 

as form of prophylactic control over the continued purity of the door and the offerings 

presented to the deceased in front of it. As Douglas notes: 

Ideas about separating, purifying, demarcating and punishing transgressions have 

as their main function to impose system on an inherently untidy experience. It is 

only by exaggerating the difference between within and without, above and below, 

male and female, with and against, that a semblance of order is created.2180 

This attempt to control the purity and order of religious space is already apparent in the 

addresses to visitors and temple access texts discussed at the beginning of this chapter, 

demarcating the space outside and that within a sacred space, separated by a liminal 

threshold.  This was achieved in part through threats of dire repercussions in the afterlife 

against anyone who might perform an act of Dwt, “evil” against the tomb or its owner. 

Repeatedly, this resistance against committing, or being a victim to, Dwt is highlighted in 

 
2179 PT 264 [§348c]; 265 [§356a-b]; PT 374 [§658b]; PT 359 [§597c].  
2180 Douglas, Purity and Danger, 4.  
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the Old Kingdom,2181 and it is emphasised in the Pyramid Texts that this is something the 

deceased must be protected from.2182 This is not to say that the deceased does not directly 

encounter opponents in the Pyramid Texts.2183 In PT 23, a “libation spell”2184 found in 

every kingly corpus and those of Neith and Ipwt II, the presence of msDDw, “ones who 

hate” and speak Dwt, “evil” against the name of the king reflects the desire for purity using 

metaphorical associations: 2185 

 

Wsir iT n=k msDDw NN nbw mdw m rn=f Dw  

Dhwty isi iT sw n wsir ini mdw m rn NN Dw 

di n=k sw m Drt=k  

sp 4 m sfxx=k im=f sA m=k sfxxw im=f 

sAT 

Osiris, seize for you all who hate NN and who speak evil against his name.  

Thoth, go and seize him for Osiris; bring one who speaks evil against the name of 

NN.  

Put him in your hand.  

Recite 4 times: Do not let him loose. Beware that you let him loose.  

Libation.   

 

 
2181 This includes a secular letter, dated by Wente and Meltzer, Letters from ancient Egypt, 57, to the 6th 

Dynasty (contra Roccati, “Una Lettera,”12 – 22), which describes those making false claims about the 

writers farming as Dw, “evil”. 
2182 E.g. PT 368 [§638c]; PT 419 [§746b]; PT 446 [§825a – d]. cf. Meuer, Feinde, 254 – 260.  
2183 Meuer, Feinde.  
2184 Faulkner, AEPT, 4.  
2185 §16a – f.  
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These enemies of the king, Assmann argues, are “nicht [um] manifeste Rebellen und 

Verbrecher,“ 2186  but are the more “latent” enemies that “besteht in Haß und übler 

Nachrede, also in immateriellem Übel,“2187 manifest as the dirt and impurity that must be 

cleansed from the offering place and the hands of the priest carrying out the ritual.2188 A 

similar statement occurs in PT 214, in which anyone speaking ill of the deceased will face 

severe consequences:2189 

 

Mdw.ty.fy nb m rn n NN Dw pr=k 

wD.n sw gb m twA m niwt iryt Hm=f nn=f 

Any who will speak evil of the name of NN and his house,2190 

Geb has decreed him as inferior in his town, so that he turns back and he is 
inert.2191 

 

The connection between this passage and the addresses to visitors found in 

contemporary private tombs is clear, but it also echoes the sentiments conveyed through 

“rebellion formulas” found on Old Kingdom execration texts.2192 As noted by Meuer, texts 

of this kind are a safeguard, intended to act prophylactically against hostile beings or acts 

that have the potential to happen in future,2193  and thus reflect a similar purpose to the 

 
2186 Assmann, „Spruch 23“, 46. 
2187 Ibid., 47. 
2188 Ibid., 46. 
2189 §137c – 138b.  
2190 Contra the reading of Allen, AEPT, 34 and Grammar I, 307, “Anyone who will speak bad of the name of 

Unis when you go forth.” It seems likely that this section is directly reflecting an earlier passage in the spell: 

i.fx=k pr=k n sA=k n tTt=k, “you leave your house to your son of your begetting.” For this translation, see 

Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 163 fn 12. Similarly, Billing, Performative Structure, 153.  
2191 That is, perpetually trapped within a void of “abyss” without the possibility of transformation into an 

Ax. See Allen, “Cosmology,” 11 – 13.  
2192 Abu Bakr and Osing, “Ächtungstexte,” 117 – 130.  
2193 Meuer, Feinde, 319. Indicated here by the use of the future ty.fy construction.   
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use of the relative sDm.ty.fy form within execration texts.2194 Indeed, these too express a 

desire to prevent mdwt nbt Dwt, “any evil speech,”2195 from occurring to the text owner, 

although the punishment for doing so is not described. For Pavlova, the wrongdoers in 

these spells should be understood as the rxyt who, as a group, incorporate those who “had 

risen against the divine order,”2196 and are consequently deprived of their burials and 

their names, “and in the hereafter the gates of the sky would be closed for them 

forever.” 2197  Mathieu, in agreement with Pavlova, has argued that contrary to the 

exclusion of this group on social or political grounds, it should be understood as purely 

moral and theological in nature;2198  they are “criminels débaptisés et les morts sans 

noms.”2199 They are the impure, as opposed to the justified and glorified dead.2200   

However, it is only in PT *790 that the requirement for purification in association with 

the aA.wy xsfw is made obvious. Although fragmentary, the spell begins with the statement 

that:2201 

 

wab.n NN m wabw n wab  

NN has become pure as the purity of the pure one. 

 
2194 Abu Bakr and Osing, “Ächtungstexte,” 118, 130.  
2195 Ibid., 119; J. Osing, “Ächtungstexte (II),“ 146.  
2196 Pavlova, “Rxyt in the Pyramid Texts,” 102.  
2197 Ibid. 
2198 Mathieu, “La distinction,” 258.  
2199 Posener, “Les criminels débaptisés et les morts sans noms,” 51 – 56.   
2200 Mathieu, “La distinction,” 258 : “…les êtres exclus de l'accès au ciel ne sont pas les simples mortels, par 

opposition au pharaon, mais les impurs, les "criminels débaptises et les morts dans noms", pour reprendre 

le titre d'une célèbre étude de G. Posener, par opposition aux défunts justifiés et glorifiés.” 
2201 §1 (=§2246a).  
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This is directly followed by the aA.wy qbHw xsfw rxyt, “door-leaves of the qbHw that exclude 

the rxyt,” being opened to the deceased.  This type of purification as a requirement for 

entry is later epitomised by CT 296:2202  

 

dr.n NN Dw=f xma.n NN isft=f 

xsr.n NN dAwt=f iwf=f r tA 

iryw-aA ir wAt n NN mityw Tn 

NN has removed his evil, NN has driven away his isfet,  

NN has dispelled the corruptions of his flesh to the earth. 

Doorkeepers, make a path for NN, who is one like you.  

 

In the heavily glossed CT 335,2203 this same formula for removing evil is linked to the 

  aAbwt rxyt, “offerings of the rxyt”, which must be similarly 

purified before they can be presented to Re.2204  

Ultimately, Pavlova understands the terms rxyt, THnw, and fnxw as being “synonyms, 

meaning ‘enemies,’”2205 introduced into religious texts to illustrate complex theological 

ideas.2206  Thus: 

 
2202 CT IV, 49k – m.  
2203 Faulkner, AECT I, 260 – 269.  
2204 CT IV, 212a – 215a.  
2205 Pavlova, “Rxyt in the Pyramid Texts,” 101.  
2206  Ibid: thus, they represent “the basic archetypical notions which are closely connected with the 

overcoming of ‘the last enemy’,” i.e., death.  
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Excluded from the Egyptian burial rite, because of being impure, these categories 

of people may be understood by the Egyptians as demonic forces which have to be 

removed.2207 

This in contrast to the destiny of the pat, ostensibly protected by the royal family for their 

loyalty, and provided with the appropriate burial rites.2208  While this presents a neat 

picture of the fate of the rxyt and their elite antithesis, neither the Pyramid Texts nor any 

contemporary evidence, supplies tangible proof that these groups were associated with 

either the social elite nor social outcasts who were denied proper burial.  In fact, Griffin 

suggests the frequency with which the rxyt appear in comparison to other groups might 

indicate they were a more ‘privileged’ group. 2209   The “tiefgreifenden Gegensätze 

zwischen den Unterworfenen rekhit und den herrschenden pat,” 2210  apparently 

identified by Helck from as early as Naqada II as part of an “ideal world” structure cannot 

be substantiated.  What is certain, however, is that the rxyt are dualistically opposed to 

other groups within the Pyramid Texts: to the deceased, to the nbw, “lords,” to the Hnmmt, 

“sun-folk”, and to “Asia.” From the Middle Kingdom onward, Griffin has shown that the 

differences between the rxyt and other collective groups is increasingly difficult to 

determine, and over time the terms rxyt, pat, Hnmmt, and rmT could all be used 

interchangeable to refer generally to “people.”2211  Echoing Baines,2212 Griffin suggests 

that by the advent of the Pyramid Texts, the original meanings of the terms rxyt, pat, and 

 
2207 Ibid.  
2208 Pavlova, “Rxyt in the Pyramid Texts,” 102. 
2209 Griffin, ‘Adore,’ 46; Naville, The funeral papyrus of Iouiya, 3. 
2210 LÄ II, 1086 – 1092.  
2211 Griffin, ‘Adore’, 45 – 46.   
2212 Baines, “Contextualizing,” 371.  
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Hnmmt may have already been lost,2213 perhaps explaining the inconsistency with which 

the Egyptians used these terms in later periods.  

The deeply nuanced cultural and religious associations tied to the rxyt during the Old 

Kingdom remain obscure. Textually, however, their position, excluded from the threshold 

where offerings were to be collected by the purified, akh-ified deceased, implies a 

“distancing”2214 focused on some type of danger or impurity.  Rather than being criminals 

or the nameless dead, it seems possible that the rxyt were representative of the 

individuals rejected from entry into private tombs for myriad of earthly ‘immoral’ 

reasons. The rxyt were the opposite of the deceased described in CT 296, they were those 

who had not yet shed their Dwt, “evil” through purification.  This is not explicitly stated; 

like many religious ideas within the Pyramid Texts, the details are shrouded in allusion, 

the details of which were only known to the privileged few. However, the examples 

provided above confirm that this threat was centred on sacerdotal provisioning for the 

deceased, and ultimately suggests that the rxyt had the potential to disrupt not only to the 

safety of the liminal gateway between this world and the next but, more fundamentally, 

the continued existence of the deceased n Dt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2213 Griffin, ‘Adore’, 46.   
2214 Assmann, Images et Rites, 35.  
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Chapter Nine.  

  
s m sr.wy, “bolt in the sr.w(y)-gate” (?). 

 

9.0. Introduction. 

The enigmatic phrase s m sr.wy appears in only three spells, PT 611, PT 663, and PT 665D, 

all of which occur no earlier than the corpus of Pepy I. In all three cases, this phrase is 

juxtaposed with a different socio-cultural group: the rxyt, THnw, or the fnxw.  The 

consensus regarding how to read is divided and made difficult by the 

varied spellings and determinatives used across the corpora (Table 9.1).  

 

 
2215 fPT 716, §2223a – c.   

 PT 611 [§1726a-c].  PT 6632215 PT 665D [§1915]. 

Pepy I 

 

P/V/E 77 

x 

 

P/S/Se B 59 

Merenre 
 

M/V/S 29 

x 

 

M/S/S (F 216) 

Pepy II 

 

N/V/E 65 

 

N/S/Sw ii 2 

[Lost] 

 

Neith x x 

 

Nt/S/E ii 13 

Wedjebten x x 

 

Wd/S/Sw 33 

Table 9.1. Varied spellings of s m sr.wy 
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Mathieu’s recent translations of PT 611 and PT 665D from the corpus of Pepy I 

transliterate this as a single word: smsrw, “les verrous,” 2216  and sms(r).wy, “les deux 

verrous”.2217 Shmakov similarly uses zmzrw(j) in his new reading of PT 665D, translating 

it as “the double-blocking(?)-gates.”2218 Diego Espinel leaves this term untranslated,2219 

however he also opts to use the single term zmzr.wy in his discussion. 2220  Other 

translations, where transliteration is provided, interpret this not as a single term, but as 

the phrase s m sr.w(y), “bolt in the sr.w(y)-gate.”2221   The addition of dual ram-head 

determinatives in the corpus of Merenre ( ),2222 alongside the dual 

doorframes present in the earlier corpus of Pepy I, has ultimately led some to translate 

this puzzling feature as “the bolt … in the double Ram-gate,” 2223  or the “ram-bolted 

gates.”2224  

The term  sr (also spelled  si), “Ram” 2225  appears elsewhere in the 

Pyramid Texts, albeit only twice. Both instances occur at the beginning of PT 246, a 

transitional text in which the king,2226 whose bA cannot be xsf, “excluded”2227 from the 

afterlife, is referred to as a si km sA sit kmt msw sit bAqt “black ram, son of a black ewe, 

 
2216 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 195. 
2217 Ibid., 561. 
2218 Shmakov, New Readings, 348  
2219 Diego Espinel, Etnicidad, 284 – 285.  
2220 Ibid. 
2221 Carrier, Textes de la pyramide de Pepy Ier, 1074 – 75 provides a unique interpretation, inserting the noun 

arrw into the phrase : s m arrw.ty sr.wy, “Le verrou est retiré pour toi à la double porte des deux Béliers”. 

The commentary by Mercer, Commentary III, 809 indicates his belief that sr.wy should be separate from 

what precedes it; Hays, Organisation, 152. 
2222 The recently published photographs of this section of the vestibule by Pierre-Croisiau, Mérenrê, 357, 

fig. 34 confirm the original drawing by Sethe.  
2223 Faulkner, AEPT, 254.  
2224 Faulkner, Plural and Dual, 35: “the two ‘Ram’-gates”; Allen, AEPT, 198. 
2225 Wb III, 462: 7-13; Hannig, ÄWb I, 1168 [28875]. 
2226 Faulkner, AEPT, 59 fn. 2.  
2227 §253a – b. See Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 182 fn. 92.  
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whom a white ewe bore.”2228  sr may also appear in an Old Kingdom title,  xrp 

sr(w)(?), “Director of rams (?)/ sheep, 2229  and a similar Middle Kingdom title 

 imy-r srw, “Overseer of the Rams/Sheep.” 2230   However, sr has 

otherwise limited use in the Middle Kingdom,2231 occurring on only one possible occasion 

in the Coffin Texts.2232 Similarly, the dual sr.wy occurs only once in the Coffin Texts. In CT 

72,2233 the term indicates a transitional space, interpreted as a type of watercourse over 

which the deceased must nmi, “traverse”. Spelled alternatively as  si.wy, or  

  sr.wy, Faulkner interprets this landmark as the “Waterway of the Two 

Sheep,”2234 despite its (erroneous?) determination with dual ibex-heads.  

Kees understood the divine being or epithet,  smsrw,2235  which appears 

from the Middle Kingdom onward, to be derived from the s(A) m srw(j), “Riegel am 

Widdertor”2236 of the Pyramid Texts. For Kees, this “Widdertor” was mythical in origin, 

possibly conceptualised as a kind of “cattle hurdle” used to count the dead,2237  and itself 

possibly a type of gatekeeper with similarities to the “’Riegelgott xns”2238 found in PT 

275 2239  and PT 534. 2240  In the Middle Kingdom tale of Sinuhe,  is listed 

 
2228§252b – c.  
2229 Petrie, RT II, 52 and pl. XV (111); Jones, Titles, 736 [2681]; Faulkner, Plural and Dual, 3.  
2230 Ward, Index, 44 [345]. 
2231 Hannig, ÄWb II, 2275 [28875].  
2232 In CT IV, 66f [310] a potential   hrw pw n srw “that day of rams,” is described, although 

Faulkner, AECT I, 228 fn. 6 suggests n sr should be understood as nsr, “flame” with a corruption of the   

[Q7] hieroglyph; Molen, HDECT, 518.  
2233 CT I, 302c.  
2234 Faulkner, AECT I, 67.  
2235 LGG VI, 358; Wb IV, 143: 12. 
2236 Kees, “Herrschaftsspruch,” 37; Schumacher, Sopdu, 78. 
2237 Kees, “Herrschaftsspruch,” 38. 
2238 Ibid., 38. 
2239 See above, §4.2.1. 
2240 See above, §4.2.2.  
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alongside the name of Sopdu, god of the Eastern Desert.2241 Schumacher reasons that in 

later times, the original meaning of this so-called “bolt of the Ram-gate” had been lost, 

and was repurposed as an epithet for Sopdu in his role of defender against foreign 

countries.2242   This transition from z(A) m zrw(i) to smsrw, he suggests, took place during 

the Middle Kingdom, if not by the end of the Old Kingdom.2243 Gardiner proposes that the 

term smsrw, being equipped with its own Horus-standard determinative, may be 

considered a god in its own right.2244 However, he later noted the available examples of 

the name were not conclusive,2245 also suggesting this to be a defective writing of another 

epithet associated with Sopdu: smsw, “the elder.”2246 A stela dated to Year 27 of Thutmose 

III describes the king [Hm]a Hnsk tpw xAswt mi smsrw, “[grasping] the hair of foreign leaders 

like Semseru,”2247 while an inscription from Abydos belonging to Ramses II describes spd 

smsrw sTt xma=f Hnskw mntiw m sTt, “Sopdu Semseru of Asia who grasps the locks of the 

Mentyw in Asia.”2248  

 

 

 

9.1. s m sr.wy in the Pyramid Texts.  

9.1.1. PT 611. 

 
2241 B 208; Allen, Middle Egyptian Literature, 126. 
2242 Indeed, Schumacher, Sopdu, 79 suggests that “Als Sopdu diesen Beinamen erhielt, ist die ursprüngliche 

Bedeutung der Bezeichnung schon nicht mehr verstanden worden,“ 
2243 Schumacher, Sopdu, 78. 
2244 Gardiner, Sinuhe, 78 – 79. 
2245 Gardiner, “The God Semseru,” JEA 29 (1943): 75; Schumacher, Sopdu, 77 provides a list of known 

associations between Sopdu and Smsrw.  
2246 Gardiner, “The God Semseru,” 75 – 76. Schumacher Sopdu, 77 disagrees.  
2247 Gardiner and Peet, Inscriptions of Sinai I, pl. LXIV (198); Inscriptions of Sinai II, 161; Gardiner, “The God 

Semseru,” 75. 

2248 Daressy, “Remarques et Notes,” 90.  
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Located on the east wall of the vestibule in Pepy I2249 and Pepy II,2250 and on the south 

wall of the vestibule in the pyramid of Merenre (Fig. 9.1),2251 PT 6112252 is a sacerdotal 

priestly recitation belonging to Hays’ Group O, “Mixed.” 2253   Focused on the Osirian 

reconstitution of the king,2254 this spell forms part of a series of texts devoted to the 

“Invocation and Enthronement”2255 of the deceased and,2256 in the corpus of Pepy I, these 

texts are largely addressed to the deceased as “father Osiris NN.”2257 Accordingly, the 

spell begins with an imperative for the deceased to anx anx.ti it(=i)2258 wsir NN m rn=k pw 

 
2249 P/V/E 76 – 78. 
2250 N/V/E 63 – 67.  
2251 M/V/S 24 – 35; Leclant, “T.P Pepy Ier,” pl. 1d – e.  
2252 §1724a – 1729b.  
2253 Hays, Organization, 423.  
2254 Billing, Performative Structure, 490, 492.  
2255 Ibid., 490. In Pepy I, these texts are: PT 694A. sPT 1069, PT 611, and PT 612.  
2256 The specific series of texts varies in each corpus: Hays, Organisation, 689: Chart O, “Mixed”. 
2257 Billing, Performative Structure, 490.  
2258 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 561. 

P/V/E 77 M/V/S 29 

N/V/E 65 

Figure 9.1. Spatial locations of s m sr.wy in PT 611 in the kings’ pyramids.   
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xry nTrw, “Live! Being alive my father Osiris NN, in this your name which is with the 

gods.”2259 The spell repeatedly emphasises the deceased kings’ position xnty Axw, “at the 

fore of the Akhs,”2260 followed immediately by a reference to the enigmatic s m s(r)w.ry, 

“bolt in the s(r).wy-gates”:2261  

 

wn=i n=k s m s(r).wy xsfw rxyt 

Tnw=k xAtyw Ssp=k a n ixmw-skw 

The bolt in the s(r).wy-gates that excludes the rxyt is open for you, 

You count the xAtyw, and you take the arm of the Imperishable Stars. 

 

As evidenced by the previous chapter, exclusionary references to the rxyt in parallel with 

the Imperishable Stars is a motif that appears with relative frequency across the Pyramid 

Text corpus. The xAtyw, “butchers/slaughterers”2262 however, have been identified only 

four times. Interpreted variously as “Botendämonen,”2263 and as beings that “operate 

with knives in the hereafter,”2264 Faulkner considers these beings to be “slayers,”2265 and 

Mathieu similarly classifies them as “Massacreurs.” 2266  For Allen, they are the more 

ambivalent and less overtly violent “those of the nighttime,”2267 while Kees tentatively 

 
2259 §1724aP.  
2260 §1724b – 1725b.  
2261 §1726a – bP.  
2262  Wb III, 236: 6 – 7, « kämpfende oder schlachtende Götter »; Hannig, ÄWb I, 922 [22580]: „die 

Metzelnden“; Hannig, ÄWb I, 923 [22632]: „die Metzelnden…Botendämonen.“   
2263 Hannig, ÄWb I, 923 [22632]. 
2264 Zandee, Death as the Enemy, 205. 
2265 Faulkner, AEPT, 201. 
2266 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 481. 
2267 Allen, AEPT, 171. 
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calls them “Vogeljäger (?)”. 2268   Hays opts to translate this term as xAw, “the 

thousands.”2269  

In PT 665D,2270 a variant of PT 611 found in the corpora of Pepy I,2271 Merenre,2272 Pepy 

II,2273 Ankhenespepy II,2274 Neith,2275 and Wedjebten,2276 the xAtyw appear once more, 

juxtaposed instead with the THnw:2277  

 

wn n=k s m s(r)w xsfw THnw 

abA=k biA m Drt=k iTnw=k xAtyw 

The bolt in the s(r)w-gate that excludes the THnw is open for you,  

Your metal sceptre is in your hand, and you count the xAtyw.  

 

The association between threshold spaces and these xAtyw is not isolated to PT 611 and 

665D, and they appear again prior to the mention of the xns-door in PT 534:2278 

 

 
2268 Kees, “Ein Herrschaftsspruch aus den Pyramidentexten,“ 37. This is possibly due to a misreading of  

[G4] as  [G39] when using the - admittedly difficult - hieroglyphic copies made by Jéquier. The present 

author has examined recent high-resolution photographs and, while the hieroglyph in question is difficult 

to determine, it is not a pintail duck [G39].  
2269 Hays, Organisation, 152. 
2270 Discussed in detail below, §9.2.2. 
2271 P/S /Se 59 – 60.  
2272 M/S/Se 49 – 50. Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 195 fn. 154. 
2273 N/S/Se 59 – 60.  
2274 AII/S/Sw B 14 – 16. Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 195 fn. 154.  
2275 Nt/S/E i 13 – 16.  
2276 Wedj/S/Sw 38 – 42? (Frag. Q. col. 3 – 6).  
2277 §1914a.  
2278 §1264b – c.  
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iHm Hr=t(i) twr w(i) xA(w)tyw  

mk w(i) imy-iAw 

Go back, being far away! May the xAtyw respect me,  

And may those in old age protect me.  

 

Later, in the same text, a warning is issued against the xAtyw, again in proximity to the 

possible reference to the opening of a portal: 

 

iww iwt xAtyw Hna imyw iAw 

kw iDdt n-s(n) rn=s(n) pw Sp SAw…2279 

iww iwt NN <pn> Hna kA=f 

wn r nTrw=f dbH=f hA=f r Nnt [ir bw X]r nTrw 

iww iwt NN pn Hna kA=f wn n=k awy=k n=f 

wn r nTrw=f dbH=f pr=f ir pt prr=f 

Should the xAtyw together with those who are old come a coming,  

Then let there be said to them, this their name of “Blind of Fate (?)”…   

Should <this> NN and his kA come a coming, open the mouth/entrance of his gods 
and he will request that he descend to the nnt-sky [to the place] where the gods 
are. 

Should this NN and his kA come a coming, open your arms to him,  

Open the mouth/entrance of his gods, that he requests he go forth to the sky, he 
goes forth.  

 

 
2279 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 483 includes additional transliteration in his version. 
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Meurer considers the mention of the xAtyw in PT 534 as being hostile toward the 

deceased,2280 although Zandee notes in general that these “demons do no damage to the 

king.” 2281  Indeed, the context makes clear that these beings are required to offer 

supplication, rather than enmity. Similarly, in PT 578,2282 found only in the vestibule of 

Pepy I,2283 the xAtyw are said to xr, “fall” upon their faces for the deceased in his name of 

Sopdu,2284  juxtaposed with the Imperishable Stars who mAs, “kneel” for him.2285  This 

exact refrain appears later in CT 68, a reconstitution spell that begins with a familiar 

entreaty to the deceased: 2286  

 

aHa=k rk r aA.wy xsfw rxyt 

Indeed, you stand at the door-leaves that exclude the rxyt. 

  

The spell continues: 2287 

 

Xr n=k xAtyw Hr Hr=sn 

ksy n=k ixmw-skw 

The xAtyw fall for you upon their face, 

And the Imperishable Stars bow to you. 

 

 
2280 Meurer, Feinde, 76. 
2281 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 205. 
2282 §1531a – 1538b.   
2283 P/V/W 70 – 73.  
2284 §1535b.  
2285 §1535c.  
2286 CT I, 289e – f. 
2287 CT I, 290h – 291b 
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Zandee interprets the function of these “demons”2288 in religious texts as punishers of 

sinners,2289 although this more negative form does not appear explicitly in the Pyramid 

Texts. As Schipper notes, the Egyptian gods are ambiguous, possessing both positive and 

negative attributes,2290 and this is largely dependent on context. With a focus on later 

medico-magical texts, the depiction of the xAtyw provided by Schipper characterises these 

so-called “divine messengers” as dangerous subordinate beings associated with 

Sakhmet, 2291  who enact divine punishment, and are associated with illness and 

plague.2292 In the Pyramid Texts, however, specifically PT 578, Schipper states they are 

“obviously combined with the decan stars,”2293 who are subservient to Sopdu, ruler of 

foreign lands. 2294   Given the apparent relationship between the xAtyw and the 

Imperishable Stars, the interpretation of these beings as stars was tentatively suggested 

in the earlier translation of Speleers,2295 and later by Mercer.2296 Whether these beings 

can be considered “armed celestial door-keepers” as Faulkner suggests, remains open to 

interpretation.2297  

The subsequent section of PT 611, while not dealing directly with the previously 

mentioned gates, can only be described as an allusion to the traditional formulaic opening 

 
2288 Lucarelli, “Demons,” 1.  
2289 Zandee, Death as an Enemy, 205.  
2290 Schipper, “Angels or Demons?” 3.  
2291 Ibid., 7.  
2292 Ibid., 9; Lucarelli, “Demons,” 3.  
2293 Ibid: “Starting in the New Kingdom….xAtyw can also be manifestations of the dead decans, whose stars 

were also seen as disease-bringers.“ cf Goebs, Crowns, 23 – 24.  
2294 Schipper, “Angels or Demons?” 9. 
2295 Speleers, Index et Vocabulaire, 198 fn. 2.  
2296 Mercer, Commentary III, 809 with references.  
2297 Faulkner, AEPT, 255 fn. 5.   
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of aA.wy, “door-leaves” found in other spells, allowing the deceased to aq, “enter” into the 

pr Hwt, “house of protection,” 2298 under the protection of Geb, his father:2299   

  

wn ir.ty=k snS msDr.wy=k 

Open your two eyes, unclog your two ears.  

  

The text continues with references to the inq, “uniting” of the  wrrw,2300 

“great basins” and the iab, “joining” of the   mrw,2301 rendered as some type of 

“canal,”2302 or cultivatable land,2303 i.e., the “territorial heritage”2304 of the deceased.   

The spell concludes with further emphasis on protection,2305 and a final passage that 

describes the iAi, “praise” of the deceased with particular reference to the scent of 

 ixt-wtt-crown.2306  

 

 

 

 

 
2298 Billing, Performative Structure, 492 considers this a possible name for the tomb. 
2299 §1727a – b.  
2300 §1728a. 
2301 §1728a. 
2302 Allen, AEPT, 198.  
2303 Faulkner, AEPT, 254, “hoed lands(?)” and Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 561, “les terrains cultivés.”  
2304 Billing, Performative Structure, 492  
2305 §1728b. 
2306 Mercer, Commentary III, 810; Billing, Performative Structure, 492. Allen, AEPT, 198 translates this as 

“Firstborn Thing.” The ixt-wtt also appears in PT 665A [§1898a – 1907d], PT 665D [§1914a – 1930c] and 

PT *767 [§1 – 23 (=sPT 1069)], spells containing many of the same motifs as PT 611. 
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9.1.2. PT 665D.2307  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2307  =fPT 665C – D, fPT 666, fPT 759 and fPT 666A. See Allen, Reviews Supplement, 14 – 15; Hays, 

Organization, 466 [Sequence 140]; 484 [Subsequence 203].  Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 195 provides a different 

numbering for these texts. 

P/S/Se B 59 

Lost 

P/S/Nw ii 2 – 8 

 

Lost 

N/S/Se B 59 

 

M/S/S 

Figure 9.2.   Spatial locations of s m sr.w in PT 665D in the kings’ pyramids. 
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PT 665D,2308 in large part a variant of PT 611, is a sacerdotal priestly recitation belonging 

to Hays’ Group B, “Transfiguration.”2309 The text spans several columns at the east end of 

the south sarcophagus chamber wall in the corpora of Pepy I,2310 Merenre, 2311 and Pepy 

II (Fig. 9.2).2312 An extensively fragmented version of the text appears at the west end of 

the south sarcophagus chamber wall in Wedjebten (Fig. 9.3), 2313  and an equally 

fragmented secondary version of the text is inscribed at the western end of the north 

sarcophagus chamber wall in Pepy I.2314 The most complete version belongs to Neith, 

 
2308 §1 – 67 (=§1915a - 1930c). 
2309 Hays, Organization, 432. Despite the shift is categorisation of this text by Allen, which means 665D 

encompasses the spells originally designated fPT 665C – D, fPT 666 and fPT 666A, the placement of this 

text within Hays’ Group B is still relevant, as all of these spells fall within this group.  
2310 P/S/Se B 59 – 67.  
2311 M/S/Se 49 – 50 (=§1915 only), see Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 195; Leclant, “T.P Pepy Ier, VI,” 85.  
2312 N/S/Se B 59 – 68.  
2313 Wd/S/Sw 33 (fr. Q – S, M) – 47.  
2314 P/S/Nw ii 2 – 5.  

Nt/S/E ii 13 

Wd/S/Sw 33 

Figure 9.3.   Spatial locations of s m sr.w in PT 665D in the queens’ pyramids. 
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spanning approximately 26 columns of the east sarcophagus chamber wall.2315 Billing 

identifies this text as belonging to part of “the Horus Liturgy,”2316 a series of texts2317 

introduced in the expanded corpus of Pepy I. 

The spell opens immediately with reference to the plural s m srw, “bolt in the srw-

gates.”2318 The construction of this phrase in PT 665D differs between corpora (Table 

9.2), and the determinatives used have led to varied interpretations. However, perhaps 

the most fundamental difference between this passage and that found in PT 611 is the 

replacement of the term rxyt with tHnw, “Libyans.”   

P/S/Se 59 

 

M/S/S 

 

Nt/S/E ii 13 
 

Wd/S/Sw 33 

 

 

 

The six rectangular, vertical determinatives in Neith remain perplexing, and have 

spawned numerous theories about how the term s m srw is to be understood. Owing to 

Jéquier’s hieroglyphic mis-transcription of  s m s(rw) as    sAs, 

 
2315 Nt/S/E ii 13 – 39.  
2316 Billing, Performative Structure, 241.  
2317 PT 665A – D, PT 66A, PT 759, PT 666B – C, PT 667A – E, PT 537, and PT 690. Hays, Organization, 466 

[Sequence 140], 484 [Subsequence 203 – 204].  
2318 §1 (=§1915a).  

Table 9.2.   s m sr.wy in PT 665D.  
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in the version of  PT 665D found in Neith, 2319 Faulkner understood this to be “the only 

recorded full spelling of the word for door-bolt, showing that the original reading was 

zA.”2320 Thus, he translated this section as “the six door-bolts, which keep Libya out.”2321 

Similarly, in his 2009 transliteration and translation of the texts of Pepy I, Carrier reads 

wn n=k s(A) sr(s)w [xsfw THnw], “Ouvre donc les six verrous [qui repoussent la Libye].”2322 

In an earlier translation, Mercer amended Jéquier’s mis-transcription,2323 but reads the 

passage as s m srw as sms rAw, with rA “being a phonogram explanatory of the unusual 

word sms,”2324 ultimately opting to translate the passage as “the six doors,”2325 believing 

that these may reflect the “‘six great houses,’ the courts of justice of the Old Kingdom.”2326   

Spalinger, like others before him, read “six door bolts”, and attempted to find a link 

between the text and six geographical regions bordering the land of Egypt.2327 These, he 

suggested, could be deduced from the New Kingdom topographical lists of Thutmose III 

at Karnak, which lists six locations following the choronym2328 THnw: Hwat, DADAs, Tp-Nxb, 

bAS, mAs, and tA-smi.2329 Diego Espinel, originally in agreement with this interpretation,2330 

further suggests that the other cultural designations – rxyt and fnxw – were similarly 

 
2319 §1915a-b ; Jéquier, Neit et Apouit, pl. XXVIII (=Nt 735 – 736).  
2320 Faulkner, AEPT, 277 fn. 2.  
2321 Ibid., 276. 
2322 Carrier, Textes de la Pyramide de Pepy Ier, 560. 
2323 Mercer, Commentary I, 284; Ibid., III, 862. See also, Edel, “Neue Übersetzungsvorschläge,” 36.  
2324 Ibid., III, 862. 
2325 Ibid., I, 284. 
2326 Ibid., III, 862; Hamilton, “Aspects of the Judiciary,” 32 – 34.  
2327 Spalinger, “Some Notes,” 131.  
2328 Cooper, “The African Topographical Lists,” 769. 
2329 Spalinger, “Some Notes,” 131; Urk IV, 800: 85 – 94.  Cooper, “The African Topographical Lists,” 670 has 

pointed out the problematic nature of interpreting this list, which may include the names of settlements, 

but may also include natural geographic features, or tribal designations. For a discussion of the format and 

difficulty in the meaning and geographical placement of these names, see Cooper, “Toponymy on the 

Periphery,” 282. 
2330 “Sobre puertas y cerrojos,” 90 – 92. Indeed, a significant portion of this article is devoted to expanding 

on where these ‘locks’ may have been geographically located.  
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associated with door-bolts but, unlike the six bolts belonging to the THnw, the latter only 

had two each.2331 He interpreted this differentiation between group names and door-

locks as possibly corresponding “con auténticas entradas al país del Nilo”, 2332 

conceptualised as strategic geographical locations associated with the terrestrial tAS, 

“boundary” of Egypt.2333  In a subsequent publication, however, Diego Espinel notes this 

mistaken reading, and no longer equates this passage with a geographical “six border 

points,” nor agrees with the earlier interpretation by Spalinger.2334  Ultimately, the “six 

locks” theory can now been dismissed, but the possible connection between the s m sr-

gates and the geographical borders of Egypt remains, as evidenced by the discussion 

above regarding the god  .  As for the almost circular determinatives attached 

to the phrase in the corpora of Pepy I and Merenre, Leclant mused: “S'agirait-il d'une sorte 

de crapaudine vue de plan ou de l'orifice de la cavité de logement d'un loquet (horizontale 

dans le montant de la porte ou verticale au sol)?”2335   

The remainder of PT 665D reflects similar sacerdotal motifs found in PT 611.2336 This 

includes the aforementioned reference to the xAtyw, the “great ones” and the 

“watchers”:2337 

 
2331  Ibid., does not provide the exact paragraphs associated with this claim, and this interpretation is 

difficult to back up – none of the mentions of either the rxyt or fnxw, associated with supposed doorways or 

not, are aligned with two of anything. This conclusion may have been drawn from the dual determinatives 

attached to the sr.w(y)-gates, noted above. Otherwise, there are no dual door-bolts associated with any 

foreign groups in the Pyramid Texts.  
2332 Ibid. 
2333 Ibid. 
2334 Ibid., 285 fn. 80. 
2335 Leclant, “T.P Pepy Ier, VI,” 89.  
2336 Additionally, Billing, Performative Structure, 243 – 248 has provided a comparison between PT 665A 

and PTs 665C – D, and PT 665A with the combined PTs 666A, PT 795, and 666B, addressing their thematic 

similarities.  
2337 §2 – 4 (=§1915 – 1916c). 
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abA=k biA m Drt=k i.Tnw=k xAtyw 

Xrp=k psDt pDwt Ssp=k a ixm-skw 

iab n=k wrw 

aHa n=k wrSw Hr is nD [it=f].   

Your metal abA-sceptre in your hand, you count the xAtyw,2338 

You control the Nine Bows and accept the arm of the Imperishable Stars. 

The great ones gather for you,  

The watchers stand up for you as Horus who protects [his father].  

 

Further similarities occur, and some of the core sacerdotal references that appear in 

either PT 665D, or both, PT 665D and PT 611 are:2339 the scent of the ixt-wtt;2340 the iab, 

“gathering” and inq, “reassembling” of the bones, limbs, teeth, and heart of the 

deceased;2341 purification with four aAbt-jars;2342 defeat of enemies;2343 becoming an Ax 

and a bA;2344  removal of obstructions2345  and the aq, “entering” into the protection of 

 
2338 In the corpus of Pepy I, this section is fragmentary, but it is evidently a different group that is mentioned 

here. According to Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 195 this should be understood as the Smsw-Hr, “Followers of Horus.” 
2339 Hays, Organization, 273 – 275. 

2340 §8 (=§1918). In the corpora of Pepy I and Neith, wtt is determined with  [I 13].  
2341 §9 – 10 (§1918).  
2342 §12 – 13 (§1919). 
2343 §19(§1920) and again §40 – 41 (=§1925).  
2344 §24 (§1921): i.Ax=k im aA=k im wAS=k im bA=k im sxm=k im, “….that you may be an Ax therein, that you may 

be great therein, that you may be strong therein, that you may be a bA therein, that you may be powerful 

therein.” 
2345 §26 – 27 (1921): wDa n=k sArw=k Hr is imy pr it=f sfxx n=k mDwt=k sTs is imy tAxbt, “Your shackles are 

removed for you as Horus who is in the house of his father, your fetters are loosened for you as Seth who 

is in Takhbet”; §53 (1927e).  
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Geb;2346 presentation of offerings;2347 appearance on the rd wr, “great causeway”;2348 Dbn, 

“circumambulation” of the mounds of Horus and Seth; 2349  the opening of the 

 rwt xnty-mnwt=f; 2350  and the maintenance of the 

 xnti, “jar stand.”2351  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2346 §28 (=§1922). 
2347 §31 – 32 (=§1923). 
2348 §55 (=§1928a). 
2349 §56 (=§1928b).  
2350 §58 (=§1928d). 
2351 §61 (=§1929): iw srwD xnty-k, “Your jar-stand is made firm.” 
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9.1.3. PT 663.2352  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 6632353  is a fragmentary variant of PT 611 and PT 665D, spanning 22 columns at the 

west end of the south sarcophagus chamber wall in the corpus of Pepy II (Fig. 9.4).2354 As 

with the previous spells, this text is a sacerdotal priestly recitation, and is assigned to 

Hays’ Group F, “Isis and Nephthys Lament.”2355  

Due to its similarities with the previous spells, the motifs are largely identical and, thus, 

the spell begins much like PT 611, with an imperative for the deceased to anx, “Live!” and 

be alive amongst the gods.2356  Owing to the fragmentary state of this spell in the corpus 

 
2352 fPT 716 + fPT 663; sPT 716B. 
2353 §1 – 66.  
2354 N/S/Sw ii 1 – 22.  
2355 Hays, Organization, 441 [sPT 716B].  
2356 §1.  

Lost 

N/S/Sw ii 2 – 3 

Diagram 9.4.  Spatial location of s m sr.wy in PT 663 in the pyramid of Pepy II. 
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of Pepy II, however, the more complete version inscribed within the 8th Dynasty pyramid 

of Ibi2357 must be relied on to fill in the gaps.  Unfortunately, the version of PT 663 found 

in the pyramid of Pepy II cuts off immediately prior to the name of the collective to be 

excluded by the sr.wy-gates, making interpretation problematic.  Using PT 665D and the 

text of PT 663 found in Ibi, the completed passage in Pepy II may have been as follows:2358 

 

abA=k wAH im Drt=k 

iwn=k s m sr.wy xsfw [fnxw] 

Tnw=k xAtyw [xrp]=k psDt pDt  

nDr=k a ixmw-skw 

Your abA-sceptre set down in your hand,  

You open the bolt in the sr.wy-gate, which excludes [the Fenekhu],  

You count the xAtyw, you control the Nine Bows,  

And you grasp the arm of the Imperishable Stars. 

 

As a whole, PT 663 is abundant with motifs also found in spells concerned with 

exclusionary spaces in Chapters Five and Six : the iab, “gathering” of the wrw, “great ones” 

and the aHa, “standing up” of the wrSw, “watchers”; 2359  the scent of the iHt-wtt; 2360 

 
2357 Jéquier, La Pyramide d’Aba, pl. XI [537 – 538]; Allen, AEPT, 297 fn. 11.  
2358 §5.  
2359 §7 – 8 [Ibi, 539 – 540].  
2360 §13. 
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purification with four aAbt-jars;2361 the removal of shackles2362 and the aq, “entry” into the 

pr Hwt, “House of Protection”;2363 emphasis on the supply of offerings;2364 the destruction 

of enemies;2365 appearance on the rd wr, “great causeway”;2366 Dbn, “circumambulation” 

of the mounds of Horus and Seth;2367 the swrD, “causing to make firm” of the  

xnti, “offering stand”;2368 and the traditional offering formula: xA=k m dAb, “…your 1000 of 

figs…etc.”.2369    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2361 §14.  
2362 §28: wDa.n sArw=k, “Your shackles have been removed.” 
2363 §30.   
2364 §33 – 35.  
2365 §41 – 42.  
2366 §50: xa Hr rd wr, “Be apparent on the great causeway.” 
2367 §51.  
2368 §53.  
2369  §59 (=§1882b) – 63 (=§1883a).  
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9.2. Discussion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.5. Spatial layout of s m sr.wy/sr.w in the kings’ pyramids. 

PT 663 

N/S/Sw ii 2 – 3  

s m sr.wy 

PT 665D 

P/S/Se B 59 

M/S/S 

N/S/Se B 59 

s m srw 

PT 611 

M/V/S 29 

s m sr.wy PT 611 

P/V/E 77 

N/V/E 65 

s m sr.wy 

PT 665D 

P/S/Nw ii 2 

s m srw 
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In comparison to the door-bolts described in Chapter Seven, the s m sr.wy/srw (or, 

alternatively, the smsr.wy/smsrw) are wholly exclusionary. It is evident from the above 

discussion that all three spells containing this phrase – PT 611, PT 665D, and PT 663 - 

form part of a somewhat cohesive collection of variant texts, probably stemming from a 

similarly rooted performative origin. All three appear to focus their exclusion on a 

different socio-cultural group. However, the fragmentary nature of the texts, and the 

completion of lacuna using later sources, problematises the way these exclusions have 

been interpreted by scholars. For Kees, the earliest version of this spell is PT 611, with 

PT 663 and PT 665D being later “revisions.”2370 Thus, the shift from the exclusion of the 

rxyt in PT 611 to the THnw and (possibly) the fnxw in later editions conveyed “ein 

Herrschaftsspruch.” 2371   Kees argues that “fnxw” provided a catch-all term for the 

 
2370 Kees, “Ein Herrschaftsspruch,” 36.  
2371 Ibid., 36 – 40; Vandersleyen, Les Guerres d’Amosis, 109.  

Diagram 9.6. Spatial layout of s m sr.wy/sr.w in the queens’ pyramids.   

PT 665D 

Wd/S/Sw 33 

s m srw 
 

PT 665D 

Nt/S/E ii 23 

s m srw 
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“asiatischen Ostseite,”2372 thus replacing older terms – e.g., Iwntyw and MnTyw2373  – used 

to describe Bedouin enemies at the eastern periphery.2374 Ostensibly, this removal of the 

THnw as the main enemy of the king within this mythological and celestial framework 

reflected the political reality that they no longer represented a tangible threat to 

Egypt. 2375  Thus, focus was transferred from the west to the east, because “Das 

Horizonttor für den Himmelsaufstieg der Gestirne lag ja gerade am Ostrand der Welt.”2376 

This, therefore, explained for Kees the connection between the s m sr.wy, “bolt in the 

sr.wy-gates” and the epithet smsrw, co-opted by Sopdu, the gatekeeper of the east and 

“Lord of Foreigners.” 2377  Like Kees, Vandersleyen considered the s m sr.wy and its 

exclusion “chargés de sens politique.” 2378  Vandersleyen, however, understood the 

appearance of the fnxw in the 8th Dynasty corpus of Ibi to be a first for the Pyramid Texts, 

and concluded that this meant that the fnxw embodied the growing “menace asiatique” to 

the east of the Delta during the late Old Kingdom.2379  

Both Kees2380 and Schumacher2381  emphasised the change from the exclusion of the rxyt 

in the “earlier” text of PT 611 to the exclusion of the THnw and fnxw in the “later” texts; 

however, the lacuna present in nearly every iteration of these spells provide very little 

conclusive evidence of this. Indeed, in PT 611, the rxyt are excluded by the s m srw-gate 

in the corpora of Pepy I and Merenre, but the spell is too damaged in Pepy II to know if it 

had been altered by the end of the 6th Dynasty. PT 665D suffers from a similar situation, 

 
2372 Kees, “Herrschaftsspruch,” 38. Similarly Schumacher, Sopdu, 78. 
2373 Diego Espinel, Etnicidad, 133 – 139; Cooper, “Toponymy,” 68 – 70.  
2374 Kees, “Herrschaftsspruch,” 38. 
2375 Ibid., 39. 
2376 Ibid. 
2377 Ibid., 40; Schumacher, Sopdu, 78 – 79.  
2378 Vandersleyen, Les Guerres d’Amosis, 109.  
2379 Ibid., 109 – 110.  
2380 Kees, “Herrschaftsspruch,” 37 – 38.  
2381 Schumacher, Sopdu, 78. 
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with heavy damage preventing a reading in Pepy I, Pepy II, and the garbled version found 

in Wedjebten. Only in Neith is the named group wholly visible as the THnw. Similarly, the 

significant damage in Pepy II’s version of PT 663 prevents any secure identification, 

despite the commonly held belief that the missing group should be understood as the 

fxnw, as in the later corpus of Ibi. The overall picture presented by these texts is hindered  

by these missing pieces of the puzzle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Regardless of these issues of identification, it is clear that a pattern emerges when 

plotting the temporal appearances of these exclusionary texts within each corpus. As 

noted in the previous section, the aA.wy xsfw do not appear in the earliest corpus of Unis; 

likewise, the s m sr.wy do not appear in the corpora of Unis or Teti, instead first appearing 

in the corpus of Pepy I (Table 9.3). It is only in the pyramid of Pepy II that all three 

variations of this text appear in a single corpus.  Simultaneously, as noted in the previous 

 s m sr.wy 
rxyt THnw fnxw 

Unis x x x 

Teti x x x 

Pepy I PT 611 

P/V/E 77 

 

PT 665D 

P/S/Se B 59 

x 

PT 665D 

P/S/Nw ii 3 

Merenre PT 611 

M/V/S 29 

PT 665D 

M/S/S 

x 

Pepy II PT 611 

N/V/E 65 

PT 665D (?) 

N/S/Se B 59 

PT 663 

N/S/Sw ii 2 – 3.  

Neith x PT 665D 

Nt/S/E ii 13 

x 

Wedjebten x PT 665D 

Wd/S/Sw 33 

x 

Table 9.3.  Occurrences of s m sr.wy/sr.w by corpus and excluded group. 
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chapter, the number of texts including the phrase aA.wy xsfw increased during the 6th 

Dynasty, from one under Teti, to six separate instances in the corpus of Pepy II. 

It is unclear if the expansion of this theme within the pyramids was a response to the 

enlargement of the corpus under Pepy I, the advent of external, real-world concerns, or a 

slow introduction of themes previously considered inappropriate for inclusion on the 

walls of the inner burial chambers (i.e., decorum).2382 Indeed, Leclant noted that:  

L'historien moderne serait tenté de chercher là les reflets des changements de la 

politique extérieure de l'Egypte; certes, il peut y avoir eu "actualisation" du texte, 

mais l'on sait combien il nous est difficile de retrouver "l'actualité" derrière 

l'archétype.2383   

Leclant saw in the repelling of the rxyt, THnw and fnxw by the s m sr.wy, a desire for Egypt 

“etre préservé dans son intégrité et son originalité,”2384 with these gates presenting a very 

deliberate attempt to push back against foreign aggressors.2385 However, this “pushback” 

is significantly limited in the Pyramid Texts, especially in comparison to the overtly 

violent and domineering iconographic depictions of the king inscribed throughout Old 

Kingdom mortuary complexes.2386 

Many of the foreign groups mentioned in other royal contexts, or in the private (auto-

)biographical texts of the Old Kingdom, do not appear within the Pyramid Texts. Two 

 
2382 Baines, “Society, Morality, and Religious Practice,” 138; Baines, Visual and Written Culture, 15 – 16, 
“Decorum has much to do with enacting and representing the proper order of the world.”  
2383 Leclant, “T.P. Pepy Ier, VI,” 91. 
2384 Ibid. 
2385 Ibid. 
2386 Baines, “Contextualisation,” 369 notes that “assertion of the king’s dominance is most prominent in 

iconography, while the image projected in texts is generally less fierce; this discrepancy lies partly in the 

characters of the different media.” 
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possible exceptions are the  iwntyw,2387 and  mnTyw,2388 generic 

terms for “groups of aligned ethnica”2389 referring to nomadic peoples of the Sinai area 

and, 2390  in some cases, Nubia. 2391  The iwntyw perhaps appear in PT 231, 2392  a brief 

apotropaic text found only in the earliest corpus of Unis2393 that ostensibly alludes to the 

harpooning of a hippopotamus as a symbol for defeating the enemies of the king: 2394   

 

qs=k qs qst=k 

ibw Drw iwntyw imyw mtA sxrw 

Hmn pi 

Your bone is a harpoon, and you are harpooned,2395 

Hearts are obstructed, the iwntyw who are in mtA2396 are felled.2397 

It is Hemen.2398  

 
2387 Wb I, 55: 2 – 9; Hannig, ÄWb I, 60 [1222]. Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 84 translates this term as “pillar 

people.” On the interpretation and translation of this name, see Diego Espinel, Etnicidad, 133.  
2388 Hannig, ÄWb I, 538 [13150]; Diego Espinel, Etnicidad, 137 – 139; Cooper, “Toponymy,” 68. 
2389 Cooper, “Toponomy,” 68. 
2390 Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 106. 

2391 E.g.,  iwntyw st, “Nubian nomads” found in the mortuary temple of Pepy II: Jéquier, Le monument 

funéraire de Pepy II, III, pl. 37; Hannig, ÄWb I, 60 [1223]; Muerer, Die Feinde, 298 fn. 3; Cooper, “Toponymy,” 

68. 
2392 §235a – 235b. Mercer, Commentary II, 108 – 109 and Faulkner, AEPT, 55. 
2393 W/S/Wg 20. Copies of this text also appear in Middle Kingdom coffins, see Allen, Middle Kingdom Copies, 

261.  
2394 Mercer, Commentary II, 108 – 109; Faulkner, AEPT, 55; Muerer, Die Feinde, 298, 324.  The interpretation 

of Allen, Grammar I, 278 – 279 is vastly different to those of other scholars, his translation avoiding 

reference to the presence of a foreign group.  
2395 Allen, Grammar I, 279 translates this line as “Your bone is boned and you are boned.” 
2396 Faulkner, AEPT, 55 fn. 1.  
2397 Allen, Grammar I, 203 translates this passage as “desires are restricted, the pillars in the kiln are felled.” 
2398 cf PT 483 [§1013d].  
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The presence of this group within an apotropaic spell is unsurprising. References to the 

sqr iwntyw, “smiting of the iwntyw” are recorded during the 1st Dynasty reign of Den,2399 

and inscriptions from the Sinai indicate Egyptian action against this group during the 4th 

Dynasty reign of Khufu.2400 During the later Old Kingdom, they are one of the groups 

named in fragmentary royal triumph scenes from the mortuary complexes of Unis,2401 

Sahure2402 and Pepy II.2403  Similarly, the mnTyw, who are frequently named alongside the 

iwntyw in these royal reliefs, appear only once in the corpus, within PT 412:2404  

 

xpr Sat=k ir ib nTrw  

mr nt tpyt bity  

mr mrswt tpyt nswt  

mr Hnskt tpyt mnTww 

nDr=k ir a ixmw-skw 
 

Terror of you come into being against the heart of the gods,  

Like the nt-crown2405 which is on the head of the bity-king,2406  

Like the mrswt-crown which is on the head of the niswt-king,2407  

 
2399 PS r. III.2. Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 106. 
2400 For references see Cooper, “Toponymy,” 68 fn. 258.  
2401 Labrousse, Ounas, Fig. 66 nr. 40. 
2402 Borchardt, SaAḥu-Rea, pls. 5, 8, and 19; Urk I, 168: 8 and 169: 13; Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 83 – 86; Diego 

Espinel, Etnicidad, 135 – 136.  
2403 Jéquier, Le monument funéraire de Pepy II, II, pl. 35 (the 5-niched statue room) ; Jéquier, Le monument 

funéraire de Pepy II, III, pl. 13 (the causeway).  
2404 §724a – dT.  
2405 For a discussion of this crown, see Goebs, Crowns, 166 – 168.  
2406 Following ibid., 167 and Billing, Performative Structure, 176. Mercer, Commentary II, 359, Faulkner, 

AEPT, 135 and Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 296 all translate this as “King of Lower Egypt.” Allen, AEPT, 90 translates 

this as “hereditary king.” 
2407 Following Goebs, Crowns, 167 and Billing, Performative Structure, 176. Mercer, Commentary II, 359, 

Faulkner, AEPT, 135 and Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 296 all translate this as “King of Upper Egypt.” Allen, AEPT, 90 

translates this as “current king.” 
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Like the braided tress which is on the head of the MnTyw-bedouin.2408  

You grasp at the arm of the Imperishable Stars.  

 

It is possible that the subjugation of this group is alluded to through reference to their 

braided tresses; Goebs argues that Hnskt-tresses are “typically identified with the ds-knife 

of lunar deities and hence with their violent aspects,” 2409  perhaps evoking a layered 

association between lunar celestial (Sethian)2410 symbolism and the violence of one of 

Egypt’s early enemies. Alternatively, Shmakov suggests the braids of the mnTyw are used 

here to establish that Sat, “terror” (or, as he translates it, “veneration”)2411 of the king by 

the gods is “as natural and selfevident as a crown on a king and a braid on a beduin.”2412  

 

When discussing the appearance of foreigners, what becomes obvious is that the group 

most often referenced in private inscriptions, the nHsy, “Nubians”, are conspicuously 

absent from the Pyramid Texts. Diego Espinel argues that references to Nubia only occur 

in “profane” sources.2413 The term tA-sty, “Land of the Bow,” understood from later texts 

to reference the land of Nubia,2414 appears six times within the Pyramid Text corpus. Each 

one of these is tied either to a type of offering,2415 or to the origin of a deity called ddwn,2416 

whose core purview consisted of Nubian resources, i.e., incense.2417 None implies that tA-

sty should be viewed as a danger to the Egyptian deceased.  

 

2408 In Neith, mnTyw is clearly marked with the “foreign” classifier: . 
2409 Goebs, Crowns, 167.  
2410 Ibid., 144 – 145.  
2411 Shmakov, New Readings, 225 – 226. 
2412 Ibid., 226.  
2413 Diego Espinel, Etnicidad, 147.  
2414 See however, Nyord, Breathing Flesh, 275 who translates tA sty as “Elephantine Nome.” 
2415 PT 459 [§864d]; PT 659 [§1867a].  
2416 PT 437 [§803c]; PT 480 [§994d]; PT 572 [§1476b]; PT 610 [§1718a].  
2417 Hart, Dictionary, 52; Wilkinson, Complete Gods and Goddesses, 105.  
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The absence of explicit references to Nubian enemies may evidence a lack of perceived 

threat from the kings’ southern neighbours during the conception of the Pyramid Texts, 

although private inscriptions overtly describe royally sanctioned military action against 

them during the late Old Kingdom,2418 echoing punitive campaigns directed by earlier 

kings.2419 Wilkinson, however, questions whether or not these royal exploits were real or 

ideological. Regarding the Palermo Stone reference to the xbA nHsy, “hacking up of 

Nubia”2420 recorded during the reign of Sneferu, Wilkinson suggests: 

 It may allude to an actual campaign; but, given the ideological smoke-screen 

which court erected to mask the messy reality of such activities, it is impossible to 

tell whether this and other instances refer to real or ritual events.2421  

Similarly, he concludes that the sqr iwntyw, “smiting of the iwntyw” noted above, 

“represents royal propaganda,” 2422 reflecting ideological concerns but not necessarily 

factual historical events.2423  

Nevertheless, real world anxieties regarding Nubians within the religious sphere do seem 

to have existed. A royal decree of Pepy I from Dahshur2424 makes multiple mentions of 

nHs(y) Htp, 2425  translated by Strudwick as “pacified” 2426  or “naturalised” 2427  Nubians, 

 
2418 The 6th Dynasty private inscription of Pepynakht from Aswan (Urk I, 131 – 135) describes being sent 

to (x)bA  “hack up” or “devastate” the lands of Wawat and Irtjet, subsequently killing the children of their 

chief and the commander of their military force. Many more were apparently then brought to the king as 

sqa-anx, “living captives.” In contrast, the inscription of Weni at Abydos (Urk I, 98 – 110) describes the xbA, 

“hacking up” of eastern lands with the help of mercenaries sourced from various Nubian groups.  
2419 Wilkinson, Early Dynastic Egypt, 179 – 181.   
2420 PS r.IV.2. Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 141 translates this Hwi(?). Diego Espinel, Etnicidad, 148 reads xbA tA 
nHsy, “Destruir la tierra nehesy.” 
2421 Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 68. 
2422 Ibid. See, however, Baines, “Contextualising,” 353 – 360.  
2423 Wilkinson, Royal Annals, 142. This sentiment is echoed by Baines, Visual and Written Culture, 19 – 20.  
2424 Urk I, 209 – 213; Borchardt, “Ein Königserlaß aus Dahschur,” 159 – 202.  
2425 Hannig, ÄWb I, 647 [48067].  
2426 Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 104. 
2427 Ibid., 126 fn. 8. 
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possibly alluding to “Nubians who presumably had been taken away from their homeland 

and forcibly resettled in Egypt so as no longer to present a threat.”2428 The decree states 

that individuals associated with these nHs(y) HTp were barred from entering the wab-

priesthood or the monthly priesthood,2429 and were excluded from consuming any of the 

Xrt, “rations”2430  belonging to the two pyramid-towns of Sneferu.2431 This anxiety may 

explain the somewhat contradictory use of Nubian mercenaries by the king outlined in 

the (auto-)biography of Weni,2432 while the same groups are simultaneously named on 

late Old Kingdom execration figures aimed at preventing rebellion and mdwt nbt Dwt, “all 

evil utterances.”2433  Conversely, any Nubian threat against the royal afterlife may have 

been contained under the traditional moniker “the Nine Bows,”2434 representative of the 

absolute totality of humanity to be subjugated under the Egyptian king.2435 Indeed, this 

group is frequently described as something to be xrp, “controlled” by the king within the 

Pyramid Texts, notably within the spells outlined in this chapter. The absence of Nubian 

enemies from the Pyramid Texts may also have been counteracted through other means, 

namely the erection of statuary.  

Recent research carried out by Prakash shows that by the reigns of Pepy I and Pepy II, the 

number of kneeling, bound prisoner statues within the kings’ pyramid complexes had 

increased.2436 Jéquier reconstructed at least thirty separate statues from the scattered 

 
2428 Ibid. Baud and Dobrev, “De Nouvelles annales,” 33 (f), suggest these may be the same nHsy Htp which 

appear on the South Saqqara Stone. cf Valerio, “The Egyptians’ ambivalent relationship,” 376 – 379.  
2429 Urk I, 212: 11 – 12.  
2430 Strudwick, Pyramid Age, 104. 
2431 Urk I, 212: 13. 
2432 Urk I, 101: 9 – 102: 8. cf Baines, “Contextualizing,” 375.  
2433 Osing, “Ächtungstexte aus dem Alten Reiche (II),” 146 – 147.   
2434 Uphill, “Nine Bows,” 393 – 420; Diego Espinel, Etnicidad, 133.  
2435 Uphill, “Nine Bows,” 396; Diego Espinel, Etnicidad, 130 – 131.  
2436 Prakash, “Enemies of the State,” 56.  
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fragments in the mortuary temple of Pepy II,2437 compared to the mere handful of statues 

associated with Niuserre 2438  and Djedkare-Isesi 2439  in the 5th Dynasty, 2440  and the 

approximately fifteen discovered by Lauer and Leclant within the complex of Pepy I.2441  

Correspondingly, the number of “triumph tableaux” of the king smiting enemies seems to 

have increased under Pepy II.2442 The original placement of these prisoner statues is 

undetermined, but it has been suggested that those belonging to Niuserre, found in his 

Valley Temple, were originally erected near the entrance to the causeway.2443 Already in 

the 3rd Dynasty pyramid complex of Djoser, granite consoles depicting the heads of 

foreigners adorned part of the entrance to the enclosure, 2444   while the later statues 

belonging to Pepy II may have lined the causeway connecting the Valley and Mortuary 

Temples.2445  While the practice of including three-dimensional, nearly life-size bound 

foreigners to the decorative programs of these complexes arguably began in the mid-5th 

Dynasty,2446 the architectural heads of Djoser and the even earlier captive door-socket 

from Hierakonpolis, speak to a continuous desire to employ three-dimensional 

representations of people considered “Other” in threshold spaces where they could be 

visibly subjugated. 

 
2437 Jéquier, Le Monument Funéraire de Pepy II, III 28.  
2438 Borchardt, Ne-user-rea, 42 fig. 24.  
2439 Prakash, “Enemies of the State,” 56. Lauer and Leclant, “Devouverte de Statues de Prisonniers,” 60 fn. 2 

suggested that MMA 47.2 [https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/543869] and MMA 

64.260 [https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/543906] date to the reign of this king, 

although others believe they stylistically belong to Pepy II.  
2440 Jéquier, Le Monument Funéraire de Pepy II, III, 28 fn. 2 notes that the fragments belonging to Unis are 

« trop peu importants pour être publiés » and remain in storage. 
2441 Lauer and Leclant, “Découverte de Statues de Prisonniers,” 56.  
2442 Prakash, “Depictions of Defeated Foreigners,” 461. 
2443 Ibid.  
2444 Hayes, Sceptre of Egypt, 115; Lauer and Leclant, “Découverte de Statues de Prisonniers,” 61; Bothmer, 

“On Realism,” 374 – 378, figs. 25.5 – 25.8; Prakash, “Enemies of the State,” 57.  
2445 Lauer and Leclant, “Découverte de Statues de Prisonniers,” 61.   
2446 Prakash, “Depictions of Defeated Foreigners,” 455.  

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/543869
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Referencing the “triumph tableaux” adorning Old Kingdom mortuary temples, Prakash 

states that, “a single scene or motif had multiple, overlapping, sometimes even 

contradictory, symbolic layers in ancient Egypt.” 2447  This is also true of the textual 

evidence. These references were “apotropaic; they expressed the pharaoh’s domination 

over all foreigners, not only Libyans; they legitimized him before the gods; and they 

magically enabled him to perform his royal duties.”2448 An extension of this may be the 

royal annals of Sneferu, which record not only aggressive raids for the capture of sqr(w)-

anx, “living captives” from Nubia, but also from the land of THnw.2449  This kind of punitive 

action – whether real or ideological - especially when carried out at the beginning of a 

reign, was fundamental for cementing “the proper state and wholeness of the 

cosmos.”2450 This may have been the desired outcome of excluding these groups within 

the Pyramid Texts.  

While the textual references to these enemies are relatively ambiguous, with the 

exception of the possible felling of Iwntyw in PT 231 and the “hacking up of fortresses in 

Asia”2451 in PT 650, from the Middle Kingdom onward more overt sentiments appear. 

Thus, in CT 265, the deceased states snD=i r pt Sat=i m ibw fnxw, “fear of me is to the sky, 

terror of me is in the hearts of the Fenkhu,”2452 and in CT 4692453 the deceased claims to 

make the lands of the Fenkhu sidd, “tremble” through their saH, “signs of rank.”2454 The 

increasing desire to engender this type of fear in the ‘other’ may indicate growing 

 
2447 Ibid., 460.  
2448 Ibid. Prakash further adds the possibility of a central “royal myth of Unification” which may have drawn 

on association between state formation and the defeat of Egypt’s first enemy, the THnw. 
2449 CF4 r.M.1. Wilkingson, Royal Annals, 235 – 236.  
2450 Baines, Visual and Written Culture, 19.  
2451 §1837a – c. 
2452 CT III, 394f – g. 
2453 CT V, 390l. 
2454 CT V, 390k, saH=i tpy=i, “my signs of rank are upon me.” 
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anxieties about the stability of Ma’at, and the potential threat from external forces at the 

end of the Old Kingdom, leading into the First Intermediate Period and beyond.  The 

appearance of execration texts late in the Old Kingdom - targeted at both internal and 

external enemies2455 – may also support this. According to Rzeuska, these texts may have 

been linked to the decentralisation of government control during the latter part of the Old 

Kingdom, necessitating the public performance of such execration rites.2456 Moreover, 

Diego Espinel argues that these rites must have been state sponsored, noting the 

specificity of geopolitical locations mentioned as possibly indicating the use of official 

administrative records. 2457  Similarly, Baines suggests they could be considered 

propagandistic; as inventories of foreign groups to be subjugated they were ultimately 

public displays of dominance that “imparted propaganda significant to their 

message.”2458  

Like the rxyt, “distanced” from the deceased and their offerings by the aA.wy xsfw, “door-

leaves that exclude,” it seems that the THnw and fnxw were excluded by the s m sr.wy with 

a similar objective. Unlike the execration texts, however, the groups described within the 

Pyramid Texts are “more universalistic,”2459 lacking geopolitical nuance. In this respect, 

the definition of the fnxw as a generalised group of “Asiatics” by Kees and Vandersleyer 

may be correct. These liminal crossings in the Pyramid Texts functioned much like the 

temple inscriptions denoting threshold spaces as unpassable by “Asiatics” based on 

longstanding rules of moral and ritual purity. 2460 The textual and pictorial depictions of 

 
2455 See Abu Bakr and Osing, “Ächtungstexte aus dem Alten Reich,“ 97 – 133; Osing, “Ächtungstexte aus dem 

Alten Reich (II),” 134 – 185.  
2456 Rzeuska, “Execration Again?” 631. Cf Turner, “Frame, Flow and Reflection: Ritual and Drama as Public 

Liminality,” 465 – 499.  
2457 Diego Espinel, “Antes del combate,” 325.  
2458 Baines, “Contextualizing,” 372.  
2459 Baines, “Contextualizing,” 372. 
2460 Baines, Visual and Written Culture, 19.  
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foreign (and Egyptian)2461 subjugation seen elsewhere exists within a complex system of 

cosmic balance that required each king to reassert and maintain control the chaotic 

potential of the “uncreated world.”  It is unknown how those captured and naturalised 

during punitive raids felt regarding the confronting spectacle of bound prisoners lining 

the mortuary complexes of royalty; according to Baines, “Egyptians and foreigners were 

surely aware that it was schematic and not realistic.”2462  What remains clear is that, due 

to the Egyptian rules of moral and ritual purity which excluded them from the next world, 

they were almost certainly excluded from the spaces in which depictions of their own 

subjugation were erected and inscribed in this one.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Ten. 

Conclusion. 

 

The experience of the door was, and is, generated through the embodied experience 

of it: pulling the door, hearing it creak, stepping over a tall threshold, and sliding the 

lock in place.2463 

 

 
2461 Uphill, “The Nine Bows,” 395.  
2462 Baines, “Contextualising,” 369.  
2463 Eriksen, Architecture, Society, and Ritual, 35. 
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Recently, Nyord has criticised the established interpretation of funerary texts as 

“providing detailed, literal descriptions of afterlife beliefs.”2464 Proponents of this view 

see the placement of funerary texts within pyramid chambers or coffins as clear evidence 

of their content being linked directly to their use as “guidebooks” for the deceased.2465 

Despite a growing body of evidence against this type of perception, this usage endures, 

and in the realm of Pyramid Text studies, interpretations such as the cosmographic theory 

propagate incorrect notions of how and why these texts were inscribed on the walls of 

pyramids at the end of 5th Dynasty and through the 6th Dynasty. This type of 

interpretation, which views the Pyramid Texts as a continuous, “read-able” narrative, 

derives comprehension from regarding the texts as a cohesive, linear whole. The 

corollary of this has been examined by Eyre, who observes that, while the journey of the 

king to the grave and through the mythological landscape provides unity to the texts: 

 a narrow focus on that continuity loses the diversity that is central to the literary 

form and mythological context of the texts, and so must also distort understanding 

of the ritual performance itself.2466  

Crucially, the texts were not composed as a single, continuous ritual.2467 The primary 

objective of this thesis has been to contribute to the ongoing discussion regarding the 

way scholars “read” the placement and function of threshold spaces within the Pyramid 

Texts of the late Old Kingdom. This study supports Eyre’s notion that prior to their 

inscription, the Pyramid Texts may have existed as a type of collective “service-book”, 

comprised of a wide-ranging repertoire of ritual spells, complete with textual variations 

 
2464 Nyord, “On interpreting ancient Egyptian funerary texts,” 1.  
2465 Ibid., 2 – 3.  
2466 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 5.  
2467 Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 6.  
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to suit different circumstances.2468  Indeed, through utilising Hays’ categorisation and 

typology, it has been shown definitively that spells containing references to threshold 

spaces not only belong to categories of both “sacerdotal” and “personal” texts but, being 

located in every part of the pyramid-tomb (see Tables 10.1 – 10.2), and on almost every 

wall, they belong to almost every textual grouping and were consequently drawn from a 

varied body of ritual performances.2469  

 
2468 Ibid. See also Willems, “Who am I?” 247.  
2469 Appendix III.  
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 Sarcophagus Passage Antechamber Corridor Vestibule Ascending 
Passage 

Unis x x arrwt  
arrwt nt Nww 
xns 

x x x 

Teti arrwt nt Wsir rwt Nwt aA.wy xsfw rxyt 
arrwt  
sbA Hrw Nww 

x x x 

Pepy I aAw xsfw rxyt 
arrwt 
sbA pt ir Axt 
r(w)t  
rwt Axt 
rwt iAt 
rwt xnty-mnwt=f 
rwt xsfw 
s m srw 
s m sr.wy 
xns.wy pw ir mwtw 

aA.wy qbHw ipw xsfw rxyt arrrwt wrt 
arrwt Wsir 
rwt dAt 
sbA pt 
sbA Hrw Nww 

arrwt 
xns.wy 
sbA pt 
 

aA.wy fnxw [xsfw] 
arrwt nt Hwt-bA 
rwt Akr 
s m sr.wy 
sbAw Axt 

rwty 
sbA Hrw Nww 

Merenre aAw xsfw rxyt 
r(w)t  
sbA pt ir Axt 
s m srw 

x arrwt wrt 
rwty 
rwt Axt 
rwt Akr 

sbA pt arrwt nt Hwt-bA 
rwt Akr 
s m sr.wy 
sbA pt ir Axt 

x 

Pepy II aAw xsfw rxyt 
arrwt 
arrwt nt Nww 
r(w)t 
rwt xsfw 
sbA pt ir Axt 

aA.wy qbHw ipw xsfw rxyt 
rwt Nwt 

aA.wy xnty-mnwt=f xsfw rxyt 
aA.wy qbHw xsfw rxyt 
arrwt 
arrwt wrt 
rwt 
rwty 
rwt Axt 
rwt Akr 
sbA pt 
sbxt 

sbA pt rwt Akr 
s m sr.wy 
sbA pt ir Axt  

x 

 
Table 10.1. Summary of terminology arrangement by spatial location in kings’ pyramids. 
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 arrwt rwt xns sbA sbxt aA.wy xsfw s m sr.wy/srw 

Unis PT 254 x PT 275 x x x x 

Teti PT 254 

PT 268 

PT 360 x PT 585 x PT 373 x 

Pepy I PT 268 

PT 324 

PT 476 

PT 614 

PT 659 

PT * 760 

PT 483 

PT 594 

PT 610 

PT 665D 

PT 667A 

PT 690 

PT 692A 

PT * 728 

PT 534 

PT 666 

PT 437 

PT 508 

PT 529 

PT 585 

PT *766 

x PT 463 – 64  

PT 666 

PT *764 

 

PT 611 

PT 665D 

Merenre PT 476 

PT 614 

PT 483 

PT 594 

PT 610 

PT 690 

PT 692A 

x PT 437 

PT 610 

x PT 373 

 

PT 611 

PT 665D 

Pepy II PT 268 

PT 272 

PT 476 

PT 659 

PT *793 

PT 360 

PT 483 

PT 594 

PT 610 

PT 667A 

PT 685 

PT 690 

PT 692A 

x PT 529 

PT 610 

PT 692B 

PT 692B PT 373 

PT 463 – 64 

PT 666 

PT *711 

PT *790 

PT 611 

PT 663 

Table 10.2. Summary of terminology arrangement by spell number in the kings’ pyramids.  
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10.1. How to read, un-read, and re-read threshold spaces in the pyramids. 

Since their discovery, there have been significant attempts to equate certain elements 

found within the Pyramid Texts with real-world architectural or ritual components found 

(or imagined) in the mortuary complex. Spiegel, for example, saw in PT 308 an elaborate 

metaphorical relationship between the text and the statue(s) which he believed may have 

been interred in the serdab of Unis.2470 While this type of one-to-one ritual/architectural 

comparison has rightly been criticised, 2471  the idea of matching the contents of the 

Pyramid Texts with their surrounding architecture persists in Egyptological studies, 

largely informed in recent years by Allen’s revival of the cosmographic interpretation.2472 

This is especially common in the case of texts that mention doorways or threshold spaces, 

as the frequently ambiguous nature of the textual content provides ample opportunities 

to perform what Hays labelled as “adaptive”2473 reading.  

 

10.1.1. The sarcophagus chamber and passage. 

In Allen’s cosmographic “reading” of the pyramid of Unis, two key points of transition 

stand out. He marks these with a set of hieroglyphic door-leaves (Fig. 10.1). The first set 

of door-leaves, positioned at the easternmost end of the passage leading from the 

sarcophagus chamber to the antechamber, represents to Allen the first crucial 

 
2470 Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 313 – 315. For example in §488a, the tti ib sAti fd nTrw xntyw Hwt aAt, 
“reconciled pair, the twins of the four foremost gods of the Hwt-aAt” were to be equated with the door-leaves 

of the serdab. 
2471 E.g. Barta, Die Bedeutung der Pyramidentexte für den verstorbenen König, 4 – 39; Mueller, “Review: Das 

Auferstehungsritual,“ 115 – 117. 
2472 Allen, “Reading a Pyramid,” 5 – 28.  
2473 Hays, “Unreading,” 209 fn. 72 defines this as “a reading which overreads or underreads a text to force 
its meaning.” 
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transitional movement of the deceased, from the Duat to the Akhet,2474 embodied by the 

reference to the aA.wy Axt, “door-leaves of the Akhet” in PT 246. Allen understands the 

Akhet as being “more than a zone of passage…it is literally the place of ‘becoming 

akh’.”2475 Accordingly, he argues that this process occurs entirely in the antechamber.2476 

He labels this transformation as “Ascending to the Akhet,” and argues that the king’s bA, 

once “reunited with Osiris” in the sarcophagus chamber, travels from the sarcophagus 

chamber to the antechamber, via the passageway. As the final spell of the “Resurrection 

Ritual” 2477 or “Transfiguration Liturgy”,2478 PT 246 encourages the king to “stand at the 

doors of the Akhet” and thus directly equates the textual with the physical space.2479  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2474 Allen, “Cosmology,” 18 – 19 asserts that this location was probably reached “almost exclusively” by 

boat, positioned beyond the Field of Reeds and the Winding Canal at the easternmost edges of the sky. Thus, 

the Axt was “a zone of transition from the edge of the sky’s eastern fields to the great ocean in its center.” 
2475  Allen, “Reading a Pyramid,” 27. Indeed, in PT 217 [§152d] this is made overt: 

  wbn=Tn m Axt m bw Ax.n=Tn im, “You [the king and Re-Atum] 

shine in the Axt in the place where you have become Ax.” 
2476 Allen, “Reading a Pyramid,” 27, fn. 48 states that this theory conflates the centrality of this process with 

the architectural centrality of the antechamber - positioned directly beneath the apex of the pyramid - to 

the pyramids’ bicameral substructure. However, see also Allen, AEPT, 10, which positions the burial 

chamber beneath the apex. Once again, this ignores the queen’s unicameral chambers entirely. 
2477 PT 213 – 222 + PT 245 – 246.  Billing, Nut, 48 – 49; Hays, Organization, 92 fn. 402.  
2478 Billing, Performative Structure, 204.  
2479  Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 218 – 222 proposed a similar theory, labelling PT 244 – 246 as “Der 
Ausbruch des Ba aus der Sargkammer”, which ultimately culminated in the apparent joining between the 
kA of the deceased and a statue which he assumed would have stood at the entrance to the antechamber. 
The opening of the aA.wy Axt was then ritually tied to the movement of the bA-statue from beside the 
aforementioned kA-statue to the entrance/exit of the sarcophagus chamber. This entire notion is conjecture. 
Altenmüller, Begräbnisritual, 153 – 156 maintained an equally doubtful funerary ritual for these spells. 

Figure 10.1. Allen’s Cosmographic Layout.   
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In the sarcophagus chamber, a comparable “reading” of PT 3552480 on the east wall, in 

proximity to the doorway leading into the passage, has been used by others to inform its 

meaning and function in line with the cosmographic view of this space as a transitional 

space between the Duat and Akhet. For Billing, within the context of his processual ritual 

interpretation of Pepy I’s corpus, this text functions as a “gate-spell’’ that presents the 

aA.wy pt as “architecturally manifested in the physical passage to the antechamber.”2481 

Similarly, in interpreting PT 355 as a kind of “false-door” text, Morales understands its 

function as a mechanism to transform the passage into a “metaphoric/symbolic portal 

between domains.”2482 In its position as a “liminal space between different domains,” PT 

355 is thus a “magical incantation that opens the gateway and allows…transition from 

one realm to the other”.2483 The requirement for this spell, he argues, is due to the lack of 

a false-door within the pyramids of Teti, Pepy I, Merenre, and Pepy II.2484 However, false-

doors do appear in the royal pyramid-tombs of the kings’, identifiable as part of the 

palace-façade motif decorating the walls around the sarcophagus at the west end of the 

burial chamber.2485 Importantly, those belonging to the pyramid of Pepy II include door-

bolts,2486 highlighting this motif as signifying a doorway (Fig 7.4a - b).2487 It is unclear 

why the palace-façade/false-door motif is overlooked by the cosmographic theory as a 

 
2480 See §7.2.1.  
2481 Billing, Performative Structure, 266.  
2482 Morales, “A False Door spell,” 242.  
2483 Ibid.  
2484 Morales, “A False Door spell,” 245. He argues, instead, that these are symbolic cosmic boundaries as in 

de Trafford, “The palace façade motif,” 271 – 283. Against this idea, see Hays, “Unreading,” 215. 
2485 E.g. in Merenre : Labrousse, L’architecture des pyramides a textes II. Saqqara Sud, 98, 102, and pl. 32 – 

33. Cf Hays, “Unreading,” 215 fn. 105 who outlines the equivalent nature of the palace-façade and false-

door motifs.  
2486 Jéquier, Le monument funéraire Pepi II, I, pl. 27. These bolts are also seen on the false-door motif in the 

pyramid of Neith, see Jéquier, Neit et Apouit, 13 fig. 5.  
2487 cf Hays, “Unreading,” 215. Morales, “A False Door spell,” 244 suggests the absence of PT 355 in the 

pyramid of Neith is, ostensibly, compensated for by the inclusion of the false-door motif in her sarcophagus 

chamber. The newly discovered example of PT 355 in the pyramid of Ankhenespepy II contradicts this idea. 
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space of transition.2488 Baines suggests that, especially when depicted repeatedly as it is 

on non-royal sarcophagi during the Old Kingdom, 2489  this motif acts as a “point of 

transition between worlds” which gives the “revivified deceased the potential of 

movement.” 2490  In the sarcophagus chambers of both kings and queens, the palace-

façade/false-door motif extends from the conclusion of the Offering Ritual at the west end 

of the north wall, across the lower portion of the west wall, and concludes at the 

beginning of the Resurrection Ritual on the south wall, thus literally and symbolically 

encircling the mummified remains. If this motif is considered as being “operative,”2491 

this therefore provides the deceased with doorway access in three cardinal directions, 

complimenting the physical doorway through the east wall.2492   

The argument that PT 355 provides the deceased with “access into the netherworld or 

from which he can exit the tomb”2493  is problematic.  Nothing in PT 355, aside from 

perhaps its rare paratextual heading in the corpus of Teti, overtly points to this text being 

linked with the function of a false-door any more than other spells in the corpus. 

Moreover, the primary motifs in this text – reconstitution, 2494  opening the 

tomb/sarcophagus,2495 having the face of a jackal,2496 sitting upon the xnd-throne,2497 and 

being amongst the Akhs2498 - appear with relative frequency across the whole corpus. The 

south sarcophagus chamber walls of Pepy I and Pepy II alone include five similar texts 

 
2488 De Trafford, “Palace-façade motif,” 280 – 281 similarly notes the absence of the palace-façade from 

Allen’s interpretation, in addition to the decorative stars inscribed on the ceiling.  
2489 Roveri, Sarcofagi Egizi, pl. XXIII.  
2490 Baines, “Modelling,” 33.  
2491 Hays, “Unreading,” 216.  
2492 Ibid.  
2493 Morales, “A False-Door Spell,” 247. 
2494 Hays, Organization, 491 – 492 [Arises, Stands [Exhortation]); 603 – 603 [Raises Self (Exhortation)]. 
2495 Hays, Organization, 623 [Tomb, Sarcophagus Opened]. 
2496 Hays, Organization, 528 – 529 [Has Jackal-face].  
2497 Ibid., 617 – 618 [Sit on Khened-Throne]. 
2498 Ibid., 504 [Door Bolts Opened (nxbxb, wn z)]. 
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that feature the aA.wy pt motif2499  and are equally or even more so dedicated to the 

provision of offerings and perpetuation of cult activities for the deceased. At the west end 

of the sarcophagus chamber in these same pyramids, further examples of similar cultic 

texts are, significantly, situated on the west, north and south walls above the actual false-

door motifs.2500  

10.1.2. The antechamber and corridor.  

Moving into the antechamber, the second significant point of transition in Allen’s 

cosmographic theory, marked again on his diagram by a set of door-leaves, identifies the 

transection of the antechamber and corridor as a crucial point of movement for the 

deceased king. Allen uses two spells to illustrate this reading of the architectural space: 

PT 311 and PT 313.  The first spell, PT 311, is located on the north wall of the antechamber 

in Unis, and is identified by Allen as being an exit from the Akhet to the sky,2501 beginning 

the process of “Rising from the Akhet at dawn.”2502 The text describes the opening of the 

aA.wy Axt for the Day Barque to pr, “go forth.” However, according to Allen, this space is 

not only the exit from the Akhet, but also the “entrance to the day sky.” 2503   This 

association is wholly reliant on the aA.wy pt of PT 313, a spell that in Unis spans the first 

four columns of the west corridor wall but, significantly, does not appear in any of the 

following Old Kingdom pyramids. This architectural juncture is envisioned by Allen as 

providing the transitional space that enables the pr.ti m Axt, “going forth from the Akhet” 

expressed in PT 3012504 and the pr m hrw, “going forth in the day,” found in PT 260.2505  

 
2499 PT 663, PT 665D, PT 667A, PT 670, and PT *728.  
2500 PT 412, PT 422, PT 440, PT 458, PT 670, and PT *716 (=sPT *719 [§2234 – 2236]).    
2501 Allen, “Reading a Pyramid,” 27 – 28.  
2502 Ibid., 27.  
2503 Ibid., 28.  
2504 §455b. Ibid.  
2505 §318c. Ibid. 
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In PT 313 (Fig. 10.2), this process of “entrance to the day sky” is ostensibly introduced by 

the phrase stA Hnn bAby iwn aA.wy pt, “the phallus of Babi is pulled back, the door-leaves of 

the sky are open.”2506 Although a very brief and somewhat obscure spell, the analysis of 

this text provided in Chapter One2507 suggests that PT 313 and the “penis of Babi” conveys 

a layered web of possible associations with cultic and regenerative ritual. This is also true 

of the phrase aA.wy pt which, post-Unis, is found abundantly across the corpus and in 

almost every part of the tomb, 2508  once again making the association between the 

corridor and the aA.wy pt artificial.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Indeed, one of Hays’ core arguments against the cosmographic theory is the adaptive use 

of the aA.wy pt motif to identify the internal architecture of the pyramid-tomb with 

transitional spaces associated with specific parts of the celestial landscape. 2509  The 

solitary reference to the doors of the sky in Unis lends credence to a processual theory,2510 

but the profusion of this motif in subsequent corpora raises serious questions about the 

 
2506 §502a – 502b. 
2507 See §1.3.1. 
2508 See Appendix II, Fig. II.1a.  
2509 Hays, “Unreading,” 212. 
2510 Allen, “Reading a Pyramid,” 27 – 28. 

Figure 10.2. Location of the aA.wy pt in Unis. 

PT 313 

W/C/W 1 

aA.wy pt 
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validity of the textual-spatial analogue. This increase in instances of the aA.wy pt 

throughout the pyramid chambers of Unis’ successors leads Hays to conclude that “if one 

assumes that there is a correspondence between text and space, then [the doors of the 

sky] must be everywhere, for texts referring to them occur everywhere.” 2511  This is 

demonstrably true.2512 This is also true of the queens’ corpora, in which the phrase aA.wy 

pt can be associated with nearly every wall of the unicameral burial chamber.2513  

Through an examination of the textual material available, it becomes clear that following 

Unis, the apparently crucial references to the aA.wy Axt and aA.wy pt n the kings’ pyramids 

are not necessarily associated with architectural features. This is both due to the editorial 

transferal of textual groups to different walls, and the inclusion of other related terms 

from spells that are not included in the corpora prior to Pepy I.  In Teti, the phrase aA.wy 

Axt occurs only twice, in PT 2202514 and PT 246,2515 but both are located on the south wall 

of the sarcophagus chamber and thus, are not aligned to a direct architectural 

correspondent (Fig. 10.4). Perhaps significantly, the appearance of the aA.wy Axt in PT 220, 

which in Unis appears at the beginning of the east wall of the sarcophagus chamber,2516 is 

not mentioned by Allen in his interpretation of the cosmographic pyramid. 

 

 

 

 
2511 Hays, “Unreading,” 213.  
2512 Appendix II, Fig. II.1a.  
2513  Appendix II, Fig. II.1b. Due to the current state of publication, the evidence skews heavily toward 

occurrences found on the eastern wall as both Ankhenespepy II and Behenu have only had preliminary east 

wall reports made available.  
2514 194a – 198d. T/S/S 52. 
2515 T/S/S 74. 
2516 W/S/E 8 – 10.  
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10.3. Location of the aA.wy Axt in Unis. 

Figure 10.4. Location of the aA.wy Axt in Teti. 

PT 220 

T/S/S 52 

aA.wy Axt 

PT 246 

T/S/S 74 

aA.wy Axt 
 

PT 311 

W/A/N 39 

aA.wy Axt 

PT 246 

W/P/S 16 

aA.wy Axt 

PT 220 

W/S/E 8 

aA.wy Axt 
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In the corpora of Pepy I, Merenre, and Pepy II, PT 220 and PT 246 are again located in the 

sarcophagus chamber, with the final spell, PT 311, being located in the vestibules of Pepy 

I and Pepy II,2517 rather than at the juncture of the corridor as was in Unis.2518 In addition, 

the corpus of Pepy I (Fig. 10.5) introduces three new spells, PT 437, PT 690, and PT *766, 

all of which convey a type of threshold space associated with the Akhet not seen in the 

earlier corpora of Unis or Teti (Figs. 10.3 – 4). Indeed, what is a relatively straightforward 

process of matching text with architecture in Unis, apparently becomes more complicated 

in the later corpora. In fact, after Unis, doors, or other threshold spaces that lead to the 

Akhet, can be found in almost every part of the tomb.2519  

In the pyramid of Pepy I (Fig. 10.5), the sbA pt ir Axt, “sbA of the sky to the Akhet,” located 

on the west wall of the sarcophagus chamber2520 is part of a body of texts fundamentally 

concerned with Osirian resurrection2521 through the multi-layered functions of the sky 

goddess, Nut.2522 This body of “Nut texts”2523 line the walls that surround the sarcophagus 

in every corpus from Pepy I onward and, importantly, coincide with the false-door motifs 

inscribed around the sarcophagus. The aA.wy Axt, “door-leaves of the Akhet,” are then 

opened at the east end of the south wall in PT 220,2524 and in PT 246, inscribed on the 

same wall,2525 the deceased is told to aHa r aA.wy Axt, “stand at the door-leaves of the 

Akhet.” In PT 690, also inscribed on this wall, the deceased king is described as pr, “going 

forth,” from the rwt Axt, “rwt of the Akhet.”2526 All three of these spells form part of the 

 
2517 This spell has not been identified in the corpus of Merenre. 
2518 Hays, “Unreading,”  
2519 Appendix II, Fig. II.1c – e. 
2520 P/S/W 9 [PT 437].  
2521 Billing, Nut, 70 – 71; Hays, Organization, 101 – 105; Billing, Performative Structure, 99 – 100.  
2522 Allen, “Cosmology,” 15; Billing, Nut, 85 – 116.  
2523 See Morales, The Transmission of the Pyramid Texts of Nut.  
2524 P/S/Se B 25 [PT 220].  
2525 P/S/Se B 36 [PT 246].   
2526 P/S/Se B 86 [PT 690]. 
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Resurrection Ritual, an essential set of texts found in every corpus, which enabled the 

deceased to “self-resurrect”, a process conveyed through the motifs concerned with the 

reconstitution of body parts and Ts, “rising”, rs, “waking” and aHa, “standing up.” Finally, 

the aA.wy Axt, “door-leaves of the Akhet,”2527 are found in the vestibule as part of PT 311, 

where they are opened for the deceased so the Day Barque can pr, “go forth.” In the same 

space, the sbAw Axt, “sbAw of the Akhet,”2528 appear in PT *766, where they too are opened 

for the deceased. None of these texts are inscribed in a place that can be directly 

correlated with an open passage or doorway. If a physical doorway were required to 

enact the process of transfiguration or “becoming akh”, the texts do not make this 

conspicuous. If the texts are to be “read” as a cohesive and ordered ritual narrative, from 

the sarcophagus chamber, through the antechamber, and out through the corridor, this 

implies that encouragement for the deceased to participate, was provided at nearly every 

stage of the ritual processes, from reconstitution to manifestation. In the corpus of Pepy 

II (Fig. 10.6),2529 this is made clear through the movement of PT 690 to the north wall of 

the antechamber.2530 This provides an almost continuous flow of references to threshold 

spaces leading to the Akhet from the west wall of the sarcophagus chamber,2531 the east 

end of the south sarcophagus chamber wall,2532 the north antechamber wall,2533 and the 

east wall of the vestibule.2534 Regarding PT 690 in particular, Hays observes:  

[PT 690] appears in the pyramid of Merenre on the antechamber east wall (thus 

“corresponding” to the entrance to the serdab), in the pyramid of Pepy II on the 

 
2527 P/V/E 30 [PT 311].  
2528 P/V/E 49 [PT *766]. 
2529 Appendix II, Fig. II.6. 
2530 N/A/N 37. 
2531 N/S/Wg 16 [PT 437]. 
2532 N/S/Se B 36 [PT 220]; N/S/Se B 48 – 49 [PT 246].  
2533 N/A/N 37 [PT 690]. 
2534 N/V/E 60 [PT 610].  
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antechamber north wall (thus “corresponding” to the opening to the corridor), 

and in the pyramid of Pepy I on the sarcophagus chamber south wall, east end. In 

that place, the only architecture element it can “correspond” to is the passageway. 

One text, two rooms, three exits.2535 

Ultimately, the correlation between architectural space and the aA.wy Axt, and other 

celestial thresholds, is artificial, a fact recently acknowledged by Mathieu in regards to 

the passage.2536  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2535 Hays, “Unreading,” 209.  
2536 Mathieu, “Re-reading the Pyramids,” 391.  
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PT 311 
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aA.wy Axt 

PT 690 

P/S/Se B 83 

rwt Axt 
 
 

PT *766 

P/V/E 46 

sbA Axt 
 

Figure 10.5.  Location of the aA.wy Axt, rwt Axt and sbA Axt in Pepy I. 
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Figure 10.6.  Location of the aA.wy Axt, rwt Axt and sbA Axt in Pepy II. 
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PT 220 

AII/S/Se i 71 – 73  

Nt/S/Se i 73 

aA.wy Axt 
 
 

PT 437 

AII/S/Se ii 8 – 21  
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10.7.  Location of the aA.wy Axt, rwt Axt and sbA Axt in the queens’ pyramids. 
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10.1.3. The serdab. 

Much like the doors of the passage and that of the corridor, the short passageway and 

doorway leading into the serdab has been subject to scholarly interpretation, using texts 

inscribed on the surrounding antechamber walls as a guide. Ignored in Allen’s original 

cosmographic conception, the anepigraphic serdab has, due to its enigmatic nature, 

inspired many speculative theories regarding possible cosmographic and mythological 

associations. Ćwiek, for instance, believes the serdab was conceived as “the doorway 

‘out’” of the tomb,2537 understanding the rwt Akr, “rwt of Aker” and the aA.wy Gb, “door-

leaves of Geb” of PT 610 to be the three niches found within the serdab, which act as 

access points crossed by the deceased king on his journey to through the mortuary 

complex.2538 Mathieu’s supplementary analysis of the serdab of Unis suggests this space 

represents a second Duat,2539 based in part on the contents of PT 271,2540 inscribed in the 

final two columns of the south antechamber wall,2541 in which Horus and Seth nDr, “grasp” 

the arm of Unis and Sd, “take”2542 him r dwAt, “to the Duat.”2543 This secondary Duat space 

is described by Mathieu as being the Hwt-Wsir, “Demeure d’Osiris” 2544  or TpHt Nww, 

“Caverne de Nouou”,2545 based almost entirely on tangential funerary evidence from later 

periods.2546 The former location is not explicitly referenced in the Pyramid Texts,2547 and 

 
2537 Ćwiek, “Relief Decoration,” 334 fn. 1379.  
2538 Ćwiek, “Relief Decoration,” 334 and fn. 1381 for the unjustified reasoning for this association.  
2539 Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 291 and 296. 
2540 §388a – 391c.  
2541 W/A/S 40 – 42.  
2542 Allen, Grammar I, 338 transliterates this as Xd, “take”.  
2543 §390b. 
2544 Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 292 ; Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 295 fn. 273.  
2545 Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 297, notes that these are only the “principales désignations” of 

this space, implying that more are applicable, although these are not included.  
2546 Ibid., 292 – 295; Nuzzolo, “Royal Architecture and Pyramid Texts,” 182.  
2547 Nuzzolo, “Royal Architecture and Pyramid Texts,” 182.  
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so Mathieu cites the presence of the Hwt-aAt “Great Mansion” in PT 2682548 as an allusion 

to this Osirian abode.  He also proposes that the “inaccessible” arrwt of Nu found in PT 272 

at the end of the south antechamber wall in Unis, should also be interpreted as describing 

entry to this space.2549 The Hwwt, “mansions” of PT 275, a spell found only on the east 

antechamber in Unis,2550 are interpreted as an equally “inaccessible”2551 location at the 

edge of the horizon, 2552  with the opening of the xns.wy by the king in the same text 

ostensibly referencing his entry into the serdab.2553 Mathieu relates this inaccessibility to 

the archaeological remains of fixtures to accommodate wooden door-leaves in the 

passage leading into the serdab of Unis,2554 a feature replaced in later pyramids by a solid 

limestone block that restricted access to the serdab entirely.2555 In light of these theories, 

Allen now conceptualises the serdab as “the eastern limit of the Akhet, the point at which 

the sun, and the deceased’s spirit, left the womb of the Duat to proceed into Nut’s birth 

canal.”2556 The apotropaic texts of the eastern sarcophagus chamber wall thus, in Allen’s 

opinion, reflect the danger inherent in this process, while the limestone that blocked this 

passage “analogized” the irreversible process of birth.2557 

 
2548 See §2.3.2.  Allen, AEPT, 351 alternatively equates this with the solar temple at Heliopolis. 
2549 Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 293. Similarly, the overseer of the arrwt in PT 472: Mathieu, 

Pepy Ier, 319 fn. 88.  
2550 W/A/Eg 30 – 34.  
2551 Ibid., provides a very different interpretation to Allen, Grammar I, 343: Hw.wt=Tn hrm(=w) r Wnjs (…) wn 
Wnjs xns.wj… “dont les demeures sont closes pour Ounas (…) Ounas ouvirira les battants…”.  
2552 In contrast to the vaulted, star-covered ceiling of the main chambers, the ceiling of the serdab is low 

and flat, and devoid of stars which, for Mathieu, emphasises its characterisation as the “Abode of Osiris” or 

“Cavern of Nu”, described in PT 250 [§268d]; Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 294 and 300 fn. 41.   
2553  This echoes an idea put forward by Spiegel, Spiegel, Auferstehungsritual, 462 that the xns.wy 

“Doppelstiertor”, are the dual door-leaves that lead to the serdab itself, although Mathieu does not cite this. 
2554 Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 293 ; Labrousse, “L’architecture des pyramides à textes I,” 33 

(Unis) and 58 (Teti).  
2555 Labrousse, “L’architecture des pyramides à textes II,” 33 (Pepy I), 66 (Merenre), and 91 (Pepy II).  
2556 Allen, AEPT, 12. For a discussion of the Duat as a possible space of gestation, see Arnette, Regressus ad 

uterum, 24 – 27.   
2557 Ibid.  
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Mathieu further speculates that the sw wr, “great bolts” of PT 355, described above, refer 

to the opening of the serdab. 2558  This reference is, apparently, mirrored by the presence 

of the door-bolt in PT 499 on the east antechamber wall in the corpus of Pepy I.2559 In this 

conception, the passage from the antechamber into the serdab is further equated to the 

“porte de la Demeure d’Osiris,” with the two walls of the serdab passage manifest as its 

door-leaves.2560 It is perhaps the archaeological reality of the limestone “plug” in the 

pyramids of Pepy I and Pepy II that inspires Mathieu’s translation of HAt aAt in PT 355 as 

“grand caveau”,2561 thus aligning the meaning of this spell more closely to his previous 

interpretations: “que son texte fait explicitement allusion à l'accessibilité du serdab pour 

le défunt”. 2562  

 

These interpretations are problematic, not least of all because we lack an understanding 

of how the serdab actually functioned in the royal tomb. 2563  As Osing observes, the 

Pyramid Texts themselves make no direct reference to the serdab, 2564  nor were the 

Egyptians forthright in their description of this space elsewhere.2565  Both Nuzzolo and 

Hays have noted that the presence of PT 271, key to Mathieu’s interpretation of the serdab 

 
2558 Mathieu, « Re-reading, » 389 – 392.  
2559 As noted in §7.3.2, the interpretation of this brief apotropaic spell is problematised by the differing 

translation in the corpus of Pepy II, with most scholars rejecting the presence of the s, “door-bolt” in this 

spell altogether.   
2560 Mathieu, “La signification du serdab,” 297.  
2561 Against the generally held interpretation of the HAt as “mastaba” or “tomb”, see §7.3.1. 
2562 Mathieu, “Re-reading,” 383. 
2563 Ibid., 15, fn. 13.  
2564 Osing, “Disposition,” 143 fn. 41.  
2565 The term pr-twt, “statue house” is found in the late Old Kingdom tomb of Pepyankh the Black at Meir in 

conjunction with pictorial representations of statues of the deceased, and has been used as evidence that 

this is the ancient name for the serdab, see Kanawati and Evans, Meir II, 28 and pl. 74. This term also occurs 

in the papyrus archive of Raneferef, although to what it relates is unclear, see Posener-Kriéger, Verner, and 

Vymazalová, Abusir X, 344 – 346. cf Blackman, “The Ka-House and the Serdab,” 250 – 254 for a summary of 

the intriguing (though unfounded) attempt by Junker and others to apply fragmentary textual references 

to irty nt…Hwt-kA, “eyes of…the kA-house,” found in proximity to the serdab of Ra-wer, to argue that this was 

the ancient name for the serdab-squint/serdab.  
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as the Duat, is not found in the same proximity to the serdab in later corpora,2566 therefore 

complicating this relationship. Similarly, the phrase TpHt Nww, “Cavern of Nu,” only occurs 

once across the entire corpus, and only in the pyramid of Unis.2567  

Curiously, the texts inscribed within the serdab passages of Teti2568 and Pepy I2569 are not 

mentioned by Mathieu in his original formulation of the serdab’s meaning. In both 

pyramids, the texts in this space are fundamentally concerned with the presentation of 

clothing, unguents, and oils to the deceased, 2570 aligning them thematically with Hays’ 

Group G, “Anointing and Wrapping”.2571 In Teti, this is especially emphasised through 

repeated associations with the goddess of weaving, Tait,2572 and the location , 

“Tait-town”.2573  Somewhat ironically, PT 412 and PT 419, both inscribed on the south 

wall of the passage into the serdab of Teti, make reference to the aA.wy pt, “door-leaves of 

the sky,” aA.wy sHdw, “door-leaves of the starry firmament,”2574 and the aA.w sAtw swt, 

“door-leaves of those whose places are hidden”.2575 Both of these texts are relocated to 

alternate locations in later pyramids,2576 with PT 412, in particular, being relocated to the 

 
2566 Nuzzolo, “Royal Architecture and Pyramid Texts,” 182; Hays, “Unreading,” 207 fn. 65.  
2567 PT 250 [268d]; W/A/Wg 21. Other references to TpHt do occur in the corpus; however, these are largely 

obscure references in spells with either apotropaic (PT 240, PT 299) or offering themes (PT 428, PT 503, 

and PT 581). See Hannig, ÄWb I, 1446 – 7 [37910 – 11, 37915, 37918, 37920]. Fragmentary references to 

term TpHt in the Abusir Papyri are suggested by Posener-Kriéger, Neferirkare-Kakai II, 503 – 503 to be 

reference to the five statue shrines or chapels at the centre of the temple. This identification is far from 

certain, although  
2568 T/Ser/N 1 – 27 and T/Ser/S 1 – 27. 
2569 P/Ser/N 1 – 20, P/Ser/S 1 – 20 and P/Ser/E 1 – 10. As noted by Billing, Performative Structure, 415 

this practice was apparently abandoned in subsequent corpora.  
2570 In Teti, this consists of PT 412 – 421. In Pepy I, PT 77, 415 – 416, and PT *745 – 750.   
2571 Hays, Organization, 104 – 105, 682 [Chart G].   
2572 El-Saady, “Reflections on the goddess Tayet,” 213 – 217; Wilkinson, Gods and Goddesses, 168.  
2573 §737c. Allen, AEPT, 366 determines this to be unidentified cult centre in the Delta. 
2574 PT 412 [§727a] ; T/Ser/S 11.  
2575 PT 419 [§747a] ; T/Ser/S 19.  
2576 Appendix II, Fig. II.1a [PT 412] and 1e [PT 419].    
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west end of the sarcophagus chamber in Pepy I 2577  and Pepy II, 2578  thus becoming 

juxtaposed with the inscribed false-door motifs around the coffin.  

In Pepy I, the serdab spells originally extended across a limestone block that barred the 

serdab entrance, incorporating this feature into the solid, permanent architecture of the 

tomb. 2579 The exceptionally fragmentary spell inscribed on this block, PT *746, 2580 is 

without parallel, and its decipherment is made difficult due to a lack of 

determinatives.2581  From what can be understood, the text seems to focus on the wDA 

snDm ib, “prosperity and enjoyment” 2582  of the deceased and the reception of bread 

offerings. In his more recent translation of Pepy I’s corpus, Mathieu ascribes a meaning 

to the texts in this space, especially PT 415, 2583   equating them directly with the 

serdab.2584 Thus, the goddess Tait being described as    Hr spt iwn 

wr, “upon the lip of the great nest,” is, according to Mathieu, “probablement une 

designation du serdab….”2585 

Nothing in these spells makes explicit reference to the doorway of the serdab or the tri-

niched space beyond,2586 but neither does the arbitrary reference to the Duat selected by 

Mathieu from PT 271 on the west wall of Unis’ antechamber. Indeed, when the entire 

antechamber is considered, it becomes clear that, not only do references to the aA.wy pt 

 
2577 P/S/Sw A 27 – 37 
2578 N/S/Nw ii 35 – S/W 1 
2579  Allen, AEPT, 206 fn. 57; Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 435 – 436, identified as P/A-S/B.    
2580 §2 – 15 (=sPT 1057 [§01057a – o]); Allen, AEPT, 146. 
2581 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 435 fn. 1.  
2582 Following the transliteration provided by Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 436: nb (w)DA snDm ib. This is translated by 

Allen, AEPT, 146 as “the sound owner with mind made pleasant”. 
2583 Mathieu, Pepy Ier, 430 – 431.  
2584 Ibid., 430 fn. 10 and 431 fn. 11.  
2585 Ibid., 430 fn. 10. 
2586  Indeed, Eyre, Cannibal Hymn, 44 fn. 12 observes that while Mathieu develops Allen’s ideas, “his 

associations and conclusions go far beyond what is justified by the sources.” 
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occur on every wall in the corpora after Unis,2587 but so too do references to the rwt 

DAt,2588 rwt Akr,2589 rwt Axt,2590 sbA pt,2591 arrwt wrt,2592 sbA xrw nww,2593 and the arrwt nt 

Wsir.2594 Three exclusionary door-leaves also appear in spells present in this room,2595 

two of which occur on the east antechamber wall in Pepy II and, consequently, “correlate” 

directly with the serdab. Any one of these has the potential to be used in an adaptive 

reading as evidence of a textual-spatial correspondence to the serdab.  

This is to say nothing of the queens’ pyramids, which so far have not featured in any of 

the discussions debating this framework,2596 ostensibly because they do not work within 

it. In terms of the aA.wy Axt, evidence for spells containing this term thus far only appear 

with certainty in the corpora of Ankhenespepy II and Neith (Fig. 10.7). The reconstruction 

of the Pyramid Texts belonging to Iput II2597 and Wedjebten2598 clearly show that, while 

the former perhaps included PT 220 – 222 in the first 16 columns of the east wall,2599 the 

latter corpus lacked both PT 220 and PT 246 entirely and,2600 thus, does not provide the 

queen with obvious access to the aA.wy Axt. Likewise, none of the queens’ corpora includes 

PT 311, seemingly a crucial element of the cosmographic theory and the journey from the 

 
2587 Appendix II, Fig II.1a.  
2588 P/A/W 49. 
2589 M/A/W 15; N/A/Wg 30.  
2590 M/A/E 17 – 29.  
2591 P/A/S 67; N/A/S C 8.  
2592 P/A/W 26; M/A/W 26; N/A/W 13.  
2593 P/A/N 14.  
2594 P/A/N 52. 
2595 Appendix II, Fig. II.2.  
2596 Indeed, both Hays, “Unreading,” 203 and Nuzzolo, “Royal architecture and the Pyramid Texts,” 178 fn. 

8 have, rightly, questioned the validity of the cosmographic theory and its functionality within the pyramids 

of the queens. 
2597 Allen,”Jpwt and WDbt-n.(j),” 17; Chilcott, “She appears upon her path,” 51. 
2598 Allen “Jpwt and WDbt-n.(j),” 6, Table 1; Chilcott, “She appears upon her path,” 51 – 55.  
2599 Allen, “Jpwt and WDbt-n.(j),”17. For a discussion of this placement, see Chilcott, “She appears upon her 

path,” 76. 
2600 As noted elsewhere, this exclusion of PT 245 – 246 was a trend that continued into the Middle Kingdom: 

Bène and Guilhou, “Le «Grand Départ »,” 57 – 83; Chilcott, “She appears upon her path,” 57 
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Akhet to the sky. With references to movement toward or through the Akhet occurring 

predominantly on the southern wall (or the eastern, pseudo-south wall) 2601  in 

Ankhenespepy II and Neith, it is clear that this motif did not need to be identified directly 

with a physical door to be beneficial and transformative for the deceased.  

As noted in the introduction to this thesis, one of the core arguments expressed by Hays 

against the cosmographic theory is the fact that, in later evidence, the whole tomb could 

be identified with diverse cosmological ideas.2602 This sentiment is echoed by Janák, who 

points out that the term Akhet could be applied, not only to an entire temple, but also to 

smaller cultic areas. 2603  The monumental pylons that flanked the entrances to later 

temples could be considered a symbolic representation of the Akhet,2604 but so too could 

the tomb or the royal palace.2605 Indeed, Assmann understands the entire pyramid-tomb 

of the king as the “Radiant Place”,2606 an allusion to the liminal zone on the horizon where 

the sun rises and sets, and ostensibly “an indication that his entombment is the 

prefiguration or the equivalent of his ascent to the heavens.”2607 These locations can all 

be considered as an “interface between the sacred or divine and the profane or 

human”,2608 and thus convey a multitude of possible symbolic meanings.  

While in Unis, the texts can be “interpreted as working together as a coherent whole”2609 

to provide an attractive solution to a difficult, non-narrative problem, by the creation of 

Teti’s corpus, the shine to this theory begins to dull. By the formation of the corpus of 

 
2601 See Chilcott, “She appears upon her path,” 85 – 86.  
2602 Hays, “Unreading,” 204 – 205.  
2603 Janák, “Spotting the Akh,” 18 – 19.  
2604 Shafer, “Temples, Priests, and Rituals,” 4. 
2605 Graefe, Der Sonnenaufgang zwischen der Pylontürmen, 55 – 79; Janák, “Spotting the Akh,” 19. 
2606 Assmann, “Death and Initiation,” 137.  
2607 Ibid. 
2608 Janák, “Spotting the Akh,” 19.  
2609 Hays, “Unreading,” 204.  
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Pepy II, references to door-leaves or gateways associated with the Akhet appear in the 

sarcophagus chamber, antechamber, and the vestibule, seeming to nullify a processual 

understanding of the texts and validate the suggestion that the entire pyramid could be 

considered as this celestial region. The texts “are not organized like chapters in a book, to 

be read with a definitive beginning, middle, and end.”2610 This must also be true for the 

queens’ pyramids, as multiple references to the Akhet exist on different walls within the 

unicameral complex. This would solve the issue faced in the tomb of Wedjebten, which 

seems to contain no references to the Akhet at all: if the entire space constituted the 

“radiant place”, the textual equivalent would ultimately be unnecessary.  

 

10.2. Movement, maintenance, and the protection of threshold space in the Pyramid Texts.  

Biological death did not result in an end to the physical requirements of the deceased.2611 

This is demonstrated by the necessity for both royal and non-royal tombs to include a 

false-door and an offering stone in close proximity to the burial. Through this cultic 

interface, it became possible for the deceased, transformed and separated into the 

abstract components of personhood:2612 Ax, bA, and kA, to reunite with its own mummified 

corpse and partake in offerings provided by the living. That requests for sustenance and 

protection on behalf of the deceased were inscribed on the doorjambs of tombs, and upon 

the false-door itself, speaks to the importance of these liminal thresholds in aiding in this 

ongoing reification of the dead.2613  

 
2610 Hays, “Sacerdotal,” 60.  
2611 Kanawati, The Tomb and Beyond, 40; Assmann, Death and Salvation, 17 – 20.  
2612 Bell, “New Kingdom “Divine” Temple,” 130 – 132. 
2613 See Kanawati, Tomb and Beyond, 41 – 42.  
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One the one hand, the false-door, as a locus for liminal communication, allowed two-way 

access for the deceased from the afterlife, ostensibly ensuring an ongoing social 

connection with those left behind, the tpyw-tA, “ones upon the earth,” in the form of 

physical offerings and/or prt xrw, “invocation offerings.”  That the function of prt xrw 

implied “that the deceased comes out from within a bounded space as the offering liturgy 

is recited,”2614 is embodied by the three-dimensional spectre of Idu, palms upraised and 

awaiting offerings, as if present in his own tomb. Conversely, the door allowing entry to 

the tomb acted as a barrier from potential external pollutants, thus protecting the sacred 

internal space of the tomb and chapel, and by extension the deceased. This is evidenced 

by the threat-formulae found abundantly inscribed at the entrances of Old Kingdom 

tombs, and the archaeological evidence for solid, wooden door-leaves originally sealing 

the entrance.  As an extension of these ideas, the Pyramid Texts fundamentally reflect “an 

eternal ‘recording’ of a ritual reality”.2615 As a collective of individual ritual texts, they 

embody the religious pre-occupation with ensuring the continual movement of the 

deceased through mortuary and mythological spaces, while simultaneously guaranteeing 

the maintenance and protection of the liminal border by those left behind.   

Van Gennep believed that social movement could be ritually expressed through the 

“opening of doors” and the performance of entering of a portal. This social movement, 

Grimes clarifies, did not need to be literal.2616 Indeed, symbolic references to movement 

through liminal space are plentiful in the Pyramid Texts, and are most commonly 

expressed using the motif of opening of the aA.wy pt, “door-leaves of the sky”, 2617 

epitomised  by PT 313, a brief text considered in Chapter One. While relatively obscure 

 
2614 Nyord, “Memory and Succession,” 198. 
2615 Willems, “Who am I?” 247.  
2616 Grimes, Deeply into the Bone, 104 – 105.  
2617 Appendix I and Appendex II, Fig. II.1a – b.  
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in its content, PT 313 is overt in its demand for the aA.wy pt, “door-leaves of the sky,” to 

be opened, and the door-bolt - metaphorically described as the penis of Babi - to be drawn 

back, enabling Unis to move forward on the paths that have been made for him.  

The importance of cultic endurance is especially stressed through the terms rwt and arrwt.  

Particularly in the case of rwt, testimony from the (auto-)biographies of the Old Kingdom 

provide evidence that this feature existed within a system of social reciprocity between 

the king and the elite. That these permanent, stone fixtures required royal approval and 

benefaction highlights the social contract intrinsic to this transaction: eternal praise of 

the king enabled the eternal provision (and protection) of the deceased and their cultic 

space. Indeed, Ankhmeryremeryptah’s account of large quantities of bread and beer 

delivered to his rwt via the Residence2618 as recompense for loyal service to the king 

ratifies this relationship, as does the attainment of a rwt and its accompanying offering 

stone by Weni.  These were evidently significant architectural tomb elements. Indeed, in 

the Pyramid Texts, the rwt, “as a passage between two loci”, 2619  exhibits certain 

characteristics that delineate it as a liminal space providing ongoing ontological 

transformation for the deceased. This is largely expressed through indirect notions of 

movement, i.e., the wn, “opening” of the rwt for the deceased. On few occasions is this 

movement explicit. In PT 690, for example, the king pr, “goes forth” from the rwt and in 

doing so attains some of the qualities vital to sustaining existence in the afterlife: anx.ti, 

“being alive”, bA.ti, “being ba”, wAS.ti, “being honoured”, and sxm.ti, “being powerful”.  

Moreover, the term rwt is intrinsically linked to offering and cultic performance intended 

to nourish the kA of the deceased in perpetuity. Thus, the term rwt is repeatedly found in 

 
2618 Urk I, 220: 9 – 11.  
2619 Billing, Performative Structure, 292 fn 5.  
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spells concerned with sT, “libation”, 2620  celebration of festivals, 2621  dance 

performance, 2622  and both explicit and implicit references to baHt, “abundance” (e.g., 

cultivation of emmer and barley).2623 The second half of PT 665D, in particular, stresses 

the relationship between this feature, specifically invoked as the rwt of Khentymenutef, 

and tasks being ir.n “done” for the deceased in the form of maintenance of the xnt, “jar 

stand” and its bread. Moreover, PT 685,2624 in which cool water is wdH, “poured out” for 

the deceased at the rwt, indicates specifically that one of the functions of this feature was 

to receive libations and by extension, enact rituals of puritication for the dead.  The 

concluding remarks of PT 665D2625 and PT 6902626 stress a collective theme of these rwt 

texts: the deceased is assured that neither they,2627 nor their tomb, 2628 will be ignored, 

and that the prt xrw, “going forth of the voice” will be performed every day on their behalf.  

This focus on the perpetuation of cult on behalf of the deceased is also expressed through 

texts concerned with the arrwt.2629 In contrast to rwt, the term arrwt does not appear in the 

Pyramid Texts overtly concerned with the movement of the deceased. In fact, only in PT 

272 is the arrwt implicitly opened for the deceased, 2630  while the Sm, “going” of the 

deceased acts as a prelude to offering in PT 659.2631 Instead, arrwt is a space that, like rwt, 

could be associated with provisioning, and is largely framed through its need to be ir, 

“made” and srwD, “maintained” on behalf of the deceased. This presents arrwt as a space 

 
2620 PT 483(§3.3.2), PT 610 (§3.3.4), PT 685 (§3.3.7), and PT *728 (§3.3.10). 
2621 PT 483 and PT 610  
2622 PT *728.  
2623 PT 483, PT 610, PT 665D, PT 685, and PT *728.  
2624 See §3.2.7. 
2625 See §3.2.5 and §9.1.2. 
2626 See §3.2.8.  
2627 §2117a – 2118a.  
2628 §64 – 65 (=§1930a – b). 
2629 PT 614 (§2.2.6), PT 659 (§2.2.7), PT *760 (§2.2.8), and PT *793 (§2.2.9).  
2630 See §2.2.3.  
2631 See §2.2.7. 
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fundamental to longevity of the kA and familial legitimisation. 2632  Consequently, in a 

number of spells, this maintenance is tied to the endurance of the pr, “house” of the 

deceased,2633 and this is in turn linked to the prevention of iAkb, “mourning” by their 

descendants.2634  The implication is that the arrwt formed an ideological extension to the 

house of the deceased and was thus connected metaphysically to their continued 

existence in the afterlife. This is emphasised by the so-called Letter to the Dead addressed 

to Antef: failure to support your house (i.e., those who survive you) results in the 

destruction of the arrwt and, thus, the perpetuation of cult. The threat-formulae from non-

royal inscriptions utilising threats against the establishment of an arrwt to those that 

contaminate the tomb, further emphasises the significance of this feature and its 

connection to the ongoing “life” of the deceased and their families. Thus, PT 254 reflects 

this ingrained ideological attitude toward the concept of defilement and impurity against 

this liminal space through the threat of its complete annihilation.2635   

Like the rwt and arrwt, spells associated with the sbA can similarly express the desire for 

cultic benefaction, with the priestly recitation PT 437, 2636  and its variant, 610, 2637 

employing the motifs of receiving abundance and things “being done” for the deceased. 

However, in contrast to the terms above, Chapter Five has shown that sbA is almost 

entirely associated with the pr, “going forth” of the deceased, and is fundamentally tied to 

solar motifs associated with Re and the profusion of light. Spells containing sbA are 

thematically linked by their concentration on manifestation, and are therefore largely 

identified by Hays as personal transition texts. 2638  Consequently, these spells are 

 
2632 See Nyord, “Memory and Succession,” 197 – 198.  
2633 PT 268, PT 659, PT *790, and PT *793.  
2634 E.g., PT 447 and PT 450.  
2635 See §2.2.1.  
2636 See §5.2.1.  
2637 See §5.2.5.  
2638 See Appendix III, Table III.1 – 5.  
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clustered predominantly in the antechamber, corridor, and vestibule, intermixed with 

similarly recognisable manifestation texts intended to enable the ontological 

transformation and movement of the deceased into the celestial sphere.  

Unfortunately, little can be concluded about the role of sbxt in the Pyramid Texts. The 

manufacture of this architectural element during the Old Kingdom out of costly Tura 

limestone and “foreign wood” implies a tomb and temple element with prestige. 

However, the largely indecipherable nature of PT 692B, the only spell in which this term 

appears, prevents any definite conclusions. However, the association between the sbxt 

and Heliopolis, cult-centre of the sun-god, implies a solar association that is fitting to its 

placement in the north antechamber wall of Pepy II, amongst similar manifestation spells.  

The xns.wy similarly suffers from a lack of evidence, and conclusions about its meaning 

are ultimately drawn from later textual parallels. This reveals that xns can reasonably be 

interpreted as a “dual-facing” threshold, allowing movement in either direction for the 

deceased. How this should be architecturally understood is unclear, and the term does 

not appear elsewhere during the Old Kingdom. However, the apotropaic tone of texts 

containing this term indicates an inherent focus on the protection of cultic space. This is 

especially clear in PT 534, situated in the corridor of Pepy I, immediately adjacent to the 

portcullis. The correlation between the establishment of the pr, “house,” the purity of the 

wsxt, “broad hall,” and the emphasis on preventing the iw Dwt, “evil comings” of beings 

who might disrupt the hereafter through the placement of irty Dwt, “evil eyes” on the 

xns.wy, speaks to a concentrated effort to ensure ongoing protection. In this way, the 

Pyramid Texts convey through an extended allusive form what is already present on the 

door-jams and facades of Old Kingdom non-royal tombs, emphatically barring those not 

adhering to cultural and moral standards of purity from entering and defiling the sacred 
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space of the tomb and/or chapel. This is underlined through the use of threat-formulae 

that explicitly reject the enactment of Dwt, “evil” against the tomb or its owner. While the 

adaptive readings of doorway spells as a whole are problematic, the placement of PT 534 

in particular seems to align with the use of these exclusionary formulae in non-royal 

tombs, potentially indicating that it was specifically inscribed in this location with the 

intention of protecting the tomb from penetration by undesirable malevolent forces.2639  

Elsewhere in the corpus, this notion of exclusion and protection is principally identifiable 

in the phrases aA.wy xsfw, “door-leaves that exclude,” and the enigmatic phrase s m sr.wy, 

tentatively rendered “bolt in the ram-gate” discussed in Chapters Eight and Nine. Both 

phrases and the way they are used in the Pyramid Texts conveys a sense of “distancing” 

or separation, aimed at three core socio-cultural groups: the rxyt, THnw, and the fnxw.  

These exclusionary spells appear in nearly every part of the pyramid-tombs of the kings, 

with the sole exception of the corridor, and thematically experience extensive crossover 

with motifs associated with the movement and cultic benefaction of the deceased 

addressed above. As the “Other”, the groups subject to exclusion are fundamentally 

liminal, understood as inhabiting marginal areas “betwixt and between” and situated at 

the boundary of Egyptian moral and physical space. It has been shown that the 

identification of the rxyt as “commoners” who are barred from the royal afterlife because 

of social status is not borne out by an analysis of the texts. The assessment by Pavolva 

and Mathieu that the rxyt should be understood as “criminals” may function on a 

generalised level but more precisely, it seems that this group was considered “ritually 

impure”, reflecting the concerns of the threat-formulae present in non-royal tombs.  It 

was this impurity and its potential disruption that may have been at the core of their 

 
2639 See §4.1.2. 
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exclusion. According to Eriksen, “the door is the physical and symbolic border between 

space within the door and space outside and constitutes a fundamental physical 

manifestation of oppositions.”2640 This opposition is seen most keenly in the s m sr.wy 

and the exclusion of the THnw and fnxw. Furthermore, the texts containing this phrase all 

appear to be variants of the same spell, confirming the above supposition by Eyre that the 

texts comprised a collective “service-book”. Indeed, this may explain the shifting use of 

terminology and placement of texts related to these “universalistic”2641 enemies: rather 

than being “old” or “new” versions of a spell, they were texts drawn from differing 

situations of ritual performance. Ultimately, these existed within a complex belief system, 

largely reliant on an ideology of cosmic balance, which required these doorways and 

thresholds to be protected from potential threats inherent in the “uncreated world.” 

Fundamentally, the Pyramid Texts are a dialogue with the liminal space that existed both 

(meta-)physically and temporally between the death of the deceased and their own 

(re)birth. The thresholds that exist within these texts speak to a separation of the 

deceased from their earthly body, and the role played by these thresholds, not only in the 

proceeding ontological transition and transformation, but also in the ongoing cult of the 

dead, and the maintenance and protection of sacred space.  This study has demonstrated 

that, textually, each of these terms retains its own distinctive set of traits and associations, 

rendering the generic translations of “door” or “gate” inadequate. While it has been 

beyond the scope of this study to examine many of the aA terms present in the corpus, or 

how many of these terms functioned in later mortuary literature, it is hoped that future 

research will provide a more expansive investigation into these topics. Moreover, this 

thesis provides a starting point for a wider discussion regarding the function of liminality, 

 
2640 Eriksen, “Doors to the Dead,” 189.  
2641 Baines, “Contextualizing,” 372. 
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opening the door for further research into how liminal space might be applied to, and 

explored within, Egyptian mortuary literature as a whole. 
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Table I.1. aA.wy pt in the Pyramid Texts. 

PT [§] Unis Teti Pepy I Merenre Pepy II Neith Ankhenespepy 
II 

Iput II Wedjebten Hays Type Hays Group 

313 [§502a] W/C/W 1 x x x x x x x x Personal L - Transformation 

325 [§525a-b] x T/S/Wg 20 - 25 P/Aps/W 16 - 
22 

x x x x x x Personal M - Ascent to the Sky 
O - Mixed 

325 [§526a-b] x T/S/Wg 20 - 25 P/Aps/W 16 - 
22 

x x x x x x Personal M - Ascent to the Sky 
O - Mixed 

325 [§527a-b] x T/S/Wg 20 - 25 P/Aps/W 16 - 
22 

x x x x x x Personal M - Ascent to the Sky 
O - Mixed 

325 [§528a-b] x T/S/Wg 20 - 25 P/Aps/W 16 - 
22 

x x x x x x Personal M - Ascent to the Sky 
O - Mixed 

325 [§529a-b] x T/S/Wg 20 - 25 P/Aps/W 16 - 
22 

x x x x x x Personal M - Ascent to the Sky 
O - Mixed 

355 [§572a] x T/S/E ii 18 x x x x x x x Sacerdotal  C - Perpetual of Cult 

355 [§572d] x T/S/E ii 22 P/S/E 20 M/S/Eg 45 N/S/E 42 x x x x Sacerdotal  C - Perpetual of Cult 

361 [§604c] x T/P/N 18 x x N/P/S 26 x x x x Personal I - Isis and Nephthys 
Summon 

374 [§659a] x T/A/W 55 x x x x x Ip/S/E 34 x Sacerdotal B - Transfiguration 
D - Horus Resurrects  

412 [§727a] x T/Ser/N 11 P/S/Sw A 31 x N/S/Nw ii 40 Nt/S/Sw 25  
Nt/S/Se ii 65 

x x x Sacerdotal G - Anointing / Wrapping 
M - Ascent to the Sky 

422 [§756c] x x P/S/Wg 11 M/S/Wg 13 – 14 N/S/W 45 x x x x Sacerdotal D - Horus Resurrects  

440 [§815b] x T/A/N 66  P/S/W 28 M/S/W 49 N/S/Wg 54 x x x x Personal D - Horus Resurrects 
L - Transformation 

458 [§862b] x x P/S/E 15 x N/S/Sw ii 39 x x x x Sacerdotal C - Perpetual of Cult 
F - Isis and Nephthys 
Lament 

461 [§873c] x x P/S/E 23 M/A/Eg 23 N/A/W 64 x x x x Sacerdotal C - Perpetuation of Cult 
G - Anointing / Wrapping 
J - Aggregation with the 
Gods 

463 [§876a] x x P/P/N 14 x N/P/S 18 x AII/S/E i 21 x x Sacerdotal I - Isis and Nephthys 
Summon 
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479 [§981a] x x P/A/W 37 – 38 M/A/W 54 – 55 N/A/W 42 - 45 x x x x Personal J - Aggregation with the 
Gods 

479 [§982a] x x P/A/W 37 – 38 M/A/W 54 – 55 N/A/W 42 - 45 x x x x Personal J - Aggregation with the 
Gods 

479 [§983a] x x P/A/W 37 – 38 M/A/W 54 – 55 N/A/W 42 - 45 x x x x Personal J - Aggregation with the 
Gods 

479 [§984a] x x P/A/W 37 – 38 M/A/W 54 – 55 N/A/W 42 - 45 x x x x Personal J - Aggregation with the 
Gods 

479 [§985a] x x P/A/W 37 – 38 M/A/W 54 – 55 N/A/W 42 - 45 x x x x Personal J - Aggregation with the 
Gods 

482 [§1004b] x x P/A/W 46 M/A/W 22 N/A/Wg 44  x x x x Sacerdotal 
[Personal 
service] 

J - Aggregation with the 
Gods 

510 [§1132a-
b] 

x x P/Cm/W 7 – 15 M/Cm/E 72 - 78 x x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 

510 [§1133a] x x P/Cm/W 7 – 15 M/Cm/E 72 - 78 x x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 

510 [§1134a] x x P/Cm/W 7 – 15 M/Cm/E 72 - 78 x x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 

510 [§1135a] x x P/Cm/W 7 – 15 M/Cm/E 72 - 78 x x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 

510 [§1136a] x x P/Cm/W 7 – 15 M/Cm/E 72 - 78 x x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 

510 [§1137a] x x P/Cm/W 7 – 15 M/Cm/E 72 - 78 x x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 

511 [§1151a]  x x P/cm/W 37 x N/Cs/W 11 Nt/C/W 2 x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 
536 [§1291b] x x P/Cn/E 58 x x x x x x Sacerdotal C - Perpetuation of Cult 

536 [§1291c] x x P/Cn/E 58 x x x x x x Sacerdotal C - Perpetuation of Cult 

553 [§1361a] x x P/V/E 2 x N/V/E 5  x x x Wd/S/Se 45  Sacerdotal O - Mixed 

563 [§1408a] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 
O - Mixed 

563 [§1408c] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 
O - Mixed 

563 [§1409a] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 
O - Mixed 

563 [§1409c] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 
O - Mixed 

563 [§1410a] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 
O - Mixed 
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563 [§1410c] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 
O - Mixed 

563 [§1411a] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 
O - Mixed 

563 [§1411c] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 
O - Mixed 

572 [§1474c] x x P/V/W 39 M/V/E 77 x x x x x Personal O - Mixed 

573 [§1480a] x x P/V/W 42 M/Cm/E 104 N/Cn/E 13 x x x x Personal N - The Celestial Circuit 
O - Mixed 

663 [§47] x x x x N/S/Se ii 17 x x x x Sacerdotal F - Isis and Nephthys 
Lament 

665D [§1927c] x x P/S/Se B 65 x N/S/Se B 65 Nt/S/E ii 30 x x x Sacerdotal B - Transfiguration 

667A [§1943d] x x P/S/Se B 73 x N/S/Se B 76 Nt/S/Sw 36 
Nt/S E ii 54 

x x x Sacerdotal B - Transfiguration 

670 [§1972] x x P/S/Sw A 4 x N/S/ Se B 100 x x x x Sacerdotal 
[Personal 
service] 

B - Transfiguration 
M - Ascent to the Sky 

675 [§2001a] x x P/P/S 5 [?] x N/P/N 7 Nt/S/Se ii 27 x x x Sacerdotal I - Isis and Nephthys 
Summon 

676 [§2009b] x x x x N/P/N 13 - 14 Nt/S/Se ii 34 x x x Sacerdotal I - Isis and Nephthys 
Summon 

*716 [§2234c] 
 

x x P/S/Sw ii 34 x N/S/Se ii 23 x x Ip/S/W 2 x Sacerdotal F - Isis and Nephthys 
Lament 

*728 [§22] x x P/S/Se B 49 - 
52 

x x x x x x Sacerdotal B - Transfiguration  

*737 [§13] x x P/A/S 7 - 10 x x x x x x Personal J - Aggregation with the 
Gods 

*764 [§5] x x P/V/E 37 - 39 x x x x x x Sacerdotal 
[Personal 
service] 

O - Mixed 

*778 [§2252a-
b] 

x x x x N/A/E 31 Nt/S/E I 35 AII/S/E ii 56 x x Personal K - Aprotropaia 

1148 
[§01148a] 

x x x M/C ant/E 25 x x x x x x x 
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Table I.2. Actions associated with aA.wy pt in the Pyramid Texts. 

 Action PT [§] Unis Teti Pepy I Merenre Pepy II Neith Ankhenespepy II Iput II Wedjebten 

1 wn 313 [§502a] W/C/W 1 x x x x x x x x 

2 wn 325 [§525a-b] x T/S/Wg 20 - 25 P/Aps/W 16 - 22 x x x x x x 

3 wn 325 [§526a-b] x T/S/Wg 20 - 25 P/Aps/W 16 - 22 x x x x x x 

4 wn 325 [§527a-b] x T/S/Wg 20 - 25 P/Aps/W 16 - 22 x x x x x x 

5 wn 325 [§528a-b] x T/S/Wg 20 - 25 P/Aps/W 16 - 22 x x x x x x 

6 wn 325 [§529a-b] x T/S/Wg 20 - 25 P/Aps/W 16 - 22 x x x x x x 

7 wn 355 [§572a] x T/S/E ii 18 x x x x x x x 

8 wn 355 [§572d] x T/S/E ii 22 P/S/E 20 M/S/Eg 45 N/S/E 42 x x x x 

9 wn 361 [§604c] x T/P/N 18 x x N/P/S 26 x x x x 

10 wn 374 [§659a] x T/A/W 55 x x x x x Ip/S/E 34 x 

11 wn 412 [§727a] x T/Ser/N 11 P/S/Sw A 31 x N/S/Nw ii 40 Nt/S/Sw 25  
Nt/S/Se ii 65 

x x x 

12 wn 422 [§756c] x x P/S/Wg 11 M/S/Wg 13 – 14 N/S/W 45 x x x x 

13 wn 458 [§862b] x x P/S/E 15 x N/S/Sw ii 39 x x x x 

14 wn 461 [§873c] x x P/S/E 23 M/A/Eg 23 N/A/W 64 x x x x 

15 wn 463 [§876a] x x P/P/N 14 x N/P/S 18 x AII/S/E i 21 x x 

16 wn 479 [§981a] x x P/A/W 37 – 38 M/A/W 54 – 55 N/A/W 42 - 45 x x x x 

17 wn 479 [§982a] x x P/A/W 37 – 38 M/A/W 54 – 55 N/A/W 42 - 45 x x x x 

18 wn 479 [§983a] x x P/A/W 37 – 38 M/A/W 54 – 55 N/A/W 42 - 45 x x x x 

19 wn 479 [§984a] x x P/A/W 37 – 38 M/A/W 54 – 55 N/A/W 42 - 45 x x x x 

20 wn 479 [§985a] x x P/A/W 37 – 38 M/A/W 54 – 55 N/A/W 42 - 45 x x x x 

21 wn 482 [§1004b] x x P/A/W 46 M/A/W 22 N/A/Wg 44  x x x x 

22 wn 510 [§1132a-b] x x P/Cm/W 7 – 15 M/Cm/E  72 - 78 x x x x x 

23 wn 510 [§1133a] x x P/Cm/W 7 – 15 M/Cm/E  72 - 78 x x x x x 

24 wn 510 [§1134a] x x P/Cm/W 7 – 15 M/Cm/E  72 - 78 x x x x x 

25 wn 510 [§1135a] x x P/Cm/W 7 – 15 M/Cm/E  72 - 78 x x x x x 

26 wn 510 [§1136a] x x P/Cm/W 7 – 15 M/Cm/E  72 - 78 x x x x x 
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27 wn 510 [§1137a] x x P/Cm/W 7 – 15 M/Cm/E  72 - 78 x x x x x 

28 wn 511 [§1151a]  x x P/cm/W 37 x N/Cs/W 11 Nt/C/W 2 x x x 

29 wn 536 [§1291b] x x P/Cn/E 58 x x x x x x 

30 wn 536 [§1291c] x x P/Cn/E 58 x x x x x x 

31 wn 553 [§1361a] x x P/V/E 2 x N/V/E 5  x x x Wd/S/Se 45  

32 wn 563 [§1408a] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x 

33 wn 563 [§1408c] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x 

34 wn 563 [§1409a] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x 

35 wn 563 [§1409c] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x 

36 wn 563 [§1410a] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x 

37 wn 563 [§1410c] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x 

38 wn 563 [§1411a] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x 

39 wn 563 [§1411c] x x P/V/W 2 - 4 M/Cm/W 54 - 60 N/Cm/W 1 - 8 x x x x 

40 wn 572 [§1474c] x x P/V/W 39 M/V/E 77 x x x x x 

41 wn 573 [§1480a] x x P/V/W 42 M/Cm/E 104 N/Cn/E 13 x x x x 

42 wn 663 [§47] x x x x N/S/Se ii 17 x x x x 

43 wn 665D [§1927c] x x P/S/Se B 65 x N/S/Se B 65 Nt/S/E ii 30 x x x 

44 wn 667A [§1943d] x x P/S/Se B 73 x N/S/Se B 76 Nt/S/Sw 36 
Nt/S E ii 54 

x x x 

45 wn 670 [§1972] x x P/S/Sw A 4 x N/S/ Se B 100 x x x x 

46 wn 675 [§2001a] x x P/P/S 5 (?) x N/P/N 7 Nt/S/Se ii 27 x x x 

47 wn *716 [§2234c] x x P/S/Sw ii 34 x N/S/Se ii 23 x x Ip/S/W 2 x 

48 wn *728 [§22] x x P/S/Se B 49 - 52 x x x x x x 

49 wn *737 [§13] x x P/A/S 7 - 10 x x x x x x 

50 wn *764 [§5] x x P/V/E 37 - 39 x x x x x x 

51 wn 1148 [§01148a] x x x M/C ant/E 25 x x x x x 

52 isn 676 [§2009b] x x x x N/P/N 13 – 14 Nt/S/Se ii 34 x x x 

53 Xtm 440 [§815b] x T/A/N 66 P/S/W 28 M/S/W 49 N/S/Wg 54 x x x x 

54 Xtm w *778 [§2252a-b] x x x x N/A/E 31 Nt/S/E i 35 AII/S/E ii 56 x x 
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Appendix II.  

Diagrams.   
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Figure II.1a.  
Spatial locations of aA.wy pt in the kings’ pyramids. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

PT 412 [§727a] (N) 
PT *716 [§2234c] (P) 
 

PT 325 [§525a – 529b] (T) 
PT 422 [§756c] (P, M, N) 
PT 440 [§815c] (P, M, N) 

PT 412 [§727a] (P) 
PT 458 [§862b] (N) 
PT 670 [§1972] (P) 
PT *716 [§2234c] (N) 

PT 355 [§572a] (T, P, M, N) 
PT 458 [§862b] (P) 
PT 461 [§873c] (P) 
 

PT 361 [§604c] (T) 
PT 463 [§976a] (P) 
PT 675 [§2001a] (N) 
PT 676 [§2009b] (N) 

PT *737 [§13] (P) 
 

PT 361 [§604c] (N) 
PT 463 [§876a] (N) 
PT 675 [§2001a] (P) 
0 

PT 412 [§727a] (T) 
 

PT 461 [§873c] (M) 
PT *778 [§2252a - b] (N) 
 

PT 440 [§815c] (T) 
 

PT 510 [§1132a] (M) 
PT 536 [§1291b - c] (P) 
PT 573 [§1480a] (M, N) 
 
PT 553 [§1361a] (P, M) 
PT 572 [§1474c] (M) 
PT *764 [§5] (P) 
 

PT 563 [§1408a – 1411c] (P) 
PT 572 [§1474c] (P) 
PT 573 [§1480a] (P) 
 

PT 313 [§502a] (W) 
PT 510 [§1132a – 1137a] (P) 
PT 511 [§1151a] (P, N) 
PT 563 [§1408a – 1411c] (M, N) 

PT 325 [§525a – 529b] 

PT 663 [§47] (N) 
PT 665D [§1927c] (P, N) 
PT 667A [§1943a] (P, N) 
PT 670 [§1972] (N) 
PT *728 [§22] (P) 
 

PT 374 [§659c] (T) 
PT 461 [§873c] (N) 
PT 479 [§981a] (P, M, N) 
PT 482 [§1004b] (P, M, N) 
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Figure II.1b.  
Spatial locations of aA.wy pt in the queens pyramids.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

PT 374 [§659a] (Ip) 
PT 422 [§756c] (B) 
PT 468 [§876a] (AII) 
PT 511 [§1151a] (B) 
PT *778 [§2252a – b] (Nt) 
PT 665D [§1927c] (Nt) 
PT 667A [§1943d] (Nt) 
PT *778 [§2252a –b] (AII) 

PT 511 [§1151a] (Nt) 
 

PT *716 [§2234c] (Ip) 
 

PT 412 [§727a] (Nt) 
PT 553 [§1361a] (Wd) 
PT 675 [§2001a] (Nt) 
PT 676 [§2009b] (Nt) 
 

PT 412 [§727a] (Nt) 
PT 667A [§1943d] (Nt) 
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Figure II.1c.  
The aA.wy qbHw and aA.wy pt (unless marked) in the kings pyramids. 

 

  

PT 461 [§873c] (M) 
PT *790 [§5] (N)** 

PT 510 [§1132a -b] (P, N) 
PT *764 [§5] (P)  
 

PT 510 [§1132a -b] (P, N) 
PT *764 [§5] (P)  
 

PT 325 [§526a – b] (P) 
 

PT 246[§255a] (T, P, N)*  
PT 663 [§47 - 48] (N) 
PT 665D [§1927c] (P, N) 
PT 667A [§1943d] (P, N) 
 

PT 325 [§526a - b] (T)  
PT 422 [§756c] (P, M, N) 

PT 458 [§862b] (N)  
 

PT 461 [§873c] (P)  
PT 667A [§1943d] (P, M, N) 
 

PT 463 [§876b] (P)  
 

PT 510 [§1132a -b] (M)  
PT 573 [§1480a] (M, N)  
PT 536 [§1291c] (P) 
 

PT 458 [§862b] (P)  
PT 461 [§873c] (P) 

PT 510 [§1132a – b] (P) 
PT 563 [§1408 – b a] (M, N) 

*aA.wy Axt 
** aA.wy qbHw xsfw rxyt 
 

PT 246[§255a] (W)* 
PT 463 [§876b] (N) 
 

PT 563 [§1408a - b] (P) 
PT 573 [§1480a] (P) 
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Figure II.1d.   

aA, aA.w and aA.wy in the sarcophagus chamber and passage.  

 

 

  

PT 437 [§496b] 

P/S/W 7 

M/S/W 35 

N/S/Wg 12 

aA.wy Akr 
aA.wy Gb 

PT 587 [§1593a] 

N/P/S 6 

aHa aA.w Hrw=T m iwn-mwt=f 

 

PT *728 [§22] 

P/S/Se B 52 

aA.wy pt 
aA.wy nwt  

 

PT 482 [§1004b] 

P/S/Sw A 4 

aA.wy pt 
aA.wy pDwt 

PT 482 [§1004b] 

N/S/Se B 100 

aA.wy pt 
aA.wy pDwt 
 

PT 412 [§727a] 

P/S/Sw A 31 

aA.wy pt 
aA.wy sHdw 

 

PT 412 [§727a] 

N/S/Nw ii 40 

aA.wy pt 
aA.wy sHdw 

 

PT 322 [§518a - b] 

T/S/Wg 2 – 3  

aA.wy sAt 
aA.wy sAbt 

PT 665B [§1909b] 

P/S/Se B 57 

N/S/Se B 56 

aA.wy HAt 
aA.wy Drwt 

 

PT 676 [§2009a] 

N/P/N 14  

aA.wy pt 
aA.wy Drwt 

PT 220 [§194a] 

T/S/S 53 

P/S/Se B 25 

N/S/Se B 36 

aA.wy Axt 

PT 220 [§194a] 

W/S/E 8 

aA.wy Axt 

PT 665B [§1909b] 

M/S/Sw i 5 

aA.wy HAt 
aA.wy Drwt 

 

PT 246 

T/S/S 74 

P/S/Se B 36 

M/S/Se 46 – 48 

N/S/Se B 48 – 49  

aA.wy Axt 
aA.wy qbHw 
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Figure II.1e.  
aA, aA.w and aA.wy in the antechamber, serdab, and corridor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 419 [§747a] 

M/A/Eg 29 

aA.wy sAtw swt 

 
PT 469 [§907a] 

M/A/E ii 57 

N/A/E 58 

aA.wy bA-kA 
aA.wy biA 

 

PT 412 [§727a] 

T/Ser/S 11 

aA.wy pt 
aA.wy sHdw 

 

PT 469 [§907a – b] 

P/A/W 10 

aA.wy bA-kA 
aA.wy biA 

 

PT 483 [§1014b] 

P/A/W 49 

M/A/W 15 

N/A/Wg 30 

aA.wy Gb 

PT 697 [§2170c] 

N/Cm/W 75 

aA iAbti n pt  

 

PT 536 [§1291b] 

P/Cn/E 58 

aA.wy pt 

aA.wy nwt 

 
PT 519 [§1203c] 

M/Cm/E 38 

N/Cm/E 37 

aA.wy iAt Xrt 
aA.wy ptr 

PT 322 [§518a - b] 

P/Cm/W 53 

M/Cs/W 17 

aA.wy sAt 
aA.wy sAbt PT 322 [§518a - b] 

N/Cs/E 24 

aA.wy sAt 
aA.wy SAbt 

PT 311 [§496a] 

W/A/N 38 

aA.wy Axt 

PT 419 [§747a] 

N/A/S C 1 

aA.w sAtw swt 

 

PT 419 [§747a] 

T/Ser/S 19 

aA.w sAtw swt 

 

PT 519 [§1203c] 

P/Cn/W 25 

aA.wy iAt Xrt 
aA.wy ptr 

 

PT 307 [§485b –c] 

W/A/N 29 

aA.wy msktt 
aA.wy manDt 
aA.wy Htmwt 

 

PT 482 [§1004b] 

P/A/W 46 

M/A/W 22 

N/A/Wg 44 

aA.wy pt 
aA.wy pDwt 
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Figure II.1f.  
aA, aA.w and aA.wy in the vestibule and ascending passage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

PT 587 [§1593a] 

P/Apn/W 33 

aHa aA.w Hrw=T m iwn-mwt=f 

 

PT 572 [§1474c] 

P/V/W 39 

aA.wy pt 
aA.wy sHdw 

 

PT 610 [§1713a] 

M/V/S 3 

aA.wy Gb 

 

PT 553 [§1361a - b] 

P/V/E 2 

N/V/E 5 

aA.wy nwt  
aA.wy qbHw 
aA.wy HAT 
aA.wy Drwt 

PT 572 [§1474c] 

M/V/E 77 

aA.wy pt 
aA.wy sHdw 

 
PT 587 [§1593a] 

P/Apn/E 81 

aHa aA.w Hrw=T m iwn-mwt=f 

 

PT 697 [§2170c] 

P/V/E 52 

aA.w iAbti n pt  

 
PT 610 [§1713a] 

N/V/E 56 

aA.wy Gb 

 

PT 311 [§496a] 

P/V/E 30 

N/V/E 11 

aA.wy Axt 

PT 584 [§1575a – b] 

P/Aps/W 75  

aA.wy bA-kA 
aA.wy biA 

 

PT 307 [§485b –c] 

P/V/N 52 

aA.wy msktt 
aA.wy manDt 
aA.wy Htmwt 

 

PT 548 [§1343d] 

P/V/S 38 

aA.w iAbti n pt  
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Figure II.2.  
Spatial locations of aA.wy xsfw and s m sr.wy/srw in the kings’ pyramids. 

  PT 667A 

P/S/Se B 75 

N/S/Se B 78 

rwt xsft 

 

PT 666 

P/S/Se B 69 

N/S/Se B 71 

aAw xsfw rxyt 

PT 373 

T/A/W 52 

aAw xsfw rxyt 

 

PT 463 – 64 

N/P/S 18 – 19 

aA.wy qbHw ipw xsfw rxyt 

 

PT 463 – 64 

P/P/N 14 – 15 

aA.wy qbHw ipw xsfw rxyt 

 

PT *711 

N/A/E 16 

aA.wy xnty-imntyw xsfw rxyt 

PT *764 

P/V/E 39 

aAw fnxw [xsfw] 

 

PT *790 

N/A/E 20 

aA.wy qbHw xsfw rxyt 

 

PT 611 

P/V/E 77 

N/V/E 65 

s m sr.wy 

PT 665D 

P/S/Nw ii 2 

s m srw 

PT 665D 

P/S/Se B 59 

M/S/S 

N/S/Se B 59 

s m srw  PT 663 

N/S/Sw ii 2 – 3  

s m sr.wy 

PT 373 

M/S/Wh i 4 

N/S/W 57 

aAw xsfw rxyt 

 

PT 611 

M/V/S 29 

s m sr.wy 
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Figure II.3.  
All threshold spaces in the pyramid of Unis, excluding aA.wt pt. 

 

  

PT 220 

W/S/E 8 

aA.wy Axt 

PT 246 

W/P/S 16 

aA.wy Axt 

PT 311 

W/A/N 39 

aA.wy Axt 

PT 268 

W/A/S 30 

arrwt 

PT 272 

W/A/S 43 

Arrwt nt Nww 

PT 275 

W/A/Eg 32 

xns 

PT 254 

W/A/W 16 

arrwt 

PT 307 

W/A/N 29 

aA.wy msktt 
aA.wy manDt 
aA.wy Htmwt 
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Figure II.4. 
 All non-aA threshold spaces in the pyramid of Teti.   

PT 324 

T/S/Wg 11 

arrwt nt Wsir 

PT 272 

T/P/S 25 

arrwt nt Nww 

PT 268 

T/A/S 5 

arrwt 

PT 585 

T/A/N 51 

sbA Hrw Nww 

PT 254 

T/A/W 11 

arrwt 

PT 419  

T/Ser/S 19 

aA.wy sAtw swt 
 

PT 360  

T/P/N 17 

rwt Nwt 

PT 412 

[§727a] 

T/Ser/S 11 

aA.wy sHdw 
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Figure II.5.  
All non-aA threshold spaces in the pyramid of Pepy I.  

 

 

  

PT 667A 

P/S/Se B 75 

rwt xsfw 

PT 666 
P/S/Se 67 
Xns.wy pw ir mwtw 

PT 665D 

P/S/Se B 66 

rwt xnty-mnwt=f 

PT 594 

P/S/E 38 – 39  

r(w)t 

PT 659 

P/S/E 38 

arrwt  

PT 508 

P/Cm/E 63 

sbA pt 

PT *760 

P/Cs/E 7 

arrwt  

PT 529 

P/Cn/W 81 – 82 

sbA pt 

PT 585 

P/Apn/W 9 

sbA Hrw nww 

PT *766 

P/V/E 46 

sbAw Axt 

 
PT 610 

N/V/E 56 

rwt Akr 

PT 614 

P/V/E 39 – 40 

arrwt nt Hwt bA 

PT 692A 

P/Apn/E 43 - 44 

rwty 

PT 508 

P/A/S 67 

sbA pt 

PT 324 

P/A/N 52 

arrwt nt Wsir 

PT 585 

P/A/N 14 

sbA Hrw nww 

PT 483 

P/A/W 49 

rwt DAt 

PT 476 

P/A/W 26 

arrwt wrt 

PT 268 

P/S/Sw B 22 - 26 

arrwt 

PT 437 

P/S/W 9 

sbA pt ir Axt 

PT 534 

P/Cn/E 5 
Xns.wy 

PT 690 

P/S/Se B 83 

rwt Axt 

PT *728 

P/S/Se B 51 

rwt iAt 
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Figure II.6.  
All non-aA threshold spaces in the pyramid of Merenre.  

 

PT 437 

M/S/W 36 

sbA pt ir Axt 

PT 594 

M/S/Eg 40 

r(w)t 

PT 529 

M/Cm/W 91 – 93  

sbA pt 

PT 610 

M/V/S 3 

rwt Akr 

PT 610 

M/V/S 14 

sbA pt ir Axt 
 

PT 614 

M/V/E 42 

arrwt nt Hwt bA 

PT 692A 

M/A/N 52 

rwty 

PT 690 

M/A/E 17 – 29  

rwt Axt 

PT 476 

M/A/W 26 

arrwt wrt 

PT 483 

M/A/W 15 

rwt Akr 
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Figure II.7.  
All non-aA threshold spaces in the pyramid of Pepy II. 

  

PT 268 

N/S/Nw ii 10 

arrwt 

PT 272 

N/S/Nw ii 20 

arrwt nt Nww 

PT 594 

N/S/E 10 

r(w)t 

PT 659 

N/S/E 15 

arrwt  
PT 667A 

N/S/Se B 78 

rwt xsfw 

PT 610 

N/V/E 60 

sbA pt ir Axt 

 

PT 610 

N/V/E 56 

rwt Akr 
 

PT 476 

N/A/W 13 

arrwt wrt 

PT *793 

N/A/E 62 

arrwt  

PT 690 

N/A/N 37 

rwt Axt 

PT 692B 

N/A/N 71 

sbxt 

PT 692A 

N/A/N 69 

rwty 

PT 685 

N/A/N 21 

rwt 

PT 483 

N/A/Wg 30 

rwt Akr 

PT 529 

N/Cm/W 35 - 36 

sbA pt 

PT 360  

N/P/S 25 

rwt Nwt 

PT 508 

N/A/S C 8 

sbA pt 

PT 437 

N/S/Wg 16 

sbA pt ir Axt 
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Figure II.8.  
All non-aA threshold spaces in the pyramid of Neith.  

 

  

PT 665B  

Nt/S/Sw 32 

aA.wy HAt 
aA.wy Drwt 

 

PT 676  

Nt/S/Se ii 34 

aA.wy Drwt 

PT 220  

Nt/S/Se i 73 

aA.wy Axt 

PT 246  

Nt/S/E ii 5 

aA.wy Axt 
aA.wy qbHw 

PT 412  

Nt/S/Sw 25 

aA.wy sHdw 

 

PT 412  

Nt/S/Se ii 65 

aA.wy sHdw 

 

PT 666  

Nt/S/E ii 44 

aA.wy xsfw rxyt 

 

PT *778  

Nt/S/E i 35 

aA.wy  

 

PT 665D  

Nt/S/E ii 36 

rwt xnty-mnwt=f 

PT 667A 

Nt/S/E ii 57 

rwt xsfw 

PT 690 

Nt/S/Se ii 3 

rwt Axt 

PT 667A 

Nt/S/Sw 39 

rwt xsfw 

PT 585 

Nt/S/Nw 15 

sbA Hrw nww 

PT 666  

Nt/S/E ii 40 

xns 

PT 324 

Nt/C/W 31 

Arrwt nt Wsir 

 

PT 476 

Nt/S/Nw 37 

arrwt wrt 

PT 322  

Nt/C/E 31 

aA.wy sAt 
aA.wy SAbt 

 

PT 268 

Nt/S/Nw 35 

arrwt 

PT 665B 

Nt/S/E ii 9 – 10 

aA.wy HAt 
aA.wy Drwt 
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Appendix III.  

Summary of type, group, and spatial placement by 

location.   
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III.1. Sarcophagus Chamber. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 594 

P/S/E 38 – 39  

M/S/Eg 40 

N/S/E 10 

r(w)t 

PT 665D 

P/S/Se B 66 

rwt xnty-mnwt=f 

PT *728 

P/S/Se B 51 

rwt iAt 

Figure III.1. Location of non-aA thresholds in the sarcophagus chamber.  

PT 659 

P/S/E 38 

N/S/E 15 

arrwt  

PT 272 

N/S/Nw ii 20 

arrwt nt Nww 

PT 666 
P/S/Se 67 
Xns.wy pw ir mwtw (?) 

PT 437 

P/S/W 9 

M/S/W 36 

N/S/Wg 16 

sbA pt ir Axt 

PT 355 

T/S/E ii 23 - 24 

P/S/E 20 

M/S/Eg 45 – 46 

N/S/E 42 

s wr 
PT 268 

N/S/Nw ii 10 

arrwt 

PT 268 

P/S/Sw B 22 - 26 

arrwt 
PT 667A 

P/S/Se B 75 

N/S/Se B 78 

rwt xsft 
PT 324 

T/S/Wg 11 

arrwt nt Wsir 
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PT Term Category Type Group 

268 arrwt Personal Transition Text M, “Ascent to the Sky.” 

272 arrwt Personal Transition Text M, “Ascent to the Sky.” 

324 arrwt Personal Transition Text M, “Ascent to the Sky.” 

355 s wr Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation C, “Perpetuation of Cult.” 

437 sbA Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation D, “Horus Resurrects.” 

594 r(w)t Unclassified. Unclassified. C, “Perpetuation of Cult.” 

659 arrwt Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation C, “Perpetuation of Cult.” 

665D rwt Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation B, “Transfiguration.” 

666 xns Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation B, “Transfiguration.” 

667A rwt Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation B, “Transfiguration.” 

*728 rwt  Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation  B, “Transfiguration.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table III.1. Summary of spell type and group in the sarcophagus chamber. 



 

483 
 

III.2. Passage. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT Term Category Type Group 

272 arrwt Personal Transition Text J, “Aggregation with the Gods.” 

360 rwt Personal Transition Text I, “Isis and Nephthys Summon.” 

464 – 

464 

aA.wy 

xsfw 

Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation I, “Isis and Nephthys Summon.” 

 

 

 

Table III.2. Summary of spell type and group in the passage.  

PT 360  

N/P/S 25 

rwt Nwt 

Figure III.2. Location of non-aA thresholds in the passage. 

PT 463 – 64 

N/P/S 18 – 19 

aA.wy qbHw ipw xsfw rxyt 
 

PT 463 – 64 

P/P/N 14 – 15 

aA.wy qbHw ipw xsfw rxyt 
 

PT 272 

T/P/S 25 

arrwt nt Nww 

PT 360  

T/P/N 17 

rwt Nwt 
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III.3. Antechamber. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 585 

T/A/N 51 

P/A/N 14 

sbA Hrw nww 

PT 272 

W/A/S 43 

arrwt nt Nww 

PT 268 

W/A/S 30 

T/A/S 5 

arrwt 

PT 476 

P/A/W 26 

M/A/W 26 

N/A/W 13 

arrwt wrt 

PT 254 

W/A/W 16 

T/A/W 11 

arrwt 

PT *793 

N/A/E 62 

arrwt  

PT 324 

P/A/N 52 

arrwt nt Wsir 

PT 690 

M/A/E 17 – 29  

rwt Axt 

PT 690 

N/A/N 37 

rwt Axt 

PT 692A 

M/A/N 52 

N/A/N 69 

rwty 

PT 685 

N/A/N 21 

rwt 

PT 483 

P/A/W 49 

rwt DAt 

PT 692B 

N/A/N 71 

sbxt 

PT 275 

W/A/Eg 32 

xns 

PT 483 

M/A/W 15 

N/A/Wg 30 

rwt Akr 
 

Figure III.3. Location of non-aA thresholds in the antechamber. 

PT 499 

P/A/E 22 
N/A/E 44 
s (?) 

PT *711 

N/A/E 16 

aA.wy xnty-imntyw xsfw rxyt 

PT *790 

N/A/E 20 

aA.wy qbHw xsfw rxyt 
 

PT 373 

T/A/W 52 

aAw xsfw rxyt 
 

PT 508 

P/A/S 67 

N/A/S C 8 

sbAw pt 
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PT Term Category Type Group 

254 arrwt Personal Transition Text J, “Aggregation with the Gods.” 

268 arrwt Personal Transition Text J, “Aggregation with the Gods.” 

272 arrwt Personal Transition Text J, “Aggregation with the Gods.” 

275 xns Personal Transition Text K, “Apotropaia.” 

324 arrwt Personal Transition Text L, “Transformation.” 

373 aA.wy 

xsfw  

Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation D, “Horus Resurrects.” 

476 arrwt Personal Transition Text J, “Aggregation with the Gods.” 

483 rwt Sacerdotal (PS) Priestly Recitation J, “Aggregation with the Gods.” 

499 s Personal Apotropaic K, “Apotropaia” 

508 sbA Personal  Transition Text J, “Aggregation with the Gods.” 

585 sbA Personal  Transition Text L, “Transformation.” 

685 rwt Sacerdotal (PS) Priestly Recitation L, “Transformation.” 

690 rwt Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation G, “Anointing and Wrapping” 

L, “Transformation.” 

692A rwty Sacerdotal Transition (!) Text O, “Mixed” 

692B sbxt Unclassified Unclassified  L, “Transformation.” 

*711 aA.wy 

xsfw 

Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation G, “Anointing and Wrapping.” 

*790 aA.wy 

xsfw 

Sacerdotal (PS) Priestly Recitation  O, “Mixed” 

*793 arrwt Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation K, “Apotropaia.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table III.3. Summary of spell type and group in the antechamber.  
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III.4. Corridor. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT Term Category Type Group 

508 sbA Personal Transition Text N, “The Celestial Circuit.” 

529 sbA Personal Transition Text N, “The Celestial Circuit.” 

534 Xns.wy Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation C, “Perpetuation of Cult.” 

*760 arrwt Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation N, “The Celestial Circuit.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table III.4. Summary of spell type and group in the corridor.  

PT 534 

P/Cn/E 5 
Xns.wy 

PT 508 

P/Cm/E 63 

sbA pt 

PT 529 

P/Cn/W 81 – 82 

M/Cm/W 91 – 93  

N/Cm/W 35 - 36 

sbA pt 

PT *760 

P/Cs/E 7 

arrwt  

Figure III.4. Location of non-aA thresholds in the corridor. 
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III.5. Vestibule and Ascending Passage 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PT 585 

P/Apn/W 9 

sbA Hrw nww 

PT 614 

P/V/E 39 – 40 

M/V/E 42 

arrwt nt Hwt bA 

PT *760 

P/V/E 28 

arrwt  

PT 692A 

P/Apn/E 43 - 44 

rwty 

PT 610 

N/V/E 56 

rwt Akr 

PT 610 

M/V/S 14 

sbA pt ir Axt 
 

PT 610 

N/V/E 60 

sbA pt ir Axt 
 

PT *766 

P/V/E 46 

sbA Axt 
 

Figure III.5. Location of various threshold spaces in the vestibule and ascending 

passage of the kings.  

PT 611 

M/V/S 29 

s m sr.wy 

PT 611 

P/V/E 77 

N/V/E 65 

s m sr.wy 

PT *764 

P/V/E 39 

aAw fnxw [xsfw] 
 

PT 610 

M/V/S 3 

rwt Akr 
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PT Term Category Type Group 

585 sbA Personal Transition Text M, “Ascent to the Sky.” 

610 sbA Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation C, “Perpetuation of Cult.” 

610 rwt Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation C, “Perpetuation of Cult.” 

692A rwty Sacerdotal Transition (!) Text O, “Mixed.” 

*760 arrwt Sacerdotal Priestly Recitation O, “Mixed.” 

*766 sbA Unclassified Unclassified O, “Mixed.” 

 

 

 

Table III.5. Summary of spell typology and grouping in the vesibule 


